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To James J. McDonnell

The Conference on Decennial Census Data for Transportation Planning: Case Studies and
Strategies for 2000 is dedicated to the memory of James J. McDonnell, who passed away in
January 1,996. Jim was the leading spokesperson in the U.S. Department of Transportation
for improvements in census data for transportation planning, and his colleagues will never
forget his many accomplishments in that regard.
Even in retirement, he was an active participant in the Transportation Research Board activities and in various other professional activities. It was atthe 1,994 conference at the Beckman Center that Jim was the first to recognize the need for this conference in 1996, and while
at the 1994 conference, Jim had already lined up the U.S. Department of Transportation financial support for the succeeding conference.
You are remembered, Jim, and

rvr/e

are pleased to dedicate this conference to your memory.
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Confere,nce Proceedings L3-Decennial Census Data for Transportøti'on Planning: Case
Studies and Strategies for 2000 consists of two volumes. Volume 1 contains the chairman's
introduction, plenã.y session presentations, summaries of the case studies presented, and
workshop ,.pårtr. Volo-. 2 cóntains most of the case studies, organized into the following
areas, Laige i4etropolitan Âreas, Transit, Private Sector, Small Metropolitan Areas, and State

Depaftments of TiansPortation.
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Conversion and Use of 1,990 Census
Transportation Plannitrg Package in the
DelawaÍeValley Region
Thabet Zakaúq Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission

An analysis of the L990 Census Transportation Planning
Package (CTPP) for the Delaware Valley Region is given, with
special emphasis on journey-to-work trips, employment,
mode of transportation to work, travel time, vehicle ownership, employed persons, and other socioeconomic data essen-

tial to transportation planning and travel forecasting. A
review of the CTPP computer tapes and data showed some
problems with programming, sampling, and bias, which were
resolved before the data were used as a base for trend analysis, travel simulation, highway and transit project studies,
strategic planning, and economic development. The CTPP information should be adjusted before it is used for transportation planning. The errors in the 1990 CTPP data are generally
small, but the package shows no improvement over the presentation of the 1980 data. Most of the 1990 CTPP problems
can be avoided in the future if the recommendations made in
this paper are considered in Census 2000.

Jnformation on work trips, employed

persons, employ-

I ment, and many other socioeconomic variables gathIered during the 1,990 census is available in the 1990
Census Transportation Planning Package (CTPP). The
CTPP is a special tabulation of census data used in transportation planning at the state and regional levels. Funding
for the development and production of the CTPP was provided by the states through the American Association of
State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO).
On June 22,'1,993, the Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission (DVRPC) received the first three parts

of the CTPP Statewide Element, but the first three parts of
the Urban Element were not received until April2l ,1994,
more than 4 years after Census Day in 1990.'!Øork was
initiated to process and print CTPP data for various levels of geographic units to be used in transpoftation system
planning analysis and evaluation and for project studies.
Because the contents of the CTPP are extensive, work on
the processing and use of data continued into 1,996,

The purpose of this paper is to discuss briefly the
experience of DVRPC with the CTPP data, with special
emphasis on the journey-to-work information and other
socioeconomic information required for transportation
planning and forecasting, such as population, households, employed persons, vehicle availabilitg and employment. The data are evaluated and some figures are
presented to illustrate the magnitude of the errors and discrepancies in the data selected. The use of CTPP data in

several DVRPC planning projects, both transportationrelated and non-transportation-related, is described. This
paper is essentially an update of a similar one by the
author on the 1990 CTPP published in 1,995 (1).
The DVRPC region includes four suburban counties
in Pennsylvania (Bucks, Chester, Delaware, and Mont-

gomery), four suburban counties in New Jersey (Burlington, Camden, Gloucester, and Mercer), and the city
of Philadelphia. The Delaware Valley includes aî area
of 9886 km2 13,817 mi2) and a population of about 5.2

millon. There are 352 municipalities, including such
major cities

as Trenton and Camden in New Jersey and
Philadelphia and Chester in Pennsylvania (Figure 1).
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much easier to provide an equivalency table of all tracts,

CoNreNrs oF 1990 CTPP
The CTPP information was selected from the responses
to the L990 long-form census questionnaire distributed
to about 17 percent (1 in 6) of all households. The Bureau of the Census prepared two 1'990 CTPP packages:
the Statewide and Urban elements. The Statewide Element consists of six parts containing information at the
municipal level. These parts are labeled A through F.
The Urban Element provides data at the level of traffic analysis zone (TLZ),which for the most part is equivalent to a census tract. There are 1',395 TAZs in the
DVRPC region. Census block groups are used in densely
developed areas such as the Philadelphia central business district (CBD) where census tracts are too large for
traffic simulation and analysis. There are eight parts in
the CTPP Urban Element, labeled 1 through 8' Part 5,
however, has been eliminated.
The L990 data were collected using the following
census areal units: block, block group)ttact, place' mi-

nor civil division (MCD), county' and Metropolitan
Statistical Area (MSA).In 1'975 the DVRPC zonal system, used for the collection of data in 1'960 origin and
destination surveys, wâs converted to the census areal
system in order to easily use census data in land use and

transportation planning' This conversion has made

it

blocks, block groups, and TAZs The preparation of
such a tabulation proved to be tedious' costly' and time
consuming because the Delaware Valley region includes

more than 74,000 blocks, 1',317 tracts, and 1',395
TAZs. The TAZs are used for travel simulation at the
regional level.
In March 1992 DVRPC prepared a correspondence
table for use in the tabulation of the Urban Element
information. This table includes the following:

o Traffrc analysis zone,
o Census block group number,
o Superdistrict,
o Minor Civil Division,
o Census state code,

.

County, and

o

Census tract number.

In addition to this information, DVRPC specified all
external counties with a significant commuting flow
from and to the DVRPC region. Because of programming difficulties, this file was not used by the Census Bureau. Instead, DVRPC was asked in 1'994 to prepare a
revised table (equivalency file), which inserted the TAZs

in each census block record.
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Rrvrew,qNo EvRruRrroN oF 1990 CTPP Dnre
A review of the L990 CTPP data from Parts L,2, and 3
for the Delaware Valley region indicated some program-

ming, definitional, and statistical problems. Unlike the
1980 Urban Transportation Planning Package (UTPP),
the 7990 CTPP contains data on work-trip destinations
not identified by block or tract. The Census Bureau
could not allocate all 7990 trips to TAZs because the
Topologically Integrated Geographic Encoding and Referencing (TIGER) File does not contain address ranges
for some suburban and rural areas in the region. The
Census Bureau provided a list of places that failed the
census allocation process. Specificall¡ any place that has
less than 70 percent address range coverage and less
than 70 percent of the persons working in the place
coded to tract and block failed the test. In such places,
the Census Bureau allocated the work places to default
zones and asked DVRPC to review the list and allocate
the default data to the affected TAZs, including water
tracts (Figure 2).

Programming and Format Problems
After receiving the 1990 CTPP tapes from the Census
Bureau, DVRPC immediately stafted to extrâct the data
needed for various air-quality and transportation planning studies. Data on population, households, vehicle

FIGURE
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availabilit¡ and employed persons were printed for each
TAZ, MCD, and county for review and use in several
studies. Also, trip origins and destinations were printed
to evaluate trip patterns at the zonal level. The format of
the tapes was found to be quite complex and confusing.
There was no labeling on the tapes, and the names of the

tables were puzzling. No documentation of certain
record types was available. The variations in recorded
content should have been clearly recorded in both the
general documentation and the data dictionary.
For example, review of the tapes of the CTPP Urban
Element indicated that they do not have the same computer record size and block size at the tract or zonal levels. Part 3 has a record size of 1,180 and block size of
23,600, but Part 2has a record size of 1,0,616 and block
size of 21,230. These problems have caused some

confusion, dela¡ and duplication of effort.

Problems of Definition and Statistics
As stated previousl¡ the Census Bureau obtained information on workers and not on trips; the latter information is usually collected in home interview surveys for
transportation planning studies. The analysis of work-

ers' trip tables (Part 3) by travel mode indicated that
some walk and railroad trips were unrealistic in terms of
travel time or distance. It was found, for example, that
some workers walked from Philadelphia to places a con-

Location of default traffic analysis zones.
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be seen, the differences in population and resident workers are small and are acceptable for all planning purposes. However, the number of households in the CTPP
is slightly lower than that in the total count. Most of the
difference, 2,3L9 out of a total of 2,667, is found in the
city of Philadelphia. All household zonal data were ad-

siderable distance from the city. Similarl¡ there were
railroad trips where no such service existed. These few
irrational trips are due to errors in census coding and

sampling or to incorrect information returned by respondents who did not understand the census questionnãire. Many respondents confused the access mode with
the principal mode of travel.
The evaluation of employment data by industry

justed to be consistent with the 100 percent census
counts, which are equal to those extracted from the
tabulations of the STF3.

showed that some respondents misunderstood the census
question that used the Standard Industrial Classification
ISIC¡ system (Question 28). Some were not able to identify their industry correctly because some SIC categories
are not easily defined and understood. The public administration sector is especially complicated. An employee of a municipal utility authority, for example, may
consider himself either a member of the public administration sector or a member of the public utilities sector.

Place-of-Work Data and Development of
Employment File
As described previousl¡ Parts 2 and 3 contain worker
trip data at the place of work for various geographic
units such as TAZs, MCDs, and counties. If trip destinations by resident workers living and working in the region and nonresident workers working in the region are
added together, the sum should be approximately equal
to the number of regional jobs, or employment. A cer-

Accunlcv oF CTPP Dnrn

tain percentage of these work-trip destinations (employment) should be added to account for workers who were
absent during the census week because of illness, vacation, or other personal reasons and workers who had
more than one job.
Using data from the Bureau of Economic Analysis, Bureau of Labor Statistics, previous DVRPC employment
files, and local wage records, the 1990 CTPP work trips
(number of workers at the place of destination) were adjusted four times in order to develop the employment file
at the zonal level. The first adjustment \¡/as made to account for absentee rates reported by the census for each
county (2.1,6 percent for the region) from responses to

Place-of-Residence Data
Generallg the 1,990 CTPP data are very good for transportation planning purposes' The data on population,
household, car ownership, employed persons' and other
socioeconomic characteristics obtained from Part 1 ate
quite accurate and do not require any major adjustment

errors. Part 1, data
percent
census counts'
100
with
the
favorably
compare
the mag1
illustrates
(STF1)'
Table
1
Tape
File
Standard
nitude of difference between the population produced
from Part 1 and from the 1.00 percent counts fot a few
TAZs, MCDs, and counties selected at random' As can

6.."ot. of sampling or nonsampling

TABLE

1

Comparison of 1990 CTPP Population, Households, and Resident Workers with Total Census Counts

Areal Unit

"rAz
100

400
700
990

Total
Count

CTPP

1,204
9,030
3,750
6,169

1,205

Diff.

-l

Total
Count

CTPP
476

9,030

0

4,279

3,7s0

0

1,459

6,169

0

1,880

1,400

1,400

0

E11

5,957

5,957

0

Glassboro, NJ

Countv
Philadelphia, PA
Mercer, NJ

^roølkegion

15,614

15,ó14

1,585,577
325,E24 325,824

1,s85,577

5,L82,705

Diff.

51s

Total
Count

CTPP

-39

557

4,319 -40

?,678

t,434

Diff.

558 -1
3,678 0
2,TI8
2,780 0

25

2,118

1,881 - I

2,780

810
2,867

1

964

9

3,243

964
?,243

0

2,876

0

5,069

-5,019

50

7,422

7,422

0

0

600,740

603,059 -2319

116,777

Lt6,94L -164

Municipali8
New Hope, PA
Media, PA

Resident Workers

Households

Population

0

5,182,705 0

L,891,6L4

L,E94,281

-2667

O

657,389 657,?E7
166,680 166,680
2,496,292 2'496,2L5

0

2
0

77
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estimates and those adopted by DVRPC. As the data in
Table 2 show, the differences between the two sets of
employment estimates are small (about 10 percent). In
general, the percent difference between the two sets of
employment estimates increases as the size of a geographic unit decreases because of the sampling error and

Question 21.a on the long-form questionnaire used in
1,99}.Itshould be noted, however, that other DVRPC data
files indicate that the average rate of employee absenteeism
for some companies ranges between 3 and 6 percent.

Second, all employment data were adjusted upward
to reflect multiple jobholding based on the results of a
survey conducted for the Bureau of Labor Statistics using a national sample of about 60,000 households (2). It

coding problems.

was found that the national rate for multiple jobholding
was 6.2 percent and varies by employment sector, ranging from 4.7 percent for construction workers to 9.3
percent for those working in government.
Third, employment estimates at many MCDs were examined, and some were adjusted upward or downward
to account for coding discrepancies and respondent errors. Such adjustments were necessary at the municipal
level to bring the estimates into agreement with data
from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, DVRPC files, and
municipal tax records. Finally, employment estimates at
theTAZ level were examined to allocate the trips coded
to default zones and water tracts by the Census Bureau.
All zonal data were factored to county and municipal
control totals by employment sector, and a new computer file was prepared for users of these data. DVRPC

Means of Transportation

Most parts of the CTPP include information on the
worker's mode of transportation to work. Respondents
were asked to choose one of LL travel modes that they
usually took to work for most of the distance between
the place of residence and work. The travel mode proportions appear to be reasonable because they compare
favorably with DVRPC highway traffic counts and transit surveys for large areas and the region. Table 3 shows
that the difference between the CTPP data and DVRPC
estimates for total public transportation work trips

is 1.9 percent. However, such a difference

following 11 SIC sectors to generate trip production and attraction: agriculture, forestr¡ and fisheries;
mining; construction; manufacturing; transportation;
wholesale trade; retail trade; finance, insurance, and
real estâte; service; government; and military.
Table 2 shows a comparison of CTPP employment
before and after adjustments for selected TAZs, MCDs,
uses the

counties, and the total region. It also shows the percent
difference between the unadjusted CTPP employment

2

TABLE
Comparison of 1990 CTPP and DVRPC Adopted
Employment Estimates
VoDil.

1990 Emplovment Estimates

C]PP
Areal

U¡it

CIPP

Unadiusted Adiusted

DVRPC
Adopted

Adoptedvs.
CTPP Unadi.

TAZ
100

t19

t19

400

r,71t

r,719

700

2,259

2,349

990

492

493

MunicipaliW
New Hope, PA
Media, PA
Glassboro, NJ

2,35t
10,110
7,287

2,579

2,35r

0.0

10,993

lL,2l0

10.9

7,9U

7,924

8.7

CounW

Philadelphia, PA

761,244

834,335

836,874

9.9

Mercer, NJ

204,826

2U,356

220,592

7.7

2,433,682

2,697,229

2,693,879

10.7

Total

Resion

becomes

large for travel submodes within smaller areas. In the
Philadelphia CBD, the difference between the CTPP and
estimated subway-elevated and bus trips is about 35 percent. Such large differences are mainly due to incorrect
responses to the questionnaire. It appears that many respondents confused the access mode to a station with the
principal mode of travel to work. The Philadelphia CBD
highway trips computed by the DVRPC model are underestimated by about 5 percent. This problem will be
resolved when the model is recalibrated with the 1,990
census data at the subarea level.
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TABLE

3

Comparison of 1990 CTPP and DVRPC Work Tiip

Estimates by Mode

CTPP
Data

DVRPC

Pe¡cent

Estimates Diff.

A¡eal Unit

Mode

Philadelphia

Regional Rail

27.7

25.2

-9.0

Subway- eler"ated and Bus

81.5

110.3

35.3

t17.9

111.5

-5.4

CBD

Highway

Total

Region

Transportation 273.2
1,954.0
Hishwav
Public

n8.5

1.9

1,969,2

0.8

Note: Values are in thousands of trips per day.

Table 4 shows the 19B0 andL990 aYerage travel time
of commuters in selected counties and the total region.
The regional average travel time has changed slightly
since 1980. Despite increasing traffic congestion in the
region, regional travel time of work trips declined by 2.8
percent in the 1980s because of the decline of urban ar-

of suburbs, where the private automobile is the predominant mode of travel' According to
the CTPP data, it takes much longer to commute by public transportation than by automobile. The decline in the
share of public transportation in the region contributes
to the decrease in commuting time because driving alone
takes less time than traveling by public transportation.
Commuters in the region have shifted from slower to
faster modes of transportation. The 1990 CTPP average
regional travel time compares very well with DVRPC
average commuting time, which is based on an actual
travel survey (24.6 versus 23.8 min).
These problems are similar to those experienced with
the 1980 UTPP. For this reason, the CTPP trip information should be adjusted before it is used for transportation planning and travel forecasting. The adjusted CTPP
employment and traffrc data for the Delaware Valley
region are quite reasonable.
eas and the growth

DVRPC UsBs or 1990 CTPP
The uses of. the 1,990 CTPP in the Delaware Valley region
are somewhat similar to applications in other metropolitan areas (3-i). DVRPC has already used census data in

TABLE 4 Average Travel Time
of Commuters
County of

TravelTimo (minutes)

Residence

1980 1990

Bucks, PA

24.0

24.2

0.8

Montgomery PA
Burlington, NJ
Mercer, NJ

2t.9

22,s

2.1

24.0

24.r

0.4

21.7

22.1

1.8

Toþl Resion

2s.3

24.6

-2.8

%Dtfr.

various transportation planning studies and

will

con-

tinue to use the CTPP in the future. As mentioned earlier,
the CTPP includes many socioeconomic data items and
trip information that are invaluable to local and state
governments, transit operators, and private corporations
for making a variety of transportation and locational
decisions, including the locations of shopping centers'

industrial parks, banks, and service industries and
the estimation of highway and transit travel, parking
requirements, transit fleet sizes, and service schedules.
Six major uses of the 1990 CTPP in the Delaware Valley region are described in the following subsections.

Data Base for Transportation Planning
DVRPC has completed a project to prepare a data bank
for transportation planning ât the TAZ, superdistrict, municipal, and county levels. This information includes population, vehicle availabiliry employment, work trips by
mode, travel time, household income, and other socioeconomic variables required for traffic simulation and transportâtion planning and travel forecasting. Such data have
been extracted from Parts \,2, and 3 of the CTPP. All data

items have been edited for reasonableness and adjusted if
necessary on the basis of other census data and DVRPC
surveys, traffic counts, and data sources as described earlier. These data have been used in most transportation
system and project planning studies in the last 3 years.

Data Summaries and Trend Evaluations
DVRPC has completed three reports on the journeyto-work trends in the Delaware Valley region (6-8). These
reports compare the 1.970, 1980, and 1990 journeyto-work information, means of transportation for commuting to work, employed persons, and employment at
the counfy and regional levels. They also analyzethe com-

muting flow between the counties of the Delaware Valley
region and surrounding counties and cities. The reports
were well received by planners and decision makers because they provide factual information about trends in
land use development and travel patterns in the region.
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For example, Table 5, taken from the regional repoft (6),
gives the 1,970-1,990 trends in the distribution of Montgomery County resident workers by place of work. Other
tables show the trends in employment and mode of travel
for all DVRPC counties, cities, and selected municipalities.
Short data bulletins were also published. Each includes one or two information items obtained from Parts
L,2, or 3 of the CTPP. For example, a bulletin was prepared on vehicle ownership growth between 1970 and
1,990 Íor the counties in the Delaware Valley region. It
also includes households stratified by the number of

Generall¡ the models are similar to those used in
other large urban areas that depend on census data for
system analysis and project studies. Figure 3 shows the
steps followed to update the DVRPC traffic simulation
process. A careful review and evaluation of the results of
each model were conducted, and necessary adjustments
were made to achieve the most accurate calibration. The
simulated traffic volumes were compared with actual
highway traffic counts and public transportation ridership to ensure that acceptable accuracy of the simulated

vehicles owned (zero, one, fwo, or three or more vehicles).

DVRPC used the CTPP data in the following activities:

Update of DVRPC Tlaffic Simulation Models
DVRPC's staff has used the 1990 census data to update

and validate its travel forecasting models. Ten years
ago the 1980 UTPP was used to check and validate
the DVRPC traffic simulation models (Figure 3). These
models follow the traditional steps of trip generation,
trip distribution, modal split, and travel assignment, and
use the computer programs included previously in the
Urban Transportation Planning System (UTPS). In addition to this system, DVRPC is now using the TRANPLAN and TRANSCAD systems for travel forecasting
and air-quality analysis.

TABLE

5

results

is obtained from these models. SpecificallS

o Development of accurate inputs on population,
households, vehicle availabilit¡ resident workers, and
employment at the TAZ level;
o Comparison and analysis of DVRPC trip râtes for
work with the CTPP;
o Comparison and analysis of DVRPC trip length and
travel time distribution for work with the CTPP;
¡ Comparison and evaluation of work trips estimated by the DVRPC model with the CTPP;
¡ Comparison and analysis of DVRPC automobile
occupancy model with the CTPP; and
. Analysis and evaluation of DVRPC external work
trips with the CTPP.

Montgomery County Resident Workers: Distribution by

Place of Work (6)
Place

of

Percent Change

Work

t970

Bucks
Chester
Delaware

1980

'70-'90

1990

8,¿188

14,325

20,986

5,900

10,525

17,920

5,897

7,773

10,933

Montgomery

158,986

204,673

229,923

54,489

55,598

55.95ó

portion

233,760

292,894

315,718

Philadelphia
Total PA

Burlington

1,632

5?2

L,484

Camden
Gloucester

3,089

1,643

2,808

883

225

474

Merce¡

1,877

354

68.8
78,4
31.8

'90-'90
4ó.5
70.3
40.7

28.7

12.3

2.0
25.3

t4.6

0.6

-67.4
-4ó.8

178.9

tt0.7

1.024

-74,5
-81.1

70.9

189.3

1,M

zJ5!.

5J99,

-63.2

t10.2

24L,241

295,648

341,508

22.6

15,5

2,499

3,070

3,670

22.8

19.5

82

172

t62

109.8

-5.8

Lehigh

633

773

1,390

22.1

79.8

New Castle

513

282

580

-45.0

105.7

Total NJ portion
Total Region
Berks
Lancaster

Northarrpton
Other

665

196

326

-70.5

66.3

5.504

4.185

5.324

27.2

Total External

9,896

8,678

1r,452

-24.0
-12,3

352,960

2t.2

16.0

Total Trips

251.137 304326

32.0
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FIGURE

3

DVRPC regional travel simulation process.

In order to convert the CTPP trip data to

home-

based-work (HB\ø) productions and attractions internal

Highway and Transit Corridor Studies

to the DVRPC region (both trips end within the region),
the census trip matrix was multiplied by 1"74 (2 x 0.87)'
This factor, which accounts for trip chaining, second
jobs, absenteeism, and the corresponding work-to-home
trips, was needed to convert the census home-to-work
data to the average weekday production-attraction format tabulated from traditional home interview surveys
for travel simulation. No explicit mode shift factors
were used. A factor of L.7 6 was used to convert the 198 0

The 1.990 CTPP data, especially the journey-to-work information contained in Part 3, have been used in several
transit corridor studies to check travel demand or ridership for each transit submode, including high-speed rail,
express bus and park-and-ride service, and local bus
service in the suburbs.

census UTPP data.

planning at the regional level.

In 1988 DVRPC conducted a small-sample home interview survey to be used in conjunction with the 1990
CTPP data. Comparison of census-based HB'!l trips
with the 1988 home interview survey indicated that the
factor of 1.74 provides reasonable results at the regional
level for driving alone and transit travel. The work trip
automobile occupancy from the census data (1.09 petsons per vehicle) is somewhat lower than the survey result (1.13 persons per vehicle). For Philadelphia CBD
attractions, the census data tend to underestimate subway-

elevated and bus

trips

and overestimate drive-alone

automobile trips. Commuter rail

trip attractions

slightly underestimated by the census data.

are

The 1990 CTPP data are also being used in many proposed highway and transit corridor studies because it

is the only information available for transportation

Strategic Planning and Economic Development
DVRPC used the 1990 CTPP information on employment to evaluate the significant changes in the type
and location of industries and commercial establishments. This evaluation resulted in recommendations and
strategies aimed at attracting new industries and high-

technology firms to the Delaware Valley. Also, employment information was useful in the redevelopment of
declining urban centers and provision of the required
physical improvements for their rehabilitation.

ZAKARIA

Existing access patterns were examined in terms of
origins and destinations and modal split. Access problems for particular labor populations, such as low-wage
workers, were identified. Access opportunities were also
identified on the basis of data analyses, site analyses, and
consultations. Solutions related to both transportation
and land use have been proposed to improve access to
employment centers, as dictated by findings.

Provision oÍ 1990 CTPP Data to Public Agencies
and Private Corporations
Finally, DVRPC has been providing the 1,990 CTPP information to any public or private agency involved in
planning or urban studies, including studies for housing,
finance, real estate, health facilities, social services, economic base, and economic development. Many planning
agencies and private companies in the Delaware Valley
region âre very much interested in obtaining the CTPP
information for their various studies.

dents to questions on mode of travel, destination, and
industry classification. Many confused the access mode to
subway-elevated or railroad lines with the principal
mode of travel. The questionnaire should be redesigned
to capture multimodal trip information from the place
of residence to the place of work and to avoid any error
or misunderstanding in the employment sectors.
The format of the 1990 CTPP tapes is rather complex
and must be simplified and checked for consistency. The
funding and development of two packages in 1990Statewide and Urban elements-was an excellent idea
since they include better coverage of commutershed areas
and could be used for checking accr;racy and consistency
of the census information. AASHTO should again provide
the funding for the CTPP 2000. Finally, DVRPC has not
as yet received all parts of the CTPP; a more timely release
of. data is obviously impoftant to all census data users.
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CoNcrusroNs
Generally the 1,990 CTPP for the Delaware Valley region
contains good quality datafor air-quality and transportation planning, travel forecasting, economic base and employment location studies, urban development analysis,
and planning and evaluation of transit services. The use of
the CTPP minimizes the need for large-scale data collection in the Delaware Valley and decreases the rising costs
of surveys required for transportation planning at the system and project levels. Without census data it would be
almost impossible to conduct many transportation studies in the region, and most of the DVRPC applications
could not have been accomplished without these data.
Under current budget conditions, it is almost impossible
to conduct a home interview survey that would provide
results similar to those included in the CTPP.
The analysis of CTPP data indicates a few programming, statistical, and bias problems. Most of these problems were resolved before DVRPC used the CTPP as a
data base for trend analysis, traffic simulation, highway
and transit project studies, strategic planning, and eco-

nomic development. As with the 1980 data, the 1,990
employment estimates must be adjusted before they are
used in transportation planning studies because they do
not include all jobs.
Most of the 1,990 CTPP problems and errors can be
avoided in the 2000 census by quality control edits and

a careful review of the

L1

census questionnaire as well

as the computer formats and programs required for
processing the information. Specificall¡ the journeyto-work questions (27,22,23, and 28) should be simplified to prevent any confusion on the part of respon-
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Census Data Use in Illinois by Research and

Academic Community
Siim Sööt, IJniuersity of Illinois at Cbicago

This paper is one in a series of four that document the uses of
the Census Transportation Planning Package data by the
transportation community in lllinois. The focus in this paper
is on the work performed by those conducting basic research
or acting as a consultant to a client. Other papers in this series address the work conducted by small and large metropolitan planning organizations and by the transit community.
The Census Transportation Planning Package (CTPP) has
been used extensively by the research and academic community over the last two decades. The 1'970 Urban Tiansportation Planning Package was used in numerous studies, but the
focus of this paper is on the use of the 1990 CTPP. At least
one major study is ongoing that examines the changes inherent from the 1970 to the 1'990 planning packages, and several
studies are discussed that examined the changes from 1980 to
L990. Nine different applications of the CTPP at five different institutions are documented. The applications are quite
varied and include studies of Chicago as well as of smaller

metropolitan areas throughout lllinois. Most are transportation studies, but there are also numerous uses of the package
because of its readily available information on employment
by small area. The researchers uniformly indicated that their
work could not have been performed in its present form, and
in most cases could not have been performed at all, without
the CTPP. The CTPP is indeed a very useful source of data for
a variety of studies using small-area zones.

lanners and scholars have now used the census

transportation planning packages in the Chicago
areafor well over 20 years,The 1,970 Urban Trans-

72

portation Planning Package (UTPP) was utilized exteniively by the staff of Northeastern Illinois Planning
Commission (NIPC) and particularly by the Chicago
Area Transportation Study (CATS). It was also intensively used by Sen and Sööt at the University of Illinois
at Chicago in nearly a dozen studies funded by the U'S.
Department of Transportation (DOT) as well as by numerous local agencies. They also spent over half a year
in enhancing and modifying the 1970 UTPP to make it
more readily usable. Based on the work in the 1970s, the
1980 UTPP was used widely for modeling and descriptive purposes. Most of these efforts were centered on
modeling trip distribution and modal split. Several hundred laborsheds were also mapped as a first step in the
development of a laborshed model.
In this paper, the focus is on use oÍ the 1'990 Census
Transportation Planning Package (CTPP). Nine applicationì for research and planning purposes at five different institutions are discussed. The studies not only
addressed transportation questions but also examined

employment distributions and concentrations. Several
of these studies used both the 1980 and the 1990
packages.

AppuclrtoNs
The CTPP has been utilized by numerous individuals
at severâl universities and research institutes in the
Chicago area: the University of Illinois at Chicago,

t3
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Northern Illinois Universit¡ Loyola University of
Chicago, Illinois State Universit¡ and the'W'oodstock
Institute. The staff of the Urban Transportation Center
at the University of Illinois at Chicago has used the
CTPP for three substantial studies. The first was to
determine the potential users of the proposed Down-

town Circulator System (light rail). The second was
to compute the average vehicle occupancy level for the
Chicago area. The third was to produce the weights
for the CATS Household Travel Survey and to develop
a model estimating nonresponse rates. Each of these
studies was highly dependent upon the CTPP data.

it is evident that with spatial

dara such as these, the
hub can be defined using a minimum employment density criterion as well as a contiguity requirement. This
task can be accomplished more readily by visual inspection than

by the development of an

extensive

computer code.
Other techniques could clearly be used, but the visual
statement of what constitutes the employment hub is important in establishing the credibility of the merhod.
Seven major employment hubs, including the central
business district (CBD) were defined using this method

(Table 1). The commuting patterns

to each of these

seven hubs and other destinations were then determined.

Use of Downtown Circulator System
The city of Chicago proposed a network of light rail
lines connecting major traffic-generating points and subareas in the greater downtown. The study of the potential users of the proposed circulator system made
extensive use of the 1990 CTPP (f -3).

A critical factor in garnering political support for

the circulator was the demonstration that the Chicago
downtown was not just the work destination for wealthy
suburbanites and the elite of the city but that it serves
nearly all of the Chicago neighborhoods. Figure L shows
that a high proportion of the workers residing in the upscale neighborhoods along Lake Michigan to the north
work in the downtown area, but it also clearly illustrates
that the downtown is an important work destination for
many of the workers residing in the minority neighborhoods south of the downtown. Figure 1 and the accompanying report (l ) were important in understanding the
significance of downtown jobs for many minority neighborhoods throughout the city. Conversel¡ it is evident
that the northwestern portion of the cit¡ with a preponderance of single-family homes and upper-middle-income
households, is not as dependent upon downtown jobs as
most minority areas are.
This application also illustrates the use of the geographic information system (GIS) in working with the
CTPP. It was necessary to gather the information by political wards, which are rather irregularly shaped districts
and therefore do not conform to the traffic analysis zone
(TAZ) geography available in the CTPP. A PC-based GIS
was used to aggregate theTAZ data to approximate the
city's political wards, as shown in Figure 1.
The CTPP was also used to determine the importânce of other employment centers to city residents. In
each of these cases the geographic extent of the employment center needed to be delimited. The CTPP was
an exceptionally good source of data to accomplish
this task. Figure 2 shows how the CTPP was to be used

Using the geographic detail provided in the CTPP
(TAZ-Io-TAZ work trips), the number of individuals
commuting from each of the city's 50 political wards
was tabulated.

The amount of traditional and reverse commuting
could also be seen. The first four destinations in Table 1
are within the city (O'Hare Internarional Airport is partially in the city). It also showed that in some employment hubs, such as the University of Chicago/Hyde
Park, residents find more jobs in the Chicago downtown
than they do in their own local employmenr hub. In
general the importance of downtown jobs is very evident.

Without question, this study could not have

been

conducted at this level of detail without the CTPP, nor
could it have been conducted at a much more aggregated
level with the ease made possible by the CTPP. The study
clearly demonstrated that the Chicago CBD was critical
to many inner-city minority neighborhoods as a job destination, and it was used to refute conventional wisdom about the significance of the downtown for many
low-income neighborhoods.

Average Vehicle Occupancy
The Statewide Element of the CTPP was urilized ro determine the average vehicle occupancy (AVO) rates for
the city of Chicago and suburban Chicago Ø).BV examining the CTPP work-trip data by time oÍ day it was possible to determine the number of workers commuting
during the critical morning peak period. Drivers could
be distinguished from automobile passengers.
Table 2 shows some of the ¡esults of this work. \With
the CTPP files it was possible to compure the target for
the Employee Commute Option (ECO) program. The

city AVO was 1.07 and the corresponding AVO for
suburban work places was 1.12. The highest levels

to define employment hubs in a direct cartographic

were achieved by Chicago workers working in Chicago
(city-city trips). Some county-to-county levels were as
low as 1.05. The CTPP data allowed an examination
of AVO data by both place of residence and place

manner. Although the limits of the hubs are not shown,

of work.
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FIGURE 1 Percent of work trips from Chicago wards to the central area (city of Chicago wards generalized
to quarter sections). Source: 1990 CTPP.

Household Travel Survey
The 1990 CTPP was used in rwo different studies relating to the CAIS 1990 Household Travel Survey: to help
establish the weights for each survey instrument (5) and
to establish a model to estimate the nonresponse rates in
a mail-out, mail-back surveying procedure (6).

The 1.990 CAIS Household Travel Survey

was
into
raw
data
the
purposes
of
tabulating
weighted for the
summary tables and other descriptive reports. The survey
responses were weighted to the data on number of workers and household size availablebyTAZ geography used
in the CTPP aggregated to factoring zones (5). Figure 3
illustrates a basic step in the weighting process. The ¡e-
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TABLE

1

Major Employment Hubs and Workers Living in Chicago
Area
sq.mi.

Employ-

From

Hub

ment

Chicago

Central Area

4.15

542,387

333,431

6l

dHare East

7.00

8l,030

29,627

31

Near North

6.50

79,469

51,067

72

Med Complex

6.25

69,266

45,044

ó5

UC Hyde Park

4.50

29,489

21,613

73

Schaum/rt[dfld

6.00

49,971

4,062

8

13.00

70,512

6,212

9

Employment

I-88 East

Source: Census Transportation Planning Package, 1990.
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TABLE

2

Number of Work Trips by Automobile

Residential
I-ocation

of

Percent

of *

Automobile

Percent

Work Trips

These Trips

of all

6:00-10:00

to Chicago

rrVork Trips

(1000'Ð
Suburban Cook

793

20.9

óE

DuPage County

302

9.1

73

I:ke

County

188

5.5

72

Will

County

116

6.0

69

McHenry County

6'l

2.5

74

111

1.9

'12

l5

1.6

75

1,592

13.5

'10

524

68.2

45

2,116

27.0

62

Kane County

Kendall County
subtotal:
Suburban Chicago

City of Chicago

Seven County

totâl

*Automobile work trips (drivers plus passengers) between 6:00 and 10:00 AM as a percentage

of all work trips.
source: Household Travel survey and QTPP (which uses 5:30 AM - 9:30 AM, here assumed
ûo be 6:00 - 10:00 AM).

turn rates shown indicate where the standard large zones

for

especially
need to be disaggregated to compensate
neighborhoods.
low returns from some square-mile-sized
It should be noted that near's7aukegan there are alarge
number of zones with low return rates. On the basis of
these rates, this area was designated a separate factoring
zone. Other factoring zones are much larger.
The CTPP was also used in estimating the nonreponse
to the CATS Household Travel Survey. It is apparent that
response rates for survey instruments were much higher
for some neighborhoods than for others. Since in most
surveys atarget number of responses is desired from each
neighborhood, it is necessary to have a reasonable estimate of the response expectations. The sociodemographic
information from the CTPP was used as independent
variables in a regression analysis of response rates (6).

Analysis of Employment Concentrations

Richard Greene of Northern Illinois University and
Richard Forstall of the Population Division of the Bureau of the Census have worked on several joint efforts
between the two agencies; one was in the Chicago area.
The Chicago study used both the 1980 and 1990 trans-

portation planning packages to define employment concentrations and to examine the shifts in employmeît (7),
Greene and Forstall cooperated in a similar study for
Los Angeles and noted that the size of the average census traci (theTAZ) in the Los Angeles area is 0.62 miz,
whereas in the Chicago areaTLZs are approximately a
quarter of a square mile. In the Chicago metropolitan region the average census tract is several square miles in
area; therefore the TLZ provides data for a much
smaller area than the census tract.
Since the Chicago metropolitan area (the Chicago
CMSA) now includes 13 counties in three states'
the authors focused on the three central counties-

Cook, DuPage, and Kane. Cook is the central county

(Chicago) and the other two are directly west of
Chicago. Other counties were excluded because each
had problems associated with coding place-of-work
databyTAZ.
As part of their analysis they mapped several variables, including the number of resident workers and
jobs by place of work. The distribution of resident
workers is largely concentrated in the city of Chicago
and close-in western and northern suburbs. The distribution of jobs, however, is much more clustered, with
several TAZs having more than 5,000 jobs. Although

SÖÖT

large numbers of workers reside on the south side of
Chicago, the concentrations of jobs are found elsewhere. It is very evident from their maps that there is an
imbalance of workers and jobs on the south side of
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Chicago. For many of these south-side communities, average work trip travel times are in excess of 45 min in
contrast to the metropolitan average of 28.7 min. This
imbalance in travel times continues to be a problem that
defies a short-term solution.
The jobs are concentrated in ând near the Chicago
CBD and in the near north side. In the suburban area the
greatest cluster is at O'Hare International Airport and in
the industrial parks and mixed office and hotel land uses
in the northern suburbs. There are other major employment areas such as the I-88 corridor, the Schaumburg/
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Some of these patterns can be more readily seen in
Figure 4, which covers only the three counties of special
interest in their study. 'SØith the CBD area removed,
some of the remaining clusters can be more readily seen,

COmmUter line

FIGURE 3 Lake County return râte by
squâre-mile zones. -
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including the North Branch (River) industrial area and
the ones mentioned in the previous paragraph'
Last, Greene and Forstall examined the changes inherent from 1980 to 1990. These maps clearly indicated
that employment growth is in the suburban areas'
principally in the western and northwestern suburbs.

Examination of Congestion and Air-Quality
Relationships
Currently Audrey Clark and Andrew Kremenc at Northern Illinois University are participating in a promising
study of changes in travel behavior and how these are
contributing to congestion in the Chicago area. The
study is the first step in congestion mitigation analysis.
The goal is to achieve air-quality improvements by first

better understanding current travel behavior and the
changes since L970. Because 1980 was a period of unusually high energy costs' the 2)-yeat time horizon is
particularly useful. The 1'970 and 1990 planning packages represent the centerpiece of this research. It is the
first serious long-term effort using both the 1,970 and
1990 CTPP to track changes in travel behavior in the
Chicago area. The work is ongoing and the results
should be available near the end of 1,996.

Decentralization and Suburbanization of
Employment
David Merriman, in the Department of Economics at
Loyola University of Chicago, found the CTPP indispensable in completing the paper Location, Location,
Location?, currently in draft form (8). The study examines to what degree location is important in determining
employment growth. He uses the 1980 and 1990 transportation packages to examine empirical evidence for
the role of location in light of the traditional urban economic theories that indicate the importance of access to
amenities and other economic activities in locating new
employment. Merriman's early findings suggest that
location is not as important as many would suggest.
Merriman examined the employment distribution by
industry for the 4,244TAZs that are found in both the
1980 and 1.990 packages. No other census product would
have given him this level of geographic detail. For the emphasis on the spatial aspect of changes in employment distribution, the small-area geography provided by the 19B0

and 1.990 packages is ideal. Also, the 1'980 and 1'990
packages readily lend themselves to longitudinal analysis.
The L970 package is more difficult to use because of the
varied sizes of employment zones (TAZs, ZIP codes, municipalities, and counties as well as work place not reported). Merriman computed the center of gravity for

each of 14 employment categories by industry and found
that most centers moved west and north of the Chicago
CBD during the decade studied. He also used an eco-

nomic model to examine the decentralization of employment from the existing employment cores, which suggests
that decentralizatíon forces are active since large clusters
of employment are not growing but smaller ones are.

Redefinition of Metropolitan Areas
The 1.990 CTPPs for Bloomington-Normal, Springfield,
Kankakee, and Chicago in Illinois and Clarkville in Tennessee were used to explore the possibilities of providing
an alternative to the current practice of designating one
or more cities as the central city of a metropolitan region. The study by Treadway at Illinois State University
(9) concludes that the CTPP is an ideal source for identifying small subareas used to define a "more suitable

multi-nodal 'metropolitan core' than central cities"
(9, p. 13). He also points to several methodological
problems associated with other procedures.
Treadway's procedure is based on initially allocating
default-zone employment (employment that is not assigned to aTAZ) to existing TAZs.In his five metropolitan areas this ranges from a low of 4 percent of the
work trips in Chicago to a high of 33 percent in Kankakee. After the allocation of default-zone employment to
TAZs, the resulting employment is divided by the number of resident workers to obtain employment-residence
ratios (Figure 5). Areas with ratios less than 1.0 are interpreted as principally residential and not part of the
employment core of the metropolitan area. These areas
account for a high of 78 percent of the TAZs in Chicago
to a low of 60 percent in Springfield (the state capital).
Treadway mapped several ratio levels and interpreted
the bounds of these respective TAZs as possible limits for
the central core of the metropolitan area as an alternative
to the central-city concept. He mapped the distribution of
the major employment concentrations with employmentresidence ratios over 5.0. The other ratios over 1.0,
mapped separately in the stud¡ need to be added to obtain the final results. In summar¡ this procedure is analogous to procedures exercised in the New England states
where metropolitan areas have definitions different from
those for the rest of the country. Clearly this approach is
only feasible if there are employment data by the same
geography as resident worker data, which is currently
only available in a single source, the CTPP.

Intercounty

Work-tip Flows

The Statewide Element was also used to study the worktrip flows in central lllinois. The eight-county area in the
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Percent of TAZs by employment-residence ratio, metropolitan areas, 1990.

vicinity of Peoria showed which counties exported
workers and which counties imported them (10). Peoria
County is the work destination for over 100,000 workers, only about 6B percent of whom live in the county.
Mclean County also imports workers.
Studies such as these are important in assessing the
draw that each central county exerts on surrounding res-

idents. This information is important for prospective
employers in determining the size of the potential labor
pool when siting a new facility. Data such as these are
also useful in longitudinal studies of commutersheds and

for transportation planning.

Inner-City Jobs Accessibility
The'Woodstock Institute in Chicago is a public interest
research organization that has studied a variety of problems confronting inner-city residents. Currently one of
the major focus areas is the loss of jobs in manufacturing
and related industrial sectors near the core of city. The
CTPP has been used in several studies (11, 12) to examine how residents are adjusting to job losses in the central
city and job gains in the suburbs. In one study the Institute focused on a select neighborhood (Noble) and studied both the source of workers and the work places of
local residents using pie charts. The study area was found
to be much more important as a source of workers than
as a destination for local resident workers. In this study
area traditional commuting from the suburbs to the city
is still much more prevalent than is reverse commuting.
Robe¡t Gray of Gray Data, who has used the 1970,
1980, and 1.990 packages for a variety of studies, per-

formed much of the data processing for the 'W'oodstock
Institute. He is currently beginning another effort utilizing the CTPP, but it is too early to report his preliminary
findings.

CoNcruonrc

REMARKS

In Illinois there has been a long tradition of CTPP use,
starting with extensive utilization of the 1970 UTPP. The
1980 UTPP was used more extensivel¡ and the 7990
CTPP is being used to address a wide variety of questions. There now is also the opportunity to use the census packages in longitudinal studies. Several of the
studies cited here focused as much on the current pâtterns inherent in the 1990 data as they did on the
changes since 1980. A major study is currently in
progress examining the changes in travel patterns from
1970 to 1990. This study is especially promising since
the 1980 UTPP data reflect a period of unusually high
energy prices and therefore a mix of mode choices, particularly carpooling, which was not reflected in either
the 1970 or 1990 travel behavior.
The planning packages represent the only data bases
available in most metropolitan areas that use a consistent method oÍ data collection and provide detailed
travel and sociodemographic information on a smallarea basis (TAZs). The next decennial census will add to
the potential to conduct longitudinal studies.
Since the CTPP also includes sociodemographic information, it has been used by alarge number of persons
in the academic and research community. It has been
used in two thorough studies of laborsheds in the
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Chicago area, both of which used the 1'980 and 1'990
packages. It has been used to produce weights for the
CATS Household Travel Survey and to produce a procedure for estimating survey response rates. In smaller
metropolitan areas in lllinois, it has been used to study
intercounty work trips and to assist in developing new
definitions for metropolitan areas.
The CTPP has even been used by a not-for-profit organization to study target neighborhoods and the flow
of workers in and out of these neighborhoods. Discussion of these efforts with the researchers indicated that
their work would not have been possible without the
availability of the CTPP or that their work would have
had to be very different and would not have had the level
of detail that allowed many of the conclusions to be
drawn in these studies. The 1990 CTPP has been an
exceptionally useful data source.
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Census Data Use in Illinois by Large
^
Metrop oli tan Plannittg Org a nization
Ed J. Christopher, Chicago Area Transportation Study

This paper is the second in a series of four that document
the uses of census databy the transportation community in
Illinois. It focuses on the use by the largest metropolitan
planning organization (MPO) in the state-the Chicago
Area Transportation Study (CAIS)-of the Census Transportation Planning Package. The other papers in this series
discuss the uses of the census databy smaller MPOs, transit planners, and the research and academic community.
CATS has had a rich history working with the census data,
specifically the journey-to-work data. However, unlike
smaller MPOs, CATS has used the census data as an ad-

junct to supplement its own travel surveys. In general
terms, these uses have included factoring and adjusting
other surveys, producing descriptive reports, conducting
special studies and analyses, and developing models.

lanners and scholars have now used the census
transportation planning packages in the Chicago
area for almost 30 years. The 1970 Urban Transportation Planning Package (UTPP) was utilized extensively by the staff of Northeastern Illinois Planning
Commission (NIPC) and particularly by alarge metro-

politan planning organization (MPO), the Chicago
Area Transportation Study (CATS).

It was also

inten-

sively used by several local universities that produced a
variety of different analyses at the request of public
agencies. In fact, the transportation agencies in northeastern lllinois contracted with a local university to en-

hance and modify the 1,970 census data base to make it
more readily usable.
Stemming from the momentum created by the 1,970
work-related questions and fueled by the prospect of a
separate journey-to-work tabulation, CAIS purchased

the 1980 UTPP. Since the agency aheady had conducted
its own travel survey for modeling purposes in 1970, the
1980 UTPP was used primarily for the production of
transportation statistics for northeastern Illinois. As
soon as the package was received, in 1985, CATS staff
began the publication of data bulletins entitled Transportation Facts (T-Facts). The 1980 UTPP was also used
Íor a vaiety of planning studies.
As the decade of the 1980s advanced, so did CATS
staff expertise with the use of the package. Toward the
end of the decade when funding for the MPO's activities
was in short suppl¡ CATS staff devoted their time to
providing and charging for the production of custom
tabulations serving a variety of different types of outside
clients. The most commonly sought-after products were
summaries of the daytime population as well as the commuting patterns of workers. This information was solicited by banks, loan institutions, and prospective
business entrepreneurs. The package was also used to a
lesser degree in support oÍa1979 effort of CATS staffto
update the agency's 1,970Home Interview Survey.
Presented in this paper is a review of the CATS use of
the 1990 package, which is now called the Census
Transportation Planning Package (CTPP). As is evi-
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dent, the 1,990 package has received more use than the
1980 package, which in turn was used more than the
1,970 package. In effect, the journey-to-work data are
becoming more widely used and their application for
planning-related questions is growing.
CATS has had a substantial history with the use of all
the census planning packages. The uses ofthe 1990 CTPP

are summârized in the following sections, which cover
factoring and adjusting surveys, descriptive reporting,
special studies, and model development.

It should also be pointed out that when the 1990
CTPP was first received by CATS, the data were examined and checked against other local data. The purpose
of this step was to determine the validity of the package.
CATS staff specifically checked the data on employment
in Chicago's central business district (CBD) for various
levels of geography against other known sources of employment. The employment levels were also checked in
terms of trends (1980 to 1'990). As a result of these
checks, which are documented in internal agency memorandums, it was concluded that the CTPP was valid
and indeed usable.

Fectonnc eno Ao¡usrING SURVEYS
A basic but many times overlooked

use

of the

census

data is to factor and adjust other surveys. A prime example of this is the factoring that was done with the
CATS 1990 Household Travel Survey. The CATS factoring, which has been described by Kim et al. (1), was
a two-tiered process. The first tier consisted of an adjustment for the response rate followed by the develop-

ment of weights based on the 1990 census. The census variables included were persons per household or
household size and the number of vehicles available'
Although these variables were used because of their
consistency with CATS travel demand models, other
variables could be used as well. For example, with its
household travel survey conducted in the fall of L995,
the Northwestern Indiana Regional Planning Commission used age and income from the census as their
adjustment variables.
Aside from their use in direct factoring and adjusting, the census data have also played an important
role in conducting reasonableness checks of locally collected survey data. Local agencies are continually
collecting datato answer specific questions. As a result,
CATS staff have been strong proponents of including

Dnscrurrnæ RnponrrNc
After receiving the CTPP and assessing its reasonableness, CAIS undertook the publication of summary reports for the Chicago metropolitan area (2-8) and for
the state of Illinois (9-11). One-page statistical bulletins
were produced such as the one shown in Figure 1, for
each of the approxim ately 250 census places in the metropolitan area. The tabulations were also produced for
the 77 community areas that make up the ciry of
Chicago. The statewide package was used to produce a
similar one-page summary for each of 1'02 counties in
Illinois. Two Illinois county reports were produced, one
by place of residence and the other by place of work.
Figure 1 summarizes the data by place of residence for
residents of the city of Chicago.
Many of these reports also include maps such as the
one in Figure 2, which effectively illustrates the wide regional variations in travel times. From Figure 1 it is apparent that the median travel time to work in the city of
Chicago is 31.5 min; the areas with the lightest shading
in Figure 2largely represent areas where the local median is lower than the city median. This map clearly indicates that most of these communities with short travel
times are in the northern two-thirds of the city. The University of Chicago/Hyde Park area (Community Area
41) is unique. Of greatest concern to local planners is the
large area of minority residents on the far south side,
which lacks local jobs and therefore has unusually high
median travel times. A map such as the one in Figure 2
is particularly informative and underscores the utility of

the CTPP.
CATS has also produced county-level work-trip flow

tables for northeastern lllinois (Table 1). Using data
from the last three censuses, Table 1 is a concise summary of the county-to-county work-trip flows and how
they have changed. It clearly shows the growth of reverse commuting during the last 20 years by the increase
in trips from Cook County (the central county). In particular, it should be noted that the number of reverse
trips to DuPage County has grown from approximately
32,000 in 1970 to almost 'J.!7,000 in 1'990. The number
of trips to all collar counties has grown by more than
120,000.

control question with the census data and make a
determination as to the quality or reasonableness of

This work-trip flow table is from the bulletin Transportation Facts (6), which includes a multitude of other
information. Figures 3 and 4 are typical of the data presented in this bulletin. Figure 3 shows the substantial
shift from carpooling to driving alone. The greatest percentage increase in driving alone is predictably in the
smallest county (McHenry), but the percentage increases
in driving alone are in excess of 20 percent for all suburban counties. Conversely the carpooling declines in all

the survey.

collar counties exceed 20 percent.

on every survey one or two control questions that
match the data collected by the census. In this way the
survey administrator can compare the data from the
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The changes in public transportation use are shown
declining more
rapidly than for all the rail modes combined, and both
experienced declines in market share. The greatest bus

in Figure 4. Regionwide bus use is

use declines are in the areas closest to Chicago, and conversely there are increases in three counties distant from
the metropolitan core. The percentage increases appeat
impressive (e.g., almost 40 percent in'!Øill County), but
in light of their small base levels in 1980, these increases
are small in contrast to the declines in the closer-in large
counties. Regionwide the decline in bus use is more than
1.0 percent.
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2,001
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year 1980.

Sppcrnr Sruoms
CATS is frequently presented with requests regarding information in the CTPP. It is not always feasible ro meer

5 and 6 are typical of what is
uniquely available in the CTPP and how requesrs for information can be packaged. Both maps porrray the job
destinations of workers residing in designated study regions. Figure 5 shows that most of the workers residing
in the Austin Communiry Area (Area 25 in Figure 2)
work in one of two general areas-in the viciniry of
Austin and in the Chicago downtown. Since the downthese requests, but Figures
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Change in census work trips via public transportation, 1980 to 1990, by mode.
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Work-trip flows from Austin area by TAZ.
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Work-trip flows from South Shore arcaby TAZ,

town traffic analysis zones (TAZs) are smaller than those
in the rest of the study area, the pattern seems out of
phase with the rest of the map. In addition, with a mapping convention such as this, it is impossible to tell how
large the numbers are once they extend beyond the highest category, over 50 workers, as would be true for sev-

eral CBD TAZI Still, the map effectively shows the
diverse work locations of Austin residents.
Figure 6 is an analogous map, but for the South Shore
Community Area (Area 43 in Figure 2). Again the origindestination (O-D) file, Part C of the CTPP, was used,
but in this case 14 origin zones (quarter-square-mile

CHRISTOPHER

zones) were added into one residential origin. The job
destinations (workplaces) were kept at the originalzonal
level. The scatter of workplaces includes three basic areas: the home community of South Shore, the University
of Chicago/Hyde Park aÍea to the north, and the
Chicago downtown on the northern perimeter of the
map. By contrast it is remarkable how few workplaces
there are in zones immediately to the south and north.
Only the CTPP is capable of presenting data on such a
fine level of geography. Even the CATS Household Travel
Surve¡ extensively used for travel modeling, cannot pro-

vide the detail shown

in Figure 6. The nearly 20,000

households in the CATS Household Travel Survey would
only average 2 per TAZ. Even though the number of responses is higher in the city than in the suburb TAZs,they
still are inadequate except in very limited cases.
CATS has also used the Indiana portion of the CTPP,
in which the TAZs follow a different geography. Figure

7 provides an indication of traffrc generâtion by combining the number of households and employment by
TAZs. It shows where residential populations are concentrated and where employment dominates. This work
was undertaken to help with the development of a new
zone system for modeling Indiana trips.

Moprr Dpv¡ropunNt
The CTPP and other census products play a varied but
important role in CAIS modeling and model development. Their use ranges from providing direct inputs for
CAIS trip generation rates to producing work-trip flows
and descriptive statistics used to check the data model
quality. Presented in this section is a brief overview of
some instances in which the CTPP is used in the CATS
modeling process.

With the passage of the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA), the Clean Air
Act Amendments (CAAA), and subsequent regulations,
CATS has embarked on a series of efforts to redefine and
enhance its travel forecasting process. This effort has
drawn from a variety oÍ data sources, including the family of census products. The process itself is ongoing, and
the enhancements will be brought online as they are fully
developed, tested, and validated.
Throughout this paper and within the transportation
planning community, references are routinely made to
the need for the CTPP and its specialized geography in
transportation planning. There is also a need for locally
collected travel survey data. CATS is currently in the al-

most ideal situation of having both products to draw
from. One of the areas in which these two products most
clearly come together is the trip generation process. Figure 8 is a flow diagram of this process. As can be seen,
the CTPP plays an important role at the beginning of the
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process. Working in concert with the CTPP is the CAIS
Household Travel Survey. According to the process, the

actual trip rates are derived from the CATS surve¡
whereas the classification cells for each zone use the demographic data from the CTPP. How these two data
sources come together within trip generation is detailed
elsewhere (12).
The CTPP data are also used in the CAIS process in
many other ways. Table 2, created as part of a developing document that details the current CATS enhancements within its modeling applications, identifies many
of the specific variables from the package that are used
for different components of the trip generation process.
At this point the documentation is composed as a series
of in-house memorandums that will be published as part

of future air-quality conformity analyses.
The last item in Table 2 pertains to a vehicle ownership model, which is one of the latest improvements to
the CAIS process. Like the trip generation model improvements, the vehicle ownership model is still under
development and will be documented as part of future
conformity analyses. The model uses two variables from
the CTPP: the average automobile work-trip mode
share and what CATS staff has dubbed the "pedestrian
environment aI tactor."
In the development of the vehicle ownership model, a
measure was needed as a surrogate for pedestrian and
bicycle facilities in each zone. Since there was no existing measure, CATS staff created the pedestrian environmental factor. The number of census blocks in a zone
was used as the surrogate. Since census blocks are, for
the most part, bounded by streets and each time a street
intersects another street a new block is formed, CATS
staff reasoned that the more blocks that are located in a
particular zone, the more streets it had and the more
conducive it would be to both walking and bicycling. Although this exercise was not a direct application of the
CTPP output, the equivalency file used to generate the
TAZs was most useful.
Besides its use in the CATS trip generation process,
the CTPP also provides data that are used with the mode
split process. Supporting the mode split models is a
zonal-level data base containing many of the variables
used by the process. The CATS files that contain the relevant data are known as MO1 and MO23. Although
these files contain many of the transit-related infrastructure variables like route miles, parking costs, and bus
wait times, they include two CTPP variables-automobile occupancy and median income. The documentation
for this file can be found in a CATS Working Paper (13).
The foregoing are just some of the areas in which
the CTPP is a necessary and vital component in the
CATS forecasting process. The CTPP also plays a
less-than-subtle role in the modeling process since it is a
good independent source of information on mode split,
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travel time, and O-D information. Also, as CATS continues to improve its modeling and forecasting abilit¡ it
is certain that the CTPP will be considered a vital source
of new data items. The fact that the CTPP is aggregated
down to the geography used in the model process makes
it an invaluable source.

CoNcruonlc

REMARKs

'Within

CATS there is a great deal of activity surrounding the use of the CTPP. There has been a long tradition
of CTPP use, starting with extensive utilization of the
1970 UTPP. The 1980 UTPP was used more extensivelS and now the 1990 CTPP is used in addressing
a wide variety of questions. CATS has the opportunity
to use the census packages in longitudinal studies. Several studies just now getting under way will examine

the changes in travel patterns hom 1970
1990.

to 1980 to

C¡Oænr¡nent

lvlanufactunng

Table 2-3. Aco¡mularcd br.SlC
Code to Match NIPC Dcfrnir¡ons

Rctail
Scrvicc

TCttw
Othcr
Vchrclc orrncrshrp

Modcl Vari¡bles
Averatc Hestrian
Environmcntal
Factor
Avcragc Auto
Work Trip Mode

Both Arc Oburncd From Vchiclc
Ovnership Model Calibnrion D¿la
Sct

Slurc

In northeastern Illinois CATS has used the package in

four distinct ways. First, it was used to provide the
benchmark data from which to factor and adjust the

CÄIS 1990 Household Travel Survey. The other uses include providing descriptive summaries that feed into a
whole host of questions related to planning information;
performing special studies; and supporting the modeling
efforts of the region.
Although this paper has addressed the many uses of
the CTPP, it should be acknowledged that this MPO
could survive without the package. In fact, among CATS
staff it is possible to find divergent opinions as ro rhe
absolute utility of the package. From a planning perspective, CAIS has had a rich tradition of collecting
localized data to support its travel demand modeling
work. Howeyer, as the package gets easier to use and is
more readily available, this perspective may change.
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Improvement of Decennial Census Small-Area
Employment Data: New Methods To Allocate
Ungeocodable Workers
Edward Limoges, Southeast Michigan Council of Gouernments

The Southeast Michigan Council of Governments (SEMCOG), like any other agency involved in general and transportation planning, makes extensive, continuous use of
decennial census data products. Standard products meet most
of SEMCOG's data needs. !7hen they do not, special tabulations have been purchased from the Census Bureau. In connection with SEMCOG's latest forecast, special tabulations of
1980 and 1990 census data were obtained, each including a
tabulation ofhousing units and households by traffrc analysis
zone (TAZ) of residence and a tabulation of workersby TAZ

of work. The worker data included a cross-tabulation by industrial class and occupational class. In response to puzzling
industrial class mixes at the TAZ level found earlier in the
Census Transportation Planning Package (CTPP), the special
tabulations separated geocoded workers from allocated
workers. (The Census Bureau uses worker allocation to assign tract and block numbers to workers whose workplace
addresses cannot be geocoded to tract and block.) Subsequent

mapping of geocoded workers by TAZ evidenced high quality, but allocated workers showed questionable distributions.
SEMCOG decided to develop its own reallocation method
that accepted Census Bureau county assignment, geocoded or
allocated, and place geocoding. The method was applied to
workers needing allocation, using as a base the workers
geocoded to tract and block by detailed industrial class and
occupational class. A comparison of TAZ employment by de-

tailed industrial class demonstrates that workers reallocated
by SEMCOG replicate the Census Bureau geocoded pâttern
much better than do workers allocated by the Census Bureau.

A new, comprehensive allocation method is proposed for the
2000 census. The new method would combine features of the
current Census Bureau allocation and SEMCOG reallocation
methods, and add the demarcation of commuting origin and
destination areas.

Flrh. overall purpose of this paper is to discuss
I worker allocation, the method used by the Census
I Bureau to assign tract and block numbers to
workers whose workpiace addresses cannot be geocoded
to tract and block, and to present the reallocation
method developed by the Southeast Michigan Council
of Governments (SEMCOG) to deal with locational
inaccuracies found in the allocated census numbers.

D¡cprrlrrrer Cnxsus Pnooucrs eNp
SEMCOG's Drrr Nrnos
SEMCOG, like any other agency involved in general and

transportation planning, makes extensive, continuous
use of decennial census products. These include printed
reports, summary tape files (STFs), other computer files,

maps, and various other products. Decennial census
data are indispensable. Without such data, many planning applications that are now commonplace would
become impossible.

There is no other data source with the combination
of data dimensions provided by the decennial census: a

JJ
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wide variety of data items about population and housing, spatially organized in a system of geographic areas
that range from the nation as a whole down to indi-

vidual city blocks, occurring as a data time

series

represented by the name "decennial."
Standard decennial census products meet most of
SEMCOG's needs for demographic data, and meet them
very well. However, in preparing data inputs for a recently completed Regional Development Forecast (RDF),
two areas were encountered in which the standard products were inadequate: data availability and data quality.
Regarding availability certain data combinâtions were
needed that had not been produced by small-area

geography corresponding

to traffrc analysis zones

(TAZs). For example, such data were needed as input to
SEMCOG's demographic forecasting process in order to
group the households in each TAZinto income quartiles,
each quartile subdivided into portions with children and

it could
not be'determined to what extent the industrial class
mix of workers given in the CTPP represented the actual situation or reflected geocoding errors or shortsolved using only the CTPP data. In addition,

comings in the allocation procedure for nongeocodable
workers.
Thrótrgh discussions with the Census Bureau staff, it
was çreed that a special tabulation of workers' characteristics by place of work could be structured in a
manner that would sepârate geocoded workers from
allocated workers. Ulfimatel¡ agreement was reached
that the Census Bureau would produce special tabulations of 1980 and 1990 census data, one by place of
work and one by place of residence.

RsRnocATroN: METHoD AND Rnsurrs

portions without children.In addition, for the input required by SEMCOG's method of assigning land use
classes to decennial census small-area employment data,
cross-tabulations of worker data and industrial class by
occupational class and by TAZ of work were needed.

Census Worker Special Tabulation

In the past, SEMCOG had overcome such problems
data availability by using one of the cost-reimbursable
"special services" provided by the Census Bureau, that
is, a special tabulation of data collected in the decennial
census. Because of the interest in data from both the
1,980 and 1990 censuses, SEMCOG needed two tabulations for each year, one of housing unit and household
characteristics by place of residence, the other of worker
characteristics by place of work.
Questions of data quality related to place-of-work
data in the Census Transportation Planning Package
(CTPP). SEMCOG's TAZs had been demarcated wherever possible to isolate individual major facilities and

o ]ù7as derived from the same "parent file" as the
CTPP-the Sample Edited Detail File,
¡ Includes the key employment-related variables of

ol

establishments, including large shopping centers, hospitals, colleges and universities, major government build-

ings, corporation headquarters, and large industrial
plants. It was anticipated that most, if not all, of the
CTPP's place-of-work employment counts for such
TAZs would be either of a single industrial class (for example, transportation, communications, and utilities in
the TAZ that contained only the telephone company's
headquarters office building) or of a characteristic combination of related industrial classes (e.g., a shopping
centerTAZ that would have mostly retail trade employment, but also small numbers of workers in such industrial classes as services, and finance, insurance, and
real estate).
However, many such TAZs were found in which, although the expected industrial class made up the majority of workers, there was a substantial minority of
workers in a variety of other industrial classes. These
unexpected workers were a puzzle that could not be

SEMCOG'S L990 census worker special tabulation is
like the CTPP in that it

the CTPR

¡
¡

Includes household characteristics, and
Includes TAZ of work.

However, the special tabulation is different in that

it

o Is more detailed (e.g.,75 industrial classes and
40 occupational classes compared with 18 and 1'4,
respectivel¡ in the CTPP), and

o Includes flags indicating whether

or not

the

workers were geocoded to tract as well as to place.

Necessity of Allocation
1,990 the Census Bureau geocoded workers to trâct
and block provided that the workplace addresses reported were sufficiently complete and that either the

In

Topologically Integrated Geographic Encoding and Referencing (TIGER) File could identify the address or the
Workplace File included the specific worksite. In 1980
the procedure for the Urban Transportation Planning
Package (UTPP) was similar, although some of the details were different. However, some tract and block
geocoding errors still occur. Such errors in the UTPP and
CTPP are difficult to recognize and correct because
geocoded workers and allocated workers are mixed.
Because the special tabulation included a flag that indicated whether or not the workers had been geocoded

LIMOGF-S
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riously reduce the overall acctJracy of small-a¡ea placeof-work employment data. Therefore, it was decided to
develop a reallocation procedure. That procedure accepted the Census Bureau's state and county assignments, as well as their geocoding to place, and then used
the special tabulation's detailed breakdowns of industrial class and occupational class to match workers needing to be reallocated toTAZ with workers who had been
geocoded to tract and block and thereby toTAZ by the

to tract (in most

cases such workers had also been geocoded to block), SEMCOG could not produce computergenerated maps of tract-geocoded employment by any
of the 75 industrial classes of the special tabulation.
Upon examination, the overall quality of tract and block
geocoding appeared to be quite good. There were relatively few recognizable major errors, and these were
corrected, resulting in an improved base for subsequent

reallocation.

In the Census Bureau procedure for creating smallarea employment data, workers who could not be geocoded to tract and block were instead assigned to tract

Census Bureau.

and block by an allocation procedure (1, 2). In 1990 a
considerable percentage of workers needed to be allo-

SEMCOG Reallocation Method

cated. In the four most urban counties of Southeast
Michigan, an average of over 30 percent of all workers
needed to be allocated to tract and block. In Detroit
Cit¡ nearly two-thirds of the tracts had more than 40

The reallocation method used by SEMCOG is illustrated
in Figure 1. The procedure begins by grouping the workers to be reallocated by their workplace destination area,
which is the county to which the Census Bureau assigned
the worker (through either geocoding or allocation), sub-

percent of their workers allocated by the Census Bureau.
Some sort of allocation procedure is absolutely necessary so that workers with ungeocodable addresses can
be assigned to an appropriate small area. Flowever, the
Census Bureau allocation procedure was believed to se-

Group wod<em

b

divided into places for those workers who were so
geocoded by the Census Bureau.

Next, to identify all tract-geocoded workers in the
destination area who match the worker being reallo-
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cated, a decision tree consisting of a series of questions
about industrial class followed by a series of questions
about occupational class is run for each worker. These
questions are based upon a four-tier system of industrial
classes and a three-tier system of occupational classes,
both systems going from less general to more general.
The system of industrial classes (ICs) consists of the

following:

L. Specific IC: These are the 75 classes used in the
1,980 and 1990 special tabulations obtained from the
Census Bureau. The Specific ICs were designed to recognize ICs that made up at least 1 percent of Southeast
Michigan's employment plus some smaller industries
having distinctive land use characteristics.
2. Princþal IC: These are the L8 ICs used in the1990
CTPP. Specific ICs combine to form Principal ICs.
3. General IC: These âre the 1L ICs used in Census
Bureau printed reports to summarize employment by
industry. The principal ICs combine to form General ICs.
4. Finall¡ if no match can be made by General IC,
one is made using a distinction between goods-producing
and services-producing classes.

The system of occupational classes (OCs) consists of
the following:

1. Key OC: These are Specific OCs that form at least
10 percent of the region's employment within a Specific

IC. (The 1990 special tabulation included 40

Specific

OCs, whereas the 1980 tabulation had 39 because of the
absence of military occupations.) It turns out that in
L990 every Specific IC has at least one Key OC and that
the range extends up to six. Key OCs are used to identify those Specific OCs that occur relatively frequently in
a Specific IC, and therefore can be expected in many
zones, where they will provide potential matches. Conversel¡ OCs that are uncommon to a Specific IC will
tend to occur in relatively few zones. If the reallocation
procedure did not use Key OCs, workers of a given
Specific IC and a given uncommon Specific OC needing

to be allocated would be matched only to

those few

tract-geocoded workers.
2. Residual OC: To prevent such a biased allocation'
Specific OCs that do not qualify as Key OCs within a

given Specific

IC are grouped into Residual OCs. A

Residual OC consists of the Specific OCs of the special
tabulations that occur within a given OC of the CTPP
(that is, the OC equivalent of a Principal IC) less any
relevant Key OCs of the given Specific IC.
3. General OC: These are the six OCs used in Census
Bureau printed reports to summarize employment by
occupation. The Key OCs plus the Residual OCs form
General OCs.

The procedure begins with Specific IC and if necessary
moves down the IC sequence until matches are found. It

then moves over to the appropriate box in the OC sequence and down until a match on OC has been made. If
no match can be made even on General OC, OC is ignored and all the lC-matching geocoded workers are
used. FinallS a random process is used to choose a single
matching tract-geocoded worker. That worker's zone of

work is assigned to the worker needing reallocation,
completing the process for that worker. The process is
repeated for each worker needing reallocation.
Reallocation Results

of applying the SEMCOG reallocation
method to those workers who could not be geocoded to
tract are illustrated in Figures 2 through 9. Figure 2 includes all workers, and the others present data on a selection of the specific ICs of the special tabulation. Each is
divided into two graphs, the upper numerical graph giving a count of workers and the lower percentage graph
giving a percentage distribution, both along the Y-axis.
The X-axis gives a count of TAZs arranged in an order that corresponds to the occurrence of Census Bureau
tract-geocoded workers in the specified IC. The leftmost
TAZ has the greatest number of workers in that IC; the
other TAZs are arranged in descending order.
Each graph shows three curves representing Census
Bureau geocoded, Census Bureau allocated, and SEMCOG reallocated workers. The curves are cumulative,
each corresponding to the distribution (either numerical
or percentage) of workers of its type of workplace coding procedure. (It is important to keep in mind that the
Census Bureau allocated and the SEMCOG reallocated
curves both follow the X-axis TAZ sequencing established
by the Census Bureau geocoded workers: descending

The results

order, highest T AZ frrst).

The curves demonstrate four key aspects of the

specified IC:

1. Number of workers: Using the top graph, sum
the Census Bureau geocoded plus the Census Bureau
allocated. (Note that the SEMCOG-reallocated total
tends to be somewhat lower than the Census Bureau allocated because of a difference in the two allocation
procedures.)

2. Degree of concentration: Using the lower graph,
note that the steeper the curve, the higher the portion of
workers located in a relatively few TAZs. The air transportation IC (Figure 4,bottom) shows an extremely high
degree of concentration.
3. Geocodingr^tei Using the top graph, approximate
the number of Census Bureau geocoded workers as a
(text continwes on page 45)
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portion of total workers (geocoded plus allocated). The
trânsportation equipment manufacturing IC (Figure 3,
/op) shows roughly 185,000 geocoded and 40,000 allocated workers, equal to a geocoding rate of roughly 82
percent. In contrast, the graph for retail tradel eating
and drinking places (Figure 8, top) shows roughly

plus the complexity of the task kept SEMCOG staff
from attempting to include them in their reallocation
method. In the final section of this paper a proposal for a

55,000 geocoded and 45,000 allocated, giving a geocoding rate of only 55 percent. If the allocarion procedure
does have the problems that it appears to have, it is obvious that the lower the IC geocoding rate, the greater
will be the negative impact and the greater the percentage of workers who will be assigned toTAZs that are inappropriate for that industry. Furrher, it should be borne
in mind that incorrect workplace assignments produce
incorrect home-to-work commuting trips.
4. Degree of replication: This is the central concern
of this paper, namel¡ how well do Census Bureau allocated workers replicate the small-area locational pattern
of Census Bureau geocoded workers? Further, can there
be a better way to allocate ungeocodable workers? To
ans\ryer both these questions, examine the percentage
graphs (Figures 2 through g,lower grapbs).

RncouurNDATIoN FoR CENsUs

The graph of all ICs (Figure 2, bottom) shows that
both the Census Bureau allocated and the SEMCOG reallocated curves track the Census Bureau geocoded curve
fairly well. However, such is not the case with the selected Specific ICs; the Census Bureau allocated curve
does not do a good job of tracking the Census Bureau
geocoded curve. For example, the Census Bureau allocated curve of the electric utilities IC (Figure 5, bottom)
has allocated less than 20 percent of its workers by the
first 100 TAZs, whereas by that point the Census Bureau
geocoded curve has accounted for 98 percent ofits workers. That geocoded curve hits 100 percent at around the
1.30thTAZ, but at that point the allocated curve still has
80 percent of its jobs yet to be assigned to TAZs. In other

words, that 80 percent will go into TAZs that have no
geocoded workers for that industr¡ or into TAZs where,
for the most part, they do nor belong. The SEMCOG reallocated curve replicates the geocoded curve well, but
not exactly. Some degree of discrepancy is to be expected.
For one thing, if a worker in a given IC was geocoded to
place but the place had no geocoded workers for that industry the reallocation method accepts the Census Bureau's geocoding and then matches on Principal IC or,
failing that, General IC, as illustrated in Figure 1.
A comparison of the Census Bureau geocoded and
SEMCOG reallocated curves by Specific IC demonstrates
that the reallocation method, even without using means
of transportation and travel time, produces a better replication of the small-area pattern of geocoded workers
than does the current Census Bureau allocation method.
However, a full allocation method should include both
means of transportation and travel time. Time demands

comprehensive allocation method is presented.

2OOO

An improved allocation merhod for use in Census 2000
could combine features from both the current Census
Bureau allocation method and the SEMCOG reallocation method, and in addition could incorporate seyeral
new features. Means of transportation and trip duration
would be adopted from the Census Bureau method.
However, there would be at least four separate means,
namely walk, bicycle, carltrucVvan, and transit (with
transit being split into separate types in metropolitan areas in which transit types other than bus are significant).

lü7alk and bicycle are recognized as separate means because their reach is so restricted compared with car or

transit. The current Census Bureau method uses only
two means of transportation: transit and all other.
Both existing methods use ICs. However, the Census
l.l classes, whereas the SEMCOG method uses up to 75. In addition, the improved
method would adopt OCs from the SEMCOG merhod.
The Census Bu¡eau method makes no use of OCs,
whereas the SEMCOG method uses up to 40. The improved method would use detailed breakdowns for both
Bureau method uses up to

industry and occupation, with the exact number of
classes to be determined.

The new method would introduce the concepts of
"commuting origin areas," representing areas of residence, and "commuting destination areas," representing
areas of workplace. Each TAZ would have an origin
area, consisting of the TAZ itself as a central zone plus a
ring of immediately surrounding TAZs. Place-of-work
data for tract-geocoded workers residing in each origin
area would be used to demarcate a set of destination areas, which would then be assigned to the origin area's
central TAZ. (By assigning the destination areas of the
entire origin area to the central TAZ, the sample size of
each central TAZ is increased.)
There would be a separate destination area for each
t¡avel time interval of the carltruck/van and the rransir
means of transportation. Each particular destination
area would represent the TAZs that were the work ends
of commuting trips made by workers residing in the origin area who were geocoded to tract and block of workplace and who made a trip of the specified length by the
specified means. The allocation of workers whose workplaces had been geocoded to a place but not to a tracr
would be restricted to the portion of the commuting
destination area that fell within that place.
Because walk and bicycle rrips are relatively infrequent, their destination areas should not be demarcated
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using data for tract-geocoded workers residing in the origin area. Instead, the destination area representing the
first or shortest travel time interval would always include
the entire origin area, plus any other TAZs that could be
reached within the time interval' It would be assumed
that there was one average travel speed for walk trips
and another for bicycle trips, and straight-line centroidto-centroid distances, central TAZ to eachTLZ beyond
the origin area, would be used. Subsequent travel time
intervals for walk and bicycle trips would also use averâge travel times and zone-to-zone straight-line distances.

In the improved allocation method, following the demarcation of an origin area and destination area for each
central TAZ, workers needing to be allocated would be
assigned to tract and block using the previously described procedure illustrated in Figure 1.
The proposed allocation method represents a systematic effort to make maximum use of all that is known
about workers needing to be allocated so that they can be
assigned to â tract and block that best correspond to their
place of residence, their work-trip characteristics, and
their specific industry and occupation' The nationwide
TIGER File and the current capabilities of geographic in-

formation systems bring such an improved allocation
system within reach.

Department of Transportation; through the Michigan
Department of Transportation; and through local membership contributions. The specifications of the worker
data file were developed through consultation with
Census Bureau staff, who then created the special tabulation. Phillip Salopek of the Census Bureau and Philip
Fulton of the Bureau of Transportation Statistics both
provided valuable information and advice throughout
this project. Processing and manipulation of the special
tabulation data were performed by former SEMCOG
staff member George Janes, planning analyst, and current SEMCOG staff member Ming H. Tsai, planning

analyst. In addition, Tsai did additional analytical
work, designed and produced the figures' and gave
other important assistance in the production of the
final paper.

Finally special thanks are due the Southeast Michigan Council of Governments for generous willingness
to provide financial and staff support for this project. \üøithout SEMCOG's allocation, there would be no
reallocation.
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Improvement of Decennial Census Small-Area
Employment Data: Method To Assign Land Use
Classes to Workers
Edward Limoges, Southeast Michigan Council of Gouernments

The 1990 census collected data on a wide variety of demographic characteristics, including employment. The census
recognized three dimensions of kind of work or job activity:
indust¡ial class, the overall purpose of the employing organization; occupational class, the kind of work done in the
individual job; and class of worker, the relationship between

the organization's ownership and the employed person.
However, there is a fourth dimension of job activit¡ land
use, which is not recognizedby the decennial census. Nonresidential land use classes describe the nature of economic

activities and facilities occurring as individual establishments. Major land use classes include office, commercial, in-

stitutional, industrial, as well as others. SEMCOG has
obtained a special cross-tabulation of 1990 census data on
workers by zone of work. A method has been developed at
SEMCOG that uses industrial class and occupational class
in conjunction to assign land use class to workers. This
method allows the linking of census demographic ch,aracteristics to the land use class of the workplace, and thereby
to noncensus data on land use characteristics; to the spatial
distribution of nonresidential land uses that these data describe; and to the locational dererminanrs that underlie these
patterns. SEMCOG has used the method to assign land use
classes to 1,990 census employment data. Testing and improvement of the method are continuing. The indispens-

ability

of

decennial census data

on

employment for

analytical and planning purposes is emphasized, and a pro-

posal is made

to

incorporate the land use assignment
method into the procedures for Census 2000.

Fl-h. purpose of this paper is to present a method
I for adding land use classes to decennial census
L employment data. There dre four major objecto discuss the ways in which the job activity or
kind of work aspect of employment is classified, especially in the decennial census; to describe the special tabulation of 1,990 census worker äata that the Southeast
Michigan Council of Governments (SEMCOG) has obtained from the Census Bureau and to contrast it with
the Census Transportarion Planning Package (CTPP); to
present a procedure that uses the special tabulation to
add a land use "tag" to decennial census employment
data; and to discuss the current status of this work.
In this paper, the term "land use" is used in a restricted
sense. It does not include all the "land use" inputs-employment, households, population, developed and vacant land, etc.-that transportation models require nor
is it the inclusive, umbrella concept implied in the phrase
"land use and transportation." Rather, land use in this
tives:

discussion means the nature and characteristics of the ac-

tivities occurring at specific individual locations and usually also the buildings and associated open land that the
activities occupy. Land use is site specific. Land use class
describes the general activity performed by a particular
establishment. Commonly recognized types or classes
of land use include residential, office, commercial,

institutional, and industrial, as well as others.
The following sections of the paper discuss the classification of job activity by the decennial census, the de-
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velopment of a method for adding a land use class to existing census data on employment, the current status of
this work, the indispensability of decennial census data
on employment, and last, a proposal to incorporate the
land use assignment method into the procedures for
Census 2000.

DBcnNm¡l CENSUS DATR,{Nn
CressrpIclrloN oF Jon Acrrurr

parentheses) are architects (professional specialty), com-

puter programmers (technical, sales, and administrative
support), akcraft engine mechanics (precision production, craft, and repair), and hoist and winch operators
(operators, fabricators, and laborers).
Class of worker describes the relationship between
the ownership of the organization and the employed person. The 1990 census used eight such classes: wage and
salary (subdivided into private for profit and private
not-for-profit); government (local, state, federal); selfemployed (not incorporated, incorporated,); and unpaid

Decennial Census Data on Employment

family worker (2).

The 1,990 census collected data on a wide variety of employment characteristics, including

Land Use Class as Fourth, "Missing" Dimension

o Labor force status (employed, unemployed' or not
in labor force; year last worked);

¡

Complete address of workplace;

o Travel to work (means of transportation, departure
time, trip duration);
¡ Number of hours worked (last week and during
7989); and

o Job activity (industrial class, occupational class'
class of worker).

For persons who held more than one job, data were collected only for the principal job, defined as the job at
which the person worked the most hours.'!íorkplace lo-

cation and hours worked last week were determined
only for employed persons who were actually at work
some time during the week preceding April 1, Census
Day (1).

Dimensions of Job Activity in Decennial Census
The decennial census recognizes three dimensions of job
activity. These are industrial class, occupational class,
and class of worker.

Industrial class refers to the overall, predominant
purpose of the business, agency' or governmental department for which the person works. This purpose cor-

Industrial class and class of worker relate the employed
person to the dominant nature-purpose and ownership, respectively-of the employing organízation. Occupational class relates the employed person to the
nature of the work performed in his or her own job.
But there is a fourth dimension to job activity, a dimension that is not included in the decennial censuses:
land use. Land use as a concept relates to what is happening site by site in establishments on the land' It

relates the employed person to the nature of the
individual establishment, the workplace, in which he
or she works. These establishments-the stores, shops,
restaurants, theaters, lodging places that form commercial areas, factories and warehouses that form
industrial areas, schools, churches, and hospitals
that form institutional areas, etc.-are the building
blocks of nonresidential land use patterns'
In a paper presented at the 73rd Annual Meeting of
the Transportation Research Board, Putman, the developer of the DRAM and EMPAL demographic forecasting models, discussed the use of employment types. He
noted that many of the agencies forecasting with
DRAM and EMPAL use up to eight employment
types based on slight aggregations of the one-digit
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) industrial
classes. However,

of the

the problem with this is the S.I.C. categorization of em-

organization . The 1'990 census used 23 6 sepârate industrial categories grouped into L3 major groups to code industrial class. Examples of the categories (with the
corresponding major group in parentheses) are petro-

ployment, which often does not match what might be

iesponds

to the major product or

service

leum refining (manufacturing), hardware stores (retail trade), hotels and motels (personal services), and
hospitals (professional and related services).
Occupational class describes the kind of work done in
the individual job. The 1.990 census used 501" separate
occupational categories grouped into 6 summaty and13
major groups to code occupational class. Examples of
the categories (with the corresponding major groups in

termed a land use based categorizatíot. For example, the

office staff oÍ a manufacturing firm will often be located
in a central cíty area, but it ìMill be classified, by S'I.C.,
as heavy manufacturing. The actual manufacturing facility for that same firm might be located in a suburban
'Síhen the calibration is done for manufacturing,
area.
the model will encounter two zones containing manufacturing employment, but with apparently very different location determinants. Ilhile this would argue for
the use of employme nt categorizations based on land use

classifications, there is a further complication. An im-
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portant component of the linkage between EMPAL and
DRAM is the employment-to-household (EMP/HH)
conversion process. In this, the employees, by type and
by place of work, are converted to implicit heads of
households by type, still at place of work. Adjustments
for unemployment and workers per household are subsumed into this conversion. The data for the conversion
are based on U.S. Census data, now generally obtained
from the PUMS (Public Use Microdata Sample) data involving a cross tabulation of S.I.C. of employment and
household income. The preparation of the EMP/HH
conversion matrix for land use based employment categories would be extremely difficult if not impossible. Finall¡ the data for employment by place of work are
amongst the most difÊcult data for regional agencies to
obtain, and they often have no choice as to the categorizafion in which they get it. (3, p. 5)

These phases are described in detail in following sections
of the paper.

In short, there is a double problem. First, decennial
census employment data do not include a land use
classification. Second, even if employment by land
use class were obtainable from a source other than the
census, it would not be linkable with decennial census
data on employee characteristics. Land use class is a
"missing dimension" in decennial census data. Its absence severely limits the possibility of interrelating
physical data on land use, such as building type, floor
space, and acreage, of both existing and planned development with census data on the demographic characteristics of workers by place of work.
A solution is offered in this paper in two basic steps.
Beginning with a cross-tabulation of decennial census

and work in office floor space, including finance, insurance, and real estate; business services, such as advertising, collection and credit reporting, direct mailing,
computer programming, and data processing; and professional services, such as offices and clinics ofphysicians

data on the employment and household characteristics
of workers by zone of work, in Step 1 each zone's number of workers cross-tabulated by industrial class and
occupâtional class is input into a procedure that assigns
a land use class to the workers in each industrial class.
In Step 2 assigned land use class is cross-tabulated
with the workers' household characteristics, for exam-

ple, household income, that are part of the original
cross-tabulation.

CrRssnrcRroN oF EuprovueNT BY LAND UsE
Overall Procedure
The overall procedure used to assign land use classes to
small-area decennial census employment data is illustrated in Figure L. There are three major phases. Phase I
involves the design, creâtion, and subsequent improve-

ment of the census special-tabulation data. Phase II
consists of the creation of an industrial class by occupational class matrix, followed by the assignment of land
use classes to the cells of the matrix. Phase III assigns
land use classes to the workers of the special tabulation.

Basic Land Use Classes
The current version of the land use assignment procedure classifies workers by small-area place of work into
six basic land use classes: office; commercial; institutional; industrial; transportation, communications, and
utilities (TCU); and residential. These basic land use
classes are defined in the following paragraphs.

Office
'!Øorkers

in the office land use class fall into three general
groups. One group consists of those industrial classes
whose workers are in mostly white collar occupations

and dentists, membership organizations (business, professional, labor, etc.), and legal, engineering, architectural,
accounting, research, and management services.
The second group of workers that is found in office
land use occurs in industrial classes whose workers are
predominantly not white collar. Using Putman's exam-

ple, a large, multiestablishment manufacturing firm, in
addition to industrial facilities such as factories and
warehouses in which blue collar workers predominate,
will typically also have one or more offices at separate
locations that are primarily engaged in performing management and other general administrative functions.
Such separate office establishments are called central ad-

ministrative offices in the Office of Management and
Budget Støndard Industrial Classification Manuøl (4).
Such central office establishments, along with research
laboratories and warehouses, are called auxiliary establishments; they serve the other establishments of the
same enterprise, called operating establishments, which
produce the goods and services that are the business of
the enterprise (4, pp.13-15).
Third, there are industrial classes in which blue collar occupations might predominate but which include
operating establishments staffed mainly by white collar
workers. A firm in the construction industrial class can
have a majority of workers in blue collar occupations
and working at temporary construction sites and at the
same time maintain a permanent office location at
which the firm is headquartered. \üithin the wholesale
trade industrial class, some firms maintain inventories
of goods and therefore require establishments that are
designed for goods storage and so fall into the industrial
land use class. Other wholesale trade firms, however, do
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not maintain their o\¡¡n inventories but instead act
as middlemen who affange and direct deliveries of

table nature. Employees of these establishments are, in

goods from manufacturers directly to retailers.'Workers

not-for-profit. Industrial classes in the institutional land
use class include hospitals, elementary and secondary

of such wholesale trade firms occur solely in

office

land use.

Comtnercial
\íorkers in the commercial land use class are found in
such establishments âs stores, restaurants, theaters, hotels and motels, gasoline stations, and repair shops. Typicall¡ commercial land use establishments deal directly
with the final consumers of products and services. In a

terms of class of worker, mostly governmental or private

schools, libraries, museums, and houses of worship. The
SEMCOG assignment method also includes correctional
facilities in the institutional class; government offices,
conversel¡ are included in the office land use class. Hospitals and colleges and universities are treated as campuses that are entirely institutional land use. Therefore,
an administrative office building belonging to a hospital

or a university will be called institutional rather than
office land use.

very broad sense, commercial land use is "retail" in its
orientation. It should be noted, however, that this group
includes not only establishments in the retail trade industrial class, but also others in a wide variety of service

industrial

classes.

Institutional
The institutional land use class includes establishments
that provide services of a public, educational, or chari-

Industrial
The industrial land use class includes those establishments
whose industrial class is manufacturing and that are engaged in converting raw materials into new products or in
assembling component parts into finished products.
Plants, factories, and mills are the usual names of such
establishments. Industrial land use also includes warehouses in which goods and materials are stored. Ware-
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houses are used not only by firms of the manufacturing industrial class, but also by firms of other industrial classes,

especially wholesale trade and retail trade, when firms
maintain storage facilities separate from their other establishments. Industrial land uses, for the most part, do
not deal face to face with the final consumer for the goods
that are produced and stored within this land use.

Transportation, Communications, ønd
Utilities (TCU)
The TCU land use class has as its unifying characteristic
a concern for the maintenance of flows. The flows can
consist of persons, goods, energy, or information. TCU
land use includes a wide variety of specialized establishments, such as air, rail, bus, truck, and ship terminals;
post offices; broadcasting stations; electric generating

stations; water supply treatment plants; and sewage
treatment plants.

Residential
Residential land use includes all workers who work at
home, regardless of their industrial class or occupational
class. In addition, the residential land use class includes
all other workers in four industrial classes that involve
residential-type services: private households (that is' persons doing domestic work in others' residences), child
daycare services, nursing and personal care facilities,
and residential care facilities without nursing.

Census Special Tabulation
The CTPP is a 1990 census product. It consists of a series of data tabulations oriented to transportation planning. The CTPP has two components. The Statewide
Element includes data on all places having populations
of 2,500 or more, plus all counties. The Urban Element
covers only metropolitan-area counties. IØithin those
counties, the Urban Element gives data by small area
Itraffrc analysis zone (TAZ) and census tract].
Both components give databy three types of location:
place of residence, place of work, and residence-to-work
commuter flows. The 1.970 and 1980 censuses had

a similar product called the Urban Transportation
Planning Package (UTPP).
SEMCOGT 1990 census worker special tabulation is
like the CTPP in that it

o 'Was derived from the sâme "parent file" as the
CTPR the Sample Edited Detail File,

¡ Includes the key employment-related variables of
the CTPP,
o Includes household characteristics, and
o Includes TAZ of work.
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However, the special tabulation is different in that

it

o Is more detailed (e.g.,75 industrial classes and
40 occupational classes compared with 18 and 1'4,
respectivel¡ in the CTPP) and

o Includes flags indicating whether or not the worker
was geocoded to tract as well as to place.

Improving Special-Tabulation Data
Before applying the land use assignment method to the

special-tabulation data, SEMCOG staff conducted a
separate project the purpose of which was to make improvements to the census data. The improvements addressed two problems in the data, geocoding errors and
allocation inaccuracies.
ln 1990 the Census Bureau geocoded workers to tract
and to block provided that the workplace addresses

reported were sufficiently complete and either the
Topologically Integrated Geographic Encoding and
Referencing (TIGER) File could identify the address or
the 'SØorkplace File included the specific worksite. (In
1980 the situation was similar, although some of the de-

tails were different.) However, some tract and block
geocoding errors still occur. Such errors in the UTPP and
CTPP are difficult to recognize and correct because
geocoded workers and allocated workers are mixed.
Because the special tabulation included a flag that indicated whether or not the workers had been geocoded
to tract (in most cases such workers had also been

geocoded to block), SEMCOG was able to produce
computer-generated maps of tract-geocoded employment by any of the 7 5 industrial classes of the special

tabulation. Upon examination, the overall quality of
tract and block geocoding appeared to be quite good.
There were relatively few recognizable major errors and
these were corrected, resulting in an improved base for
the workers who needed to be allocated.
In the Census Bureau procedure for creating small-area
employment data, workers who could not be geocoded to
tract and block were instead assigned to tract and block
by an allocation procedure. A considerable percentage of
workers needed to be allocated. In the four most urban
counties of Southeast Michigan, an average of over 30
percent of all workers needed to be allocated to tract and
block. In Detroit City, nearly two-thirds of the tracts had
more than 40 percent of their workers allocated by the
Census Bureau. Some sort of allocation procedure is absolutely necessary so that workers with ungeocodable addresses can be assigned to an appropriate small area.
However, the currently used allocation procedure was believed to seriously reduce the overall accvracy of census
small-area place-of-work employment data. Therefore,
SEMCOG developed its own reallocation procedure.
That procedure accepted the Census Bureau's geocoding to county and to place, and then used the special tab-
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ulation's detailed breakdown of industrial class and occupational class to match workers needing to be reallocated to zone with workers who had been geocoded
to tract and block and thereby to zone by the Census
Bureau. SEMCOG's reallocation greatly increased the
accuracy of the zone-of-work geocoding and thereby
elevated the quality of the subsequent assignment of
land use classes to employment.

Assigning Land Use Classes to Industrial Class by
Occupational Class Matrix

In drawing up the specifications for the special tabulation, it was decided to group the 236 industrial classes
and 501 occupational classes by which the parent census
data file is coded. For industrial classes, separate identi-

fication of those industries that in actuality occurred
mostl¡ if not completel¡ in a single land use class was
requested. For example, the finance industrial class
was identified as an industry that occurred overwhelmingly within office land use, the hospital industrial class
as occurring overwhelmingly within institutional land
use, and so on. In addition, it was requested that each industrial class that equaled at least 1 percent of the region's total employment be separately recognized.
Finally, industrial classes that had unique physical land
use characteristics-for example, wholesale trade in
scrap and \ ¡aste materials-were given separate recognition even though they had relatively few employees.
For occupational classes, separate identification of
occupations that in actuality occurred mostly if not completely in one particular type of floor space was requested, with floor-space types corresponding to land use
classes. In effect, this question wâs to be answered: "If an
entire building \¡/as totally occupied by workers of this
one occupational class, what kind of building would it
be?" So, for example, the occupational class of financial
records processing was assigned to office floor-space land
use, whereas the occupational class of teachers, counselors, and librarians was assigned to institutional floorspace land use. Some occupational classes could not be
assigned, in their entiret¡ to a single land use class. In
some instances, individual occupational classes were âssigned to one of several land uses on the basis of the particular industrial class. Fo¡ example, the occupational
class of motor vehicle mechanics and repairers was assigned to commercial land use when the industrial class
was automobile repair, services, and parking and to TCU
land use when the industrial class was road transportation. In addition, when grouping occupâtional classes (as
for industrial classes), the amount of employment in the
class was considered as well as unique relationships between occupational class and land use class that would
require special treatment. The result of this work was a
general matrix of industrial classes by occupational

classes. The cells themselves had no identification beyond

an industrial class and an occupational class.
The next tâsk to be performed was to assign a land use
class to each cell wherever that was judged to be possible.
First addressed were the industrial classes in which all employment could justifiably be assigned to a single land use
class, for example, finance or hospital. For each such industrial class, each of the cells forming that industrial
class's matrix row would be assigned to office land use or
institutional land use, as 'was appropriate (Figure 2).
Next, for each occupational class that was assigned entirely to one land use class, all cells in that occupational
class column of the matrix would be assigned to that land
use class except where the cell had already been given a
land use class because of its industrial class. For example,
the computer programmers occupation rvâs assigned to
office land use except for cells belonging to an industrial
class-for instance, hospitals-that aheady had an overall land use class, in that case, institutional. Figure 3 illustrates thât step. The third step assigned a land use class to
each matrix cell that was yet unassigned but that could be
assigned a land use class on the basis of the characteristics

of that particular industry-occupation combination. Mo-

tor vehicle mechanics and repairers is an example of this
cell-by-cell assignment. Figure 4 shows this step. The
remaining cells of the matrix had no assigned land use
class.

Assigning Land Use Classes to Small-Area
Decennial Census Employment Data
The resulting general matrix was still a cross-tabulation
of industrial classes by occupational classes. However,
the majority of cells in the matrix had now been assigned
land use classes. The matrix was then used to assign employment to land use classes by individualT{Z. The assignment was made separately for each industrial class.
(However, workers of any industrial class who worked

at home were assigned to residential land use. Such
workers played no further role in the land use assignment procedure.) IØithin each industrial class, the employment in each cell for which a land use class had been
assigned was summed by land use class, and the plurality land use class was identified. All employment in the
given industrial class, including that in cells for which a
land use class had not been assigned in the general matrix, was then reassigned to that plurality land use class.
The result is shown in Figure 5. The special tabulation
made it possible to assign the plurality land use class of
the given industrial class of the given zone to workers in
that industrial class in that zone. Land use class became
an additional dimension of the cross-tabulation. All data
items that r¡¡ere part of the cross-tabulation then could
be cross-tabulated by land use class. For example, it is
now possible to create an employment-to-household
conversion matrix using land-use-based employment
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lèzq
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Assignment of land use class by industrial class.

classes, which Putman characterized as "extremely difficult if not impossible." Use of the census special tabulation in conjunction with SEMCOG's land use class
assignment procedure adds the missing land use dimension to census data. In a sense, it is as if the decennial
census had included a question on the land use class of

shown in Table 1. The industrial classes are the eight that

SEMCOG has used in its current Regional Development
Forecast (RDF). Construction employment is excluded.
The land use classes are the six described in this paper.
Among the noteworthy points are the following:

o All eight industrial

the employed person's workplace.

CunnnNr Srnrus oF'WoRK
Application of Method
Some general results of applying the land use classification method to decennial census employment data are

classes include employment in
land
office
use;
¡ Office land use is the single most important class,
comprising about two-fifths of all employment;
¡ Commercial, industrial, and institutional land use
each equal roughly one-fifth of total employment;
¡ Aside from the finance, insurance, and real estate
(FIRE) industrial class (which except for at-home workers is assigned to office land use), all seven other indus-

Financial
records
tc1
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tc74
FIGURE
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Assignment of land use class by occupational class.
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Assignment of land use class by individual cell.

trial classes contain significant portions of employment
in more than one land use class.

zones. Such spatial concentrations reflect the locational
needs, compatibilities, and incompatibilities of the basic
nonresidential land use classes and have very little to do

The last point is especially significant in that it illustrates the serious distortions that can be involved in assigning all the employment in a given industrial class to
a single land use class; for example, manufacturing to in-

with industrial class per se.
Multitenant office buildings provide a striking example of the primacy of land use class in the locational pat-

dustrial, retail to commercial, services to office. In addition, because establishments of a given land use class
tend to gather together and at the same time avoid establishments of unlike land uses, the percentage distri-

butions of Table 1 cannot, of course, be applied to
small-area data on employment by industrial class. In
actualit¡ most employment in a given nonresidential
land use class will be concentrated within a minority of

terns of jobs. Such buildings can contain workers of any
and all industrial classes, and the mix of industrial
classes changes as some tenants move out and others
move in. However, as long as overall occupancy rates
stay about the same, the functioning of the buildings, including their traffic-generating characteristics, remains
basically the same.
For the just-completed foqecast, SEMCOG used the
EMPAL model to pro;'ect changes in employment by in-

I
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FIGURE
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Reassignment of plurality land use class to small-area employment.
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1

Use Class
L990 Census Place-of-Work Employment Data by Industrial Class Assigned to Land
Emplovment (%) bY Land Usg Class
Totals
Residential
TCU"
lnstitutional lndustrial
Commercial
Office
lndustrial Class
100.0
21.9
0.0
3,1
0
21.0
Natural Resources
100.0
0.8
0.0
67.6
0.0
31.6
Manufacturing
't00,0
0.9
56.7
:::"
0.3
0.0

TABLE

TCU"
Wholesale Trade
Retail T¡ade

42.1

FIREô

98.0
32,3
65.2
36.0

Services
Public Administration
All lndustries

"
â
o

71.7

0.1

9.1

88.9
0.0

0.0
0.0
42.2
34,4
17.3

16.7

0.0
23.8

26.0
o.7
0.0
0.1

0,0
15.6

;;

2.2
1,2
2.0
8.6
0.5

3.0

4.3

0.0
0.0
0.0

100.0
100,0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

Transportation,Communications,andUtilities'
Finance, lnsurance, and Real Estate.
Less than 0.05 Pèrcent.

Note: Row percentages may not add to 100.0, due to rounding'
Source: Southeast Michigan Council of Governments

dustrial class for the period 7990 to 2020. Job changes
were forecast by medium-sized areas called forecast districts. A separate procedure'was then used to allocate
these changes to the TAZs into which the districts are
subdivided. Vacant holding capacity,the number of jobs

that can be accommodated on currently vacant land
planned for future nonresidential uses, is one of the inputs to the allocation method. However, plans for the fuiure development of land are of course in terms of land
use classes iather than industrial classes. By transformdata at the zonal level into ining census employment
-by
land use class matrixes, it has been
dustrial class
possible to translate the EMPAL forecast of change in
åmployment by industrial class into a forecast of deuse class. Cur-uid fot future development by land
rently SEMCOG is investigating the possibilities of
direcily forecasting employment by land use class subsequent lo a conversion of census employment data from
industrial class to land use class.
Testing of the Method
Concerning the testing of the method, the greatest problem is thaino other set of small-area employment data
by land use class exists for Southeast Michigan with
which to compare the results. The one quantitative comparison that has been possible to date is with data on
ãmployment by land use class collected in SEMCOG's
L994 household travel survey' Table2 compares the two
data sets. Considering the differences in data collection
method, date, and coverage atea, the t\Mo sets of num-

bers are quite close.

In addition, visual

comparisons

have been made using maps of 1990 existing physical
land use; generally excellent correspondence was found
befween those patterns and zone-level census employment
data by land uie class. Other possibilities for testing and

improving the method using Southeast Michigan data

are being explored. However, full testing and refining of
the assignmãnt method would require the creation of
special tabulations of census data in several other metrðpofitan areas. Ideally, these selected areas would have
ciica-1,990lists of establishments (by name, address, SIC
code, and number of employees) to which land use class
had been or could be added.

The major apparent limitation of SEMCOG's land
use assignment method involves the occurrence of estab-

lishmenis of the same industrial class but different land
use class within the same zonerfot example, one or more
restaurants and the administrative office of the restaurant chain. In its current form, the assignment method
would identify the plurality land use class and then assign all employment in the industrial class (eating and
drlnking plãces) to either commercial land use or office
land use. llith further work, it should prove possible (in
instances of larger employment numbers) to use the occupational distribution to disaggregate the restaurant

employment from the office employment and assign
them to separate land use classes. \7ith smaller numbers,
the "usual'land use class, for example, commercial for
the industrial class of eating and drinking places, would
be automatically assigned without reference to the occupational mix. In the meantime, this limitation appears to
cause no more than minor misclassification'
In summar¡ SEMCOG has obtained a special tabula-

tion of 1990 census data on employment by zone of
work. A method has been developed that uses the industrial class in conjunction with the occupational class of
workers in this file to assign the workers to a land use
class and to make this land use class a dimension of the
cross-tabulation. This in turn allows other demographic
data items contained in the cross-tabulation to be organized and analyzed by land use class. The special tabulation used in conjunction with the land use assignment method represents a significant extension of the
usefulness of decennial census employment data.
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2 Comparison of Employment by Land Use Class,
1990 Census and 1994 SEMCOG Household Travel Survey

TABLE

Emoloymenl (%) by Land Use CIass
Land Use Class

1990 Census

1

994 Travel

Survey
33.4

Office

36.0

Commercial

23.8

19.8

lnstitutional

17.3

18.8

lndustrial

15.6

18.8

TCU"

3.0

2.4

Residential

4.3

6.9

100.0

100 0

Totals

"

Transportation, Communications, and Utilities.

Note: Percentages may not add to 100.0, due to rounding
Source: Southeast Michigan Council of Governments

hvprspnNs¿,BrlrrY oF CENSUS
EuprovupNT DATA

Impetus for Creating Employment-Land Use
Classification Method

has explained, the lack of a land use dimension in
decennial census data has meant that demographic forecasting for a variety of applications, including transportation planning, has been seriously handicapped.
Demographic forecasting, of course, cannot be done
without census data, the richest source of information

A method to assign land use classes to decennial census
employment data has been described. The impetus to
create such a method was the desire to extend census
data via a new dimension, land use class, and thereby
connect census data with both the spatial distribution of
nonresidential land uses and the locational determinants
that underlie these patterns.
The decennial census is by far the single most impor-

on both workers and nonworkers. However, the absence
of a land use dimension has meant that worker characteristics in census data cannot be connected to a prime

tant source of information on employed persons and
jobs and their interrelationships. First, the census describes the nature of the employment itself: labor force
status, workplace location, travel to work, hours
worked, and kind of job activity. Second, the census
contains data on a multitude of other, non-job-related

use class.

characteristics of workers. These characteristics include
basic facts not only about individual persons (including
age, sex, race, marital status, and educational attainment), but also about the workers' households (size,
relationships, presence of children, income, among oth-

ers) and housing (structure type, size, cost, vehicles
available, etc.).

But because census data do not include the land use
of the employed person's workplace, it has been
impossible to link this unmatched wealth of demographic data with the variety of noncensus physical data
about workplaces, including building type, floor space,
acreage) and assessed value. Furthermore, as Putman
class

locational determinant of jobs, that is, the land

use

classes of the establishments that contain the jobs. The

land use classification method described in this paper
provides the link between workers, with all their censusdetermined characteristics, and establishments by land

Recommendations for 2000 Census
To conclude, a proposal for incorporating land use class

assignment into the procedures for the 2000 census
has been presented. As illustrated in Figure 6, this
work would be done in three phases. First, census
place-of-work data would be improved through the correction of geocoding errors and the use of a new procedure to allocate ungeocodable workers. This phase would
combine efforts of the Census Bureau and urban and
transportation planning agencies. Second, the Census
Bureau would use an improved version of the assignment
method to give each individual worker a workplace land
use class. Third, the Census Bureau would incorporate
this land use attribute into a variety of census files and
products, including the parent file and the CTPP.
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Proposal for incorporating place-of-work land use class into procedure for 2000 census.

The 2000 census would ask no question about the
land use of the workplace' Nevertheless, through the incorporation of the land use assignment method into the
overall census procedure' land use class would become a
2000 census answer.

current SEMCOG staff member Ming H. Tsai, planning
analyst.
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Michigan Council of Governments for their generous
support of this project.
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Uses of Census Data in Transportation
Planning: San Francisco Bay Area Case Study
Charles L. Purvis, Metrop olitan Tr ansþ ortation Commis sion

This case study is an update of a resource paper prepared
for the 1994 Conference on Decennial Census Data and
Transportation Planning. It focuses on the uses of census
data in transportation planning activities in the nine-county
San Francisco Bay Area. Attention is paid to the use of decennial census data in various planning analysis activities,
including general descriptive analyses, estimation of disag-

gregate and aggregate travel demand models, market segmentation in travel demand model forecasting systems, and
the validation of demographic and travel model simulations. The discussion covers where the census data are cÅtical for the application and where the census data are
desirable but perhaps not required for the application. The
various census products that arc used in the Bay Area-the
standard Summary Tape Files, the Public Use Microdata
Sample, the Census Transportation Planning Package, and
special tabulations-are discussed within the context of the
various planning analysis activities occurring in the Bay
Area. Recommendations and expectations for Census 2000
are provided.

n this case study the uses of census data in transportation planning activities in the nine-county San Fran-

cisco Bay Area are discussed. From an institutional
perspective, this covers the uses of census data in the Met-

ropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC), a metropolitan planning organization (MPO); the Association of
Bay Area Governments (ABAG); state agencies such as
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the California Department of Transportation (CalTrans);
various transit operators in the region; and local county
and city planning, public works, and congestion management agencies. The primary focus is on census activities at
MTC and ABAG, with reference to other creative work
under way at the county and transit operator levels.
This study also serves as an update of a resource paper (1) for the 1.994 Conference on Decennial Census
Data for Transportation Planning that examined the use
of census data in several major metropolitan areas,
including the Bay Area, using published reports covering
1"970 through 1,994. This paper will focus on Bay Area
applications as well as new uses of census data in the region between 1994 and 1,996.
In terms of census products used in the Bay Area, the
case study will cover the use and application of data
from standard Census Bureau products such as the Summary Tape Files (e.g., STF1A, STF3A); the Public Use
Microdata Sample (PUMS); special products from the
Census Bureau and the U.S. Department of Transportation such as the Census Transportation Planning Package (CTPP), including the Statewide Element (CTPP/SE)
and the Urban Element (CTPP/LE); and special Census
Bureau data files purchased by the MTC and the Santa
Clara County Center for Urban Analysis.
Following this introduction, the application of census
data in several categories will be reviewed, including descriptive analysis, model estimation, market segmenta-

tion for travel forecasting systems, model validation,
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and miscellaneous transportation applications. The paper concludes with a set of recommendations and expectations for Census 2000. This last section is essentially a strategic assessment of the decennial census in
terms of the strengths and weaknesses of census data,

the opportunities for improvement, and the danger of
not gãttittg what is needed to maintain analytical tools
and data bases for transportation planning.

D¡scrurrrv¡

ANRrYsls

In the context of this pâper, the term "descriptive analysis" refers to the reports, working pâpers' summary data
files, spreadsheets, maps' press releases, trend reportsr,
newsletters, and so on, related to the dissemination of
information from the decennial census. In the Bay Area
these analyses have traditionally been in the form of
place-level or county-level profile reports (all the information from certain census files, sa¡ STFIA, STF3A' or
CTPP/SE) or working papers (more in-depth discussion
and trend analysis of census data)'
Information systems and technology is a rapidly
evolving field, and it is apparent that a new era of data
dissemination is also evolving. Although in the past the
most common means of dissemination was the hard
copy or "dead tree-and-ink" issuance of census data re-

ports, the future (and current) nature of data disseminaiion involves online, perhaps even real-time provision of
data needed in planning activities.
A good example of the use of new information tech'!7orld 'lfide 'Web
nology for data dissemination is the
(Sø"WW) page developed by ABAG (Figure 1), which allows the user to pick any of some 140 places in the Bay
Area and any of a set number of topical reports to pull
up predeveloped profile reports' This rather straightfãrward W-W\ü(/ interface with choices such as "Pick
Place," "Pick Topic," and "View Data" may likely be
superseded in the years to come with more elaborate
daia-on-demand query-and-display setups that provide
the data analyst with exactly those data needed for the
analysis at hand.
The issue of access to computers and the Internet is in
part addressed by the development of the Public Access
Ñetwork (PAN), an example of which is PAN Islands,
hosted by government agencies such as MTC and ABAG

and sponsored by a consortium of private-sector companies in the Silicon Valley (e'g., Smart Valle¡ Inc.,
Þacific Bell, 3COM, Yahoo, Surf-'Watch, and Arthur
D. Little) (http://www.svi.orgÆROJECTS/PAN/ISLND).
The principal actors involved in public access to the Internet are local public libraries, many of which receive
funds from the federal Library Services and Construction Act. Public access to the Internet via the public

199'0,een us'SãUrffnih BÁG
.Tovtir.caäus:dåû¡, cl¡oös¿,¡nrceio¡a tcûr¡i,c,iÉdrw. €h¿o¡c ad4rtogiiùosr,ûrc,ocpgnd.rnirfo'r;

,*ø¿,g¡mn

¡ub

frur

cli* ol:'y¡¡i

Jitdr'ále¡ei:uJtrdixlor.troçgx¡¡dea¡eb.8t,ueF8üúsf.9rû-trc,ß.evword:9?GE4PP:

Cltlzcnrhlp, B¡rlhpbcr
Dlaablllty

FIGURE

1

Association of Bay Area Governments World Wide Web page: 1990 census data.
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Looking toward the future, it is unlikely that MTC or
others will completely abandon the practice of issuing
major paper-and-ink reports on census data. It is highly
probable, on the other hand, that the rapid changes in
information technology will greatly enhance the ability

library system is critical to ensure universal access to
census information.
Many clients and patrons still prefer the paperand-ink versions of census reports. In the Bay Area, this
need is fulfilled by a comprehensive set of profile reports
developed by the regional data center for the Bay Area,
ABAG, and a set of transportation-related working papers authored by the staff at the MTC. A list of these
MTC 1990 census working papers is provided in Table
1 and in the references (2-L2).
As alternatives to the hard-copy working papers disseminated by MTC, electronic versions of these working
papers and spreadsheets as well as special electronic
publications (13-15) have been developed (Table 2).
MTC Electronic Publications L and 2 provide comparisons of place-to-place commuters using data from the
1980 census Urban Transportation Planning Package
(UTPP) and the 1990 CTPP. Electronic Publication 3 is
MTC's version of area-level profile reports using placelevel data from the CTPP/SE. These place-level profiles
were only issued in electronic format, giving a 13-page
profile report for L40 places in the Bay Area, for a grand
total of 1,820 pages of information included in 7.9
megabytes of data files.
The need and value of these types of descriptive census reports, electronic or otherwise, should not be underestimated. They serve a vital role in informing the
public, the media, policy makers, and planning professionals on many of the most relevant demographic and
travel characteristics needed for public policy development. The census working papers have been some of the
best-received products issued by MTC and have been of
great assistance to librarians and the public information
staÍÍ at MTC and throughout the Bay Area.

of planners to electronically disseminate and exchange
with clients and

census and other planning data bases
partners.

Mornr Esrn¡RroN
The previous resource paper (l) provides a fairly detailed discussion on the use, or potential misuse, of cen-

for estimating demographic and travel models.
New applications and insights for the period from 1,994
to 1996 will be reported on here.
It bears repeating that the best sources of data for
the estimation of travel demand models are household
travel surveys. Survey data are essential, disaggregate
data that should provide the transportation planner
with the necessary input for the estimation and calibration of demographic and travel demand models. Decennial census data can, at best, be used in the estimation
of household-level models to predict number of workers in the household or automobile ownership levels
(16), or perhaps in the estimation of other types of
aggregate travel models. For model validation, on the
other hand, decennial census data form a critical and
invaluable data base for the aggregate validation of
various demographic and travel behavior models.
Two new examples of use of census data in model
estimation are efforts at MTC in estimating aggregate trip-end mode share models and work in progress
sus data

TABLE 1 Metropolitan tansportation Commission 1990 Census Working Papers:
7992-1996
Wo¡king
Paper

Data Source

Date

Title

STFIA

ApíL l99Z

tsay Area Population Chsractenstrcs

¿

SIr'A

August 1992

3

S'IÏS-5

Lrecember 1992

4

silïs-5
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gounty-to-county commute rattems ln the sÌr Ë8y Afer
st lray Afea lnterTeglo¡al uor¡nty-to-uounty uoÍrmu¡e

t

(.:lïP/s|1, Part

6

st¡JA

No.

Pattoms

c

Apnl lvvJ

The Journey-to-work in the S¡' ts¡y A¡eå

uctobef IyyJ

Drsablllty, flroDilty Lrûllta[ron ano selr-uare Lun¡tauon
Status

ð

,

utYf/ul1, raÍ

J

Merch 1994

CTPP/UE, Part

3

May 1994

Detåiled Coñmute Charactenstrcs rn the st ltay Area
LretaÍled lnteÍeg¡on¡l cornmute Lharactenstr.cs

Septemþer 1994

st

Apnl

SF Bay Area Detåiled Household Cheracteristics

ulrflsr1,

r&ft

cay Ares: county dg.l(egronar -erofiles

A,B
IO

glPP/UE, Part 4
s

lP-z14

1995

January lgyÕ

st

$sy Alea uommuteñ¡ Dy llol¡s€nolo

Characteristics
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TABLE2 MetropolitanTransportationCommission

1990 Census Electronic Publications:

1992-L996

at the Santa Clara County Center for Urban Analysis (SCCCUA) in estimating âggregate logit work;
destination-choice models stratified by household

on current work in progress at the MTC to estimate
best-practice nested work-trip mode choice models'

income quartile.

Aggr egate Work-D estination-Choice Models

Trip-End Mode Share Models for Predicting
Bicycle and Walk Commuters

Another example of travel model estimation using census
data is the ongoing effort at SCCCUA to estimate a88tegate logit work-déstination-choice models. These logit
ãertin"i-iott-choice models are estimated separately by
household income quartile using data from a special census file purchased fiom the Census Bureau by MTC and
SCCCÚA. This file, denoted STP-214 (Special Tabulation Product) by the Census Bureau, provides one
cross-tabulation of block-group-to-block-group workers
(within the nine-county Bay Area) stratifiedby !2 categories of means of transportation to wgrk by four houseËold income levels (annual household income less than
$25,000; $zs,0o0 to $45,000; $45,000 to $75,000; and
gr"ít"rtÍran $75,000). MTC's analysis of thjs special tab-

One set of new trip-end mode share models developed at
MTC are aggregate regression models estimâted on zonelevel shareJõf bicycle ánd walk commuters at the zone of
residence and the zone of work (17l.The models predict
the percentage of workers who commute via bicycle
or walk modes based on aggtegate zonal characteristics

such as employment densit¡ share of multifamily
dwelling uniti of total units, local workers-job balance
within the traffic analysis zone, and dummy variables to
reflect proximity to the university campuses in Stanford
and Beikeley. Typicat mode share models are estimated
using zone-to-zone nefwork levels of service and related
demãgraphic and land use characteristics. Typical mode
shareLoãels are either logit in form or of the "diversion
curve" style that was popular in the 1960s. The reason
behind the development of these atypical, aggtegate
zone-level trip-end-based models is concern that there âre
too few t"*pl" walk and bicycle trips in the 1990 MTC
household tiavel survey. Of the 18,300 sample total
home-based-work trips in that survey, only 478 (2'6 pet
cent) were by the walk mode and just 222 (L'2 percent)

ühtion product is included in Census IØorking Paper
1,1 (12): V/ork at SCCCUA on these a11regate wgrkdestination-choice models will be completed ín1'996'
Comparisons of regional average and median trip
length (in miles) and average and median commute duration (in minutes) is shown in Table 3; these data show
a notable increase in work commute duration and length
with increasing household income levels, an indicator
that supports the notion for an income-stratified work
trip distiibution (destination) choice model.

were by bicycle. Such a small and sparse data set on walk
and bicycle commuters may prove a challenge in the
model estimation process. The final decision on whether
tìip-end mode share models or a disto use
^ggregate
interchange mode choice model depends

"ggr.g"tË

Tn¡vnr Moonr Mnmpr Snc¡¡nrvrRnoN
One of the challenges in travel demand forecasting is the
use of disaggregate travel demand models in the aggre-

t.il

Mean and Median Average Commute Length and Commute Duration by
214:
Household Income Quartile, 1990 census, special Tabulation Product
fuea
Bay
Francisco
San
for
Regional Totals

TABLE

3

Mean Time (min)

Mesn Distrnce (mr)

Modian Time (min)
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t3.ß
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gate prediction of travel behavior. Methods

of aggregation fall into three principal categories: the "naive"

the necessary data atthe traffic analysis zone level or any
other geographic level.

method, market segmentation, and sample enumeration
(1B). In a nutshell, the naive method assumes that everyone in a traÍfic analysis zone has the same characteristics: for example, each household has the same number
of workers, the same income, and the same number of
persons. ZonaI mean values are used exclusively in this
method.
The market segmentation method assumes that there
are distinct subgroups within each traffic analysis zone,
for example, households by automobile ownership level,
by workers in the household, or by household income
level. In the market segmentâtion method, the analyst
assumes that the average household size, the average
workers per household, and so forth, is the same within
each subgroup by each zone.
The third aggregation method, sample enumeration,
does not use any group or subgroup mean of any input
variable. Instead, the disaggregate model is applied at
the disaggregate (i.e., household, person, or trip) level'

MTC has a nested workers-in-household-automobileownership (IøHHAO) choice model. This model splits
the households residing in a traffic analysis zone into
households by three levels of workers in the household
(0,1,,2+ workersÆIH) and by three automobile ownership levels (0, 1, 2+ vehicles/HH). The input market
segmentation to the IøHH,A'O model is households by
household income quartile. This means that the outputs
of the ]üíHHAO model application are the number of
households in each traffrc analysis zone stratified by
household income (four), by workers in the household

and then the predictions are aggregated for reporting

low-income households (less than $25,000 per year) are
smaller in size than higher-income households. PUMS
data arc used to develop county"level (or PUMA-level)

purposes. The sample enumeration technique

is

also

known as microsimulation-where the forecasting of
travel or other activity behavior is made at the discrete
individual level rather than at the zone level.
At the MTC, use of market segmentation is a key feature of the aggregate forecasting system in place and under redevelopment (19). Also, sample enumeration is
used at MTC for special analyses, such as evaluating the
effectiveness of transportation control measures (20).
To apply disaggregate models in a market segmentation framework, analysts at MTC have used the 1980
and L990 census Public Use Microdata Sample (PUMS)
data bases as supplementary inputs to the model application process. Census PUMS data are critical because
they provide information the analyst needs to adjust the
input model parameters (e.g., household size, household
income, percent multifamily) by the desired market segmentation. PUMS data arc used because standard census
products such as the STF3A or the CTPP do not provide

(three), by automobile ownership level (three), or 4
market segmentâtions into the model and 36 market
segmentations coming out of the model application.
One of the input variables to the'!7HHAO model is
average household size. Rather than zonal average
household size, the census PUMS data arc used to adjust
zonal average household size to zonal average household size stratified by household income level because

adjustment factors, which are then multiplied by the
zonal average household size to yield zonal average
household size by household income quartile' Countylevel household size by income quartile and adjustment
factors are summarized in Tables 4 and 5.
An example calculation follows: the North Beach
traffrc analysis zone in San Francisco has an average
household size of L.71.9 persons. Using the San Francisco County adjustment factors, it is estimated that the
avetage low-income (Quartile 1) household in North
Beach has an avefage household size of 1.361 persons
(1..71,9 x 0.792); the average medium low-income
(Quartile 2) household has an average household size of
1,.709 (1..7t9 x 0.994);the average medium high-income
household has an average household size oÍ 2.020
(1,.719 x L.775); and the average high-income household
in North Beach has an avelage household stze of 2.228

4 Average Household Size by Household Income Quartile by Bay Area Counry
1990 Census Public Use Microdata Sample, 5 Percent Sample

TABLE
County

l'lcome Q I

lncome Q z

lncome Q 3

lncome Q 4

Iotal

San trranclsco

I. ÖUö

sÂn M¡tao

l.xrJ

2.269
2.452

2.6ó2
'z,v6J

2.954
3.?.t6

z.za3
2.644

Sâtrt¡ Clare

z.

lð5

2.593

3.067

3.341

z.ülo

A.lameda

2,4út

3,OOE

3.'¿;J9

z.)ð¿

Contn Costa

2.o34
'¿.w5

2.95lJ

liolano

L.LO I

3.'2;J

J.I /U
J.+t I

Napa

1,ru

¿.+zó
2.921
2-54'I

¿.rr¿

2,86't
2.495

¡þno¡n¡

t.E74

z-6t6

J.UJU

3.09ð

Z.J4J

Maritr

t.ttt

2.1't

I

2.526

2.796

'¿.353

t.>>

2.492

2.96ú

J. IYO

z.6tu

KII('IUN

I

I
2.9t4

2.634
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TABLE 5 Household Size Adjustment Factors by Household Income Quartile by
Bay fuea County, 1990 Census Public Use Microdata Sample, 5 Percent Sample
Incomc Q ¡l
Incomc Q 3
lncomc Q z
lncomc q I
coü¡rty

t'otal

I'2

v.>t1

I.IIJ

zto

San Mat€o

o.tzt

.(xx)
.(xx,

g,'t't6

t LZt
l,oE9

tto

s¡ntÂ u¡ar¡
Ale¡¡€d¡
Contra Cost¡

v,vzl
o.9zt

lðo

.(xru

o,963
t¿.y4,

I. IOJ

.254

,æ0

ló

¿va

(,tI,

Itt
Ltt
Ltó

,(xx)

Ssn Fmnc¡sco

o.'t8't
o.774

l.l

1.021

NapÂ

o.789
o.764

t. L/, I

t.ozl

Sþnomt

o,137

t.oz9

t,l9z
I.lvv

Msrin

o.134

o,v3l

l.0E3

199

.uA,

o.765

U.9)J

l. lJ,

zZJ

.(xx)

Solå¡ro

REGTON

persons (L.719 x 1.296). Thus,
household size

U,

the subgroup

mean

in North Beach ranges from 1"36'l' to

2.228 percons. The naive method would just use the
zonal mean household size of 7.719.

The adjustment factors used in the market segmentation process could also be developed using data frgtn l-ocal household travel surveys. The problem will be the
reliability of these factors based on typically too few
sample observations in the small-scale household travel
surv€y. For examplg:hc 1920 Bay Arca trs!!çhqld
ffavel survey provides sample data on 10,800 households. The 1990 census PUMS 5 percent sample includes
disaggregate data on 108,500 Bay Area households' A
valuable research project would be to calculate the standard errors of these adjustment factors comparing regional travel surveys, such as the 1990 Bay Area travel
trtu"5 with the 1990 census PUMS-based adjustment
factors.

Drnrocn¡pHlc
VeuoenoN

AND

Tnlwr Monnr

One of the basic uses of census data is for the aggre3àte
validation of demographic and certain travel demand
models. Validationis the process of comparing predicted
values with "observed" values and making the necessary
âdjustments (calibrations) to each of the component
models to produce a valid model simulation. The decennial census data serve a most valuable purpose as an independent, observed estimate of various demographic
anã travel behavior characteristics. The following is a
list of various uses of census data in demographic and
travel model validation:

1. '!íorkers

in household models can be validata at the regional' county'
CTPP/LE
dated against
traffic analysis zone levels.
and
district,
superdistrict,
level models can be valiownership
2. Automobile
at the regional' county'
data
CTPP/IE
dated against
superdistrict, district, and tr affrc analysis zone levels.

.ux,
.uu,

3. Analysts can convert the zone-to-zone commuter
matrixes, derived from Part 3 of the CTPP/IJE, into
observed home-based-work person trips using tripsper-worker conversion factors. Home-based-work trip
generation (production) and trip attraction models can
be validated against these CTPP-derived observed home-

based-work trip tables at the regional, count¡ superdis-

trict, district, andtraffrc analysis zone levels.
4. Home-based-work trip distribution models can
be validated against CTPP-derived observed homebased-work person uþs In the Bay Area¡he census
STP-214 file ian be used to calibrate and validate work
trip distribution models stratified by household income
quãrtile. The validation process for work trip distribuiion models should include a careful evaluation of model
versus observed average trip lengths (and average trip
duration) at the regional, county' superdistrict, and
perhaps zonal levels; evaluation of regional trip length
tiip duration frequency distributions; and evalua"nd
don of county-to-county' superdistrict-to-superdistrict,
and district-to-district predicted versus observed homebased-work person trips.
5. Home-based-work mode choice models can also
be validated against CTPP-derived observed homebased-work person trip tables by means of transportation. Ideall¡ a multiday household travel survey or
employer survey is used to adjust the "usual meâns
of iransportation" typology into an "average means of
transportation. "
The decennial census datâ cannot be used for the validation of nonwork trip frequenc¡ nonwork trip destination, or nonwork mode choice travel demand models'
Given that nonwork trips may typically encompass 75

percent of a large region's travel, it is imperative that a
suitably sized household travel survey be on hand for the
aggreg,atevalidation of nonwork travel demand models'
Rlso, it is very useful to have two competing sets of "observed" home-based-work data. This gives the analyst
flexibility in what he or she should be validating against.
Ifthe two observed data bases (census and survey) are in
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agreement over a certain statistic, that gives the analyst
a general indication of confidence, or lack of confidence,
in a particular census-based or survey-based estimate of
work travel behavior.

MrscnrrnN¡ous TRANSPoRTATIoN
AppucruoNs
Several new applications

of

census data

for

miscella-

neous transportation planning and transportation research activities in the Bay Area are worth reporting on.
The first application of interest is the use of 1990 census PUMS data as part of the Bay Bridge Congestion
Pricing Demonstration Project. Funded by FHWA, this
demonstration project included an analysis of the demographic characteristics of Bay Bridge commuters.
MTC consultants were able to extract these commuters
on the basis of Public Use Microdata Area of residence
and county of work. The analysis enabled MTC to understand the income and modal usage characteristics of
Bay Bridge commuters in L990 (21), or, in other words,
who would be affected by a toll increase during peak
travel times.
Census PUMS datahave also been used by MTC staff
to produce a demographic profile of persons working at
home in Marin County (22). Analysis focused on the
industr¡ occupation, earnings, sex, âger years of schooling, and hours worked "last week." The typical workat-home person in Marin County is female and highly
educated, works part-time, is self-employed, is older,
and earns less than workers who commute outside the
home. Male work-at-home worker earnings are 1,40 per
cent higher than female work-at-home worker earnings
($42,500 male versus $17,500 female). The predominant industry for work at home in Marin County is real
estate, management and public relations, and professional
and business services. The predominant occupation of
work at home in Marin are writers-artists-entertainers
and managers-administrators. The work-at-home commute share in Marin ranges from a low of L.4 percent
for government workers to a high of 25.t percent of
self-employed Marinites.
The above examples show but two of the many applications that the creative transportation planner and
analyst can produce using the census PUMS data sets,
which constitute one of the best transportation research
data bases offered by the Bureau of the Census.
An example of transit applications using census data
is recent MTC work with the Central Contra Costâ
Transit Authority (CCCTA) on an analysis based on a

geographic information system (GIS) of the transitdependent population in the CCCTA service area. One
of the layers in MTC's GIS is local bus stops and rail stations. The analyst then used the GIS to create a buffer

zone around each bus stop to represent areas within a
certain walking distance of the bus stop. The GIS program then uses a "cookie cutter" technique to split out
demographic data within and outside the buffer zone.
Demographic variables such as zero automobile households, population aged 62 and over, and nonworking
households were used as measures of transit dependency. This technique can provide the transit market analyst with the demographic characteristics of all persons
residing within walking distance of each of the CCCTA
routes as well as the characteristics of those not within
walking distance of any of the system routes' Similar GIS
efforts are under way at other Bay Area transit agencies,

including the Bay Area Rapid Transit, Golden Gate
Transit, and SamTrans.
Academic researchers at the University of California
at Berkeley have made significant contributions to the
research literature on urban structure, commuting' residential choice, and job location choice. The most recent
research on the San Francisco Bay Area is included in a
working paper by Cervero and llu (23), who provide an
analysis of the polycentric commuting patterns in the
Bay Area using commuter flow data from the CTPPÂJE
and housing price data from the STF3A data files. They
find an emerging hierarchy of employment centers ranging from the San Francisco CBD to outlying suburban
business parks, as well as shorter commute times to
suburban employment centers.

Supru¡nv
As a summary of the San Francisco Bay Area case studS
an evaluation is given of the degree to which census data
were crucial or essential to MTC planning and research
applications and of the possibility that these applications
could have been produced using other data bases. The
paper concludes with a discussion of recommendations
and expectations for Census 2000'

Evaluation of Importance of Census Data and
Possibility of Substitution

Descrþtiue Analysis
Descriptive analyses such as the census working papers
and profile reports discussed earlier are best served by a
national census including a sample with data from the
long-form questionnaire as well as the L00 percent count

short-form data.Ifhigher unit costs and lower accuracy
are acceptable, a national survey could be conducted
that would replace the Census Bureau long-form sample
and perhaps could be tailored to each metropolitan
area's needs. The national survey would probably cost
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more than the decennial census (which costs approximately $25 per long-form questionnaire), the sampling
rates would probably be substantially lower, and the statistical variance and standard errors would be substantially higher. Given that one component of descriptive
analysis is trend analysis of demographic characteristics
at the small-area level (e.g., census tract or block group),

a smaller national survey could not be used for trend
analysis for finer grains of geography, say, below
place level. This would be a critical loss for city, county,
and metropolitan area planners who depend on decennial census long-form data for neighborhood-level
demographic characteristics.
D emo grøþh i c B ench m

arking

Though not discussed in this paper, one of the primary
uses of census data at the meffopolitan and local levels is
for benchmarking of most demographic variables, including housing units, households, population, household income, and automobile ownership. Much of the most
important benchmarking data is included in the decennial
centos long form. The census long form could be replaced
by national or local demographic surveys but, as stated
earlier, probably at a higher unit cost, lower sampling
rates, and higher statistical variance and standard errors.
In addition, total overall costs of a national survey or sets
of metropolit aî-area surveys could conceivably exceed the
cost of conducting the decennial census long-form survey'

Model Estimation
MTC and others have demonstrated the use of decennial census data in estimating demographic and travel
demand models, including data on workers in the
household, automobile ownership, aggregate work trip
mode choice models, and aggregate work trip destinationchoice models. The best data sets for demographic and

travel demand models, however, are still the locally
conducted household travel surveys, often conducted
concurrently with the decennial census (e.g., MTC's
household travel surveys in 1981 and7990).
The utility of future decennial censuses for model estimation could be enhanced by developing a "contextual
PUMS" program in which the Census Bureau would hire
researchers as "special sworn employees" in order to conduct research using raw, disaggregate census microdata
records within the confines of a Census Bureau research
station. An example of this sort of program is a research

data center opened in January 1,994 in Boston to examine
topics relevant to current economic issues (24, pp.9r1'2).

Mørket Segmentøtion in Trøuel Models
The decennial census is the largest, most accurate data
base available to transpoftation planners for use in de-

termining the demographic characteristics of subgroups
of the population. Census PUMS data could be replaced
by national or metropolitan-area survey data, but at
higher unit costs, lower sampling rates, and higher variance and standard errors, Research should be conducted

to determine just how much

less âccurate

it is to use
to census

metropolitan-area survey data as opposed
PUMS data for market segment adiustments.
D emo graphic

and Trau eI Mo del Validøtion

It may sound redundant, but the decennial census is the
best data base that can be used for the aggregate validation of several demographic and travel behavior models,
including those of workers in the household, residential
and job location choice (land use allocation models), automobile ownership level, and work trip genetation' distribution, and mode choice. The decennial census
cannot be used for the aggregate validation of nonwork
travel behavior models, the best sources for which are
metropolitan household travel surveys.
The census is used to represent observed conditions.
Household travel surveys can also be used to represent
observed conditions, but problems with the lumpiness
and sparseness of typical ruetropolitan travel surveys
render them quite difficult to use as aggregate validation
data bases at any fine level of geography sa¡ district or
superdistrict.'With the decennial census, aggregate validation can be performed at almost any geographical
level, perhaps even down to the traffic analysis zone
(neighborhood) level.
It is conceivable that metropolitan areas in the United
States could return to the 5 percent sample surveys that
lvere more typical in the 1950s and 1"960s. A 5 percent
sample survey of the 2.465 million households expected
in the Bay Area in 2000 would be approximately
123,000 sampled households. At a current dollar cost of
approximately $125 per household, this expanded metropolitan household travel survey could cost on the order
of $1S.4 million in current U.S. dollars. (This is substantially more than the $t.0 million that the Bay Area spent
on the 1990 household travel survey.) A national set of
metropolitan travel surveys of this size could very well
cost more than any conceivable decennial census.

Transportation Research þplications
The transportation planning and research community has
made considerable progress in using various census products in research efforts. PUMS data have been used in analyzingmarkets for congestion pricing and work-at-home
commuters and in analyzing the demographics of transit
users in the San Francisco Bay Area. The CTPP and other
standard census products are used in studies on urban

structure and economic development. Certainly the microdata records from household travel surveys provide
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the researcher with the most flexibility in any intended
analysis. However, the decennial census data, especially
the microdata files, afford the researcher the opportunity
to delve into the demographic, household, and commuter
characteristics of rare or hard-to-reach populations.

for 2000. Things may be changing to the degree that future analysts may get what they want when they need it
and how they asked for it. This type of chaotic flexibility
will likely be a challenge in terms of data consistency and
comparabilit¡ so the Census Bureau may need to prepare
"standard" census products in order to facilitate a traîsition from the highly structured products of the past to

Recommendations and Expectations for

the chaotic data-on-demand products of the future.

Census 2000

Maintain Census Long Form
The census long form is critical to provide the accurate
and precise data needed to support demographic analysis and transportation planning and research activities.
The likely substitute, in absence of a census long
form, would be a set of metropolitan travel surveys that
would be more costly and less accurate than a properly
conducted national census.

Increase Inuoluement of Metropolitan ønd Local
Plønners To Improue Quality of Worþlace

Geocoding
Accuracy of workplace geocoding is still an issue to be
reckoned with. Improvements in GIS technology will
certainly help, as will a cooperative program between
the Census Bureau and local persons knowledgeable

about local conditions. Legal barriers that limit the
involvement of local planning staffs to assist in census
data processing should be liberalized to allow greater
involvement of local census partners and stakeholders.

Deueloþ Contextual PUMS Progrøm To Facilitate
Improu ed Planning Research
In order to increase the relevance of transportation planning research, it is desirable to create a census microdata
research program. This program would allow bona fide
researchers the opportunity to "add value" to census microdata and prepare more in-depth research than would
otherwise be possible.

Embrace Chønges in Information Technology
To Prouide Bettet; More Releuant Data
Rapid changes in information systems and information
technology should be dealt with in terms of Census Bureau plans to collect, analyze, and disseminate decennial
census data. New information technology should lessen
the need for paper-and-ink publications in favor of electronic data-on-demand systems. Public access to the In-

ternet should be a high priority to facilitate collection
and dissemination of decennial census data.
Given these changes in information technolog¡ it may
not make sense to talk about improvements to the CTPP
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Transit Planning Applications: Chicago Region
Darwin Stuart, Chicago Transit Authority

Eleven different applications are described in which 1990
census data are being used in ongoing Chicago-area transit
planning. The relevance ofcensus datafor each application
and whether the application could have been successfully
carried out without such data are also discussed.

T Tse of 1.990 census data f.or transit planning pur| | pot.r in the Chicago region has been varied and
\-¡l wide-ranging. All four agencies involved in transit operations and planning have staff with appropriate
training to access and analyze census data and have
made specific applications. These agencies have also
been involved in locally conducted travel surveys, which
may also be matched up with census data. Together
these agencies have employed census data at regional,
corridor-subarea, and station-route levels of planning,
with associated concerns for increasing level of detail. In
general, it is the flexibility of census data Íor use at successively finer geographic levels of aggregation that permits this broad spectrum of planning applications, from
analysis of regionwide travel flows between very large
districts to grouping of census tract data around specific
stations or transit routes.
Tables L and2 summarize 11 different applications of
L990 census data in ongoing Chicago-area transit planning over the last few years. In general, these examples
represent most of the applications revealed in a survey of

the staff involved at each ageîcy though a few in-

complete or exploratory analyses of various kinds have
been omitted. On other planning fronts, each of these
agencies, as well as the Northeastern lllinois Planning
Commission (NIPC), is also using census data in the ex-

ploration and development of geographic information
system (GIS) applications, using several different software packages. In fact, the extensive knowledge and use
of both census files and GIS systems in the NIPC re-

gional planning program has allowed the commission
to provide valuable assistance to other agencies in the
region, including transit operators.
In Table 1 the objectives and planning issues addressed in each of the 11 examples are summarized. Objectives range from establishing a basic regionalJevel
data base for understanding changes in multimodal
travel demand between 1980 and L990 to very localized
analyses of work trip origin-destination patterns in the
vicinity of specific commuter rail stations or bus and rail
routes. In the localized examples, use of census data has
also been an integral element in feasibility studies for station relocation or route-level service expansion, particularly in suburban portions of the region. Both the work

trip file in the Census Transportation Planning Package
(CTPP) and the demographic data in the Census Bureau
Standard Tape Files have been employed

in

analyzing

central business district (CBD) and non-CBD work
travel patterns, including reverse commute patterns. The
Chicago region is still focused mainly on its central area;
significant radial corridor transit services are provided,
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TABLE

1

Chicago Tiansit Planning Examples: Objectives and Planning Issues Addressed
REGIONAL

Example
1 O-District Transit OriginDestination Flow Analysis

Objective

Transit Agency
Regional

Transportation

Authority (RTA)

Planning lssues
Addressed

Compare relative changes
between 1980-90 in CTPP work
trip flows between ten major
districts.

Relative changes in travel demand,
by mode, 1980-90: lmplications for
service/facility improvements,

Central Business District
Modal Market Shares, By Work
Trip Origin Zone

RTA

Analyze 1980-90 shlfts in market
share, by mode, for CBD work
trips originat¡ng in outlying zones
(city and suburbs).

Relative change in travel demand, by
mode, for work trips specifically
oriented towards the Central
Business District: lmplications for
service/facility improvements.

Commuter Rail Station Area
Market Shed Analysis

Metra
{Commuter Rail
Operator)

Analyze population, households,
and employment in uniquely
defined market sheds centered
around each commuter rail station
in region: 1980, 1990, 2O1O
forecast.

Relative change in demographic
variables generating travel demand,
1980-90-2010: lmplications for
transit serv¡ce/station change.

Suburban Bus Transit Marketing

Pace

Analyze 1980, 1990, and
proiected 20O0 work trip volumes,
for Suburb-to-Suburb, City-to-City,
Suburb-to-C¡ty, and City-toSuburb markets.

Relative change in market size and
Pace ridership potentials:
lmplications for marketing and
service improvements.

Plan

CORRIDOß/SUB-AREA

Example
Non-CBD Work Trip Origins:

Objective

Transit Agency
RTA

Selected Suburban Work
Centers

Analyze distribution of home end
of non-CBD work trips, as input to
suburban transit feasibility

Planning lssueg
Addressed
Ridership potential associated with
proposed suburban bus
routing/service improvements,

analVses.

Near North Side Reverse
Commuting: Distribution of
Work Trip Destinations

RTA

Analyze disÛibut¡on of tr¡p
destinations (non-CBD, outbound)
for three maior residential zones,
near north side of Chicago.

Potent¡al for improved feeder bus
service to attract additional
commuter rail riders in reverse
commute direction.

Rapid Rail Transit Corridor
Market Analyses: Orange and
Blue Lines

Chicago Transit

Compare results of recent onboard passenger survey against
related census lravel and
demographic variables, for
geographically defined market sub-

Defining future marketing and
promotional strategies intended to
increase ridership on CTA's O'Hare
Line and Midway Line.

Authority (CTA)

areas,
Bus Service Market Analysis:

Northwest Corridor

CTA

Compare results of passenger onboard travel survey with related
census travel and demographic
variables, for one-mile and six-mile
wide market sheds straddling key
bus routes.

with morning-outbound and evening-inbound excess
capacity that offers further ridership potential.
Table 2 summarizes the relevance of census data for
each application and whether the application could have

been successfully carried out without census data. In
some cases, primary interest was focused on the CTPP
data ñle, either for origin-destination flow patterns or
for examination of the geographic distribution of work

Define service adjustment and
marketing strategies to better match
ridership potentials with bus route
service Ievels.

trip origins or destinations. Market segmentation analyses tied to geographic subareas defined by agencyconducted rider surveys have been an important component of market research that utilizes census demographic
data. In two instances, both associated with commuter
rail service and station feasibility analyses, rider or license plate surveys were also conducted that supported
the analysis to the extent that the census data applica-
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(continued)

TABLE

ROUTE/STATION
Transit Agency

Example

Objective

Planning lssues
Addressed

Commuter Rail Station
Feasibility Analysis, DuPage
County

Metra

Analyze distribution of CBD-bound
work trips in vicinity of proposed
new commuter rail station ¡n
Whealon, lllinois

Ridership potential associated with
proposed new commuter rail station:
station feasibility.

Commuter Rail Express Service
Analysis: Distribut¡on of Work
Trip Origins Destined for CBD

Metra

Analyze distribution of 1990 and
2010 households along commuter
rail line, in support of proposed
addition of express service run.

Feasibility of proposed expanded
parking capacity at selected stations
along route.

Urban Core Bus Route Profiles:
Atlas

CTA

Develop Atlas of key travel and
census variables for census tracts
within one-milê band straddl¡ng
each of 1 25 bus routes in CTA
service area.

Provide data base useful for
examining feasibility of future
proposed service adjustments, in
relation 1o rider demographics and
travel patterns.

3

tion was supplemental. In all of the other examples,
however, comparable travel survey or other demographic data were not available from other sources,

Figures

which reflects particularly the much larger geographic
scale associated with these examples.
An important result of most of the applicâtions was
simply to establish a data base for ongoing planning efforts at the regional and corridor-subarea levels. Findings were also employed, however, in evaluating specific
service change proposals, developing marketing programs, and making build or no-build decisions on rail
transit stâtions. Figures 7 and 2 and Table 3 give examples of output from rwo of the regional applications.

route and station planning applications.

TABLE

2

and 4 and Table 4 similarly offer output illusfor
two of the corridor-subarea applications. Fitrations
nally, Figures 5 and 6 represent similar examples for

RrcroN¡r Exrupr¡s
Ten-District Analysis of Transit
Origin-Destination Flow
Broad-brush shifts between L980 and 7990 in major
work trip flows between 10 "superdistricts" comprising

Chicago Transit Planning Examples: Census DataUtilization, Results, and Findings
ßEGIONAL

Example
1 O-District Transit OríginDestination Flow Analysis

of Census Data

TranElt Agency

Relevance

Regional

CTPP Work

Transportation

Destination Flows.

Trip Origin-

Author¡ty (RTA)

Posslble Whhout
Census Data

No: Comparable Work
Trip Origin-Destination
Data not available
from local trav€l

Results, Findlngs
Data base for ongo¡ng
planning efforts.

survevs.
Central Business Distr¡ct
modal market shares, by
work trip origin zone

RTA

CTPP Work Trip Origin-

Dêst¡nation Flows,

No: Comparable Work
Trip Origin-Destination
Data not available
from local travel

Data bas€ for ongoing
planning efforts,

surveys.
Commuter Rail Station
Ar€a Market Shed
Analysis

Metra
Operatorl

Small-Area Demograph¡c
Data: Aggregate to
markst areas.

Suburban Bus Transit
Marketing Plan

Pace

CTPP Work

(commut€r Rail

Trip Origin-

Destination Flows,

No: Comparable SmallArea Demographic
Data not available
from other sources,

Data base for ongoing
planning efforts.

No: Comparable Work

Data base for ongoing
planning efforts; 1996
Marketing Plan

Trip Origin-Destination
Data not available
from local travêl
sufvevs

(continued on next page)
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TABLE

2

(continuedl
CORRIDOR/SUB-ABEA

Example
Non-CBD Work TriP

Transit Agency

Relevance

RTA

CTPP

of Census Data

Work Trip-Ends:

No: Comparable Work

Trip Origin-Destination
Data not available
from local travel

Origins.

Origins: Selected
Suburban Work Centers

Possible W¡thout
Census Data

Results, Findings
Selected suburban bus
service bus options
evaluated.

sufvêys,
Near North Side Reverse
Commuting: Distribution
of Work Trip Destinations

RTA

Rapid Rail Transit Corridot
Markot Analyses: Orange
and Blue Lines

Chicago Transit

CTPP Work Trip-Ends:

Destinations.

Author¡ty
(CTA)

Small-Area Demographic
Data: Aggregate to
Market Sub-areas,
Small-Area CTPP Travel

No: Comparable Work
Trip Origin-Destination
Dâta not available
from local travel
surveys.

Shuttle bus proposal under
development.

No: Comparable SmallArea Demographic
Data not available

Marketing program under
development.

from other sources.

Data.
Bus Service Market

CTA

Analysis: Northwest
Corridor

Small-Area Demographic
Data: Aggregate to
Market Sub-areas.
Small-Area CTPP Travel

No: Comparable SmallArea Demographic
Data not available
from other sources.

Data base for ongoing
planning efforts.

Data.

ROUTE/STATION

Example

Transit Agency

Relevance of Census

Possible wlthout
Census Data

Results, Findings

Data

Commuter Rail Station

Metra

Feasibility Analysis,
DuPage County

Commuter Rail Express

Metra

Service Analysis:
Distribution oT Work TriP
Origins Destined for CBD
Urban Core Bus Route
Profiles: Atlas

CTA

CTPP Work ïrip-Ends:
Origins & Destinations.

Yes: License Plate
Survey at exist¡ng parkride lots also conducted
to establish trip origins.

CTPP Work Trip-Ends:
Origins.
Small-Area Demographic
Data: Route Corridor.

Yes: Rider Survey
trip origins.

Small-Area Demographic

No: Comparable

Data: Aggregate to Markel
Sub-areas.
Small-Area CTPP Travel

Small-Area
Demographic Data not
available from other
sources.

Data.

the entire Chicago region were investigated (1). The purpose was to derive implications for future service and fa-

along route also

Proposed station not to be
built.

Express service implemented
and retained,

conducted to establish
Data base for ongoing
planning efforts.

planners have a strong interest in changes over time in the

geographic pattern of work

trip flows to the chicago

cility improvement changes by mode. No comparable
work trip origin-destination data are available from local travel surveys to permit such an analysis; the CTPP
work trip tables were essential.

CBD. Here 1,980-1.990 shifts in market share by mode for
CBD work trips were mapped and compared to explore
needs for potential transit service and facility improvement (Figure L). Again, the CTPP work trip files provided
the only available data base for such an analysis (2).

CBD Modal Market Shares by Work Thip
Origin Zone

Analysis of Commuter Rail Station Marketsheds

Because the central area

of Chicago is still a maior con-

centration of regional employmentr area transportation

Chicago's commuter rail operator, Metra, has divided
its market area into individual commuter rail station

STUART
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1990 Auto Share

l-lNocBDwork
l:fifr'$lo to
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ffisotozsø

lzsto tooø

I

1990 CBD work trips: automobile shares by origin zones (source: 1990 census
CTPP, RTA Planning Division, Oct. t9941,

FIGURE

marketsheds (Figure 2, TabIe 3). For 1.980, 7990'
and 2010, population, households, and employment

were compared for each of these station-focused
marketsheds in order to examine what types of transit
service or station improvements might be most appropriate in the future. No comparable small-area
demographic data sources were available to permit this
analysis (3).

Suburban Bus Transit Marketing Plan
The suburban bus operator, Pace, analyzed its extensive
market area along four dimensions: suburb-to-suburb,
city-to-city, suburb-to-ciry and city-to-suburb (4).'Work
trip volumes for 1980, 7990, and projected year 2000 for
these interchange types were analyzed to better understand market size changes and associated service improve-
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Origins of 1990 work trips to York township.

ment implications. CTPP work trip origin-destination
flows were the only available data source for the analysis.

trip-end data files for trip origins were analyzed (Figure 3)
(2).The distribution of the home end of non-CBD work
trips to outþing employment concentrations was mapped.

Connrpon-SuseRnl Exeupres

Again, these data are not available from local travel suweys.

Non-CBD Work Tiip Origins for Selected
Suburban Work Centers

Work Trip Destinations for Near North Side
Reverse Commuting

In order to facilitate suburban transit feasibilþ analyses for
proposed bus route and service improvements, CTPP work-

For three major residential zones of relatively high densiry
on the near north side of Chicago, it was known that re-
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Market area geography: 1994 ridership survey.
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7990 Mode of Tiansportation to Work: O'Hare Conidor
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verse commute travel linkages to the northwest sector
were an important travel pattern. Analyzing CTPP worktrip-end (dãstination) files for these zones permitted the
distribution of these reverse commute flows to be matched

against potential feeder bus service improvements int*d.d tå a[ow these commuters to utilize commuter rail
in the reverse direction. Shuttle bus proposals were under
active development at the time of the analysis (5)'

Rapid Rail Tiansit Corridor Market Analyses
Results from recent on-board passenger surveys in two
major travel corridors served by the Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) Orange and Blue lines were matched
against small-area demographic and CTPP travel data for
gãographically defined market subareas (Figure 4,Table
+1. fnã purpose was to gain a better understanding of
these subareãs in the design of future marketing and promotional strategies intended to increase ridership on the
two rail lines. Both CTPP and demographic census data

in defining the overall community-based
benchmark for interpreting the passenger surveys (6)'

were essential

Bus Service Market Analysis in Northwest Corridor
Again the results of a major passenger on-board travel
,.r-.rr.y were matched against related census travel and
demographic variables (7) in order to better understand
geogrãphically defined marketsheds straddling five key
bnr root.t (Figure 5). Assistance in the definition of service adjustment and marketing strategies to better match
ridership potentials with bus route service levels was the
objectivi.- The small-area demographic data utilized
were not available from other comparable local sources'

Rourn

AND STATIoN ExAMPLES

Commuter Rail Station Feasibility Analysis for
DuPage County
A new commuter rail station was proposed in'llheaton,
Illinois, in association with a major county office center'
A geographic-based analysis of ridership potentials asto.iutãd with this new station was conducted through
the analysis of CBD-bound work trips generated in
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the vicinity of the proposed station (Figure 6) as well as

locally destined work trips (reverse commute potentials). CTPP work trip ends (origins and destinations)
provided one data base, as did a license plate survey at
existing park-ride lots serving the nearest commuter
rail stations (on two lines); both were used to analyze
the distribution of work trip ends' In part on the basis
of this analysis (B), the proposed station will not
be built.

will be utilized in ongoing planning efforts and
could not have been developed from other data
atlas

sources (10).
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Changes over Time in Transportation Mode for
'Work:
to
Effects of Agittg and
Journey

Immigration

Dowell Myers, Uniuersity of Southern California, Los Angeles

The changing commuting behavior of immigrants in Southern California is studied. Using 1980 andL990 census dara,
trends in transportation mode are analyzed for cohorts of
immigrants defined by age and recency of arrival in the
United States. Cohorts are further identified by sex and

lil

race-ethnicity. The study finds that recent immigrants are
far more reliant on public transit, but after they gain an additional 10 years of residence in the United Srares, rheir
transit use falls markedly. The change is especially sharp in
the case of women, who increase their rate of solo car driving noticeably. The implication is that sustained high immigration bolsters the ridership base of public transit and
reduces traffic congestion.

filransportation behavior varies markedly by demoI graphic characteristics, as is well known. The
I ptesent paper adds two elements to current
knowledge. The main contribution is a focus on the role
of immigration in shaping commuting behavior. Immigrants are characterizedby sex, age, and race-ethnicit¡
as are native-born citizens, but their commuting behavior systematically differs from that of their native-born
counterparts. Immigration researchers, who arc largely
sociologists or labor economists, have addressed many
social and economic differences of immigrants, but to
date none has addressed travel behavior.
Immigration is the subject of a comprehensive study
under way at the University of Southern California. The
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first report issued from the stud¡ The Changing lmntigrãnts of Southern Caliþrnia (1), addressed the characteristics of immigrants upon arrival in the United States,
natvralization to U.S. citizenship, growh in English language proficienc¡ occupations, and poverty and income
trajectories over time. The present paper is drawn from
the second project report, Trønsportation, Housing, and
Urban Plønning Implications of Immigration to Southern
California, principally Section 3 (2). Immigrants' differences and changes in travel behavior turn out to be among
the most interesting of all the topics addressed in the
overall study.
A second contribution of the present paper is its application of a new methodology for addressing change
over time, one that is rooted in maximizing the information value of census data. Census data are essential because

the study covered immigrants over time in

Southern California, not in the nation, and thus national
surveys of transportation, economic, or social behavior

could not be used.
The present analysis illustrates the potential insights
into longitudinal change that can be gained from cohort
analysis with census data. Cohort analysis is a specialized use of census data that provides deeper insights into
longitudinal change. An age group in one decade can be
linked to the age group that is 10 years older in the next
decade. Differences in behavior measu¡ed between these
rwo observations reflect the aging of the cohort. This of-

ten gives insights that are very different from those
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gained in a single survey year. Immigrants have an extra

dimension of behavior, namel¡ the length of time they
have resided in the United States and their degree of assimilation during that time. Research on immigrants is
forced to consider their travel behavior within the temporal framework of an evolving career that is advanc-

ing over both a life cycle and an adjustment period
following their arrival in the United States'

The new methodolog¡ termed "double cohort"
analysis, was presented by Myers and Lee (3). In this paper only the graphic expression of cohort trajectories is
used, a tool invaluable for visualizing complex changes
as well as a very useful method for communicating with

policy makers and the public. The cohort trajectories
also can be represented in a multivariate statistical
framework that relies on multidimensional interaction
terms. Logit models employed by Myers and Lee (3) per-

mit the introduction of controls for income, education,
or other traits likely to determine transportation behavior. Although only mode choice in the journey to work
is addressed in this discussion, the outcome variables
could be extended to a number of other transportationrelated topics, including travel time, number of vehicles
available, housing choices, and location.
Census data are indispensable for this analysis. As explained more fully elsewhere (4), census data are collected at regular intervals in a systematic coverage in
which comparable questions are asked of a large sample,
even the entire population. !üith these data, reliable investigations of change over decade intervals can be con-

ducted for any local arca

in the United

States' Such

questions of change over time are central to most policy
issues or other social inquiries. The transportation topic
illustrates the value to be gained by exploiting the available census data. It is hoped that Census 2000 will collect data that are comparable in scope and quality to
'lflithout those data' trends of
those in L990 and 1980.

omy. (Carpooling also decreases markedly.) Conversel¡
solo driving rises markedl¡ especially among women
and in certain age ranges.
Transportation planners face a dilemma. They have
been striving

to

atffact new riders

to transit systems'

knowing that if ridership can be increased, service can be
expanded and fares lowered. In this positive scenario,
more people would find the bus a desirable alternative,
which would take drivers off the road, lessen congestion,
and improve air quality. As will be shown, immigrants
play a major part in the effort to build a constituency for
mass transit. Planners have also been trying to boost the
number of carpoolers in hopes that higher occupancy
levels will also reduce road congestion and air pollution.
However: as immigrants advance economically and
adapt to the California life-style, they appear to abandon the buses and join the mainstream, who drive to
work. More of them even drive solo, reducing their carpooling over time. The dilemma is that planners may
wish to help immigrants assimilate into the middle class,
but to do so, the data indicate, would undermine efforts
to preserve transit ridership and reduce road congestion.
Immigrant success in pursuing the American Dream has
inevitable transportation consequences.
Only by closely analyzing census data across two
decades can the dynamics of transportation behavior

within the context of immigrants' evolving life cycles
and careers be fully understood. In turn, the comparison
of these immigrants with their native-born counterparts
holds a mirror to the rest of societ¡ promoting a better
understanding of the transportation behavior of all
segments of the diverse U.S. population.

BRcrcnouNp

A very large body of literature exists about people's

the 1990s or a comparison of the 1990s trends with
those of prior decades cannot be measured reliably.
To preview the findings of the paper, immigrants are
far more likely than are those who are native born to use
public transit and far less likely to drive alone to work
fsingle-occupant vehicles (SOVs)]. In fact, recent immigrants account for over 40 percent of all transit users in
Southern California. Immigrants show far more modest
consumption of transportation services and far less per
capita impact than do native-born residents. One would
expect that the rapid increase in immigration would

travel behavior. Unfortunatel¡ none of this vast literature addresses the specific issue of immigrants. Instead,
people are classified by their employment status' type of
housing in which they live, sex, family status' age, and
income. The literature is also generally cross-sectional;
that is, people's travel behavior is studied at a moment
in time, or comparisons of behavior at two different moments are sought. Apparently little effort has been made
to connect people's behavior over time in a representation of travel careers. Thus, the application of an immigrant cohort model may shed new light on trends in

swell the number of public transit riders and thereby relatively decrease road congestion. Surprisingl¡ transit
use has grown much more slowly than the number of
workers in the region, and SOVs have surged ahead' The

travel behavior.
Pisarski (5) provides a comprehensive and systematic
overview of travel behavior in the United States. Population trends, trips by men and women per capita, and

cohort analysis shows that transit usâge' although
recent immigrants, plunges over time as they

higher for
assimilate into Southern California life-style and econ-

average trip length combine to produce total personmiles of travel. In turn, that total travel demand is translated into vehicle-miles of travel (measuring road space
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consumed) by factoring in decisions about alternative
modes of travel such as mass transit, carpooling, or solo
car driving.
ln 1.990, 20.L percent of all personal travel in the
United States was made up of trips to and from work (6).
Travel to work is the centerpiece of travel behavior because many other trips are often chained together as part
of the journey to and from work (such as stops at the
dry cleaners or the grocery store). Also, travel to work
often occurs at peak hours, contributing to congestion
and drawing special attention from transportation
planners.

During the course of the 1980s, transportâtion planners were frustrated by several nationwide trends. First,

the number of vehicles on the road increased faster
(+77.4 percent) than the population grew (-19.7 percent). At the same time, the number of persons driving
to work alone (SOVs or solo drivers) grew by 35 percent. Meanwhile, the number of persons using public
transit declined by 1,7 percent, and the number oÍ car
poolers fell by some 19.3 percent. As a result of these diyergent growth trends, public transit in 1990 accounted
for only 5,3 percent of all work trips, whereas SOVs rose

to nearly three-fourths of all trips (6, Table 2). Similar
trends were found in the Los Angeles region between
L980 and L990,with by far the largest increase in persons who drive alone, but Pisarski (6, p. 27) notes that
the region resisted the decline in carpooling better than
most other areas.
Behind the rise in solo driving to work and the decline
in transit usage lies a story of increasing gender equality.
rùíomen's rising labor force participation has been the

major factor in workforce growth, and these lvr/omen
have rapidly increased their rate of solo driving in a convergence with that of men. At the same time, v¡omen
have reduced their dependence on public transit, which
was historically greater than that of men. Here is another dilemma for the transportation planner: to encourâge gender equality or to preserve the base of transit
ridership?
As will be seen, immigration status-whether U.S. native born or length of residence in the United Statesconstitutes another important dimension for analysis of
transportation behavior. To date, very little has been
written on this topic. As part of the broader study of immigrants' progress in Southern California, immigrants'
commuting patterns and their changes over time will be
studied in depth.

Dere

FoR ANALYsTs

Persons who report being employed during the week before the census are asked the following questionsr "Ho',r¡
did this person usually get to work LAST ITEEK? If this

person usually used more than one method of transportâtion during the trip, fill the circle of the one used
for most of the distance." Also, those who traveled by
car, truck, or van were asked, "How many people, including this person, usually rode to work in the car,
truck or van LAST ]ùøEEK?" These questions were included on the long-form version of the census questionnaire, with responses collected from about one in eight
persons who were employed the week before the census
(4, Chap. 4).
Immigration effects are analyzed by classifying commuters according to their place of birth and year of. arrival in the United States. Persons born abroad of U.S.
parents or born in outlying territories of the United
States (such as Puerto Rico) are treated as native born.
The foreign-born commuters are further classified by
their answers to the following question in the census:
"'When did this person come to the United States to
stay?" Although a number of detailed categories are provided for answers, the responses have been grouped into
decades of arrival: 1980-1,990, 1970-1979, 19 60-1969,
and before 1960. Immigrants arriving in the decade before the census are termed "recent arrivals." Particular
attention will be given the recent arrivals before 1980,
identifying the 1"970-1,979 immigration cohort also in
the 1,990 census to learn how much their commuting behavior has changed after an added L0 years in the United
States.

The data source used for the present analysis is the
Public Use Microdata Sample (PUMS), File A, which
amounts to a 5 percent sample of all persons. This file
consists of approximately one-third of all the long-form
questionnaires collected by the census. Comparable data
were assembled for both 1980 and 1.990 for the study re-

gion-the broad Southern California region consisting
of the seven southern counties ranging from Ventura to
San Diego.
Figure 1 presents the basic pattern of responses in
both 1980 and 1,990 by recent immigrants in Southern
California; the responses of men are distinguished from
those of women and the three main race-ethnicities are
compared. In general, the patterns are broadly similar
between the two census years. Concentrâting on L990,
Latinos of both sexes are much less likely than whites or
Asians to commute solo by car. Although their greater
dependence on carpooling and walking or cycling to
work is readily apparent, the greatest difference appears
to be in their transit usage. Fully 13 percent of men and
26 percent of women rely on public transit, principally
the bus (7). This transit usage rate is two to four times
that of Asians or whites of the same sex.
Figure 2 presents comparable data for natiye-born
men and women of the same race-ethnicities. Solo car
driving is much more common among the native born,
and transit use is far lower. This difference is true of both
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sexes and all race-ethnicities, but it appears greatest
among male and female Latinos, especially the women.
Given the much higher transit usage of immigrants than
that of native-born residents, the implication is that the

growing number of immigrants in Southern California
should lead to a growing demand for public transit.
Three categories of transportation deserve more detailed analysis. Solo car driving, or SOVs, represents the
most intensive use of the region's roadway system and
deserves attention also for its popularity. Carpooling is a
transportation alternative that increases vehicle occupancy and thus imposes a lower per passenger burden on
the roadway system. Public transit is most efficient of all
and has special importance to transportation planners,

especially in Southern California where there is heavy investment under way in construction of a new rail system'

PRrrBnNs oF CHANGE FRoM 1980

ro

L990

Between 1980 and 1.990 the Southern California region
experienced considerable growth: population increased
by 26.6 percent, and the number of workers increased
by 33.7 percent. During this time the foreign-born share
of all workers grew from 18.2 percent to 29.5 percent,
and nearly half of those foreign-born workers were immigrants who arrived in just those last 10 years' Thus,
the growing presence of immigrants among commuters
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should have led to disproportionate growth in transporta,

tion modes that are more relied upon by immigrants.
The evidence of transportation growth is puzzling. As
shown in Table 1., the number of solo car commuters increased at a somewhat faster rate (38.5 percent) than the

number of workers (32.8 percent). At the same time,
the number of carpoolers grew more slowly (1,7.9 percent)

than number of workers, and the number of transit commuters gre'ù¡ the slowest (16.7 percent). This pattern of
growth seems at odds with the travel behavior of immigrants and their increasing presence in the population.
A better understanding of these dynamics of change
can be gained by focusing in depth on changes in one
particular mode of commuting. The use of public transit

is selected here because the difference befween immigrants and native-born residents is so greât (and yet,
paradoxicall¡ transit use has fallen relatively despite
growing immigration).
Public transit usage rates in both 1980 and 1990 were
disaggregated by ethniciry sex, and age, as well as by immigration status. The aim was to discover the changes in
subgroup-specific rates, weighting these rares by the
changing number of workers in each subgroup and arriving ultimately at an understanding of how the changing
population was contributing to the overall change in public transit usage. The required analysis is highly detailed
and too voluminous to review in all its particulars. Instead,
the main pafterns are summarized, the age analysis is dis-
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TABLE

1

Transit Use by All Workers, 1980-1.990, Southern California

1990

Chanqe

% Chanqe

5,752,536

1,599,456

38.5

,199,475

181 ,995

17,9

1980

53,080

Solo Car Drivers

4,'t

Carpoolers

f ,017,480

1

Public Transit Users

282,800

330,065

47,265

16.7

Other Transit

524.420

659,388

134.9ô8

25.7

5,977,780

7,94't,464

1,963,684

32.8

3.321 .060

16.860,708

3.539.648

26.6

Total Workers
Total Population

't

cussed, and the results of the overall calculation regarding
immigrants' contribution to transit ridership are reported.

of transit commuters who immigrated more than L0
years before also increases, whereas the number of

In Figure 3 the 1,990 rates of transit use are displayed
for each segment of the population defined by raceethnicity and year of arrival in the United States (or native born). The top graph displays data for male workers
and the bottom for female workers. As seen previousl¡
women have higher transit ridership rates than do men,
and Latinos' rates are higher than those of Asians or
whites. Data are not shown for blacks because there are
so few black immigrants in Southern California who arrived before the 1980s. However, the transit ridership of
native-born blacks deserves note because it is higher
than that of other native-born residents, 6.9 percent for
men and 7.9 percent for women.
The main point to observe from Figure 3 is the appaþ
ent decline in transit use among immigrants who have
lived in the United States for a longer time. The most recent arrivals have t¡ansit rates that are twice those who arrived in the 1.970s, and earlier arrivals'rates are still lower,
converging on the low rates of the native-born residents.
It should be emphasized that this picture is only drawn
from a single point in time, 1.990, andthus may not reflect
the true longitudinal behavior of immigrants. There is no

native-born riders shrinks substantially.
The top portion of Figure 4 shows that the recent immigrants' share of total transit commuters in all of South-

age detail in this portrait either. As time passes, immigrants both increase the duration of their residence in the
United States and advance through their life cycle. Thus it
is possible that life-cycle effects may account for much of
the apparent differences between immigrant generations.
That question is addressed in the next section.

Turning now to the findings from the full matrix of
transit behavior observed in 1980 and 1'990 by sex, raceethnicit¡ age, and immigration status within this full
context, Figure 4 summarizes the importance of immigration status. Recent immigrants (who arrived within
10 years of each census) account for a very large and
growing number of all transit commuters. The number

ern California grew from 27 percent to 42 percent
befween 1980 and 1990. The bottom portion of Figure 4
gives the absolute numbers, showing that the total num-

ber of transit commuters grew from 283,000 to 330,000,

an increase of 47,000. Recent immigrants alone acfor a growth of 62,000 riders and earlier

counted

immigrants added another 32,000 increase in ridership.
The clear conclusion is that without the growth in immigrants, absolute transit ridership would have plunged.
Another way of assessing immigrants' effect on transit is
to ask what would have happened if they commuted to
work in the same fashion as their native-born counterparts of the same sex) age, and race-ethnicity. Although
this "instant assimilation" is fanciful, it is still instructive. The last bar on the right in Figure 4 graphs this outcome: recent immigrants' share of all transit commuters
would then collapse from 42 percent to only 15 percent,
and their absolute number of riders would fall from
140,000 to only 28,000. The latter result reflects the fact
that recent immigrants' per capita transit use rates are
four times greater than those of their native-born counterparts. Thus recent immigrants provide a strong base
of transit ridership, making possible a level of service
that would otherwise not be available to other residents
'!Øithout
in the region.
a growing number of new immigrants, trânsit services in Southern California likely
would be sharply curtailed.

Pnocnnss

N

TRANSpoRTATToN Cnn¡Ens

Figure 1 provided only a snapshot of transportâtion to
work among the most recent arrivals before the 1,990
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Percent using public transit

census. Arriving over the entire decade

of the 1980s,

these immigrants have akeady resided in Southern Cali-

fornia for an avetage of 5 years. How much they will
change their commuting behavio r after residing in the
United States another 10 years remains in question.
Insights from Linking Cohorts in
Two Census Years
The question of change over time is cent¡al to most social
inquiries or policy studies. Census data are invaluable for
this purpose. As explained more fully elsewhere (4), cen-

in 7990by

race and immigrarion starus.

sus data are collected at regular intervals in a systematic
coyerage that asks comparable questions of a very large
sample representing the entire population. Ifith these data
reliable investigations can be conducted of change over
decade intervals for any local area in the United States.
Cohort analysis is a specialized use ofcensus data that
provides the deepest insights into longitudinal change. An
age group in one decade can be linked to the age group
that is 10 years older in the next decade. Differences in behavior measured between these fwo observations reflect
the aging of the cohort. This often gives insights thar are
very different from those gained in a single survey year.
Myers and Lee (3) recently extended this methodology in
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a "double cohort" framework that not only traces
changes along the age dimension but also follows immigrants as they remain in the United States an additional
10 years. Thus, age cohorts can be traced within immigration cohorts as they pass through a life cycle and as
they assimilate into U.S. society. That methodology is applied in the following discussion in a graphic representation of cohorts'trajectories of change. [See also the fuller

tion careers can be judged. Similarl¡ within this immigration cohort specific age cohorts can be traced by linking, for example, women aged 25 to 34 in 1980 with
women aged 35 to 44 in 1.990.
'Síith

this methodology some significant questions can
be addressed. For example, Latino women are especially
prominent in their transit usage, but how loyal is their patronage over time? Among other groups, is there any evi-

explanation provided in the first report from the Southern
California immigration study (l ).1
The best ansrvrr'er to the question of how much recent
immigrants will change their transportation behavior
over time can be gained by studying the progress of previous new arrivals. A cohort of new arrivals was identified at the time of the L980 census as those who arrived
in the 1970s. When the 1,990 census was taken, individuals from that same arrival group were again identified
as those who had arrived in the 1970s. By comparing the

dence of increased transit usage? Conversely female
immigrants have lower rates of solo driving than do their
male counterparts. Over time, do they close the gap by increasing their reliance on personal vehicles for commuting? Or do men increase their solo driving at least as fast
as do women? The increase in solo driving is examined
next, followed by trends in carpooling and transit usage.

answers given in L990 with those given by persons from

From initially low levels, immigrants rapidly increased
their reliance on personal vehicles for commuting to
work. Figure 5 compares the upward trajectories of male

the same cohort in L980, the rate of change in commuting behavior over a 1O-year segment of their transporta-

Solo Driving to Work
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workers between 1980 and 1990 among native-born
residents and recent immigrants for each of the major
race-ethnicities. In general, as cohorts grew older they
increased their rate of solo driving, with the greatest increases occurring in the younger half of the life cycle.
Immigrant men have somewhat lower reliance on solo
driving than do their native-born counterparts of the
same race-ethnicity. Aside from some sharp upward turns
among the very oldest immigrant workers (a small and
unusually self-selected group), there are no large differences in the pattern befween immigrants and native-born
residents.

In contrast, the pattern of change for female workers
is more dramatic. Figure 6 shows that immigrant women
in 1980 had much lower rates of solo commuting than
did their native-born counterparts' However, by L990
the cohort trajectories have thrust sharply upward with
increases from L0 to 30 percentage points in their solo
commuting rate. Immigrant women are moving rapidly
toward parity with immigrant men, and both sexes are
converging on the commuting pattern of native-born
workers.
In general, these upward trajectories of solo car commuting are consistent with nationwide trends. However,
the increases among immigrants are stronger than those
observed for native-born workers, reflecting the gains of
assimilation made by these immigrants.
As a methodological note, observe that if the data
used were restricted to only 1980 or to only L990, the
cross-sectional pattern by age might lead to the conclusion that people would be less likely to drive solo as they
became older. This is a reflection of the well-recognized
age-cohort fallacy: comparisons between age groups at
one point in time often do not reflect the effects of aging;

only analysis of cohorts over time can yield valid
conclusions about increasing age (B).

and only among the two youngest white cohorts is there
any evidence of decline with passing time.

Among female workers (Figure 8), the pattern of
change is once again more dramatic. Native-born female
workers reveal greater decreases in carpooling than men
as they grow older. Among immigrants the decreases are

even sharper. This likely reflects the rapid growth in
solo car driving by immigrant women' many of whom
probably once carpooled.

Commuting by Public Transit to Work
Turning to the question of how much immigrants sustain
or increase their reliance on public transit over time'
given the harsh inconveniences of public transit in Southern California, one would expect immigrants to switch to
other modes of transpoftation as they are able (7).
Figure 9 presents the findings for male workers' Use
of public transit among native-born whites, Asians' and
Latinos in Southern California is nearly zero' Transit
commuting is substantially greater for blacks' especially
among the younger workers. This may be because the

black population is more centrally concentrated and
their homes are better served by bus lines. Among the
immigrants, the transit commuting rates of most cohorts drop substantially. Among whites and Asians under age 55, transit use falls to a level comparable with
that of native-born workers. However, among Latinos,
transit use remains at 5 percent or higher even after the
decade's declines.

Among female workers (Figure 10), the sharp declines in transit commuting by immigrants are dramatic.

For example) among female workers aged 25 to 34 in
1,980 and 10 years older in 1990, transit use fell from
10.0 to 2.5 percent for whites, from 9.3 to L.7 percent

for Asians, and from 25.1' to 15'2 petcent for Latinas'
Native-born Latinas had much lower rates of transit

Carpooling to Work
'S7orkers

who drive alone to work are not sharing their
'!Øith
so many solo drivvehicles with other passengers.
can
be carpooling.
others
many
that
ers, it is unlikely
is
a significant
carpooling
that
possible
However, it is
groups.
selected
for
certain
and growing option
Figure 7 compares the trajectories of carpooling participation among male workers who are native born
or recent immigrants among each of the major raceethnicities. In 1980, among the native born, younger
workers tended to carpool more than older ones, and as
cohorts grew older over the decade they decreased their
rate of carpooling. The rate of change is about the same
at all points in the life cycle' Among the recent immigrânts, however, the pattern is different: older whites
and Asians tend to carpool more than younger workers,

use

than immigrants, but their ridership also dropped somewhat over the decade. Blacks again evidenced the highest ridership of the native-born female workers, but their
ridership also fell over the decade.
Overall, this pattern of declining transit patronage is
consistent with the rising rate of solo car driving, and it
also reflects nationwide trends toward declining transit
use. From the perspective of the transit agencies, what
might be especially alarming is the fact that the young
age groups containing the majority of immigrant workers experienced the sharpest reductions in transit use.
One misleading interpretation would be to focus only on
the 1,990 rates of transit use by age-much higher for
older than younger Asians and Latinas-and conclude
mistakenly that the older people grow, the more likely
they are to ride public transit. The cohort trajectories tell
a much different story.
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Suuu¡nv
Immigrants are found to have very different commuting
behavior than that of native-born workers. Recent im-

migrants are much more likely to ride public transit
than other workers, and they make up 45 percent of the
total transit commuters. At the same time, they are
also much less likely to drive alone to work; thus, they
have much less impact on the roads than do native-born

commuters.
Unfortunately, or not, this modest transportation behavior is not a permanent characteristic of individual immigrants, Over time, recent arrivals adapt themselves to
California society and improve their economic status.
Their convergence on the commuting behavior of nativeborn residents is one demonstration of the immigrants'
assimilation into the mainstream of California life. This
is a desirable outcome from the perspective of immigrants' personal well-being, but it poses a challenge to
transportation planners and athreat to transit agencies'
Transit planners have been the unintended beneficia-

ries of a liberalized immigration policy and the postL965 surge in immigration. These new arrivals have
provided a solid base upon which to base transit ridership, extend service, and preserve low fares. In one planning scenario, the new immigrants would learn to

this permits the introduction of controls for income, education, or other traits likely to determine transportation
behavior. The outcome variables can also be extended
beyond mode choice to a number of other topics,
including travel time, housing choices, and location.
It is hoped that the Census 2000 will collect data that
are comparable in scope and quality to those ín 1'990
'l7ithout those data, the trends of the 1980s
and 1980.
cannot be measured reliably or compared with those of

prior decades.
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PRIVATE SECTOR

Application of Census Commuting Data in
Specification of Life-Style Clusters by
Place of Wbrk
Ken Hodges, Claritas Inc.

Life-style cluster segmentation systems are among the more

for persons living in different neighborhood types, or

popular products provided by commercial data suppliers.

clusters. By describing a cluster "profile" of their present
customers, businesses can fine-tune their marketing
efforts and identify areas with untapped sales potential.
Promotional materials often reference the saying
"Birds of a feather flock together" to convey the premise
that small areas are sufficiently homogeneous to com-

However, because these systems are based on the demographic
composition of an area's residential population, they often
suggest little about the population employed in the area. This
paper describes how a special tabulation of. 1.990 census journey-to-work data was used to adapf a ¡esidence-based cluster
segmentation product for use with the workplace population.

sing small-area census data and multivariate
clustering techniques, life-style cluster segmen-

tation systems establish sets of neighborhood
types, known as clusters, and assign small geographic areas to these clusters on the basis of their demographic
composition. The PRIZM cluster system, developed by
Claritas in the 1970s, was the first product of its type; in
its present form, it assigns each of the nation's 226,399

block groups to one oÍ 62 life'style clusters. PRIZM
clusters are defined within a framework of 15 broad
cluster groups defined by socioeconomic status and an
urban-rural typology developed by Claritas (1,2). For
ease of use, the clusters are given descriptive names such
as Kids & Cul-de-Sacs, Big City Blend, or Rural Industria. The broad cluster groups are identified in Table 1,
and the 62PF.IZlrd clusters are given in Table 2.
In a typical application, a business might geocode its
customer list in order to append the relevant block group
cluster code and then analyze its product's performance

prise a neighborhood typology strongly related to life-

style and consumer behavior. Such assumptions are
better met in some areas than others, but experience
confirms that life-style clusters provide impressive consumer segmentation and predictive capabilit¡ while
sparing the time and expense of a multivariate analysis
for each application.

WomprRcE

CLUSTERS

The demand for daytime or workplace demographic
data has gro\¡¡n as businesses realize the opportunities to
market to consumers at or near their place of work. For
example, in evaluating potential bank branch locations,
the size and composition of the population employed in
an aÍea during business hours can be more relevant than
that of the area's residential population.
As the demand for workplace demographics has
grown, users of life-style cluster systems have asked for
'!íorkplace

workplace versions of these products.
demographic data are a challenge, since so little census data
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TABLE

1

PRIZM Cluster Groups

tr.tE tr

iligh
3Eg

tr E L]E
=E tr
I Rr-

E E l"l t{

low
8E8

SES = Socioecononic Status

Cluster Grouos

S1:
Ul:
Cl:
T1:
52:

Elite Suburbs

53:

Inner Suburbs

Urban Uptown
2nd City Society
Landed Gentry

a2:

TheAfiluentials

Rl:

Urban Midscale
2nd City Centers
Exurban Blues
Countra Families

C2:
T2:.

T3:
Rlt:

Urban Cores
2nd City Blues
Working Towns
He¡¡tlanders

RI:

Rustic

U3:
C3:

Liúng

Urban-Rural Tvoes
R= Rural

T= Town
C = 2nd City
S = Suburban
U = Urban

15 broad "cluster groups,rr as
illustrated in the grid above. The vertical dimension reflects socioeconomic status (as
measured by income, education, occupation, and housing value), and the horizontal
dimension reflects position on the urban-rural typology defined by Claritas.

NOTE: The 62 PRIZM life-style clusters are grouped into

are tabulated by place of work. However, workplace
clusters present a special challenge because the homogeneity assumption is often unrealistic for place of work.
Birds of a feather may reside together, but the workplace
is characterized by life-style diversity-with everyone
from upper management to clerical and custodial staff
and persons at various life-cycle stages working in the

to identify the mix of residential life-styles

(clusters)
brought to the workplace by commuters. Grounding the

workplace product in the standard PRIZM scheme
facilitates residential-workplace comparisons and preserves relevance to the household-the unit most
relevant to consumer segmentation.

same location.

Even if one could specify the demographic composi
tion of an area's workplace population, this composition
would not translate into life-style clusters comparable
with those of the residential system. The workplace is
populated with individuals, not families, and one would
not expect to find workplace versions of clusters such as
Pools and Patios or New Empty Nest. Furthermore, the

1990 CENSUS COMMUTING FLOWS

place cluster codes based on the characteristics of workers,

The'Workplace PRIZM product was made possible by a
special tabulation of the 1990 census journey-to-work
data designated Special Tabulation Product (STP) 154.
Originally produced for the U.S. Department of Agriculture, this tabulation was possible because the 1990 census long-form questionnaire collected information on
the journey to work, including the respondent's workplace address. By geocoding respondents'residential and
workplace addresses to census tract, the tabulation defines the journey to work in terms of atract of origin and
a tract of destination.

the objective was to reflect this diversity in terms of the
residential cluster system. Specificall¡ the objective was

Thus, STP L54 can be viewed as a large origindestination matrix, including over 5 million tract-to-tract

diversity of life-styles in the workplace would likely dilute
the predictive power of workplace cluster assignments.
Given such realities, the'Workplace PRIZM product
was developed using a different approach. Rather than

defying workplace diversity by assigning single work-
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commuting flows. The file presents each census tract as
a place of work and identifies the number of workers
commuting to that tract from various tracts of residence.
The characteristics of commuters are not identifiedjust the total numbers-and these numbers are sample
data weighted to L00 percent.
Employment destinations often draw commuters
from many origin tracts. For example, Tract 201,8.02 in
the Old Town section of Alexandria, Virginia, shows a
total inbound flow of 3,425 workers from 256 tracts of
residence, and Tract 102.00 in the midtown Manhattan
section of New York City indicates 53,361, commuters

TABLE

3

from 2,585 tracts. Table 3 illustrates the inbound commuting totals for a mostly residential tract in Fairfax
County, Virginia, which draws from a smaller number of
origin tracts.
An examination of the commuting flows reveals several limitations. Since the data are based on place of
work during the census reference week, they do not always reflect a worker's regular commute, and place of
work is sometimes a vast distance from place of residence. ,A. resident of Memphis might have spent the reference week working at the company's Minneapolis
facility. However, such occurrences are relatively rare,
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and their impact on overall commuting patterns is
negligible.
STP 154 also makes it clear that there is much room
for improvement in the geocoding of workplace addresses. For each workplace-residence tract pair, the file
indicates the "total" commuting flow; the flow allocated
to ttac:', the flow allocated to place, and the flow allocated to county (or Minor Civil Division in New England). Allocation indicates uncertainty in address coding
and is most common at the trâct level. For a specific tract
pair, the file might identify a total of 40 persons in the
commuting flow, with l-5 allocated to tract, 5 allocated

to place, and none allocated to county. Nationwide,
tract of work was allocated for about 52 percent of all
commuters, but allocation rates varied widely from area
to area. Allocation counts are illustrated in the Table 3

not to place. In other words, only that portion was removed from the "total" flow that was so uncertain as to
require allocation to county, place, or both. The example in Table 3 indicates the "flow used" based on this
definition. (Although the "relaxed definition" was used
for the standard'Workplace PRIZM product, results also
were produced with the "stringent definition" for use
where it might be judged preferable.)
Tract allocation can result in the misspecification of
tracts sending commuters to a tract of work and a distortion of the workplace cluster composition. The impact is impossible to measure, but it can be mitigated by
âccurate geocoding to place. Because the relaxed definition requires geocoding to place, the residential tracts
paired with a workplace tract should be valid for the
place in which the workplace tract is located. In outlying

is most problematic,

example.

areas, where tract coding

Although the Census Transportation Planning Package (CTPP) indicates 1990 census commuting flows, it
was not a viable option for this project. Even if nationwide files of small-area CTPP data had been available,
their presentation for tracts in some areas and traffic
analysis zones in others would have made their application cumbersome. By comparison, STP 154 was ready
to use.

tend to be small, and geocoding to place can approach
the precision of geocoding to trâct. Defaulting to place
of employment would be most problematic in large cities
with many tracts. However, large cities tend to be major
employment centers, where geocoding is relatively
strong, and there tends to be less difference between the
stringent and relaxed definition of commuting flows. An
exception would be the unincorporated portions of large
counties, which can have many tracts and high rates of
tract allocation.
The consequences of tract allocation can be negated
in applications involving tract aggregations, and where
such aggregations include whole places, the stringent
definition would sacrifice valuable information. Even
for individual tracts, the impact of tract allocation can
be modest if the cluster mix brought to a workplace
through erroneous tract allocation is similar to that
brought in through accurate geocoding. In short, allocation probably affects the extent of a cluster's contribution to the workplace mix more than its presence or

Drv¡ropvrENT oF WomprecE PRIZM
The strategy for'Workplace PRIZM wâs to use STP 154
to transport residence-based cluster codes with commuters to their tract of work and thereby construct a residential cluster composition at the workplace. The more
commuters originating from areas with a common cluster code, the more that cluster would be represented in

the tract of work. Although conceptually straightforward, the process was complicated by the limitations of
the commuting data. First, the issue of allocation had to
be confronted, and second, a decision had to be made on

how to use tract-level commuting flows to transport

absence.

Thus, tract allocation is a source of imprecision in the
current'l7orkplace PRIZM product, but the impact does

not offset the value of the unique capabilities

cluster codes specified at the block-group level.

places

made

possible by the census commuting flow data.

Allocation
Block Group Clusters into tact-Level Flows
The first inclination was to not allow allocation at any
geographic level. This stringent definition of commuting

flows often works well in major employment

areâs

where workplace addresses tend to be more codable, but
flows become sparse to nonexistent in outlying areas.
Because much of the flow allocated to tract is not allocated to place, there was concern that eliminating this
portion of the flow would sacrifice valuable information. Therefore, the definition was relaxed to include
that portion of the flow requiring allocation to tract but

The'Workplace PRIZM sffategy was to transport residential cluster codes through a network of commuting
flows, and with PRIZM clusters defined for block
groups, one would want commuting flows specified at
this level. However, tract allocation rates suggest that
tract-to-tract flows are sufficiently daring. Tract-level
PRIZM codes are available, but their precision and use
levels are so much lower that their use in ïØorkplace
PRIZM rvr/as not seriously considered.
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The alternative was to feed block group cluster codes
into the tract-level commuting flows. Census tracts contain from one to nine block groups, so up to nine cluster
codes had to be transported through each tract-to-tract
flow. Rather than weighting all block groups in a tract
equall¡ they were weighted according to the number of
workers in the block group-based on the 1990 census
journey-to-work tables. If an origin block group had 60
percent of a census tract's outbound workers, that block
group's PRIZM code was assigned a 60 percent weight
in the relevant tract flow. Note that these within-tract
weights are independent of the tract's weight relative to
others sending commuters to a specific tract of work.

Wompr¡,cE PRIZM Pnooucr
'Workplace

PRIZM provides a distribution of PRIZM
clusters brought to the workplace by inbound commuters. The distribution relates to workers (including
those working at home or commuting within the tract)
and does not include nonworkers remaining in the area

or nonresidents arriving for nonwork purposes. The
workplace cluster mix does not necessarily reflect
the life-styles of individual workers, but rather the
composite life-style and consumer preferences of the
neighborhoods from which they commute'
'Süorkplace
PRIZM distributions can be viewed in percentage terms, but for many applications, counts of workers by cluster fype are desired. Basing such counts on total
inbound commuters from STP 154 would place additional
pressure on the allocation-laden tract flows and preclude
'Workplace
estimates for the current year. For this reason,
PRIZM percentages were applied to independent estimates of tract-level employment produced by Claritas'
[Using input from a business list compiled by a commercial supplier and geocoded by Claritas, the Claritas employment estimates also are subject to the limitations of
workplace address coding but are based on more recent input and are adjusted for conformity with employment estimates from the Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Census
Bureau's County Business Patterns series (3).]

As expected, Workplace PRIZM draws contrasts befween residential and workplace compositions, with the
workplace reflecting greater diversity. The differences are
striking, even for areas as large as Manhattan, whose 886
block groups are assigned to only 13 life-style clusters. In
part, this is because clusters in the "suburban," "town," or
"rural" cluster groups are not assigned in areas as urban
as Manhattan. In contrast, all 62 clusters are represented
(albeit sparsely) in Manhattan's workplace composition.
As illustrated in Table 4r "natíve" clusters' such as Urban
Gold Coast, Hispanic Mix, Bohemian Mix, and Inner
Cities, are well represented in the workplace mix. However, affluent suburban clusters, such as'Winner's Circle,

Blue Blood Estâtes, and Pools & Patios, also have a significant presence, as does Old Yankee Rows, an urban cluster more typical of Brooklyn and Queens. Clusters least

represented among commuters to Manhattan include
Rural Industria, Grain Belt, and Back Country Folks'
Table 5 illustrates a similar contrast for a census tract

in midtown Manhattan. The tract had a 1'990

census

population of only 320 people living in block groups assigned to the Single City Blues and Young Literati clusters. The inbound commuting flow is much larger at
53,36L, and only 7.6 percent come from areas assigned
to the fwo "nâtive" clusters. The largest numbers come
from neighborhoods classified as Urban Gold Coast
(17.5 percent), Old Yankee Rows (10.3 percent)' and
Bohemian Mix (8.8 percent). (Of the 53,361. inbound
commuters, 20,257 were allocated to tract 102.00. Estimated employment from the Claritas Workplace Population product is 38,139. \üØorkplace PRIZM counts are
based on this smaller number.)
The pattern of greater workplace diversity is in part a
reflection of reality and in part an artifact of the product's design. By definition, tracts have no more than nine
block groups and therefore a maximum of nine block
group clusters. A typical tract might have four block
groups assigned to just two clusters-{lusters that reduce
demographic composition to a single code. By drawing
from commuters' tracts of residence,'Workplace PRIZM
casts a wide net and can associate up to 62PRIZM codes
for a single tract of employment. Thus by design alone,
'Workplace
PRIZM will show greater diversity. Nevertheless, there is reason to expect that PRIZM and Iíorkplace PRIZM reflect real and important differences in
residential and workplace compositions.

AppucRttoNs
PRIZM is not a replacement for standard
a supplement that measures life-style and
but
PRIZM
patterns that are not detected by
preference
consumer
product.
A product might appear to
residence-based
the
VØorkplace

have unimpressive sales potential based on an area's residential cluster composition but look promising on the
basis of the workplace composition. In PRIZM terms'
the product would be said to have a low market poten-

tial index (MPI) but a high workplace potential index
(Y/PI). (MPI and'SüPI are index scores relative to national penetration rates measured by consumer surYeys.
If 20 percent of consumers nationwide own a product
but a site's PRIZM profiles suggest only a 15 percent
penetration, the MPI for that area would be 7 5.In contrast, the areat Workplace PRIZM composition might
suggest a25 percentpenetration, or a WPI score of 125.)
Table 6 presents MPI and WPI scores for a small sample of product categories in the Manhattan tract (102.00)
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Percent Cluster Compositions: Manhattan, New York City
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o.70

6

Bi¡ Fish Small Pond

0.00

0.19

7

C*ccnbclt Familics

0.00

0.06

E

Yous Influentials

0.00

0.31

9

Ncw EmÞty Nests

0.00

0.86

20

Boomcrs & Babies

0.00

0.0t

s2
s2

2l

Suburban Sorawl

0.00

0.47

22

Blue-Chin Blucs

0.00

0.41

s3
s3
s3

2?

Uost¡¡ts & Scniors

24

NewBæimim

0.00
0.00

0.22
0.05

25

MobilitvBlues

0.00

0.09

s3
tJ2

26
27

G¡av Colla¡s

0.00

0.20

Á

269

4.9

u2
u2

28
29

Bic Ciw Blcnd

0.t2

1.49

Old Yankcc Rows

s.73

1.26

v2

30

Mid-CitvMix

2.60

u2

3l

f ¡finn Ân¡ri¡¡

0.00
0.08

c2

32

Middlebr¡r Manarcrs

0.00

0.09

e2

33

0.04

34

Boomtown Sindcs
Sta¡tcr Families

0.00

c2
c2
c2

0.00

0.09

35

Sr¡nsct CiW Blucs

0.00

0.05

36

Tourns

0.51

0.16

T2

37

Ncw Homcstc¿dcrs

MddleAmerica

0.00
0.00

0.0E

3E

T2

?9

Red- Whitc

TI

4

RI
RI
RI
RI
U3
U3
U3

c3
c3
c3
c3
T3
T3

ï

3

I

ltå¡n

& Gowns

& Blucs

3.81

0.02

0.00

0.03

Milit¡¡v O¡a¡ten

0.2t

0.14

4l

Rio Slru I'¡mili

0.00

0.10

42

NcwEco-tooia

0.00

0.0t

4?

Þiva Cifv llSÂ

0.00

0.03

4

0.00
4.94

0.01

45

Shotcurs & Pickr¡Ds
Sinol¡ ôitw Elhræ

46

Hisoanic

7.13

47

4t

Inncr Cities
Smalltown Downtown

19.49
1.26
0.00

0.02

49
50

HomcùownRcti¡ed
Familv Sctamble

0.00
0.00

0.07
0.04

5l

Soutlrside Citv

0.00

0.08

52

GoldcnPonds

0.00

0.02

53

Rrml

0.00

0.00

T3
T3

54

Norma Rac-villc

0.00

0.01

55

Mincs&Mills

0.00

0.01

R2

Aøi-Busine¡<

GninBelt

0.00
0.00

0.01

R2

56
57

R3

58

Bluc Hidrwavs

0.00

0.02

R3

59

Pn¡ti¡ Elãm

0.00

0.03

tul

60

Back CountrvFolls

0.00

0.00

R3

6l

Squb Pine Flats

0.00

0.00

R3

62

Ha¡d Scr¿bblc

0.00

0.00

Mix

T

2.&
4.61

0.00

TABLE
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Percent Cluster Compositions: Manhattan,Ttact 102.00

Residential

lVorkplace
PRTZM

Cluster
Group

Cluster

sl

0l

Bluc Blood Estates

SI

02

Winnc/s Ci¡clc

0.00
0.00

sl
sl

03

Executive Suitcs

0.00

1.67

04

Pools &Patios

0.00

2.97

Kids & Cul-de-Sacs
U¡üur Gold Coast
Monev & Brains

0.00
0.00

r7.49

0.00

4.17

Younc Literati
American Dreams

3.08

s.57

0.00
0.00

5.04
8.79

0.00
0.00

0.56

Cluster Nickname

PRIZM

4.t4
4_85

2.to

s1

05

UI

06

UI
UI

07

UI

09

UI

l0

cl
cl
cl

Bohemia¡rMix
Sftôñ¡ aih, Flitê

L2

t3

UpwardBormd
Grav Power

t4

Countsv Souircs

0.00
0.00

1.75

TI
TI

5

Gods CounW

0.00

0.74

T1

6

0.18

7

Bic Fish Small Pond
Crccnbclt Familics

0.00

T1

0.05

S2

8

s2

9

Younc l¡lluentials
New Em¡tv Ncsts

0.00
0.00

0.81

S2

20

Boomers & Babics

0.00
0.00

s2
s2
s3
s3
s3

2l

Suburban Sprawl

0.00

0.55

22

Blue-Chio Blucs

0.00

0.36

23

0.00

0.2t

u

Ilmta¡ts & Seniom
NewBeci¡ni¡as

0.00

0.05

25

h/fnhilitv Ell,rpr

0.00

0.08

S3

26

Grav Colla¡s

0.00

0.17

v2

27

I1rh¡n Â¿l

4.6

u2

28

TJ2

29

Biq Citv Blend
Old Yankee Ror¡n

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

10.26

0.00

4.1

\J2
U2

c2
c2
c2

08

1-52

t.g

o.Æ
0.07

L58

30

Mid-CitvMix

3l
t2

T

Mddlcbtuc Manaccrs

0.00

33

0.00

0.05
0.07

0.00

0.05

0.00

0.03

atinn Ân¡ric¡

2.20

C2

35

Boomtown Sindcs
Starter Familics
Sunset Citv Blucs

c2

36

Tow¡u & Gowns

0.00

0.13

T2
T2
T2

?7

New Homcstcaders

0.00

0.11

38

0.00

0.01

0.00

0.05

0.00

0.03

34

12

4

Mddle Amcrica
Red Whitc &Blues
Milit¡nr Oua¡tcn

RI

41

Biq Skv Families

0.00

0.ll

RI
RI

42

0.00

0.06

43

Ncw Eco-topia
River Citv- USA

0.00

0.05

RI

4

Shotsr¡rs &Pickuos

0.00

0.00

U3
U3

45

96.92
0.00

2.05

U3

47

3.22

c3
c3
c3
c3

,t8

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.04

39

4

p

(ritv Êl¡

I{ispanic Mix
Inner Citis

5.09
0.03

49

Smalltown Downtown
Hometown Rctired

50

Famiþ Scramble

0.00

0.02

5l

Sn,rfhciia ñifw

0.00

0.09

T3
T3
T3
T3

52

GoldenPonds

0.00

0.02

53

Ru¡al

0.00

0.00

54

NormaRae-ville

0.00

000

55

Mincs&Mlls

0.00

0.01

R2

56

Âfü-

0.00

0.02

R2

5'l

0.00

0.02

R3

58

0.00

0.02

Rit

59

GrainBelt
BlucHidrwavs
Prxti¡ El¡lan

R3
R3

60

Back Countrv Folks

0.00
0.00

0.02
0.00

6l

Scn¡b Pine Flats

0.00

0.00

R3

62

Ha¡d Scrabble

0.00

0.00

InduFia

HODGES

1.77

TABLE 6 Residential and Workplace Product Potential:
Manhattan, Tract 102.00

6.2
16.4
4.0

Fine Jewelry $400+ Last Yr.
Have a Passport
Own PagerslBeepen
Own $10000+ Computer System
Gourmet Coffee Beans L¡st 6
3+ Business Trips by Plane
Own LuxurT Size Car
Own Cellular Phone
Own Gas Grill
Own ¡ Mercedes

t3-4

Mos.

3.5

2.3
14.3
6.0

22.r

0.E

113
109
106
96
80
7l
63
57
53
6

109
193

132

tt7
169

t64
92
104

7t
130

MPI = M¡rket Potential Inder (Residence)
WPI = \ilorkpl¡ce Potenti¡l Index

described above. The scores are similar in some categories, such as the purchase of fine jewelr¡ but quite
different in others. For example, on the basis of the residential and workplace cluster compositions, one would

the workplace population. Transporting neighborhood
clusters with individual commuters leaves ample room
for uncertaint¡ and improvements in the geocoding of
workplace addresses are needed to refine even these

expect a greater demand for gourmet coffee beans among
1,691thanthe residenthe workplace population (ìøPI
tial population (MPI 80). Similarly, one would expect
the tract's workers to be more likely than its residents to
be in the market for pagers, cellular phones, and products
associated with international and domestic air travel.
Marketers must use judgment, because a high ]ùlPI

neighborhood-based specifications.

:

:

score does not guarantee demand for purchase within
the tract. For example, the impressive \ü7PI for Mercedes
ownership does not mean that this midtown tract would
be a good location for a dealership. However, evidence
that Mercedes owners are well represented in the area's

large workplace population could be valuable

in

However,'Workplace PRIZM accurately reflects that
the workplace is populated with commuters from varied
neighborhoods, with characteristics different from those
of its residential population. The combination of PRIZM
segmentation, small-area employment estimates, and
1990 census commuting flows enables one to specify
life-style and consumer preference patterns from the
unique perspective of the workplace. Thus, even in its
present form,'Workplace PRIZM provides valuable in-

formation that was previously unavailable and that is
akeady being used in a variety of business applications.

a

variety of marketing applications.
REFERENCES

CoNcrusroN
If life-style clusters assume that "you are where you liver"
workplace clusters assume that "you are where you live
even \Mhen you are at work." Obviousl¡ the world is not
that simple. PRIZM clusters do not reflect the life-style
and consumer preferences of every person in an atea, and
'tü(/orkplace
PRIZM is not a definitive characterization of

1. Miller, D., and K. Hodges. A Population Density Approach
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Area Lifestyle Clusters. Presented at the Annual Meeting of
the Population Association of America, May 7994.
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3. Hodges, K. Vlorkplace Population (Module 1/. Claritas
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Uses of Census Transportation Data by

COMSIS Corporation
IØilliam R. Loudon, COMS/S Corporation

Over the years COMSIS has developed a number of products related to the census as well as other census-related applications. S7orking with information from 1,970, 1980,
and !990, COMSIS has developed many products that are
of direct use to both transportation practitioners and policy makers, including technical reports' training materials,

trend and factoring information, and topological geographic information. Through technical committee repre-

sentation and conference presentations, COMSIS has
provided extensive insight into the use of the census data.
More specificall¡ COMSIS has provided guidance in the
of census data as related to transportation planning and
travel forecasting. This information is integral to the development of travel models and the understanding of work
trip making in a specific region.
use

'Working with information from
related applications.
1.970, 1980, and 1.990, COMSIS has developed many
products that are of direct use to both transportation
practitioners and policy makers, including technical reports, training materials, trend and factoring information, and topological geographic information data.
Through technical committee representation and conference presentations, COMSIS has provided extensive insight into the use of the census data. More specificall¡
COMSIS has provided guidance in the use of census data
as related to transportation planning and travel forecasting. This information is integral to the development

of travel models and the understanding of work trip
making in a specific region.

C¡Nsus Cotw¡nsIoN FAcroRs H¡,Nosoor

¡-\ensus journey-to-work information continues to
be a valuable tool for transportation planning.
t
use of census data provides information that
\-/fn.
can be used directly and very cost-effectively to generate

travel demand models for home-based-work trip making, which is at the core of peak-hour demand. Information related to trips by mode, trip origin-destination
patterns, and trip length can be extracted from census
data ín support of travel demand model calibration and

validation.
Over the years COMSIS has developed a number of
products related to the census as well as other census-

1.12

In order for the 1990 census data to be useful for transportation planners, it must reflect information collected
in transportation surveys such as home interviews and
on-board studies. COMSIS developed the handbook
Transportation Planning Conuersion Factors for Using
tbe 1990 Census. Inherent to the 1990 census are problems related to biases created by the way in which the
journey-to-work questions are asked' Issues related to
questions that ask

for "typical" or "usual" activity in

the previous work week tend to overestimate certain trip

making while underestimating others' For example, an
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individual might generally use an automobile to go to
work but might occasionally use transit. The census data
would not reflect any transit use for this case. An analysis compared the 1,990 census and the 1990 Nationwide
Personal Transportation Survey (NPTS) and developed
factors by urban area size. Factors developed include

¡ Absenteeism: related to sick time, vacation, personal business, part-time employment, and businessrelated travel.

.

Day of the week: tcr adjust to any given weekday
since certain days represent atypical travel.
o Mode of travel: shifts between highway and transit
modes.

¡

Multiple jobs: for individuals who hold multiple
jobs or make multiple trips to the same place of work
from home.

. Trip chaining: to distinguish between direct hometo-work trips, as defined in travel model home-based
work, from trips that make intermediate stops.
A final analysis included the review of one urban

area

case study and the use of locally collected survey data as
a comparison with the factors developed using the 1990

1.1.3

COMSIS has used the TIGER File for numerous planning applications. The development of these zone sys-

tems is integral to COMSIS project work and the
interpretation of census and locally derived data and
forecasts. COMSIS also uses the TIGER File and the
National Transportation Planning Atlas Data Bases to
develop the computerized highway and transit networks needed for planning studies. These data sets can
provide the initial step in the definition of a spatially accurate set of transportation networks and can save a
local planning agency months of work in setting up
a new transportation model or in expanding an existing
planning model.
Through project work related to the conduct of major
investment studies (MIS) and the predecessor alternatiyes
analyses (DEIS/AA and FEIS/PE), COMSIS has used the
TIGER File for

o

Geocoding of addresses using TIGER street networks;

o 'Worker, employment, population, and other data
at the block group or block level that can be analyzedfor
trip generation;
o Common identifier numbers that can reference
any collected demographic information and display it

census and NPTS. This comparison proved to be an important factor in the use of census data for a specific area.

graphically;

Definitions related to trip making and geographic coverage can make the direct comparison of census data with
local data difficult. COMSIS was able to provide FHIØA
with guidance that will foster further investigation of
these types of problems.

schools, cemeteries, parks, and other landmarks;
¡ Reference coverâges for use with other topological

CrNsus

Meproor

The Census Mapbook for Transportation Planning was
designed to provide mâny examples of how U.S. censusrelated data can be utilized to assist with transportâtion
planning and policy decisions. The mapbook includes
49 examples of how census data can be used in travel demand rnodel development and model validation, population forecasting, corridor analysis, and transit route
planning.

ToporocrcAl GEocRApHrc INFoRMATToN
The Census Bureau issues the Topologically Integrated
Geographic Encoding and Referencing (TIGER) File periodically as well as specifically for each decennial census. These files provide the geographic units at which
census data are collected. The units or "zones" are inte-

gral to the development of transportation planning
travel models. Through the use of commercially available geographic information system (GIS) software,

o Point data for transportation terminals, churches,
information such as wetlands, hazardous waste sites,
and floodplains;

o

Census feature class codes to extract line segments
from the TIGER File and build line coverâges for nu-

merous classes of roads, railways, and water features;
¡ Polygon Geographic Entity Codes to create polygon
coverages ranging from county to traffic analysis zone
level and the accompanying equivalency tables; and

o Definition of transit walk and drive accessibility
markets and densities for transit modes that penetrate
specific zones.

The ability of planners to tap the wealth of information in the census is somewhat limited by the lack of
computer programs that can access the data. Both the
Statewide Element and the Urban Element of the Census
Transportation Planning Package (CTPP) have limited
the ability of transportation professionals to gain quick
and direct access to the data. COMSIS has developed
generic, platform-independent Statistical Analysis Software (SAS) programs to access and produce tabular
summaries of all tables including both the CTPP Statewide Element, Parts A, B, and C, and the CTPP Urban
Element, Parts 1, 2, and 3. The programs are designed
to allow the user to specify any geographic summary
level included in the CTPP. Summary tables are produced by integrating the CTPP and Geographic Reference
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Files (GRFs) to provide accurate naming of each geographic summary level available in the CTPP.
The SAS programs can be easily executed either interactively or in a batch mode. They are available for application on any hardware platform (personal computer,
work station, mainframe) by adding the appropriate
program control commands and are to be available on
the Census Bureau computer Bulletin Board System
(BBS) by spring 1996. Each program will produce a
formatted set of tabular results.
COMSIS has also provided these and other utilities
for using census data that are also available on the Census Bureau BBS. These utilities included routines that
make access to the Statewide and Urban elements of the
CTPP easier with formatted reports that clarify the
expansive detail in the CTPP.

Monn AovRNcso GIS ApPucArIoNS
In another more advanced project, COMSIS, working
with GISÆrans Ltd., assisted FHIøA in integrating GIS
with informational data bases and designing a spatial
data base. The product of the study improved the accessibility of the Highway Performance Monitoring System
(HPMS) and the National Highway Planning Network
(NHPN) to state departments of transportation, FH'!ØA
field offices, and other public agencies' It provides organizations that wish to use this information the opportunity to enhance their own planning programs' COMSIS
also assisted in improving the National Transportation
Planning System through the addition of supplementary
data bases and analytical tools in support of the transportation management goals outlined by the Intermodal
Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA). COMSIS developed import utilities for transferring information between the GIS and the National Transportation

Planning System.

A final product of the work was the delivery of
transportation-related applications in GIS with the use
of video imagery (GlS/video imagery) for use in an
FH\øA demonstration project (No. 85).

destination end of the trip, the in-vehicle trip distance,
and automobile access distance, all estimated with readily available census files. This approach has been used
directly to estimate ridership (Delaware Department of
Transportation) and as a means to provide distancesensitive validation of a more traditional mode choice
logit model (Georgia Department of Transportation).
Such applications are good examples of the cost and
time savings that are available to state and local governments through the creative application of readily
available census materials.

Tncrnucel

REPoRTS

Under contract to FFMA and FTA

As an example of direct integration of off-the-shelf census products, COMSIS has developed a set of simplified
models for estimation of commuter rail ridership that
are independent of the availability of a traditional set of
highway and transit networks. \Working on projects for
the Georgia and Delaware departments of transportâtion, COMSIS combined the use of the TIGER File and
census journey-to-work files to develop a model that estimates ridership based on employment densities at the

develop Urban

COMSIS developed the Transportation Planner's Guide
to the 1980 Census,which describes available data from
the 1980 decennial census of value to transportation
planners. The material includes

1. Using census data for analytical and model purposes, information available and reporting mechanisms
that the Census Bureau uses in their normal decennial
data distribution;
2. A special Urban Transportation Planning Package
that brings together in one release for each metropolitan
area those data items most useful to transportation
planners-the most important features of this package
are the data avallable on a tract or zone basis and the
trip information available for the journey to work;
3. Data collection methods to supplement census
data; and
Uses of census data for analysis and model-related
purposes-including current situation assessment, trend

4.

evaluation, transit planning, accessibility analysis, park-

and-ride lot location, land use and arterial spacing
consideration, input to planning models, and model
calibration and development.
For FHS7A, COMSIS has produced technical reports
for the 1.969,1"977,1.983, and 1990 NPTS and is part

of the technical

Couuur¡R RAIL Sruorss

to

Transportation Planning Software (UTPS) planners' aids,

assistance team

for the 1995 NPTS

(quarterly sample). This survey gathers a national sample of transportation data, which is then used to develop
national trends and figures used by transportation planners. This information complements census journey-towork data, which are derived from the percentage of the
census population requested

to provide additional

de-

tailed information related to traveling to work. NPTS is
a true "survey" sample of individuals, with questions
related to a specific survey day.
Before the 1,990 NPTS, COMSIS was placed under
contract to reassess the surve¡ which had been conducted
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three times (7969, 1,977, and 1983). This assessment
'\¡/as a result of a serious threat to eliminate the 1,990
NPTS. Major incompatibility was suggested between
the growing cost of home interview survey methods (as
applied by the Census Bureau) and the available resources to conduct the survey. A thorough reâssessment
of what the survey was intended to be and what alternative methods might exist to cârry out and fund the survey was conducted. COMSIS led a study effort in which
the firm

L. Contacted and interviewed past and potential
users regarding their needs and problems with the
existing data,

2. Performed analysis and assisted discussions to
establish priorities for data,

3. Developed alternative survey designs and cost
estimates, and
4. Developed recommendations to FHrù(/A regarding
survey options and follow-up procedures.
As a result of the reassessment, a major new direction was
taken for the survey. It is now telephone based and is be-

ing conductedby a private market research firm, providing significant cost advantage and time efficiency. The
reassessment allowed the survey to continue on schedule,

115

enjoy a much larger sample size than the previous survey,
and offer the users much greater flexibility in its use.
COMSIS developed the 1980 Censws Training Course

Student's Notebook, which includes comprehensive
problems and other materials related to a workshop
course on using 1980 census data. The beginner's manual was developed to help the first-time census user on

the options related to transportation. The course covered the material in the general census releases as well as
in the Urban Transportation Planning Package, uses of
the data, and lectures and workshops on data use in trip
generation, trip distribution, transit use estimation, vehicle occupancy estimation, and pivot point procedure
for estimating travel.
COMSIS summarized information from the 7970 and
1980 census data sets and from the1960 census publications to a geographic base compatible for the three decennial years to develop the report lourney-to-Work
Trends Based on L960, L970 ønd 1980 Decennial Censuses, in which the changes that have occurred in population, journey-to-work patterns, mode of travel to work,
and vehicle availabiliry at the household level were identified. The report focused on those metropolitan areas of
the United States with 1980 populations of 1 million or
more. Evaluations were made of the differences in the
data over the three time periods.

Services for Use of Census Transportation
Plannittg Package
Chris Sinclair, JHK Ú Associates,Inc.

'Working

extensively with the Census Transportation Planning Package (CTPP), JHK Ea Associates, under contract to
the Federal Highway Administration (FFNIA) and the Fed-

Tn¡nvr¡qc
Census Applications Workshops

eral Transit Administration (FTA), developed and taught
the Census Applications Workshops ín'l'991'. The goals of
the workshops were to inform transportation professionals
about the availability and applications of the CTPP data and
to provide hands-on experience with the data. The workshops were conducted in over 30 cities throughout the country with ar:' average of 30 participants in each (about 900
transportation professionals attended). The workshops are
no longer being conducted; however, a CTPP Handbook is
available from FHVIA that documents the topics covered
and includes the Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet templates that participants used. A brochure and a video oriented toward
managers and nontechnical staff that provide an overview
of the CTPP and its uses are also available from FHS7A. Because interest in the workshops continues to be strong,
FH!øA and the Bureau of Transportation Statistics have
contracted with JHK to offer CTPP Urban Element technical assistance. Also detailed are other uses by the firm of census data, including the Topologically Integrated Geographic
Encoding and Referencing (TIGER) File.

ork byJFIK & Associates with the Census Trans-

portation Planning Package (CT?P) includes
training, use of census data with geographic
information system (GIS) sofrware, and model validation.

tt6

JHK developed and taught a three-day CTPP training
course for FH\IA and FTA. The purpose of the workshops was threefold: to inform transportation professionals about the CTPP, to demonstrate how the data
could be used in a vaÅety of transportation planning applications, and to enable course participants to work

with the data tn a series of applications-oriented

case

studies. The course was designed for a wide variety of interests, including a half-day overview session for nontechnical audiences and a series of sessions and case
studies that provided hands-on experience to technically
oriented participants. FHI7A and JHK staff taught the
course in over 30 cities throughout the country, with an
average of approximately 30 participants per course (over
900 transportation professionals attended the workshop).
JHK prepared a course notebook that was distributed
to all participants. The notebook included a diskette
with the computer files used in the workshops, so participants had the opportunity to review course materials

after completing the workshops. JHK also prepared a
CTPP Handbook that was designed for those unable to
attend the workshops. A brochure and a 2O-minute
video were also developed by JHK. The handbook,
brochure, and video are still available from FH'WA
[contact Monica Francois (202-3 66-607 2)1.

SINCLAIR

The course was divided into three modules. The first
module, a half-day session, was intended to inform the
transportation profession about the usefulness of CTPP
data by providing a comprehensive overview of the
CTPP and its potential applications.
The second module provided instructions about how
to download and present the CTPP data. Downloading
the data to a format that could be read by personal computers proved to be one of the biggest challenges for the
Census Bureau and FH]ü(/A. The CTPP is a huge data
base that cannot be effectively stored on floppy disks for
distribution. Furthermore, because of the size of the data
base, the Census Bureau had organized it in mainframe
formats, with record lengths that could not be read by
personal computer soffware.
Recognizing this problem, the Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS) contracted with the Caliper Corporation to develop the TransVU software, which operates

in a '\üØindows environment. It

uses pull-down menus

and icons that simplify downloading CTPP data from
CD-ROMs into data base or spreadsheet files.
'!Øork
on TransVU stârted after the CTPP workshops
began, so earlier courses could only present what the
soffware would potentiâlly do. ln the final few courses,
an overview of the software was provided. Therefore,
Urban Element Technical Assistance (discussed in the
next section) will focus on how to use TransVU to
download data.
The third workshop module included several case
studies that provided hands-on experience with using
the CTPP data in a vaÅety of practical situations. The
case studies used menu-driven Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet
templates that uploaded simulated CTPP data (actual
data were not available at the time the course was developed) and helped participants through the analysis
procedures. The case studies included in the third
module were as follows:

o

Case Study L: Downloading CTPP tables. This case
study initially used simulated CTPP data files and spreadsheet templates to demonstrate how data were stored
and could be downloaded into PCs. Case Study 1 was
updated with a TransVU demonstration once the soft-

ware became available for distribution.
o Case Study 2: Producing outputs. Course participants used the downloaded files from Case Study 1 to
prepare tables and graphs in a Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet
file. Templates were provided to assist participants. This
case study was updated once the TransVU software was
available.
Case Study 3r Converting CTPP journey-to-work
[TW) data into home-based-work data f.or use in travel
demand models. Two options v/ere presented; the first

r

was developed by rüTilliam Mann and the second by
Chris Fleet. The procedures were incorporated into a
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spreadsheet template that students received

with

the

course materials.

o Case Study 4: Using the CTPP JTW tables directly
for transportation analysis. This case study included
four situations, each of which had a corresponding
spreadsheet template for students to use. The four
situations were
-Assessing tax incentives for commuters,

-Evaluating the effectiveness of commuter bus
service, and

-Assessing the impact of a plant relocation and
identifying carpool potential.
¡ Case Study 5: Using the CTPP for model validation.
This case study demonstrated how the CTPP could be
used to develop or check key travel demand model parâmeters. As with the other case studies, a spreadsheet
template was provided.

Detailed case study instructions and spreadsheet templates are available in the CTPP Handbook available
from FH'!74.

CTPP Urban Element Technical Assistance

The Census Applications 'uØorkshops are no longer
offered by FHIØA; however, FHIøA and BTS arc offering CTPP Urban Element Technical Assistance free
of charge to the host site. JHK has been retained by
FHrüøA and BTS to coordinate with the host communities. The assistance was scheduled to begin in March
1,996 to coincide with the release of specially indexed
CTPP Urban Element data on CD-ROM. A brochure
describing the assistance was sent to over 11000 transpoftation professionals throughout the country and
JHK has received a number of workshop requests. Interested communities should contact'!Øhit Blanton at
IIJK (407-422-8873).
The technical assistance program will focus on the
Urban Element of the CTPR which summarizes the
data by traffic analysis zone (TAZ) as defined by metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs). The Census
Bureau is in the process of releasing the Urban Element
on CD-ROM, along with the TransVU software, to

all MPOs in the country. The technical

assistance

workshops are designed to allow participants to learn
what is in the data set and how to apply actaal data
(which were not available in the Census Applications
rJØorkshops). Before providing technical assistance,

JHK will contact each host community to learn what
its issues and needs are. The workshop will then be
tailored to address the specific needs of the host
community.

The program will also cover the use of TransVU,
which is designed specifically to access the CTPP Urban
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Element data base. Participants will use TransVU to
work through several case study applications.

checks to locally developed data. JHK developed a routine that downloads CTPP data from CD-ROM (outside
the TransVU software) and compares these data with locally developed data. As expected, the residential data

(Part 1 in the Urban Element) closely matched local

GIS/CTPP AppucRttoNs
JHK assisted several MPOs in Florida with their Transportation Plan updates, as required by the Intermodal
Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA). The
Topologically Integrated Geographic Encoding and Referencing (TIGER) File and CTPP data were extensively
used in these plan updates, with the help of PC Arclnfo
geographic information system (GIS) software. The following sections describe the firm's use of TIGER and
CTPP data.

TIGER File and Networks

data; however, employment data (Part2 in the Urban Element) did not match well. GIS was used to highlight
TAZs on a series of maps where there were large differences between local and CTPP data. Corrections were
made with aerial photographs, phone calls to large
employers, and land use maps.
In Orlando, theTAZ layer was used to aggregate so-

cioeconomic information from the CTPP and local
'!Øater
Mansources and land use information from a
agement District GIS layer into sector data needed by
the DRAIWEMPAL land use allocation models. The
models were used by the MPO to help determine future
year development patterns based on transportation
alternatives.

The TIGER File was used to update TRANPLAN travel
demand model networks. JHK developed a routine that

automatically converts TRANPLAN networks into

a

GIS layer. A modified rubber sheeting process was used
to match TIGER and TRANPLAN network layers.
Detailed network checks were made with the overlay.
Several routines were developed by JHK to upload

TRANPLAN network assignment results. Network
links were grouped into longer segments and a routine
was developed that calculates a weighted average segment volume from individual link volumes (link lengths
were used as the weights). A second routine estimated
the segment's level of service (LOS) using the Florida Department of Transportation's Generalized LOS Tables
(based on 1985 Highway Cøpacity Manual procedures).
A third routine (still under development) will determine
a segment's LOS threshold using a lookup table and segment information entered by the user. This segmentation
simplified the network evaluations using LOS thresholds
(as adopted by the localities in the MPO study area)
rather than model-estimated capacities.
The TIGER-based TRANPLAN GIS network became

the base for a number of network data bases. For many
MPOs, this layer will be used by the Congestion Management System (CMS) for existing and future year defrciency analyses. Other pertinent information attached to
this layer included items such as functional classification
(i.e., National Highway System, Florida Intrastate Highway System, local road), hurricane evacuation route'
freight and goods movement route, and so forth.

TAZData
The TIGER File was used by JHK to create a TAZ polygon layer in GIS. The TAZ layer enabled a number of

Model Validation Checks
JHK used the CTPP to check TAZ data and to review the

accvracy of trip distribution and mode choice models.
Home-based-work (HB\ø) trip tables estimated by the
models 'r¡/ere compared with factored JT!7 information
in Gainesville, Florida, to determine the reasonableness

of district-to-district trip interchanges (each district was
an aggregation of TAZs). Results indicated that the
models reasonably estimated interchanges; however, adjustments were needed between districts. In addition, the
CTPP was used to check the reasonableness of peakperiod (HBnn transit trip tables from the modal choice
model. Again, adjustments were made to more closely

match the CTPP.

The University of Florida is located in Gainesville,
and bicycle trips represent a significant portion of the
overall travel demand. The CTPP was used to develop a
bicycle trip table (the MPO's model does not include bicycle or pedestrian trips) that was expanded to include
all trips and factored on the basis of growth trends in individual TAZs and parking limitations on the University of Florida campus to estimate future year bicycle
travel.

Suuu¡nv
and conducted over 30 Census ApplicaJHK prepared
'W'orkshops
for FHNøA. As part of the contract
tions
with FHWA, JHK prepared a CTPP Handbook, which
covers the same material as the workshops, and an informational brochure and video designed for managers
and nontechnical staff. The workshops are no longer

SINCLAIR

available, but the handbook, brochure, and video are.
of the demand for CTPP training, FHWA and
BTS have contracted with JHK to provide Urban Element Technical Assistance to transpofiation professionals. The assistance will demonstrate how to use
TransVU, a CTPP extraction sofftvare, and how to use
TA.Z-Ievel data to address local issues. A number of reBecause
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quests have been received for the training, which will
begin in March 1,996,
JHK has also used the CTPP in several transportation
planning applications. The firm used the TIGER File and

the CTPP in GIS software to update Transportation
for

Plans for MPOs in Florida. JHK also used the CTPP

model validation checks.

SMALL METROPOLITAN AREAS

Census Data in Transportation Plannirg,

Rutland County, Vermont
Dean L. Pierce, Rutland Regional Planning Commission

Recent experiences are described of a predominantly rural

regional planning organization that is using data from the
U.S. census for transportation planning purposes. These
experiences include analyzing the statewide Census Transportation Planning Package to reveal journey-to-work trip

patterns and to improve the calibration of the region's
newly developed traffic forecasting model. In light of the
planning organization's limited budget and staff, census
transportation data proved essential to the timely completion of these tasks. The data also significantly increased
policy makers' understanding of transportation issues and,
when used in a "fratar" technique, vastly improved the
usefulness of the traffic model. In general, any limitations
of the census transportation data were easily overcome or
were small relative to their advantages. Experience suggests that the Census Bureau should consider release of
Urban Element data Íor very small metropolitan areas in
the future.

As a partner in the TPI, the RRPC has been responsible for the completion of numerous tasks, including the

development oÍ a comprehensive regional transportation plan, a regional traffrc forecasting model, and lists
of transportation problems and improvement priorities.
In carrying out these tasks, the RRPC has made extensive use of data from the U.S. census, particularly the
Census Transportation Planning Package (CTPP) (f ).
The purpose of this case study is to document some of
the applications related to transportation planning that
were performed using census data in the Rutland region.
Indicated in connection with each application will be how
crucial the data were to the completion of the application,
including whether or not the data were essential and, if
not, what information might have been substituted. Also
touched on are issues such as the context and objectives
of the applications, relevance to transportation planning
at other administrative levels and in other geographic locations, and problem solving. However, in light of space
and time limitations, extensive details are not provided.

ince late 1,992, the Rutland Regional Planning
Commission (RRPC) has provided a range of trans-

\-f

BRcxcnou¡,Ip

planning organizations.

The RRPC was created in 1,968 and provides leadership
and technical expertise to encourage cooperative planning among the Rutland region's communities and
areawide interests. The RRPC's policies are advisor¡ although some do have legal standing in certain regulatory

portation planning services to 27 predominantly
rural municipalities in west central and southwestern
Vermont. The RRPC has participated in a statewide
Transportation Planning Initiative (TPI), working in
close cooperation with the Vermont Agency of Transportation (VAOT) and Vermont's 11 other regional
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proceedings (2). The Rutland Region Transportation
Council (RRTC) serves as the Transportation Advisory
Committee (TAC) to the RRPC and provides members
for several working groups and subcommittees.
The Rutland region, which comprises 27 ptedomi-

nantly rural municipalities in west central and southwestern Vermont, has a total population of 6L,753
(1.990). The heart of the Rutland region, which includes
the state's second largest city (Rutland), is located approximately 100 mi northeast of Alban¡ New York, and
L65 mi northwest of Boston, Massachusetts (Figure 1).
Approximately 945 mi2 in size, the region boasts a
wide range of natural resources' which serve as the foundation for several sectors of the econom¡ ranging from
agriculture and mining to recreation and tourism. The
Rutland region is the home of the nationally recognized
Killington and Pico ski areas.
The transportation system in the Rutland region, as in
most other rural areas, is primarily highway-oriented.
The region is located at the intersection of two National
Highway System (NHS) routes-Us-7 and US-4; however, it does not have a direct connection to the federal Interstate highway system) and only limited sections of the
NHS routes are access controlled. The transportation
system also includes a small commercial aviation airport
and significant mileage in railroad track. Public transit is
available in and around the urban core and between the
urban core and the Killington ski area (Figure 2).
The primary transportation issues facing the region
include the need to address traffic congestion and safety
problems in the urban core and in village areas along the

FIGURE

1

major highway corridors. Also included is the need or
desire to improve the transportation connections between the region and surrounding regions and states
through highwa¡ air, and rail improvements (3).
Through the Vermont TPI, the staff of the RRPC/
RRTC and similar organizations have attempted to use
planning as a tool to depoliticize the identification and
programming of projects needed to solve important
transportation problems in the state. Census data have
been used extensively in analyses and evaluations intended to serve as the foundation for informed and rational decision making. In the next section of this paper
some of the applications related to transportation planning that have been performed in the Rutland region
using census data will be briefly documented.

AppucrtIoNs

AND ExpsRENc¡

Census data have been used in comprehensive transportation planning activities in the Rutland region since
1.992. Some possibly noteworthy applications of census
data for transportation purposes include the following:

1. Using CTPP data to reveal journey-to-work (JT\Ø)
trip patterns by major (and minor) mode regionwide,
2. Using CTPP data to reveal JTW town-to-town trip
pâtterns (across all modes) regionwide, and

3. Using the CTPP-based JTW town-to-town trip
table to improve the calibration of the region's newly developed traffrcÍorecasting model (by "fuataring" the initial distribution of trips using the CTPP JT\Ø trip table).

Location of Rutland region within northeast United States.
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Rutland region transportation system.

Applications 7 and 2 were carried out in the course of
developing the "Existing and Future Conditions" section of the Rutland Region Transportation Plan. As
noted earlier, Application 3 was carried out during the
development of the Rutland region's regional traffic
forecasting model based on Quick Response System II
for 'l7indows (4); the model was used in a limited
capacity in the transportation plan.

and Figure 3). To disseminate this information, the tables
and charts were published in regional transportation
newsletters and the regional transportation plan.

Presentation of this information confirmed for policy
makers the overwhelming reliance of residents on the
personal automobile for work trip travel. Perhaps more
important, it also hinted at the potentially significant
impact that relatively small changes in JTrü(/ mode
choice could have on vehicle miles traveled by alternative

transportation modes.

Application 1: Using CTPP Data To Reveal
JTW Trip Patterns by Maior (and Minor)
Mode Regionwide
The approach used to carry out Application 1 was

Application 2: Using CTPP Data To Reveal
JTW Town-to-Town Trip Patterns
(Across All Modes) Regionwide

straightforward and involved little more than the extraction of the data from the CTPP dataset, entry into commercial presentation soffware (Harvard Graphics for
'Windows,
Version 2.0, and Microsoft Publisher for'V/indows, Version 2.0), and preparation of suitable tables
and pie charts. For comparative purposes, similar data
for 1980 were obtained by referencing Census Bureau
publications and handled in the same manner (Table 1

Application 2 was also carried out by extracting data from
the CTPP dataset, entry into commercial presentation software, and preparation of suitable tables and graphics.
It also involved the preparation of data-base files (.dbf)
compatible with fuc/Info geographic information system
(GIS) software and the use of Arc/Info to prepare maps
portraying regional place-of-work patterns (Figure 4).
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TABLE 1 Means of Tlansportation to Work, Rutland County' 1980
and1990
980

1990

14,551

21,612
4,384

Mode

1

Single Occupancy Vehicle

6,487

Car Pool
Public Transportation
Other
Worked at Home
Total

185

87

2,897
1,117
25,237

2,228
't,732
30,043

Source: U.S. Census

The first step in the process was the preparation of a
master mâtrix showing where workers live and where
they work on a town-by-town basis across the entire region. The next step in the process was the preparation of
"simplified" tables based on the master matrix. Examples of these include tables showing where workers live
on a town-by-town basis and where they work on the
basis of various categories, for example, at home, in
their home municipalit¡ in another municipaliry within
the count¡ in the Rutland urban core, and outside the
county (Table 2).
Numbers included in the simplified tables were then
exported in data-base format ('dbf) for use with Arc/
Info software. Finall¡ the GIS software was used to
prepare shaded thematic maps based on the tables,
and the matrix, tables, and maps were published in
community data profiles, newsletters, and the regional
transportation plan (Figure 5).
Presentation of the information produced in the second application confirmed policy makers' intuitive understanding of the macro (regional) pattern of JTW trips
within the region. The information also shed light on

1

980

micro (town-level) pattems that had heretofore been
undocumented and therefore were not very well
understood.

Application 3: Using CTPP-Based JTW
Town-to-Town Trip Table To Improve
Calibration of Region's Newly Developed
Traffic Forecasting Model
The third application of census data took place within
the considerably more complex process used to develop
the region's new traffic forecasting model. In the most
basic terms, however, Application 3 was simply an ex-

tension of one of the products created in Application2, the master matrix depicting where workers live
on a town-by-town basis and where they work on a
town-by-town basis across the entire region.
'SØith

the assistance of consultants, the Rutland region

initiated the development of a microcomputer-based regional traffic forecasting model using QRS II software.
Model development was initiated with an eye toward

1

990
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Town of Brandon iourney-to-work distribution, 1990'

following the traditional four-step modeling process'
which may be summarized as follows:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Trip generation,
Trip distribution,
Mode choice, and
Trip assignment.

Trip generation (Step 1) was accomplished using a combination of census block-group-level sociodemographic
data (i.e., number of households, median household income, automobiles per household) obtained from STF3C,
disaggregated employment data obtained from the Ver-

mont Department of Employment and Training (DET),
and QRS II defaults [based on National Cooperative
Highway Research Program (NCHRP)Report 187 (J)1.
Initiall¡ internal-internal (i-i) and internal-external
(i-e) trips estimâted in Step 1 were distributed in Step 2

using the gravity model included within QRS II;

external-external (through) trips, estimated by the consultants, were incorporated using QRS II's "add user

defined trip table" option. Later, however' the origindestination (O-D) table containing i-i and i-e trips was
"ftatared" using the CTPP-based JTII town-to-to\Ã¡n
trip table to more closely calibrate the model to existing
traffic conditions.
In brief, the fratar technique is an iterative procedure
for solving a system of equations. It involves the application of a set of uniform adjustment factors to the cells
of a matrix (such as an O-D table) to alternatively match
row and column totals for the matrix. This iterative procedure converges to a set of matrix values that maintain
constant row and column totals but reflect a user-specified
initial set of seed values for the matrix cells.
In the case of modifying the O-D table, the constant
row and column totals were the estimated trip origin and
destination volumes for each census block' The initial
seed values were the O-D pair values contained in
the CTPP-based JTIT town-to-town trip table. The final
fratar cell values are the modified estimates of O-D pairs.
Given the very small percentage of JTIØ trips made
using transit and nonmotorized modes of transportation
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TABLE 2 General Location of Work by Place of Residence, Rutland
Region,1990
Work Location:
ln Place
Place

of

Residence

At Home

Benson

407

Brandon
Castleton
Chittenden
Clarendon

1

(town),

ln Region,

Outside

Outside

Home

Place

't07
926
768

300

47

954

276

329

192
34*
88

8E0

2097

541'

1

1

15'

426'

Outside
Region

291

1250

Danby

567

164

Fair Haven

't

444

Hubbardton
lra
Mendon
MiddletownSprings
Mount Holly

262

41

403
739
221

221

30

191

14

584

137

447

350
458

85
128

265
330

37
43
162

114
679

7

107

54

258

421

3E7

413
777

1114

61

845
708
2499
1724

208

't26

67

1

Mount Tabor
Pawlet
Pittsford
Poultney
Proctor
Rutland City
Rutland Town
Sherburne
Shrewsbury
Sudbury

541

1E3

1527

1622
933

8587
1974
441
545

256

Tinmouth

191

Wallingford

1',t07

Wells
West Haven
West Rutland

166

415
1222

225
6088

250
315
133
59

258
157

26

38

342
151

412

50

197

67

6'l

130

19

311

796

85

65
37

350
't29

215

212

1010

42

13

Total
Source: U.S. Census, Census Transportation Planning Package

'NOTE: Town of Chittenden data as reported prior to correction

in the region (as documented by the CTPP and described
in Application 1), the decision was made to assign all
trips generated in Step 2 to the highway-nontransit
mode and assume the NCHRP Report L87 defaults for
automobile occupancy (Step 3 of the modeling process).

FinallS

Step 4

(trip assignment)

projected

to take place in the

region by the model's

forecast year.

Unurv

oF CENSUS Dnrn

,v\¡as

accomplished ussystem defaults and a highway speed table

ing QRS II
based on functional classification.

The utility of census data f.or transportation could be
measured in a number of different ways. For the purpose

Some key assumptions were made in the course of carrying out the third application. One of these was that the

of this paper, effectiveness has been measured in terms of

pattern of JTrùØ trips embodied in the CTPP data fairly
reflects the pattern of all trips on the regional highway
system as a whole on a daily basis. A second was that use
of CTPP JTIüØ data would not mask important changes in
trip patterns caused by population or employment growth

1. How crucial the data v/ere to the completion of a
project, including whether or not the data were essential;
2. Itthe data were essential, what made them so; and
3. If the data were not essentiâI, what information
might have been substituted to complete the application.
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FIGURE 5 Percentage of workers with iourney-to-work
destination in Rutland urban core, Rutland region, 1990.

Application

Application 2

1

Census data were central to the completion of Application 1. \lithout the data, the Rutland region would have
(ø) incurred significant expense and time delay in an at-

tempt to collect this information independentl¡ (b) "borrowed" data from a similar region and chosen to assume
that mode choices in both areas were essentially the same
(potentially erroneous), or (c) decided to ignore the issue
of mode choice and proceeded to plan for the region's
transportation needs on the basis of "guesstimates."
Recentl¡ consultants working for the VAOT completed a statewide household travel pattern survey that
could begin to substitute for the data used in Application 1. However, this information has advantages as
well as disadvantages relative to use of census data. Its
major advantage is that it incorporates data about all
trip purposes, not only JTrW trips, and is thus more robust. Its major disadvantage is that it was collected on
a statewide basis and represents a Yery small sample of
the Rutland region's households (-200). Although it is
tempting to assume that statewide trip-making charac-

teristics

will mirror those found in the region, it

is

not clear that this assumption is any more valid than
the assumption to borrow from a similarly situated
geographic region.

Census data were also central to the completion of Application Z,for the same reasons indicated for Application 1.

The data allowed policy makers to see and understand the
regional pattern of JT\l trip making at the same time they
were developing a regional transportation plan. Again,
without the data the region would have (a) incurred significant expense and time delay in an attempt to collect
this information independ entIy, (b) "borrowed" data from
a similar region and chosen to assume that mode choices
in both areas Ìvere essentiâlly the same (potentially erroneous), or (c) decided to ignore the issue of mode choice
and proceeded to plan for the region's transportation
needs on the basis of guesstimates until the completion of
state-level surveying. And again, a major disadvantage
of the statewide survey is that it represents a very small

sample

of the Rutland region's households and is not

necessarily better than the remaining alternatives.

Application 3
to the completion of the
modeling process.
regional
trip distribution step of the
in imdramatically
did
assist
However, the information
(Table
employment
Following
3).
provement of the model
Census data were not essential
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TABLE

3

Impact of Census Journey-to-Work Data on Traffic Model

Screen Lines
Deviation from Actual Counts (in Percent) at
Conclusion of:

lnitial

Fratar

with

Screen Line

Galibration

A

58.90

'19.75

11.52

-17.60

c

32."t2

D

88.75

0.84
33.20

E

26.51

F

68.63
23.07

B

\t

Final Galibration

Census data
1s.45
-19.49
-10.27

22.45
-0.61

2.92
28.42

20.84

5.68

5.37

Source: U.S. Census, Census Transportation Planning Package

of the fratar technique and the census data, differences between actual and modeled volumes at screenlines dropped
from unacceptable to acceptable levels. (Census data were
also highly valuable in the trip generation step of regional
modeling, although this was not considered to be part of
Application 3 as it is summarized here).
In the absence of census JT'W data, the Rutland region might have either spent a considerable amount of

time continuing to calibrate the traffic model (with no
guarantee of success) or simply accepted the model in its
earlier iteration, which in hindsight would not have been
desirable.

As indicated above, the recently completed VAOT
statewide household travel pattern survey might begin
to substitute for the JTIí data used in the region (6). But
both its advantages and disadvantages relative to census
data remain. The RRPC might also have waited for the
completion of the statewide t¡affic model and avoided
developing a regional model; however, confidence in
planning decisions based on the statewide model would
likely never have approached that of decisions based on
a regional model.

AoornoNll

CoMMENTS

The following additional comments are intended to
address questions raised by the conference steering
committee.

ing census data in applications similar to those described
here and in other ways.

Limitations of Census Data
The major limitation of census data for trânsportâtion
planning in the applications described here is the relatively large or high level of geography for JT'S7 trip origins and destinations (including aggregation of some
towns with areas in excess of 20 miz). The region chose
to base its traffic analysis zones (T.Þ,Zs) on the census

block groups owing to the availability of this type of
data; availability of data f.or smaller geographies would
have benefitted the modeling process. The release of Urban Element data for very small metropolitan and nonmetropolitan areas such as the Rutland region should be
given serious consideration by the Census Bureau if this
data program continues.

Problems Encountered
Problems encountered in the data included coding errors
most likely resulting from confusion surrounding trips to
or from Chittenden County in northwest Vermont and

Chittenden town in west central Vermont. The county
is Vermont's most populous (>125,000 residents); the
town, on the other hand, is very rural (<7,200 residents).
A number of trips presumed to end in Chittenden County
were mistakenly assigned to end in Chittenden town.

Relevance of Applications to Regional or

Statewide Transportation Planning Programs
Fixes Made

In Vermont, regional transportation planning is taking
place as a component of the statewide transportation
planning effort. Regions across Vermont are already us-

trip data for Chittenden data were adjusted using
data from the Vermont DET. Future censuses should in-

JTIØ

PIERCE

clude more rigorous data-checking routines that screen
for place-of-work coding errors in states with similarly
named county and subcounty geographies'
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Blucher, Steve Schild, and Judy Holcomb, Rutland Regional Planning Commission; Steve Bower, formerly of
the Vermont Center for Geographic Information; and
Perry Norton.

Recommendations for Other Areas
REFERENCES

Very simpl¡ small or rural regions should take advantage of census data while the information is still
available and free.

Transferability to Other Areas
The applications of census data made in the Rutland
region were relatively straightforward' Virtually any
region or metropolitan planning organization (MPO)
could employ Applications 1 or 2. Virtually any region
or MPO developing a regional model could consider
employing Application 3.
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Small-Area Applications Using 1990 Census
Transportation Planning Package:
Gainesville, Florida
Whit Blanton,lHK (r Associates, Inc,

The 1990 Census Transportation Planning Package (CTPP)
was a valuable resource for the Gainesville Urbanized Area
during the recently completed development and adoption of
the 2020 Transportation Plan. The CTPP provided detailed
information about socioeconomic and travel characteristics
that was unavailable from other sources. These data were of
value during several stages of development of the plan,
which was adopted by the Gainesville Urbanized Area metropolitan planning organization on December 14, 1995. A
case study of how the CTPP was used for the Gainesville Urbanized Area in its long-range transportation planning efforts is presented. The focus is on how the CTPP was used
to validate the travel demand model in preparation for the
development and evaluation of multimodal alternatives for
the Gainesville Urbanized Area 2020 Transportation Plan.

A lachua County is a mostly rural county in north
in 1,990 of
A ..ntrrl Floriia with a population
^incorporated
cities in
L \tst,ø00. of the nine
Alachua Count¡ Gainesville is by far the largest, with a
L990 population of 84,800. Unincorporated Alachua

County had a 1,990 population of 83,100. ,{lthough
Alachua County's economy is based on agriculture and
correctional facilities, Gainesville is the major urban
center in an Ll-county region. Gainesville is home to the
35,O00-student University of Florida and a major health
care and regional state administrative center. The nearest major population centers are Jacksonville and Or-
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lando, both more than an hour's drive away. Figure 1
identifies Gainesville and Alachua County within the
state of Florida.
Beginning in early 1,994, the Gainesville Urbanized
Area metropolitan transportation planning organization
(MTPO), in coordination with the Florida Department
of Transportation (FDOT), embarked upon the development of a countywide travel demand forecasting model
in preparation for the upcoming update of the urbanarea long-range transportation plan. To coincide with
data avallable from the 1,990 census, the MTPO and
FDOT chose 1990 as the base year for the model validation effort. The travel demand forecasting model in use
before this study had been developed and validated for
the Gainesville metropolitan area only. The Gainesville
MTPO and FDOT hired JHK & Associates to conduct
the countywide model validation. JHK was subsequently
hired by the MTPO to prepare the Gainesville Urbanized
Area 2020 Transportation Plan.
'With
development continuing to encroach into rural
Alachua County and passage of the Intermodal Surface

Transportâtion Efficiency Act (ISTEA) in 1,997, the
Gainesville MTPO and FDOT determined that a countywide, multimodal travel demand model would be
needed to be able to effectively evaluate the impacts of
future growth and to test alternatives other than adding
roadway capacity. In addition, with an involved and interested public, the presence of the University of Florida,
and very competent professional staff, the Gainesville
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sisting of trip generation, trip distribution, mode choice,
and trip assignment. These parameters include trip generation rates, trip length frequency distribution curves'
automobile occupancy factors, and so forth.
During model validation, the Topologically Integrated
Geographic Encoding and Referencing (TIGER) File
was used to develop the network and traffrc analysis

zone (TAZ) boundaries for the portion of the county
outside the Gainesville metropolitan area boundar¡
which had been the study area Íor the previous longrange plan. Census data were used for the following
major applications:

o Developing socioeconomic data inputs for the
travel demand model;
o Calibration of trip generation rates for homeFIGURE

1

Gainesville, Florida, and vicinity.

based-work (HB'!Ø) trips;

¡

Reasonableness checks

of average trip lengths for

the journey to work;
ârea has done much to emphasize planning for nontraditional travel modes, including bicycling, walking' and
on-campus transit service. As a result, the 2020 Transportation Plan would need to effectively address the

¡

Providing documentation for HB'!l automobile

occupancy factors; and

o Developing a methodology to estimate the number
of bicycle trips made in the urbanized area.

need for improvements to these modes.

It

should be noted that the staff for the Gainesville
MTPO's long-range planning efforts consists of the director of transportation planning and two transportation
planners from the North Central Florida Regional Planning Council. FDOT maintains a Gainesville urban office, in which a regional planning administrator and two
trânsportation planners are located. IØith the small number of staff assigned to various planning studies, there
was a strong need for available data sources like the census to provide needed inputs into the development of the
Transportation Plan.

AppuceroNs oF CnNsus TnnNsponreloN
PrnNxnrc Pecrncn
The Census Transportation Planning Package (CTPP)
was used for a variety of applications during both the
model validation effort and the update of the Transportâtion Plan for 2020. This section presents a discussion of the main CTPP applications; limitations, or
problems encountered with the data and results of the
applications.

Model Validation

Each of the above items is briefly described below, with

more detailed discussions of the calibration of HBIØ
trips and bicycle trips.
Socioeconomic Inþuts
Census data were used by MTPO and local government
staff in the development of the socioeconomic data by
TAZ for the travel demand model. These data include
population by household size and automobiles available
and employment information by type (commercial, service, industrial, and total). Preparation of the TAZlevel

socioeconomic data was delayed for several months
while staff waited for the release of CTPP Urban Ele-

'Work).
ment, Parts 1 (Place of Residence) and2 (Place of
In lieu of the CTPP data, local sources were used for the
arduous process of developing the data. About halfway

through this process, the Census Bureau provided a
CD-ROM version of CTPP, Parts 1, 2, and 3.
Upon review of the place-of-residence data, local government staff determined that there were serious flaws in
allocation of these data to TAZs, and much of the pop-

ulation information was provided from local sources.
Although the Census Bureau did a reasonably good job
of coding place-of-residence data to larger geographic
areas (e.g., to the University of Florida or to the cities
unty)5Joe*fuove++rneÊt st€ff.

The Alachua County model was developed for a base year
of 1.990 (l-3). Model validation consists of developing
and updating travel demand parameters used in the tradi-

tional four-step travel demand forecasting process con-

found that the T.þxZ-level geocodes ïvere not accurate.
However, the CTPP data on automobiles available and
household size were used almost without modification,
because the CTPP was the only available source for this
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information. JHK & Associates made some reasonableness checks of these automobile ownership percentages,

from work to home and chained trips, the census JTW
trips were multiplied by a tactor of 1.85 to obtain esti-

to be made, the
data were considered âccurate.
Employment data by TAZ from the CTPR Part 2, was
the best source of this information for local government

mated HBIØ trips. This conversion factor was estimated

planners, so not much was changed. MTPO staff collapsed several categories of employment by occupation
into the three required by TRANPLAN, the standard

into HBlü(/ trips.

and although a few adjustments had

travel demand forecasting software used in Florida.

However, some errors were noted during the validation
data review process. For example, some 15,000 employees (about two-thirds of the entire complement of the
University of Florida's faculty and staff) were coded to a
single TAZ located across the street from the university
campus, and neady 1,000 service and commercial workers were coded to the TAZ containing Sorority Row.
Several other changes rvr¡ere made in theTAZ allocation
of employment dâta during this review process, but the
CTPP data remained largely intact.
It should be noted that because of several inaccurate
codings and the problems encountered by local government staff with the information on place of residence, a
great deâl of effort \Mas spent developing and reviewing
the 1990 base year socioeconomic data. In this regard,
having the CTPP proved to be marginally helpful because it provided information unavailable from other
sources; however, it did not result in any appreciable
time or cost savings.

Calibration of HBW Trþ Rates
During the validation process, it was noted that the
travel demand model was underassigning trips on the
highway network for most of the urbanized area. This
was particulady evident on the more affluent west and
north sides of Gainesville. The last travel characteristics
suryey for Gainesville, upon which the default trip generation rates are based, was conducted in 1,971. On the
basis of this review of link volume-to-count ratios, the
1990 CTPP was consulted to determine if changes in
work trip rates were justified. As described beloq the
CTPP was used to calibrate the HBIØ trip generation
rates used in the forecasting process.
HBIØ trip productions for Alachua County predicted
by the model were compared with data obtained from
rhe 1,990 CTPP. The census identified the number of
people living in Alachua Count¡ the total number of
employees in the county, and the number of employees
who live and work in the county. On the basis of those
+rea*dowîst the eensus shows tlrât approximate\r
L6,500 of the people employed in Alachua County live
outside the county. In addition, the census identifies the
number of one-way journey-to-work (JT\7) trips made
by Alachua County residents. To account for the trip

for Alachua County but was based on the procedure
used in the Census Applications Workshops case study
application showing how to convert census JTIí totals
Based on this comparison, the total HB\Ø productions were estimated to be about 142,000 trips per day.
The standard travel demand model trip generation rates

for

Gainesville resulted

in the generation of

about
Therefore, the HB'lØ trip generation rate 'ù/as uniformly increased by 40 percent for
all the cells in the cross-classification table to reflect census survey results. Checks of the CTPP tables were made
to determine if the increase should vary by household
size and automobiles available. These checks indicated
no justification to weight the increase by different automobile ownership or household size characteristics. The
trip rate adjustment is as follows:
1,02,400 daily

HBll trips.

o Alachua County total employment,93,006;

r Alachua County resident employees, 76,61,5;
r JTIØ to HBrù7 adjustment factor, 1.85;
o

.
.

1.990 CTPP

HBW trips,747,738;

7990 model-estimated HB'!Ø trips,1,02,430; and
HBIü(/

trip rate adjustment factor,1,.40.

The result of this increase in the HBIØ trip generation
rates was a much improved volume-to-count ratio along
screenlines. These improvements were most noticeable
for northwest and southwest Gainesville. It was believed
that additional increases in trip rates v\¡ere needed to improve model results. \ùflithout data justifying increases in
trip rates for other trip purposes (such as shopping or
school), however, these adjustments were not made.
Thus, a limiting aspect of the CTPP is that only JT!Ø
trips are included.

Automobile Occuþøncy andTriþ Length Reuiews
Because a household survey had not been conducted re-

cently in Alachua County to determine travel characteristics such as automobile occupancy rates, it was
necessary to bor¡ow automobile occupancy factors
from the CTPP and similar study areas. There are eight
trip purposes in the travel demand forecasting model
used in the county: home-based-work (HBrü(/), homebased-shopping (HBS), home-based-social/recreational
(HBSR), home-based-other (HBO), non-home-based

{NHB), truek-and-taxi]TT)¡internal-extcrna(IË);and
external-external (EE). Only the first five of the abovelisted purposes are included in the mode choice module
of the model chain. The CTPP Statewide Element was
used to obtain an automobile occupancy factor of 1,,09
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for HBW trips in Alachua Count¡ and the other factors
*ere borrowed from other study areas with similar
characteristics.
In addition to the trip generation check described preuiousl¡ this comparison of model results and CTPP data
was made for the trip distribution step. All TAZs in the
county were aggregated into 10 districts, and districtto-district travel flows for HB'!Ø trips were reviewed to
determine how well the trip distribution model was performing relative to observed data from the census. However, because of inaccuracies in the coding of census
suïvey responses toTAZs in Alachua Count¡ the CTPP
was used only as a benchmark, and not to make specific
adjustments in the HBW trip lengths. This exercise was
useful in making reasonableness checks of trip lengths
and general distribution among districts'
The CTPP reported ayefage JT\Ø travel times of 22.5
min for Alachua County and 15.9 min for Gainesville.
These travel times were used to adjust trip impedances
for the HB'!Ø trips until a better calibration was achieved.
Because TRANPLAN uses a single set of friction fac-

tors for each trip purpose' the distribution model assumes that trip length propensities are equal throughout
the county. This assumption makes distribution difficult
in Alachua County, where the presence of the University

of Florida and its related development

affects trip

lengths on the east and west sides of the urbanízed area.

The model is limited in its ability to distinguish between residents living on the east side of Gainesville,
who are not likely to make many trips related to the university and the central business district (CBD)' and those
living on the west and northwest sides of town, where
most university students, facult¡ and white-collar CBD
employees tend to live. In fact, a review of the socioeconomic data from the CTPP showed that there is little in
the model inputs to distinguish between university students and less affluent residents of the city's east side.
The model socioeconomic categories do not distinguish
students from other components of the population.
Thus, longer aveÍage trip lengths and more congestion
on the west side tend to discourage trips into the university and CBD from the west, whereas the opposite conditions on the east side encourage trips to those areas. In
addition, more employment opportunities are available
on the west side, so trips that might be destined for the
university and CBD are satisfied closer to the place of

,-

made by public transit. Thus, the treatment of bicycle
trips in the model validation process was an important
consideration for this study area.
The process used to incorporate bicycle trips into the
model validation process is summarized below. The
1990 census, along with the Bicycle Screenline Survey
conducted in 1988, indicated the number and purpose
of bicycle trips made in Alachua County. The latter survey was designed to obtain information about bicyclists'
travel characteristics in Gainesville. It is important to
note that the trip generation step in the standard model
chain only recognizes trips made in vehicles (either au-

tomobiles or buses). In Florida the household survey
data used to develop trip generation rates do not include
person trips, such as those made by walking or bicycle.
Thus, adjustments to the four-step modeling process to
reflect bicycle trips must be made external to the travel
demand model process.
The first step in the process was to obtain JTW data
from the 1990 CTPP. Table 3-L in the CTPP Urban Element provides JTW trips by travel mode used (including
bicycle) attheTAZ level. These data allowed the identification of the number of reported bicycle trips from the
origin or place of residence to the trip destination or

place of work. Each

trip origin and destination corre-

a particular TAZ in the county. The CTPP is

sponds to
the only source of bicycle trip origin and destination
data for Gainesville TAZs.
The second step involved building HBW and nonwork bicycle trip tables in the countywide transportation planning model, which entailed the creation of a
matrix showing origínTLZ to destinationTLZ and the
number of trips made between each. One of the key assumptions for the analysis was that nonwork trip origins
were essentially the same as HBIT origins. This assumption was necessary because the CTPP data only included
work trips. Nonwork trips include trips to school; primary bicycle trip destinations are the University of
Florida and Santa Fe Community College. The nonwork
trip table was then adjusted for all other trip purposes
using 1988 data from the Bicycle Screenline Survey.

The 1988 Bicycle Screenline Survey results (also used

in the 1985 model validation) contained the following
allocation of bicycle trips by purpose: work trips, 12.8
percent; shopping trips, 6.3 percent; trips to school, 33.2

percent; social-recreation trips, 10 percent; trips to

tesidence.

home, 31.3 percent; and other trip purposes, 5 percent.
Next the bicycle trips were multiplied by 2 to reflect

Biqtcle Trip Anølysi.s

the trip from work and school to home. The census provides data only on trips made from home to work, so an
assurnption warmadrtåat ateturrrtrìp was also being
made (it was assumed that trip chaining and other factors
used in the 1.85 conversion factor would be less likely to
occur for bicyclists than for automobile drivers). The two
trip tables (HB\ø and HBNW) were then assigned to the

One

o-f

the unique elementroÉthsAlachua

fü unt¡stud¡

area is the relatively large number of trips made by bicy-

cle, particularly in and around the University of Florida.
According to census JTIX/ data, about five times more
trips are made by bicycle within the study area than are
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travel demand model's 1990 base year network to
estimate bicycle volumes on each roadway link.
The Gainesville MTPO conducts an annual count of
bicyclists at several key locations around the University
of Florida and elsewhere in the metropolitan area. The
HB'uØ and nonwork bicycle trip volumes estimated
through these steps \Mere compared with the actual bike
counts taken from the MTPO's Bicycle Usage Trends
Program for 1,990. Rather than a comparison of each
count station, screenlines were established on major arterial roadways around the campus to allow for variances. Although some variations'vvere noted, accvracy
of the estimated volume was within 10 percent. It was
therefore not necessary to further adjust the bicycle trip
tables to match bicycle counts along the screenlines.
This process resulted in an estimated mode share of bicycle trips of about 6 percent of all person trips, which
was consistent with the bicycle mode share found in the

trip generation rate file in the model
does not include trips performed by nonmotorized modes
of transportation such as bicycles and walking. Therefore,
bicycle trips were not used to adjust traffic volumes in the
validation year. In other words, traffic volumes were not
census JTIÙü data. The

reduced to account for the bicycle trips.

However, using the information developed

for this

analysis, bicycle trips were used to adjust the future year

2020 forccast of single-occupancy-vehicle (SOV) trips
of Florida campus. Two of the
needs plan alternatives assumed that many SOV trips
would shift to bicycle trips in the future because of increasing parking constraints on câmpus. Therefore, the
accessing the University

non-automobile-oriented needs plan alternatives reduced

the SOV trips accessing the university and

increased

bicycle trips to reflect parking limitations on campus.

Other Checks

Plan for the Gainesville Urbanized Area. As described in
this paper, the CTPP was particularly helpful in providing this information attheTAZ geographic level for the
Alachua County model validation study. Several adjustments were made to improve the ability of the travel demand forecasting model to produce reasonable results.
The justification for making these adjustments, particularly the increase in the HB'SØ trip generation rates,
would not have been available without JTtü(/ data. The
result would have been a less accurate travel demand
forecasting tool.
It should be underscored that the last household travel
survey for Gainesville was conducted in the early 1970s.
Limited staff and financíal resources required that the
1990 census be used to identify key travel parameters to
improve the accuracy of the forecasts. Although census

to be extremely helpful, the unique tripmaking patterns of the Gainesville metropolitan area resulted in a very difficult model validation process. The
University of Florida is a major influence on travel patterns, and standardized travel parameters required by the
FDOT modeling procedures \¡/ere not reflective of these
unique characteristics. A household travel survey conducted concurrently with the 2000 census would be a
tremendous help in assessing the community's trâvel pâtterns for the next model validation stud¡ transportâtion
plan update, and future corridor studies.
The ability to use the CTPP lent additional credence
to the MTPO's planning effort. The Gainesville MTPO's
citizens and technical advisory committees provided
close input into the development of the long-range plan
and were skeptical of the model's ability to predict future travel pafterns. The census data were instrumental
in achieving a higher level of support from those committees. The Citizens Advisory Committee was pafticularly interested in the bicycle trip analysis, and the ability
to incorporate that methodology into the development
and evaluation of alternatives was key to the success of
the project.
'!Øithout
the census data described in this paper, it
can be safely stated that the planning effort would have
been less refined, would have had less public support,
and likely would have resulted in a different transdata proved

During model validation and the transportation plan
update, several other checks were made using CTPP
data. Several maps were plotted using CTPP data showing automobiles available per household and persons
per household for TAZs in the study area as a way to
check the accvracy of the socioeconomic inputs and the
trip distribution results. In addition, comparisons were
made showingT{Zs with comparable bus and automo-

portation plan than the one adopted. Ultimatel¡ the
Gainesville MTPO adopted a financially constrained
2020 Transportation Plan that contains major transit

bile average travel times to assist in the evaluation of the
mode choice model.

portation improvement needs, and addresses economic

service improvements, emphasizes nonmotorized trans-

development issues (4,5).

[ls'nnrr¡ss oF CENsus D,çrn
Survrulnv

'

The availability of detailed socioeconomic and JTSØ
travel characteristics for Gainesville was essential to the
development and adoption of the 2020 Transportation

JHK & Associates, under contract to the Gainesville
MTPO, developed and validated a countywide multi-
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modal travel demand forecasting model for Alachua
County using 1990 as the base year. This model served
as the basis for the preparation of the Gainesville Urbanized Area 2020 Transportation Plan, also prepared
by JHK under contract to the MTPO. The plan was
adopted in December 1995. The 1990 census was a key
resource in the development of the validated base year
model and in the preparation of non-automobileoriented alternatives for the 2020Transportation Plan.
Without the availability of the census JT-W data and
socioeconomic summaries at the TAZ level, the trip generation rate adjustments and bicycle analysis methodology incorporated into the planning effort would likely
not have occurred. The only other source of information
for those kinds of data is a regional household travel
surve)! which was not in the funding plans of FDOT or
the MTPO.

Limitations of the CTPP data were primarily its geocoding problems, particularly at the place-of-residence
end. Although problems were also encountered at the
employment end, local planners had little to compare
these data with and were much more familiar with the

population and housing information attheTAZ level. If
not for the geocoding problems, additional uses of the
datato further adjust trip length frequencies could have
occurred.

The applications presented in this paper are not
unique to Gainesville, although only a few small urban
areas are host to a major university. Thus, although
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some applications of the data were unique to Gainesville, the methods employed and analysis undertaken
could easily be transferred to other urban areas.
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Census Dat a inJobs-Housittg Balance Studies:
San Luis Obispo County, California
David Polle¡ San Luis Obispo Council of Gouernments

The San Luis Obispo County Jobs-Housing Balance Study

was developed to analyze the relationship among jobs,
housing, and work-related transportation for the small urbanized area encompassing San Luis Obispo County. The
complexities of defining and quantifying the relationship
between jobs and housing required extensive research and
analysis of several issues. In this case study the important
role that census data played in defining and quantifying
this relationship is discussed. In addition, some of the lim-

itations, problems, and problem solutions in working
with census data are identified, and the important role

of census data in planning for small Urbanized Areas

is

examined.

T ike many metropolitan planning organizations
| {UnOt), the San Luis Obispo Council of GovernI-lments (SLOCOG) relies heavily on census data.
SLOCOG serves as the council of governments, MPO,
congestion management agency (CMA), regional transportation planning agency (RTPA), and census data affiliate for the county and seven cities of San Luis Obispo

'Síith

County.
all of its responsibilities, SLOCOG, like
other agencies planning for small Urbanized Areas, utilizes census data to complete many of its tasks. The census provides a wealth of information covering various
demographic topics and is used as one of the p rimarv
data sources to conduct analysis and plans at the subcommunit¡ communit¡ county, and Metropolitan Sta-
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tistical Area (MSA) level. In many cases data are not
available to small Urbanized Areas through any other
source. Most national surveys focus on large metropolitan areas. High costs and other resource constraints
limit a small area's ability to conduct detailed local surveys. Consequentl¡ the census has become increasingly
important in providing accurate, detailed information
regarding many issues. For these reasons, the census is
one of the most critical data sources available to small
metropolitan areas.
SLOCOG was formed as an area planning council
through a Joint Powers Agreement among the incorporated cities and the county of San Luis Obispo .In 1.968
the area council was designated by the U.S. Department
of Housing and Urban Development to provide areawide planning for housing, sewer, and water, and subsequently became the RTPA for San Luis Obispo County.
As a result of the finding by the Census Bureau that the
city of San Luis Obispo and the adjacent unincorporated
area attained a population of over 501000, the area was
designated an official Urbanized Area on July 1.,1.992.
At that time SLOCOG became the MPO and the CMA
for the region.
In 1992, after the Urbanized Area designation and
SLOCOG's designation as the county's MPO, the agency
was established as the San Luis Obispo Region census
data affrliate. As such. SLOCOG is resoonsible for responding to census questions, maintaining a collection
of Census Bureau reference materials, participating in
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the development of Census 2000, and other tasks that
help to maintain and disseminate census data.
SLOCOG has provided assistance to many diverse
agencies, including government, private, and nonprofit,
and to the general public. These agencies have reported
that they rely on the census data to receive state and federal funding, conduct planning, identify special needs
groups, conduct market analysis, and fulfill additional
mandated and nonmandated tasks. In addition to assisting others, SLOCOG relies on the data from the census
to complete many of its own mandated and nonmandated programs and functions. A few of the functions
and reports that have utilized census data include the

analyze the relationship between where workers live and

where they work within the San Luis Obispo County
region. From this recommendation, a Jobs-Housing
Balance Study was designed and conducted to meet the
following goals:

o To identify issues and recommend strategies that
support balancing the economic environment and the
supply of affordable housing within the San Luis Obispo
County region, and
¡ To examine commute patterns, times, and means
of transportation to work and recommend sffategies
to reduce the work-related vehicle miles traveled

countywide.

following;
Regional housing needs assessment,
Regional profile report (l ),
Community profiles and data summaries,
Urbanized Area analysis,
Regional Transportation Plan,
Congestion Management Plan,
Regional TrcÍñc Model, and

Methodology
Defining I ob s-Housing Relationship

Jobs-Housing Balance Study.

Jons-HousING BALANCE SrUDY:

Pno¡rcr Suun¡¡nv

The San Luis Obispo County Jobs-Housing Balance
Study is an example of a document produced by a small
MPO that relies on the census data. Census data were
considered and used in almost every facet of the study'
This information was critical to the development of the
methodolog¡ the collection and analysis of data, and
the development of the findings and strategies that
conclude the study.

Purpose
The SLOCOG Jobs-Housing Balance Study was developed to examine the relationship among jobs, housing,
tr"rrrpo.tation. This relationship has received an in"nd
creased amount of attention in San Luis Obispo County
as changes in the pattern of development in the region
have leJto inequities berween jobs and affordable housing in some areas. As development patterns and local
land use policies have changed, many workers live and
work in different communities. As a result, there has
been an increase in commute distances and work-related
tfavet, resuìting irrincreas-ed congpstiorrttrroughourttre
county.

Concerned with the impacts of congestion on air
qualiry the region's Air Pollution Control District
(APCD) recommended that SLOCOG conduct a study
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The jobs-housing relationship is one that is often difficult to define; consequently a number of approaches and
methodologies are available. For example, many jobshousing studies focus on a single ratio of jobs to workers living in an area. This ratio is meant to define the
balance among jobs and housing and workers, with ratios of one job to one worker living in ãn area equating
to a perfect balance. Although defining a jobs-housing
balance with this direct ratio is an effective means of
identifying a gross jobs-housing balance or imbalance, it
ignores important causes and effects of the relationship.
Instead of focusing on a single ratio, the SLOCOG
Jobs-Housing Balance Study concentrates on three topics
to define the jobs and housing relationship. These topics,
organized as chapters in the report (2), arc housing, employment and economic factors, and transportation. A
thorough analysis of each topic was conducted by breaking each one down into several subtopics. The subtopics
were chosen on the basis of their ability to help define
where and why workers live and work where they do.
Some examples of the subtopics covered in the study are

residential growth, commute times, income levels of
workers, housing costs, and ;'obs.
The study was able to pursue this methodology because of the data available through the Census Bureau.
Detailed data fromthe census were available for all three
of the major focus areas of the study. In many cases census data were added directly into the study as subtopics
'!Øithout
the census data the
under the main focus areas.
possible because
not
have
been
thorough analysis would
sueh &ata; aná
developing
oÊexcessivseostrrelate#to
in an entirely
be
conducted
the study would have had to
different manner'
Although the census provides a wealth of data, it did
not give a complete picture of the jobs-housing relation-
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ship. Supplementary data sources were examined to

areâs

fill

Census Data Used

in Study

in which additional information was needed.

There were also cases in which census data differed from
values presented in other reliable data sources. In these
cases the various sources would be compared and the
most accurate data (or both) were used.
An example of census data that were supplemented
with additional sources was housing value data. Ïühen
census data (based on owner's estimations of the value)
\¡/ere compared with actual sales data, the census data

to be overstated. To remedy this, a private
data base derived from county assessors' records was

appeared

consulted and compared with the census values.
D eft.ning G

eo

grøp h ic Are ø s

Because census data played such an important role

in ex-

amining the jobs-housing relationship, it was important
that the geographic boundaries used in the study be compatible with the census. This was fairly simple because the
census provides data atseveral geographic levels of detail.
County-level census data showed an almost perfect balance between the number of workers and jobs in the region. The near-perfect balance and additional census data
showing that over 90 percent of the region's workers were
employed within the county focused interest on examining
intracounty as opposed to intercounty relationships.

To study the intracounty relationships, the county
was broken down into regions with boundaries based on

planning areas previously established in the regiont
Congestion Management Plan and Regional Transportation Plan. These areas were defined on the basis of
the naturâl geographic characteristics of the county and
the natural clustering of communities. It was important
that the Jobs-Housing Balance Study continue to use
these planning areas to ensure consistency with the
previously conducted plans; however, the defined
boundaries were inconsistent with the designated census
areas.

To make the planning area boundaries more consistent with the census areas, planning areas were subdivided, with the study concentrating on cities and Census
Designated Places (CDPs) because they are where the majority of the region's residents live and work and they
have census-defined boundaries. Breaking the county

down to this level of detail allowed the study to utilize
census data and the census Topologically Integrated Geographic Encoding and Referencing (TIGER) File. The
IGER File and census attribute data were imported into
geographic information system (GIS) software to map,
graph, and analyze various characteristics and relationffi+r i" m. *""ty. When the
provide enough detail, block-group and tractlevel analysis was conducted. The data from the cities, CDPs, block
groups, and tracts were then aggregated to the planning
area level, where most of the analysis was focused.

citi

The study report devotes a chapter to each of the major
topics-housing, employment and economics, and trans-

portation. Each chapter begins with an introduction that
lists the demographic topics that are presented in the
chapter. Included with the list of topics are a definition
of how each of the issues affects the jobs-housing
relationship and an explanation of how the data are presented in the study.
Following the introduction, each chapter was divided
into four sections, one for each of the planning areas in
the region. In these sections, data and stâtistics are compiled for the subtopics listed in the chapter introductions. At the end of each of the sections key findings are
summarized, highlighting the main issues identified in
the section.
The following is a listing of the topics covered in each
chapter:

o Housing: This chapter focuses on 10 issues relating
to housing, including housing stock, limitations on residential growth, new construction, projected buildout,
vacancy status, overcrowding, overpayment for housing, special needs groups, median house price, and total
housing units sold. (See Table 1. for a description of each
of these topics.)
o Employment and Economics: This chapter focuses
on nine issues relating to employment and economics, including total jobs, workers living and working in the area,
total workers, workers per household, place of work,
workers by occupation, workers by industr¡ and household and family income. (See Table 2 f.or a description of
each of the topics.)
o Transportation: This chapter focuses on five issues
relating to transportation, including origin and destination of planning-area workers, travel time to work, total
workers, mode of transportation, and vehicle occupancy.
(See Table 3 f.or a description of each of the topics.)

Findings

The findings of the analysis are presented in two
waysr by individual planning area and by comparisons
between planning areas.
In diui du

al P lønni.ng Are as

Evaluating the findings by individual planning areas res

In the previous chapters, the data were ptesented by topic and examined on the basis of the
together.

chapter focus (housing, employment and economics,
transportation). In evaluating the databy planning area,

POLLEY

TABLE

1

1.411

Housing Issues

[ousing Stock

dentifies the number ofhousing units located
ry type and describe.s the increase in total u¡its
rctween the years 1980 and 1990.

1990 Census

Limitations on Residential

iummarizes the govemment imposed
imitations on residential growth.

Seneral Plans

.ists the number of single-family and multi'
lamily housing units built and permitted.

lity &

Êrowth
New Constn¡ction

& Growth Managemenl

)rdinances
County Building Permit Data,

JS Department of Commerce Cu¡rent

lonstruction Reports
Projected Buildout

gstimates the âmount of additional residential
growth (housing units ånd population) plarmed.

Seneral Plans

Vacancy Status

Examines the number ofoccupied andvacant
units.
Identifies the number of households with more
than one person per room and two persons per

1990 Census

Dvercrowding

1990 Census

¡mñ
Dverpayment for Eousing

1990 Census
lxamines the number ofhouseholds paying
lver 30olo oftheir income on housing owner anc

Special Needs Groups

1990 Census
Identifies the number of households with
residents over 65, single parent households, and
larse fâmilies.
Estimates the median house price and contract 1990 Census, TRW Redi Property Data
tJ)
rent for housing units.
IRW Redi Property DalÂ (3)
sold.
housing
units
lstimates the

:enter occuoied.

lfedian House
Price/Contract Renl

Iotal Units Sold

the relevant data were brought together to define relationships among housing, transportation, and employment for each area and allow each of the planning areas
to be studied individually. Through this analysis, the relationship between the number of jobs and workers, the
types of workers living in the area, income levels of the
various workers, housing affordabilit¡ and other key
issues were examined for each of the planning areas'

TABLE

2

C

omþ arisons B etu) een Planning Areas

In addition to examining the relationship between the
key issues in the individual planning areas, comparisons
were drawn between the planning areas. This analysis
compared areas with job-housing balances and imbalances, areas from which and to which workers commute, how long commuters are traveling, where the

Employment and Economic Issues

1992 Economic Census, 1990 Census
the numbers ofworkers

living and

1990 Census

& Census Transportation

Identifies the number of worke¡s living in each
Determines the ratio between number of
and household in 1980 and 1990.

Identifies the number and percentage of
that work in the same community that
Provides a breakdown ofworkers occupations

breakdown ofworkers industry of
the areas in which thev reside.
the total very low, low, media¡L and
median househokls and families a¡e
a

in each ofthe ola¡nins areå

1980

&

1990 Census
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TABLE

3

Thansportation Issues
I)t'rcri¡rliort

Sot¡r't t'

the origins and destination ofworkers 1990 Census Transportation Planning
down by the origin of commute and
the amount of time it tâkes workers
the numbe¡ of workers living in each
ines

tle different modes

used by workers

the change in vehicle occupancy

1980

&

1990 Census (O

different income and special needs groups are focused, (TAZ) level for the region, which is one of the most useful tools in defining the commute patterns of workers.
and how workers commute between the areas.
Lack of CTPP data attheTAZ level forced the study to
focus on community-level data, which, although useful,
left many unanswered questions in the ru¡al areas of
Strategies
the county.
On the basis of relationships identified in the findings of
the final report (2), a number of strategies were developed to help reduce the imbalances between jobs and
housing throughout the region. One of the key findings
from the study was that a jobs-housing balance is only
one of several factors that affectcongestion and the negâtive impacts of congestion. Consequently, the strâtegies
identified in the study went beyond focusing solely on
housing and jobs, and concentrated also on transportation, land use, and planning. Strategies were presented
both regionally and specifically to individual planning
areas. Many of these strategies concentrated more on
improving multimodal transportation and reducing congestion than on creating a balance between jobs and

housing.

Problems Encountered Using Census

Data

CoNcrusIoN
The Jobs-Housing Balance Study could have been conducted without the census but to do so would have required a diffe¡ent methodology. By using census data, the
study was able to provide a detailed view of the relationship among jobs, housing, and work-related travel. rü(¡ithout the census, the study probably would have focused
directly on the relationship between jobs and housing using a ratio to define balance and imbalance in the communities in the region. Relying on the census data in such
a complete manner did have some drawbacks with regard to the ability to update the study. However, utilizing
the data as the study did provided a more complete and
comprehensive assessment of the region's jobs-housing
relationship.

The census provided the most complete and comprehensive data source available to conduct the Jobs-Housing REFERINCES
Balance Study. However, focusing on census data for the
1. Rodgers, P., and J. O'Connor. 7992 Regional Profile. San
study did have some drawbacks. The data were not
Luis Obispo Council of Governments, 1'992.
ways the most reliable or the most accurate. To deal
2. Polley, D'L. 1995 Jobs Housing Balance Study. San Lús
that difficult¡ additional dara bases were utilized.
Obispo Council of Governments, 1995'
the census airo placed limitations on the study becausã
Homeowner Inuentory counts' TRTTREDI Property
the census is oniy conducted once every 10 yåars.

alwith
Using

This t'^ !'y
Dnata'1'993'
limitation will hold off the rre*t.rpdate until after the
n censusTlansþortøtionPlanningPackage'Bureauof Trans4'
2000 census or will require rhe use or pro¡..råîîåã
"'"
statistics' u's' Department of rransportation'
esrimates if the same methodology is to b. .rrlä]'^"
ü;ï:t"t
issue ¿rose

.

r¡¿hile:vorkug-wrth the

CTPP-

San Luis Obispo County was not designaçed an U¡banized Area or MSA nntil 1992. Because of this, the CTPP

data were not analyzed at the traffrc analysis

-åothe+

zone

-3"onamÆensas.Buretoof-.ffinsuq{J53epârrment
of Commerce, L992.
6. Census for Populøtion and Housing. Bureau of the Census,
U.S.Departmentof Commerce, 1980 and7990.

Census Dat a in Developing New Tools

for

Capital District Transportation Committee
New Visions Process
John

P.

Poorman, Capital District Transportation Committee

The Capital District Transportation Committee (CDTC) is
the designated metropolitan planning organization (MPO)
for the four counties that include the Albany-SchenectadyTroy (New York) Urbanized Ãrea. In its three-year effort,
New Visions, to produce its next regional transportation
plan, CDTC has relied upon guidance from nine task forces
of subject-specific stakeholders. Subjects such as land use
impacts of transportation policy have taken center stage in
the New Visions discussions and have required development or refinemenr of existing analytic procedures, each
with its own data demands. In this work, census information has served a valuable role alongside other data sources
in supporting new analytical capabilities. Among a wide
range of census data applications, three analytical developments that employ census material waÍrant particular
attention. First, ro explore major transit investment possibilities, the CDTC staff developed and calibrated a sophisticated mode choice model in a short amount of time by
combining available census demographic and journey-towork information with Nationwide Personal Transportation Survey data, local household travel survey data, aîd
transit on-board survey information. Second, to support examinations of alternative land use and transportation policies, the CDTC staff used rime-series census data along with
other information to develop and calibrate a land use pivot
model. Third, to allow statistical comparison of community

indicators among groups of communities (central

cities,

areas), the CDTC staff packaged readily available census

in-

formation with other information into a documentation of
Community Quality of Life. These applications are representative of the value of census information in supporting
the demands of innovative planning exercises.

Fl-h. metropolitan area surrounding Alban¡ New
I York, is a multicentered region with low- and
I moderate-density development. The Metropolitan Statistical Area includes six counties and has a
population of approximately 900,000. Four counties
(Alban¡ Rensselaer, Saratoga, and Schenectady) contain
nearly 90 percent of that population and provide a traditional metropolitan service boundary for the regional
transit operator, Capital District Transportation Authority (CDTA); regional planning board, Capital District
Regional Planning Commission (CDRPC); and regional
transportation planning agency, Capital District Tiansportation Committee (CDTC). The CDTC is the desig-

nated metropolitan planning organization (MPO) for
purposes of fulfilling federal transportation law.
CDTC's policy membership includes 18 local elected
officials, including legislative and executive officials
from each of the four counties and mayors of each of
eight cities as well as rotating membership from towns
and villages. The New York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT), New York State Thruway Au-

NYSTÐ; CDTF, ãnd eDRPe arr also vodng
members of CDTC'
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Urban development in the Capital District has its origins in the largely independent development of its four
central cities-Alban¡ Troy, Schenectad¡ and Saratoga
Springs. In the triangle formed by Alban¡ Tro¡ and Schenectady there was ample room between cities for sub-

to be spent exploring major long-range region-shaping
choices about regional and local land use polic¡ the role
of transit and feasibility of fixed-guideway transit investment, principles for treating growing freeway con-

urban development through the 1960s and 7970s.

gestion, and similar subjects-subjects that often receive

Radial suburban development has been modest in all directions except to the north, along I-87 (the Adirondack
Northway) into Saratoga County. Saratoga County has
had one of the most rapid growth rates in New York

minimal treatment because of the time pressures of

over the past two decades.

CDTC has enjoyed a history of cooperative transportation planning and programming that has allowed it
often to expand the envelope of MPO technical activities
and policy influence. This history has included successful cooperative ventures with eight suburban towns in
developing joint transportation and land use plans (of
corridorwide or townwide scope), implementation of
formula-based public and private highway financing
mechanisms in key areas, broad acceptance of residential and arteriâl maximum traffic thresholds, and similar

initiatives.

N¡w

VrsroNS PRocESS

In1993, CDTC completed several years of regional systems planning by adopting a new regional transportation plan that set an ambitious highway, transit, and
demand management agenda through the turn of the
century. CDTC's major Transportation Improvement
Program (TIP) effort that same year committed resources toward implementing priority elements of the
new plan. However, it was recognized that these major
accomplishments would not fully address the needs of
the region, particularly if viewed from a 20- or 2S-year
perspective.

As a result, even before completing the 1993 plan,
CDTC had anticipated the need to grapple with deeper
and more fundamental questions and had launched a
three-year effort to produce its next regional plan. The
need for this extended effort is cited in the 1993 plan:

'líhile focused
on year-2000 conditions,

h

these

actions

the 1.993 plan] do have a lasting effect.
Year 201,5 congestion is reduced by 33 percent in the
year 201,5 through the committed actions alone. However, the committed actions cannot be expected to be
sufficient to meet the needs and desires of the Capital
District for the next 25 years. l7ithout further action.
tfre rmm¡er of
to gro\M from the present 14 corridors to 24; transit
ridership can be expected to drop nearly 20 percent
from 1.990 levels; fuel consumption and accident costs

[committed

criti*ttW

climb. (l)

The New Visions effort is designed for adequate time

immediate decisions.
The New Visions effort includes the use of nine separate task forces, each focusing on a specific subject:
demographics, land use, and growth futures; transit futures; urban issues; arterial management; expressway
management; bicycle and pedestrian travel; infrastructure renewal; special transportation needs; and goods
movement and freight issues. Over 100 individuals from
state and local government; transportation providers
and user groups; and environmental, business, and community groups and universities have been engaged in
task force work since June 1993.
Task forces have shared a common charge: first, to articulate current and null future conditions; second, to
identify issues needing attention; and third, to suggest actions. Each task force has been required to address several
overriding considerations in addition to the specific subject area. These considerations include land use (as well as
environmental quality equit¡ and resource allocation).
Both local land use issues (community and site design)
and regional land use issues (settlement patterns and urbanrevitalization) have received great attention in discussions and task force products. The congested-highwa¡
low-density-development, single-occupant-vehicle future
of the region has triggered many discussions.
A supporting effort has been a consultant-assisted examination of fixed-guideway transit options. The scope of
this work has been to specifically examine the land use
benefits of light rail or other transit investments; the scope
acknowledges that the Capital District does not expect to
grow into a region that warrants fixed transit investment
on a traditional cost-benefit basis.

Usn

or CnNsus Dnre N NEw VrsroNs Pnocrss

The broad and deep New Visions agenda has placed increased burdens on the technical products of the CDTC
staff. Subjects such as land use impacts oftransportation
policy have taken center stage in the New Visions discussions and have required development or refinement
of existing technical procedures. The use of task forces
to suide technical work led naturally to a heiehtened
need for an adequate information base, performance
measures, and analytical tools specific to each task
force's area of inte¡est.

For example, traditional measures of levels of service
and congestion are viewed by the Arterial Management

POORMAN
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Task Force as inadequate measures of the performance
of the region's highway system. As a result, CDTC staff
created new measures such as a "level of compatibility"
for arterial-local access conflict and for residentialtraffic conflict. Such new measures demanded new datain this case, a thorough field survey of driveway spacing
on the region's arterial system.
As a result, the New Visions work by the CDTC staff
has included much in the way of development of analytical procedures, each with its own data demands. In
this work, census information has served a valuable

role alongside other data sources in supporting new
analytical capabilities.
Examples of the New Visions use of readily available
census information packaged, aggregated, or summarizedby CDTC staff, CDRPC staff, or NYSDOT include

t45

3. Use of 1990 census information aggregated by
municipality groups (central cities, villages and small
cities, inner suburbs, outer suburbs, and rural areas) for
discussions of "community quality of life."
In each of these applications, a key ingredient to successful use of census data is the integration of readily
available census data with other data: household survey
data, Nationwide Personal Transportation Survey
(NPTS) data, transit on-board survey data, and other
information. Census data alone cannot be expected to
be sufficiently comprehensive to serve sophisticated
analytical methods adequately.

Calibrating a New Mode Choice Model
Existing Model Structure

1. Population, household, and vehicle availability
data from the 1.990 census by census tract and block
group for developing traffrc analysis zone parameters to
use in forecasting future travel activity.

2. Age cohort and mobility impairment measures
from the 1990 census for forecasting future special
transportation needs.

::

3. Journey-to-work tabulations by municipal groups
by mode and vehicle occupancy from the 1990 census for
identification of potential fixed-guideway transit markets. Municipal groups used by CDTC for presentation
of journey-to-work information total 20, in contrast to
approximately 74 cities, towns, and villages; 473 traffrc
analysis zones; and nearly 200 census tracts. The groups

are assembled from traffrc analysis zones and are synonymous with municipalities in most cases, but may in-

municipality in the city of Albany.
4. Journey-to-work vehicle occupancy information
from the 1990 census for fine-tuning freeway queueing
less than a complete

simulation.

5. Information from the 1'990

census on the incidence
no
available
to identify prime
vehicles
of households with

markets for bicycle and pedestrian accommodations.

In addition, three analytical developments

-

In the 1970s, CDTC and CDTA mutually agreed to not
invest in updating the Capital District transit network
coded in the New York State Department of Transportation's (NYSDOT's) mainframe travel simulation
package. Full network modeling was viewed as unnecessary for consideration of easily reversible bus service actions. From that date to 1995, CDTC did not engage in
systemJevel mode choice network simulation.
Mode choice modeling for specific corridors and
commutersheds continued using other approaches in
the 1980s. CDTC calibrated curves showing diversion
of NYSDOT remote park-and-ride mode share to the
Northway (I-87) express bus markets and used the
curves to identify potential park-and-ride markets
throughout the region (2-4). Each of these models
used 1980 census journey-to-work information from
the Urban Transportation Planning Package and included calibration against field counts of trip origins
and destinations by bus.
In the late 1980s, NYSDOT reduced personnel support for its mainframe models and encouraged MPOs
such as CDTC to assume the modeling responsibility.
CDTC responded by calibrating a full-scale, 500-zone,
7,000-link traffic model in 1988 and 1,989. This model,

relying

Systematic Travel Evaluation and Planning (STEP), uses

on census information are worth describing in greater

commercial software, TMODEL2, as its framework.
The STEP model's strengths lie in the ability to combine
the features of TMODEL2 with CDTC staff-developed

detail:

1. Use oÍ 1990 census demographic information (aggregated by traffrc analysis zone) and journey-to-work
information by zone and mode for calibrating a new
modschoiee

rnodel

2. Use oÍ L970,1.980, and 1990 census tract household information for calibration of a land use pivot
model to test interrelationships between land use and
transportation policy; and

QuickBASIC programs and algorithms.
TMODEL2 is used as the core engine of the STEP
model and provides the gravity model used in the trip dislbutìon phase and-åe eapaeit¡restraineã mininrurn
path algorithm used in the traffic assignment phase. In
addition, TMODEL2's screen graphics editor is used for
editing and displa¡ and TMODEL2's plotting capabilities
are used for report and presentation graphics.
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CDTC's extensions to TMODEL2 have included the

following:

¡

Vehicle

trip generation algorithms derived from

CDTC's household travel survey;
¡ Trip length distribution programs for calibration of
the gravity model;

¡

User cost (time, operating cost, accident cost)

postprocessors;

.

MOBILESA emissions postprocessor;

o Subarea windowing algorithms;
o "Excess" delay postprocessor;
o Municipaliry iurisdiction, and corridor aggregation
algorithms;

o Safety

and bridge and pavement "life cycle" benefit

algorithms; and

o Monetary cost algorithms to estimate effects of
transportation externalities.
The STEP model is currently the traffic forecasting
standard for planning and highway project development
in the Capital District. Its traffic forecasts are used by
NYSDOT, consultants, and municipalities in addition to
serving CDTC's planning and programming functions.
Transit usage is an implicit, rather than explicit, consideration in the model. The model produces estimates of
vehicle trips using relationships that are sensitive to area
type and expected transit usage. (Vehicle trips per employee in transit corridors are fewer than in rural areas,
for example.) The vehicle trip model cannot examine the
impact of explicit transit policy choices, however.
CDTC's New Visions effort increased the demands on

the STEP model for consideration of broad-ranging
transportation planning and investment principles. In
the transit service aÍena, these include consideration of
fixed-guideway investment.
Because of the irreversible nature of fixed-guideway
investment, an appropriate system-level mode choice
model is required. Such a model must be sensitive to
route connectivity and coverage, differential travel time
and cost by automobile and transit for particular trips,
and the influence of household income and vehicle availability on mode choice. Ideall¡ a mode choice model
would also be sensitive to urban design issues, pedes-

trian treatment, service frequenc¡ parking polic¡ and
other factors.

CDTC developed a sensitive mode choice model in a
short amount of time by drawing on available data. The
model was developed, calibrated, and applied in the
fixed-guideways investigation within a matter of months
by using the following:

1. A logit model construction in the public domain initially developed by Cambridge Systematics for
application in the ìØashington, D.C., area;

2. Available census demographic information (population, number of workers, household size, vehicle
availabilit¡ and income) aggregated by traffrc analysis
zone (this information \¡/as extracted electronically from
1990 CTPP files);
3. Available CTPP journey-to-work data by mode

by municipality;

4. Lvenge vehicle

occupancy data

from

7990

census journey-to-work information;

5. Published NPTS summaries of person trip generation (by both vehicle and nonvehicle modes) by income;

6. Capital District p.m. peak-hour person trip generation and vehicle trip generation by household type
and vehicle trip distribution (from the 1983 CDTC
household travel surve¡ as adjusted to'1,995 conditions);

7. CDTA ridership counts by route;
L CDTA 1988 on-board survey of ridership by
gender, age, trip purpose, and income group;

9. CDTC's existing transit park-and-ride market
algorithms;

10. Parking lot counts at all CDTA and private
operator park-and-ride lots;
11. Parking lot counts at New York State Office of
General Service (OGS) peripheral park-and-ride lots;
12. CDTC's 1987 survey of park-and-ride lot usage
by income and vehicle availability;
13. CDTC's existing matrix (from a previous study)
of the zonal origins and destinations requiring transfers
in order to complete a transit trip;
14. Published information regarding the influence of
pedestrian accommodations on vehicle trip generation
from Portland, Oregon; and
15. CDTC's 1,99+1,995 field counts of p.m. peak-hour
vehicle occupancy at screenlines and cordon lines.
Using this material, the new model was calibrated and
applied without requiring any new data collection. The
CTPP provided an integral and readily available data

to allow this effort to be both efficient and
defensible.
The model that resulted is sensitive to a wide range of
issues although it derives from the existing highwayoriented STEP model. It provides a credible basis for examining demand potential for fixed-guideway and other
system-level transit actions and for identifying highway
system benefits (reduced dela¡ operating cost, etc.). In
the future, the model can be extended further through
source

better interface with geographic information system
(GIS) information about route characteristics, bus stop
locations, and other data to provide a more refined
Census information, particularly journey-to-work
information by mode at the municipal level, provided
the primary reference points for calibration of the mod-
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el's estimates of transit trips by origin and destination.
Other information, including on-board surveys and
park-and-ride lot counts, served as primary reference
points for other calibration exercises. The combination
of data allowed calibration of the model from multiple
perspectives: Does it produce estimates of transit and
carpool use that are reasonable from the perspectives of

t

'1.990 census

journey-to-work transit origins and

Calibrating aLand Use Pivot Model

destinations?

.

other secondary data, the CDTC staff could not have
produced defensible measures of effectiveness within the
timetable and budget of the New Visions process.
The products of the task force's work are documented
elsewhere (6, p. 34;7).Table 1 is a reproduction of Table
6.3 from the fixed-guideways report showing some of
the products of the mode choice model applications.

1990 census journey-to-work mode choice by

municipality?
o 1.987 and 1988 surveys and 1,990 census journeyto-work transit usage by income group?
c 1.995 field surveys of park-and-ride lot usage by
location?
. 1995 transit ridership values by route and corridor?
. 1,990 census journey-to-work and 1995 freldsurveys
of vehicle occupancy?

Purpose

The form, equations, and calibration of CDTC's mode
choice model are described in greater detail in CDTC's
model documentation (5).

o 'Would a major linear capacity expansion in the
Northway (I-87) Corridor into Saratoga County encourage further development until the Northway was
"filled up" again?
o Is it feasible to shape regional land use patterns given

þplication
The primary application of the new mode choice model

has been in the arena of testing the effectiveness of
fixed-guideway investments. The model was used by
the Transit Futures Task Force to test a wide range of
bus-in-mixe d traÍfic, bus-on-exclusive lane, light rail,
commuter rail, and automated-guideway transit systems. Because of the model's construction, applications
included sensitivity to a wide range of factors including
traffic congestion, highway and parking pricing' feeder
bus and transfer efficiencies, and site design. Primaril¡
the model was used to identify priority corridors and
estimate an order-of-magnitude system-level transit de-

mand that would result from specific combinations of
transit, land use, and pricing.
CDTC combined the mode choice model with a new
land use pivot model (discussed in the next section)
to determine the systemJevel benefits of combining an
Albany-Schenectady fixed-guideway system with an
urban reinvestment scenario.
The results of the exercises led the task force to cite
four potential fixed-guideway applications for public review, along with estimates of their costs and benefits. Beyond the fixed-guideway findings, the application of the

m¡de

cfio,rc

fr¿rrsit

recommendations related to bus service redesign, transit

and highway pricing, and transportation-land use inte-

gration. \il/ithout reliance upon available census and

In the area of land use, New Visions questions had the
effect of extending CDTC's work from the communitylevel and corridor-level successes of its cooperative planning efforts with individual communities to more

regional interactions. Specificall¡ the Demographics,
Land Use and Growth Futures Task Force raised
questions such as these:

the home rule nature of land use decisions in New York
and can transportation investment help shape patterns?

o

'S7hat

are the advantages and disadvantages of alter-

native settlement patterns from an efficiency standpoint?

Much of the task force's effort focused on broad concepts and principles, such as the desirability and feasibility of establishing an "urban service boundary."
However, the task force and CDTC staff also saw a need
to quantify at least some of the transportation-land use
interrelationship.
As a result, the CDTC staff used a time series of census tract data and census-based traffic analysis zone data
along with other available data covering the 1970-1990
period to calibrate a land use model to test the effect of
alternative land use and transportation policies.

Form of the Model
The land use model developed by CDTC follows a standard construction similar to others in the Lowry-Garin
famlly. As such, an abstract transportation accessibility
serves as one component of the developmental attractiveness of a particular traffrc analysis. Also, the model
oper¿tes-in sucF¿ -way=ds tü al+ocatr employrnent
and households to zones in a stepwise fashion, working
from an externally established distribution of "basic"
employment by zone.

TABLE

1.

Comparison of Fixed-Guideway Applications with Reference Alternatives, 2015 (6)
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The CDTC model differs from standard land

use

models in three respects:

1. It uses measures of developmental attractiveness
for residential development by zone that are derived
from a multivariate linear regression analysis of residential growth patterns in the Capital District between 1970

1990 conditions to estimate 2015 conditions, produces
the CDRPC forecasts of households and employment by
zone under those assumptions. The calibration factor is
derived from the ratio of CDRPC forecast household
growth for the zone to the modeled household growth
for the zone. The calibration factor is determined once,
after aIl increments have been allocated for the 2015

and 1.990, as reflected in census household counts and
historic CDRPC employment counts by zone. The statistical analysis identified four zonal characteristics that

period, assuming 1,990 travel times, property taxes,
property values, and developable land.

correlate well with incremental household growth by
zone: the amount of additional units that can be accommodated on "developable" land at acceptâble densities;
the ratio of median price of owner-occupied housing in
the zone to the regional median; the ratio of property
taxes per $1,000 of full value assessment in the zone to
the regional mean; and the number of households in the
beginning year (the total potential number of new

The CDTC land use model can therefore be best described as a "pivot model." It does not attempt to estimate overall regional control totals for households or
employment nor does it attempt to develop a reasoned allocation of households and employment to traffrc analy-

households that could be built inZone jgiven the developable land remaining and expected dwelling unit den-

sity). fDevelopable land in Zone

i

excludes existing

developed land and undevelopable land. Undevelopable
land is defined from CDRPC's criteria (which exclude
areas with steep slopes, prime agricultural land, park
land or protected open space, water bodies, floodplains,
and wetlands). In 1980 approximately 100,000 acres in
the four counties were considered developable. The approximate dwelling unit density per gross acre of land
that would be expected in Zone f was calculated by dividing the number of 1980 households by 1980 acres of

residential land.l

2. It

I
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operctes as a "marginal" model rather than an

abstract equilibrium model. That is, the model fixes in
place the majority of dwelling units and a large portion
of existing employment. It uses the Lowry-type model
formulation to allocate the location of only a portion of
existing households and employment, along with all of
the region's household and employment growth. (In contrast, an abstract equilibrium model frees up all residential locations and most employment locations for
allocation by zone according to the model's formulation.)
3. It is calibrated to the CDRPC forecasts of households and employment for the year 201,5. CDRPC develops its baseline forecasts using Bureau of Economic
Analysis and New York State regional control totals and
uses a shift-share process and local knowledge to allocate regional growth to municipalities and then to traffic analysis zones. The CDTC model begins with the
assumption that the CDRPC forecasts are correct given
that travel times remain constant from 1,990 to 201,5,

it uses changes to baseline assumptions
property
travel
time,
values, property taxes, and the
of
of
sewer
and
water forecasts to estimate the
availability
resultant shifts in households and employment.
The form, equations, and calibration of CDTCT
Land Use Pivot Model are described in greater detail in
sis zones. Rather,

CDTC's model documentation (8).

Application
Because the CDRPC baseline household and employment forecasts by zone do not reflect the impact of increased congestion (particularly increased congestion on
the Northway Corridor serving the growth area of the

region), an initial examination involved using the calibrated model with expecte d year-2015 peak-hour travel
times to reallocate the marginal amount of households
and employment in a way that reflects the increasing
congestion levels. This application resulted in a conclusion that unmitigated congestion in the Northway
Corridor would result in a decrease of 1,300 (about
7 percent) in the expected growth in households in
Saratoga County and a slight increase in employment
formation in that county. This finding is consistent with
that in the literature. Deakin (9, p. 342) contends that
the "wide-ranging body of work suggests that, all other
things being equal, transportation investments that
lower the costs of travel should decentralize housing and
centraLize employment but at the same time stimulate
countervailing pressures for housing near the employment center and for service employment near the housing. Conversel¡ worsening transportation services will
favor decentralízatíon of jobs but support higher densities of housing in more central locations, although the
relationships are not a simple mirror image because of

relative prûperty tâxesand property valueslo noffrceede@#
scale of shift predicted by CDTC's pivot model to result
change, and the availability of public sewer and water
increased congestion is also consistent with Deakin's
from
is
existing
and
currently
infrastructure consistent with
is
finding
that land use models (9, p. 340) "show that
A
factor"
computed
"calibration
committed systems.
to
transport
variables are no more critical to location decimodel,
when
applied
for each zone to ensure that the
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sions than such factors as housing type, size and cost
suitability; crime râtes; and, for families with children,
schools. Moreover, life-style and life-cycle variations have
been found to be as important as (in some cases, much
more important thân) transportation as determinants of
location and land use choices."
Use of the locally calibrated model in testing the impact of congestion on settlement patterns has steered
task force discussions away from viewing congestion as
a potentially significant land use policy.
A second use of the model was to test a "Southern
Crescent Scenario," that is, a scenario of encouraging
development in the southern part of the region through
expanded water and sewer services and higher allowable
suburban densities. This scenario was tested by modifying the developmental capability values of traffrc analysis zones in those areas and allowing the land use pivot
model to reallocate service employment and households.
The result was an additional4,000 households allocated

A third use focuses on the intangibles captured by the
calibration factor. Issues of perceived school qualit¡
crime, social conflict, age of housing stock and infrastructure, and other factors are not captured explicitly in
the model but are covered by the calibration factor for

to five southern towns with a

of time.
The products of the task force are contained in its report (10); as an example of the products of the land use
model applications, Table 2 is reproduced from Table 4
in that report.

each zone. An urban reinvestment scenario was tested by
removing the calibration factor, reflecting a successful

urban reinvestment campaign that effectively eliminates
a bias against urban locations, This application of the

model shifted 9,000 jobs and a similar number of
'llhen combined by the
households to the region's cities.
Transit Futures Task Force into â scenario of highquality transit service, the urban reinvestment scenario
produced estimates of significantly decreased overall
transportation costs in the region.
As with the mode choice model, the ready availability
of census data (in this case, time-series data) allowed
merger with other available data to fashion a defensible
method of testing policy options in a short amount

diversion away from

Saratoga County oÍ 2,300 households. Variations on
this scenario were also tested. The model allowed the
task force to sense the order of magnitude influence that
might result from this policy âction.

TABLE 2 Household and Employment Distribution Used in Urban Reinvestment Scenario
(10,Table 4)
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mobilit¡ real estate,

and road own-

Use of Census Data in Describing Community

ponents of regional

Quality of Life

"nonmeasurables" discussion paints a picture of the Capital District
in the mid-1990s. Among the most readily available and
useful information'r¡¡as that contained in census reports
and the CTPP.
The resulting picture is one of a region with many
assets-a compact growth pattern, a well-educated work
force, and a relatively stable economy. Compared with
many places, the Capital District currently enjoys a relatively high level of mobilit¡ particularly by automobile.

Purpose
The text in this section is drawn largely from a CDTC
report primarily authored by Younger (1f ). CDTC'S
New Visions task forces shared a common mission,

which included contributing to and concurring with a
list of core performance measures against which to test
the effect of alternative policies and investments.
Through several revisions of the draft list, CDTC's participants continually reinforced a belief that not all aspects of transportation can be reduced to measures of
cost. Some aspects have more to do with equity and distributional effects (who is helped and who is hurt?) and
others are more abstract (are we building a community
of which we will be proud?).
The Urban Issues Task Force took on the task of
defining the "Community Character Index" cited in the
list of core measures. Each task force was also encouraged to identify supplemental performance meâsures
specific to its subject. As a result, much of the CDTC
staff and task force technical effort related to the Urban
Issues Task Force involved assembling a wide range of
measures that directly or indirectly describe the nature
of different communities in the region.

Sttacture
The task force members determined early in their discussions that no single measure could fulfill the objective

of a "Community Character Index." Instead, the task
force members encouraged the staff to articulate a wide
range of measures that describe community character.
Further, the members agreed to summarize information
by community group rather than for each municipality.
Groups constructed by CDRPC were used by the task
force: central cities (Alban¡ Schenectad¡ Troy), small
cities and villages, inner suburbs, outer suburbs, and

rural areas.
The task force report (12) does not presume that the
transportation system alone determines community
quality of life. Correspondingl¡ transportation-based
strategies alone will not be sufficient to preserve and enhance existing quality of life in the future. This report
focuses on the transportation system because it contributes to the regional transportation plan for the Capital District. The importance of transportation to quality
of life is thus highlighted, but its role is as a contributor.
Developing the community quality of life measure
was hampered by a lack of data-recent and historic
data, data collected at an appropriate scale, data that
speak to what quality of life is composed of. However,
an examination of various socioeconomic factors, com-

ership patterns

in conjunction with a

However, trend projections provide some important
warning signals.
The measure of community quality of life is intended
to gauge how the transportation system (in existing and
alternative future scenarios) affects land use and other
conditions within a defined community. Together with
the amount of open space, dislocations of existing residences and businesses, and the land use-transportation
compatibilify index developed by the Arterial Corridor Management Task Force, the external effects of
how the transportation system affects land use can be
documented.
The measure of community quality of life developed
by the Urban Issues Task Force is a discussion of a set of
numbers rather than of a single number. It attempts to
paint a picture of how transportation, and its interaction
with land use, has influenced the quality of life at the
community level. The absolute values of the components

of the

measure are less important than the direction
and magnitude of change under trend conditions and
different future scenarios.
However, much of what makes up community quality of life is not measured, or maybe even measurable. It
was a struggle to define quantifiable components of such
an illusive thing as quality of life for which defensible
data had been collected at a relevant level of detail. Plan-

ners are only beginning to understand the impact of
landscape and urban form on the psyche. The difference
in "quality" felt on Main Street or in a neighborhood
shopping district and a strip shopping mall is partially
explained by street width, setbacks, location and
amount of parking, proximity of residential neighborhoods, presence oftrees, and general "pedestrian friendliness," but the difference is more complex than that. It
has to do with the reassurance of stability that Main
Street or the corner store provides, the social interactions it fosters, and the lifting of the spirit that a special
place produces.

Leuel of Anølysis

"Community" can be defined atmany levels, including
neighborhood and municipal, or by grouping similar
areas, such as central cities, inner suburbs, outer sub-
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urbs, small cities and villages, and rural towns, as the
CDRPC does in some of its analysis. Neighborhoodlevel analysis is not the appropriate scale to use for the
regional transportation plan. The advantage of using
the municipality as the unit of analysis is that individual differences are highlighted (the advent on certain
routes of fixed guideways, for example, may not affect
Troy's quality of life in the same way as Albany's). Disadvantages include the possibility of negative reaction
by the public or press to the characterizations assigned.
The advantage of grouping similar municipalities is
that the debate can stay centered on a more generic
level (impact of policies on urban areas versus rural areas in general). Disadvantages include the loss of a level
of detail. Data are currently collected at the municipality level regardless of how the data are grouped. The
Urban Issues Task Force opted to present community
group-level analysis in its initial development of the

factors, mobility measures, real estate-land use indicators, and cultural and nonmeasurable components.
The specific data examined by municipality type under each category are as follows (those factors measured
primarily through the use of census data or forecasts
based on census data are shown in italics):

¡

old ch ar acteristics, 19 9 0
-Househ leuels of resident howseholds, L990
-Income District population shifts, L97 0-2010
-capital
ital D istrict emp loyment s h ifts, 1 9 7 0 -20 1 0
-Cap
ratio of population, 1950-1990
-Citylcounty ratio of
family income, 1950-L990
-City/county by race, L990
-Populationof Capital District pouerty populations,

-Location
1990
-Location
1990

community-quality-of-life measure.

This grouping was not its first choice, however.
"IJrban" areas in reality are less defined by municipal
boundaries than by density and the availability of
basic infrastructure and services. By this definition,
there are areas within the city of Albany that are not
"urban" and places in Colonie that arc. Although the
numbers that currently compose this measure are
based on census data avallable at the level of census
tract andtraffíc analysis zone, the tools to analyze and
present the information at that level of detail âre not
ready for CDTC use.'With the introduction of GIS and
advanced mapping techniques, it is hoped that the
next iteration of measurement of community quality of
life will use a density-service provision definition of
urban rather than the conventional grouping defaulted

to here.

þplication
"Abstract as it may be, the quality of life is one of the
primary characteristics by which communities identify
themselves" (13, p,16). For the purpose of this exercise,
community quality of life is a product of the activity levels in different arenas. The areas chosen are not allinclusive. Availability of data played a large role in
determining what specific factors are presented in this
analysis. A lot of information on important components
of quality of life is either not collected at all or not
collected at a level of detail appropriate for this use.
Time limitations forced the CDTC staff and task force
to use existing data sources, and so the breadth of the
presentation is correspondingly limited.

To make it easier to present the information, data
are grouped into four subject areas: socioeconomic

Socioeconomic factors

of Capital District elderly populations,

er an d lo cati on of co ll e ge

¡

- e du c at e

d

C ap it al

-Numb
District residents, 1990
Mobility measures
of jobs within 10 and 30 min, 1993,
-Percent
2015 with TIP commitments
trips accessible by transit, 1,993, 201.5
-Person
with TIP commitments
to work by mode,1990

-lourney destinations by mode, 1990
-'Worþ"er
of people wbo liue and worþ in
-Number
same municip ality, 1 99 0

the

traveled, 1,993, 201,5 trend, 201.5
-Vehicle-miles
with TIP commitments
of delay, 1,993,201,5 trend, 201.5
-Vehicle-miles
with TIP commitments
of uehicles per bousebold in the Capital
-Number
District, 1990
of mobility-limited populations in the
-Location
Cøpital District, 1990
Real estate-land use indicators
valaes, 1992
-Propertyualue of a single
family bome, 1990

-Median property tax rates per $1000
-Overall
valuatíon, 1993

assessed

permits for new construction,1994

-Buildingfor additions and alteratíons, 1994
-Permits District office market summar¡ fall

-Capital
1.994
-Retail

activity, 1.972,

1.992

road miles by ownership,1,993
-Centerline
Cultural factors and nonmeasurables
amenities

-Cultural
interacti

ons/privacy

-Social availability
-Service
-Diversity
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The components measured to determine community
quality of life in the report follow this general organization, The general trends that can be expected in
each of these areas if present conditions persist are
then discussed, with a focus on the role of trânsportation provision, A set of transportâtion-focused strategies to protect community quality of life is then
presented. These strategies are based on a set of guiding planning and investment principles that make connections between economic health, quality of life, and
transportation.
Although the community quality of life exercise differs significantly from the model-based application of
census data described earlier for mode choice and land
use models, the value of census data to this important
policy discussion rü/âs no less critical. By combining
available census information with other data, a picture
of the unique and valuable characteristics of the different community groups was painted in an objective
fashion. This led to broad discussions of "win-win"
strategies that could help preserve the diversity of community types, reinforce strong community characteristics, and address community weaknesses. Census
information contributes many vital âspects to this

picture.
Table

3 from the community quality of life report

gives an example of the material presented in the quality
of life discussions.

TABLE

3

CoNcrusroNs
The challenges of addressing serious planning issues
raised in the context of a participatory planning process
such as CDTC's New Visions center on timeliness. The
commitment and patience of nontraditional participants
such as shippers, neighborhood representatives, developers, and other stakeholders will last only as long as the
professional staff appears to be responsive and timely
with information. Further, the ability of professional
staff to turn what might otherwise be a battle of unsubstantiated philosophies into an objective discussion
hinges on the quality of analytical tools.
CDTC's New Visions process has been just such an
undertaking. Not only have dozens of stakeholders been
empowered to raise issues and explore options, but they

have been supported by significant technical work by
CDTC staff, much of which required nev¡ tools.
The ability of CDTC to respond to these challenges is
rooted in its tradition of cooperative decision making
and reliance upon objective information, in its capable
and willing staff, and in the availability of adequate data
to support new tools. Census information-both published data and CTPP data-serves an irreplaceable role
alongside locally generated data in supporting the New
Visions analytical tools. As documented in this paper, a
new mode choice model, a new land use pivot model,
and a new approach to examining community quality of

Location of Capital District Poverty Populations, 1989 (121
Number At or Above

Number Below

% Below

the Poverty Level

the Poverty Level

the Poverty Level

Central C¡t¡es

1

69,690

34,742

17.O%

Villages, Sm. Cities

109,222

10,806

9.0%

lnner Suburbs

257,377

9,022

3.4%

Outer Suburbs

87,237

4,O54

4.4Vo

Rural Areas

61,207

4,701

7.1%

684,733

63,325

8.5%

REGION TOTAL
Soutco: l99O C.rßut, ll.S. Dcpanncnt of Ømm.rcc

-

COnrc ømmunlty holÍ1.8'
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life were possible in the short time permitted by the par-

Guideway Transit Inuestigation Summary Report. CDTC,

ticipatory New Visions process largely because census

Albany, N.Y., July 1995.

data were readily available.

on Urban Form. In Special Report 242: Curbing Gridlocþ:
Peaþ Period Fees to Relieue Traffic Congestion, TRB,
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Census Data Use in Illinois by Small
Metrop oli tan Pl annittg Orga nizations
Ed J. Christopher, Chicago Area Transportation Study

This paper is one of a series in these proceedings docu-

here are currently 12 metropolitan planning or-

menting the uses of census databy the transportation com-

ganizations (MPOs) either partially or totally
within the borders of Illinois. Two MPOs, East

munity in lllinois. The focus in this paper is on uses of
census data, specifically the Census Transportation Planning Package (CTPP), by the smaller metropolitan planning
organizations (MPOs), those serving areas other than
Chicago and St. Louis. The other papers in this series discuss census data uses by the Chicago Area Transportation
Study (a large MPO), by transit planners, and by the research and academic community. The use of the CTPP has
not been extensive in the state's smaller MPOs. The data
are used most often for the development of trip generation
models and to provide descriptive statistics on various demographic and travel trends. One major reason for this

lack of use was the timing and delivery of the package,
which has yet to be delivered in personal computer form.
The smaller MPOs cannot process the data tape packages.
For example, in 1980, other than the two largest MPOs,
Chicago and St. Louis, only one smaller MPO, Peoria, even
purchased the package. In all fairness it needs to be pointed
out that the smaller MPOs, which for the most part are part
of larger comprehensive planning organizations, are indeed
heavy users of census data as they relate to their other planning functions. There is also a strong expectation that once
the Urban Element has been distributed on CD-ROM, the
MPOs will begin to explore its uses and begin applying
the data. All the MPOs in the state noted that the CTPP was
an important component to their transportation model
development, which is ongoing at this time.

'West

Gateway (St. Louis) and the Chicago Area Transportation Study (CATS), are considered large and excluded from the discussion in this paper. AIso excluded
is the Beloit area MPO, located just across the'!Øisconsin border north of Rockford. Presented here is an examination of the use of census data within the nine
remaining MPO areas in lllinois. Throughout this paper these areas are identified by their core cities, which
include Bloomington-Normal, Champaign-Urbana,
Decatur, Dubuque (Iowa), Kankakee, Peoria, Rockford, Rock Island-Davenport(IA)-Moline, and Springfield. Figure 1 is a map showing the relative locations
of these MPOs.
For this analysis telephone interviews were conducted

with the nine MPOs. Each person interviewed was asked
a similar set of questions. The intent of the interview was
to gain a brief understanding of the MPO and explore its
use of the census packages, specifically the Census
Transportation Planning Package (CTPP). In all cases
the actual individual or individuals who worked with or
processed the data were interviewed. As such, the information provided does not represent the endorsement of
any of. the agencies and only reflects the information as

synthesized from the respondents.

The interviews were conducted in a conversational
and informal manner by the author, who had met mâny
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FIGURE

1

Illinois metropolitan planning organizations.

of the individuals before the interviews. To adapt to the
variety of differences among the agencies, the interviews
were open ended and contained a great many follow-up
questions. To help keep the interview focused, the following set of questions was developed and used as a
guideline:
Has your agency used the L990 census data, and if so,
which products?

Have you used the CTPP?
\X/hat types of things have you done with it?

Feel free

to talk about both routine and unique

studies.
How critical were the census data for these applications?
'What
made the census data essential?
Could the work have been done without the census
data?

Would it have been done without the data?
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The list of agencies contacted and the persons interviewed are shown in the appendix to this paper. This listing is presented to provide a point of reference for any
future follow-up and to help maintain an up-to-date list
of users. This list is also useful as an adjunct to the directory of MPOs published by the U.S. Department of

INorvnuRL MPO R¡vr¡ws
A synopsis of the results from each of the interviews
follows. As will be seen, there is both a certain degree
of commonality among the MPOs as well a degree of
difference among them.

Transportation.

Bloomington-Normal

BRcrcnouvo
The staff of the Bloomington-Normal MPO wear multiple

It is worthwhile to

set the stage by reviewing some CTPP

activities that were external to these MPOs but at the
same time influential. The Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT) provides a focal point for the CTPP
through a variety of activities.
At the national level IDOT has maintained an involvement through the activities of CATS and some of the other
large MPOs. As an original user of the L970 data, CATS
staff has had a rich history of use of the 7970,7980, and
1990 CTPP through which a national presence has
evolved, which has been supported by IDOT.
This support has come in several forms: financial,
with the purchase of the CTPP; political, through letter
writing to support the transportation questions in the
decennial census and the long-form questionnaire itself;
educational, through sponsorship of a National Highway Institute CTPP course; and marketing, by keeping
the issue of the CTPP current with the MPOs.
Each year IDOT hosts a planning conference for the
MPOs in the state consisting of 1.5 days of presentations
on different topics by the MPOs. Through this process
CATS staff has presented the concepts and supported the
use of the 1990 CTPP for three separate years. During
the first conference at which use of the CTPP \Mas explained, the concept of submittingûaffrc analysis zone
(TAZ) equivalency files was promoted and the plans for
the release of the CTPP were discussed. At the next conference the CTPP content was reviewed, and finall¡ at
the third presentation, the year 2000 efforts rú/ere reviewed as well as the upcoming release of the Urban
Element on CD-ROM.

In addition to those efforts, IDOT has also put a
process in motion that will likely build in a certain reliance on the CTPP data. It began several years ago when

IDOT began an initiative to equip the smaller MPOs
with the capability to do travel demand modeling and
forecasting. This was facilitated by arming each MPO
with the latest version of TRANPLAN, the personal
computer on which to run it, and some set-up support.
eurrently, IDOT has a consultaniunder contratt whõ
is working with most of the MPOs to develop their
own travel models and data sets and to get the models
up and running. This effort began about 1.5 years ago,
and in most areas the calibration phase in their model
development is nearing.

hats. The parent agency, the Mclean County Regional
Planning Commission, is responsible for comprehensive
planning on a countywide basis. 'tù(¡ithin that county is
the MPO that deals with the cities of Bloomington and
Normal and several smaller adjacent tov/ns; its area of
operation encompasses approximately L00,000 residents.
In terms of census data, the MPO has been a heavy user
and consumer for over two decades , ln 7970 the organization went though a large-scale travel demand modeling
process

for which the Urban Transportation

Planning

Package (UT?P) was used quite extensively. Although the

7970 effortwas considerable, it \Ã/as not continued.
In terms of current heavy census data use, three general activities are under way. First, the MPO is heavily
invested in providing stâtistical support and background
information to those who request it locally. Data summaries and tabulations have been prepared for local
school districts, administrative departments, and others.
Second, the MPO is active in using the census data for
its planning work. Specific tasks have included processing
of household and population forecasts. Custom data summaries that deal with specific planning questions have also
been prepared at various geographic levels. An example
was a special analysis dealing with mobility limitations.
Through the interview it was ascertained that although
the MPO is a heavy user of census data, there has been little experience with the CTPP. The products that are routinely used are the Summary Tape Files (STFs). The CTPP
data in use consisted of a paper-based tabulationby TAZ

that was produced through an outside contract with
Ron Treadway of Illinois State University, who has done
census-related work for several of the smaller MPOs.

The third area of. âctivity that promises to make
greâter use of the CTPP is implementation of the TRANPLAN model, development of which is under way. The

MPO has developed its own unique TAZ structure,
which will be used with the TRANPLAN model.
The census data are believed to be essential since they
are the only data available for many of the issues of concern. To date, theCTPP has not reãllf betn used becãuse

of staff, equipment, and time limitations. However,
there was general optimism concerning the release and
use of the Urban Element on CD-ROM. The staff has
recently been equipped with PCs, and they are heavy
CD-ROM users.
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This agency has not considered the potential of losing
the data from Census 2000, but the staff wondered what
the agencies that rely on it to satisfy federal mandates
would do. No local travel surveys are currently planned,
but the need for some was cited as critical. One person in
this MPO is responsible for transportation-related issues.

Champaign-Urbana
The MPO for the Champaign area is the Champaign Urbana Area Transportation Study (CUATS), housed

within the Champaign County Regional Planning Commission. Its residential population is in the range of
150,000 covering three cities including Champaign, Urbana, and Savoy. This region includes the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
CUATS has done a fair amount of work with census
data but has not worked with the CTPP. The staff is currently exploring a nine-track tape version of the CTPP,
working with a doctoral student at the University of lllinois. One difficulty has been identified and is being
worked on. Apparently the equivalency file (which was
a paper map) has been lost, and CUATS is working on
linking their census TAZs and planning zone system. It
was noted that the Urban Element CD-ROM may be
helpful with this exercise. The MPO's TAZ structure is
in their local geograph¡ which was designed to support
the local travel models. The census tract default zones
were not used.
One of the major activities under way is moving the
census data to the in-house geographic information system
(GIS), which is based on the Arc/Info package; the census

data are coming from a third-parry vendor, !Øesex. The
'Wesex data base is drawn from data contained in STF 3.
The flow data in the CTPP (Part 3) have yet to be explored.

Among the smaller MPOs, CUATS is at an advanced
level when it comes to travel demand modeling. They
have had a working version of TRANPLAN up and running for several years. In the development of the model
components, both the 1990 census data and employment
data supplied by the state were used. CUATS is part of the
larger IDOT contract for development of TRANPLAN,
and their model development work is ongoing.

Interestingl¡ a regionwide door-to-door household
travel survey was conducted in the area in 1,991,.Headed
by John Kim of the Urban and Regional Planning
Department at the University of Illinois, UrbanaChampaign, the survey boasts a 4 percent sample. However, the dat4 are þlçved to have some methodological
deficiencies and concerns, and only the work-related
travel data have been successfully used.
In one respect the census data are believed to be critical to the work that the MPO is pursuing. However, no
thought has been given to replacing the census data
should they not be available for the year 2000.It was

not surprising that there was a lukewarm reaction to the
issues of the 2000 census since this MPO has yet to avail
itself of the flow (Part 3) and employment (Part 2) data
of the CTPP.
During the interview two other census-related efforts
of interest surfaced. The first was an undertaking to remedy the problems associated with the Topologically Integrated Geographic Encoding and Referencing (TIGER)
File. To this end, a major update was undertaken, which
included acquiring address ranges and local info¡mation
from the 911, operator. Another project, working with
the enhanced TIGER File, dealt with geographic determination of the true level of transit service coverage in
buffer areas.

Decatur
Decatur is an area of roughly 100,000 people. The MPO,
the Decatur Urban Area Transportation Study (DUATS),

is housed within the Macon County Department of
Transportation Planning and Zoning. However, the
transportation planning work of DUATS, for example,
work with the IDOT consultant on travel demand model
development, is handled by staff from the city of Decatur.

One individual works specifically with the CTPP.
it was described, it sounded as though
the agency has one of the CD-ROM versions of the CTPP
in which the data are in raw form. Unfortunatel¡ neither
the agency nor the city has the equipment, computer
skills, or wherewithal to process the data in that form.
I7hen DUATS first received the CD-ROM version of
the CTPP, Tïeadway from Illinois State University produced some tables that could then be further analyzed.
The tables included household-related summaries and
From the way

data on workers, vehicles, and modes. The data were summarized at the local TAZleveI and developed primarily to

support model development.

The modeling work for the area is now being developed. However, from a modeling perspective, the CTPP
data have been critical components of the work, being
the only data available. For modeling, the census data
are being supplemented with local employment and land
use data. A localized household survey was not made in
the area, but some specialized surveys may take place as
the area moves toward its model calibration phase.
In terms of special projects, an atlas-fype document
was produced using data from STF 3a. It represents an

extraction of the demographic portions of the data for
residents at the tract and, in some instances, the block
level. Átìhe present time the issue of bicycle usage is being studied, and the Nationwide Personal Transportation Survey data in conjunction with the census data are
being used.

Interest was expressed in seeing the Urban Element
it is released. In a larger sense, this

CD-ROM when
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âgency rr¡/as at a loss with the CTPP because of an inability to work with the raw data. Other census products
used are the reports and paper tabulations.

Dubuque
The MPO that covers the area of Dubuque, Iowa, also
covers the city of East Dubuque, which is in Illinois. The
MPO is responsible for approximately 70,000 residents.
It is housed within a parent agency, the East Central
Intergovernmental Association (ECIA), which covers a
five-county area.
ECIA is a full-service planning agency that uses census data quite extensively. This agency is responsible for
planning for local development, developing and completing the area's Community Block Development
Grants, performing economic development studies, pro-

viding general information in response to requests, and
doing the MPO's transportation planning.
The main census data used are the various STF products.The agency itself is PC based, but when needed it
can find support from IDOT through a subcontract with
a local university. However, for their data needs ECIA
does its own processing.
ECIA did not use the CTPR primarily because of its
lack of timeliness. The Census Bureau could not produce

the data in time to fit the local planning time frame.
Moreover, a direct need for the CTPP has yet to be realized. Around 1990, ECIA conducted an update of their
travel demand model (TRANPLAN) and was satisfied
with information gleaned from the STF products, which
was information at the place of residence. For employment information, ECIA relies on data supplied by the
Iowa and Illinois Department of Employment Securities.
The MPO did turn tn TlrZ equivalency files and is
very interested in seeing the Urban Element CD-ROM
once it is available.

Kankakee
The Kankakee County Regional Planning Commission
houses the activities for the area's MPO, which is oriented around the cities of Kankakee, Bourbonnais,
Bradle¡ and Aroma Park, making up a population of
100,000. In a wa¡ the MPO is relatively new. Up to two
years ago planning activities were handled through an
outside consultant. Since then, the MPO has had its own
full-time staff and now has a trânsportation planner and
a trânspoftatlon englneer.
In terms of census data, the staff uses secondary
printed reports heavily and is now developing its computer expertise with the use of CD-ROM technology.
One of their major products consisted of a data summary book containing a variety of data items summa-
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rized by various levels of geography at the place of residence. The MPO staff also drew upon census data for
the development of population forecasts for their longrange plan. These forecasts were done at the TAZ level,
which at the time v/as the census tract.
For ongoing travel modeling, the MPO is a party to the
TRANPLAN scheme. In the interview it was learned that
originally the Census Bureau default forTAZ, the census
tract, was used. Since that time a new locally defnedTLZ
system has been developed and the Census Bureau produced a special data tabulation to bring the CTPP into the
neì¡/ zone system. Because of its proximity to northeastern Illinois, CATS included this area in its CTPP data base
and has been working with the data attheT[Z tract level

that was defined by the earlier contract staff.
At the urging of some of the staff at Northern Illinois

Universiry, this MPO sent a letter to Congressman
Rogers in support of maintaining the long-form questionnaire in the census, Earlier in the year letters were
sent to the Illinois senators from CATS, and IDOT urged
the MPOs to do the same.

Peoria
The MPO for the Peoria area is the Tri-County Regional
Planning Commission, which handles the transportation
planning for the Urbanized Area of Peoria, Tazewell,
and rüToodford counties. The MPO area population is

250,000.
Peoria, along with the other MPOs, is now in the
process of developing a ûavel demand forecasting tool.
This process began some time after the L990TAZ equ;ivalency files needed to be submitted to the Census Bureau. Originall¡ this region did not submit any unique
TAZs and instead accepted the default of having their
CTPP data aggregated at the tract level. Since that decision was made, the MPO has made a commitment to de-

velop its TRANPLAN modeling capability and was
faced with the issue of defining a more refined zone system. Unfortunately, the zone system was developed far
too late to be submitted to the Census Bureau for the
CTPP tabulation.
To remedy this, the MPO staff (with the help of their
GIS) established an equivalency file that they have used
to reaggregate the needed data from the census STF
products. They have used the STF products to provide
the basic inputs for model development. In effect, the
staff created their own miniature Part A CTPP. Interestingl¡ the MPO had checked with the Census Bureau
aaout running a special tabulation ánd foundthat it
would cost them a few thousand dollars. Apparentl¡
they were unable to gain enough local support to purchase a special tabulation.
The MPO also provides a greât deal of census data in
response to both staff and outside requests. It is a heavy
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user of the CD-ROM versions of the STF products. Because the agency also has comprehensive planning com-

mission responsibilities, it works very closely with the
towns in the area on the development of their comprehensive plans. This work draws heavily on census data.
During the interview, staff noted that they are primarily a PC-based agency, They do have one work sta-

tion, but it is relatively new and has not

reached

would be used. No direct survey work is planned, and
staffing levels were cited as the single most important
reason for not doing more census data analysis. However, it was pointed out that the land use and neighborhood planners are heavy users of census data. The
transportation planners interviewed were unaware of
any of the activities surrounding the 2000 census and of
the BTS version of the CTPP.

maturity in its use. It was also pointed out that the census data are important and should be expanded for
2000. There was a suggestion that the census should col-

lect complete origin-destination information on all trip
types and purposes, whereas there was also a concern
that the CTPP itself was difficult to use. It seemed that
the main frustration with the CTPP was tied to the lateness in delivery of the CD-ROM data. When using the
STF, the staff does have the technical skills to pull the
needed data directly from the file as opposed to using the
extraction software.
In addition, this MPO has made extensive use of the
TIGER File for their TAZ work and in allocating em-

ployment and other data. Currently, a rural address
check is being made using Arc/Info as the GIS.

Rockford
The duties of the Rockford area MPO are handled
within the city of Rockford by staff in the Community
Development Department. The population of the planning area is approximately 207,000 and encompasses
'!Øinnebago
Count¡
the city of Rockford, portions of
and several smaller towns and cities.

The MPO has done relatively little with the various
census products. The CD-ROM versions of the STFs
have been used but not the CTPP. V¡ithin the transportation group the census data played a major role in
the analysis and preparation of their Title 6 report.
On another project, a great deal of effort was spent
mapping the basic demographic data, all of which came
from the STF products on CD-ROM processed in a PC environment. The desired data were extracted from the CD
with DBase, processed in QuattroPro, and mapped with
Maplnfo. This analysis was used in support of their plan
and plan development. Another project used census data
to analyze the population distribution for the purpose of
examining the metropolitan area's size and boundaries.
ln terms of travel demand models, the Rockford MPO is
currently running T:Model, and TRANPLAN is under
development. Census latg ary really not used in the operation of T:Model. The trip generation rates were established
some 30 years ago. Other information used in this process
includes dwelling unit data, which are locally maintained,
and employment data, which come from the state.
For the TRANPLAN work it was thought that many
of the basic inputs, like the old trip generation rates,

Rock Island-Davenport
The MPO for the Rock Island area is the Bi-State Regional Commission. Aside from the Chicago and St.
Louis MPOs, this is the largest in the state. It straddles
two states (Illinois and lowa), covers a quad-city region
made up of Davenport, Bettendorf, Moline, and Rock
Island, and has 350,000 residents.
The MPO staff considers itself a large user of the census products, but has not used the CTPP. Census data
uses range from producing statistical summaries to estimating parameters for travel models. Both of these ef-

forts draw heavily upon the STF and Public Law data
sets. In terms of stâtistical summaries, community profile tabulations, data to support a variety of grant applications, and information to help attract development
have all been mined from the STF products. For the
travel models, input variables include household size,
workers per household, and vehicles per household.
For model development, it should be recognized that

the MPO did its own allocation of census block and
block group data to their planning zone geography.
Once the CTPP data are available, MPO staff will have
to decide how they want to deal with this issue. Census
data were believed to be critical for all their work. The
staff could only speculate about what they would do if
no census data were available.
'uØithin

Bi-State two basic media are relied on for census data: printed reports and the CD-ROM series. The
complete data processing capability is PC network based.
It was noted that the CTPP had been received, but since it
is on a nine-track tape, it has just sat on the shelf. Also, al-

though the staff was aware of and had a copy of the
Statewide Element on CD-ROM, no one has used it. They
were finding that it was too slow to run and that it took
much room on their computers. Since it was not in their
local geography they did not see a real need to overcome
these hurdles. They are anxiously awaiting the release of
the Urban Element on CD-ROM.
Although this region is rather large, Bi-State as a travel

dèmãnflmõdèling agency is relatively new. Until threè
years ago all the technical development work was done
for the area by IDOT. There are no plans for a regionwide

household travel survey. There is a rather large-scale
bridge crossing analysis under way that will produce a
great deal of information for the commission's use.
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Springfield
The MPO in Springfield, the state's capital, is housed in
the Springfield-Sangamon County Regional Planning
Commission. The commission is a full-service comprehensive planning agency, whereas the MPO deals with
transportation planning issues. The MPO is responsible
for a population of 125,000 residents and is focused on

the Springfield Urbanized Area.
To date, the MPO staff have not been big users of the
CTPP. However, they âre part of the TRANPLAN
process and have asked Treadway to provide them with
paper-based tabulations of the CTPP data.
The timing of the TRANPLAN development and the
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Although each MPO presents a râther unique case,
many are part of larger comprehensive planning agencies and commissions. Because of this larger planning
role, most agencies were well versed in the use of census
data for providing descriptive data summaries from the
STF products.

Throughout the interviews

it

was clear that census

data play an important role in the local processes. For
small-area data (tracts and blocks), the census is considered, and is, the only source. In short, the census data
were thought to be critical and essential. Howeveq it was
virtually impossible to get ânyone to ascertain if their

work would have been done without the census data.
Finall¡ there was genuine enthusiasm about getting

need

to provide TAZ equívalencies for the Census Bureau \Mas just slightly less than ideal. Originall¡ the
MPO was the test site for the original TRANPLAN pur-

the CTPP data. The MPOs represent a bastion of brandnew users. They are currently an untapped market that
has been well primed. For these MPOs it is an excit-

chase. As such, a zone system was developed early and

ing time âs they grow in the development of their new
forecasting ability and begin to explore the various

equivalency files were submitted to the Census Bureau.

it, there were changes.
develop the TRANPLAN

However, as luck would have

\íith a new consultant to

model, theTAZ zone system was changed, Fortunately
the MPO staff was able to submit the new zone system
to the Census Bureau just in time-well past the original
deadline but before the Census Bureau staff had done
the data processing for the area. Even with the new zone
system there may be some TAZ allocation problems,
which are currently under study.

G¡Nnn¡r Fnqowcs
The smaller MPOs in lllinois, for the most part, have yet
to fully experience the CTPP or its predecessors. In fact,
only one of these MPOs purchased the 1980 package, and
widespread use of it was not perceived. The MPOs are
aware of the data in the 1990 CTPP, have seen examples
of its use, and have attended the NHI CTPP training class.
Although use of the CTPP has been minimal, reliance on
and use ofcensus products in general have been high.
In most areas use of the CTPP with trip generation and
planning work was reported, but not to the degree that
was expected. There was a strong sentiment that the data,
as received, were not really accessible, and staff looked
forward to the CD-ROM Urban Element and its use. As
a result of discussions during the telephone interviews,
five MPOs were sent different materials, including Statewide Element CD-ROMs, CTPP workbooks produced by
FI-fùfA, and a variety of CAIS reports (1-3).
As one would expect, the MPOs have small staffs (with
often onl¡one planner), limited technicãl resources, and a
broad spectrum of issues competing for time that restrict
the data mining that could take place. Offsetting this,
all the MPOs are now PC equipped and capable of data
processing in that environment. In fact, several are well
advanced and are beginning to develop GIS capabilities.

dimensions of the CTPP.

CoNcruorNc CoMMENTS
Throughout Illinois there has been a recent groundswell
of activity in the transportation planning community.
Around 7990 the state transportation department purchased the travel demand modeling package TRANPLAN and a computer to run it for each MPO. Following
up on this, the state has hired a consultant to develop the
localized models and get them up and running. This in
turn has caused many of the local areas to focus differently on the CTPP than they may have done without the
travel demand modeling capability. The census data and
the resultant CTPP represent the only data available in
these metropolitan areas. In an almost rhetorical wa¡
these are the only data suitable for the use.
In the smaller MPOs the use of the CTPP has not
been as extensive as one might expect. The greatest use
has been in the development of trip generation models
and to provide descriptive statistics on various demographic and travel trends. One major reason for a general lack of use is the timing and delivery of the
package. As of the writing of this paper, the MPOs
have yet to receive their Urban Element in a form that
matches their processing capabilities.
It needs to be pointed out, however, that the smaller
MPOs, which for the most part arc part of larger comprehensive planning organizations, are indeed heavy
users of census data as they relate to other planning
functions; There is also a strong expectâtiÕf that once

the Urban Element CD-ROM is distributed to these
will begin to explore its uses and begin applying the data. All MPOs interviewed noted that the
CTPP was an important component in their transportation model development, which is ongoing.
MPOs, they
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For the most part the CTPP has been widely used but
has yet to be tapped to its fullest potential. Many individuals had ideas about the use of the CTPP and would like

to be able to work with the package but acknowledge a
general lack of human resources and in some instances a
lack of equipment. In one sense for the CTPP to be more
widely used the data would have to be available when the
questions and needs that would require its use arise.
Finall¡ there was general agreement that the window of opportunity to expand the base of CTPP users
is continuing to close as the CD-ROM version of the

Urban Element is delayed. In 1980, other than the two
largest MPOs, Chicago and St. Louis, only one smaller
MPO, Peoria, purchased the package. The other MPOs
did not have the resources for the purchase nor did they
see the benefits from using it. For 1990, however, many
believed that once this new group of users got the census information and began to explore it, they would integrate it into their local planning processes. As noted,
midway through 1.996, the 7990 data had yet to be received, and consequently any growing support for the
product was on the wane.

APPENDIX: Illinois Small-Area Metropolitan Planning Organizations
Beloit
Mr. John Adams, Planner
City of Beloit

Dubuque
Mr. William Baum, Exec. Director

100 State Street

East CenFal Intergovemmental

Association

Beloit, Wisconsin 5351 I

Suite 330, Nesler Centre
P.O. Box I140
Dubuque, Iowa 52001

ó08/364-6ó09 (Fax)

Bloomington-Normal
Mr. Paul Russell,

Mclean County

Ed Raber
Trans. Planner

Director
Regional

Lisa Trimble
Trans. Planner

3t91556-41255
319/556-0348 (Fax)

Planning Commission

2l I West Jefferson Street
Bloomington, Illinois
309t828-4331

Kankekee
Mr. Thomas E. Palzer, Exec. Di¡ector

6 170 I

3091827-4773 (Fax)

Champaign-Urbana
Mr. Robert Soltau, Exec Director Mylinda Granger

Regional

Champaign County
Planning Commission
1303

Cunningham
339

North

P.O. Box

Trans. Planner
Paul HenleY

Planning Intem

Urbana, Illinois 61801-0339
217/328-3313
2171328-2426 (Fax)

rüu

Director Chong Qing
Bi-State Regional Commission Senior Planner
1504 Third Avenue, P.O. Box 3368
Rock Island, Illinois 61201
309/793-6300
309/793-6305 (Fax)

Mr. Gary Vallem, Exec.

Decatur
Mr. Paul D. McChancy

Doug fupley
Trans. Planne¡
Macon County
Department of Transportation
Planning &Zoning
Macon County Office Building-Room 501

14l South Main Street

necatur, Illinois 62523
2l'il424-t466
2171424-1459 (Fax)

Kankakee County Regional
Planning Commission
I 89 East Court Street
Kankakee, Illinois 60901

Brian Billingsley
Trans. Planner

8151937-2940
8151937-2974 (Fax)

Peoria
Bob Innis
Mr. Micahel Brillhart
Director of Planning
Tri-County Regional Planning Commission Huaqi Yuan
Senior Planner
100 North Main Street-Suite 301
Eæt Peoria, IL ól6l l-2533
309t694-9330
309/694-9390 (Fax)

Rockford
Mr. Wayne Dust, Planning Coordinator
City of Rockford Community

Gary Mclntyre
Trans. Planner

Development Department
425 East State Street
Rockford, Illinois 61 104
8 I 5/987-5ó00
8lsi967-6933 (Fax)

Springfield
Mr. Harry H. Hopkins
Executive Director

Sp¡þg&ld$angamon Cou¡ty Regional
Planning Commission
200 south Ninth Street
Room 212
Springfield, Illinois ó2701
217 1535-3110

2171535-3lll (Fax)

Verale Williams
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STATE DEPARÏMENTS OF

TRANSPORTATION

Wisconsin's Translinks 21 Multimodal Plan:
Implications for Census Data Needs
Randall 'Wade, Wisconsin Department of Transportation

This case study provides the intercity elements of tü(/isconsin's Translinks 2L Multimodal Plan. The intercity passenger and freight forecasting techniques utilized are described
in some detail. The case study is used to highlight data
needs met by the decennial census and other Census Bureau
data-gathering efforts. The discussion concludes by stressing
the importance of the timely provision of census data to sup-

port ongoing state-level modal and multimodal planning
activities.

Tn November 1994, the \üüisconsin Department of
I Trrnrporration ('!(lisDOT) released its Translinks 21
IMnltimodal

Transportation Plan. The Translinks 2L
Plan responds to Section 135 of the L99L lntermodal
Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) mandating the preparation of a statewide transportation plan
considering "all modes of transportation." These ISTEA
requirements have forced state trânsportation agencies
to seek out and utilize a wide variety of new data
sources, including socioeconomic data provided by the
Bureau of the Census. Although statewide highway and
airport system plans had been prepared for'Wisconsin,
\ØisDOT had no previous experience with statewide

multimodal transportation planning. For ]ü(/isconsin as
well as the many states that in the past have prepared
only "policy level" statewide plans, the data requirements associated with the new ISTEA mandate have
been challenging.

In this case study the intercity elements of Wisconsin's
Translinks 21 Multimodal Plan are provided and the intercity passenger and freight forecasting techniques utihzed are described in some detail. The case study is used
to highlight data needs met by the decennial census and
other Census Bureau data-gathering efforts. The discussion concludes by stressing the importance of the timely
provision of census data to support ongoing state-level
modal and multimodal planning activities.

Tn¡NsrrNrs 21 Ov¡ntn¡w
The Translinks 21 Plan was unique in that it was the first

statewide multimodal transportation plan prepared by
the'S7isconsin Department of Transportation (1,2). The
Translinks 21Plan is multimodal in that all modes were
analyzed simultaneously, and interactions among modes
were specifically accounted for. The multimodal approach taken in the planning process was facilitated by
the development of integrated sets of passenger travel
and freight shipment data for all intercity modes: passenger rail, freight rail, intercity bus, automobile, truck,
air passenger, air cargo, and waterborne freight.
For passenger travel, a multimodal travel demand

model was developed

to

analyze transportation im-

provements called for in the adopted Translinks 2L Plan.

On th- freight side, alternative commodi
forecasts for each mode were analyzed with the advice of
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a Freight Expert Panel made up of private-sector transportation leaders and experts from throughout the state.
The results of these multimodal forecasting efforts are
described in the following discussion'

PessnNcnn Tn nvnr

FonnclsrNc

MrrnopoLocY
The multimodal passenger travel forecasts used in the
Translinks 2TPlanwere developed using a TRANPLANbased intercity travel demand model. This model was
used to simulate the impact of the introduction of new
passenger modes, as well as service improvements in
existing modes (2).
The travel forecasting model was developed by KPMG
Peat Marwick, Mclean, Virginia. It is an integrated
two-stage model system that forecasts both total travel
demand and mode share. The total travel demand component of the model forecasts "natural" growth stratified by trip purpose (business, recreational) resulting
from changes in one or all of the following: population,
employment, and income. It also forecasts "induced" or
constrained demand resulting from changes in the combined level of service provided by all modes. The zonal
network used consists of 157 zones; 1'12 zones are made
up of whole counties and portions of counties within
'l7isconsin
and 4 5 zones are in adjacent areas of neighbor
states (in particular the Chicago and the MinneapolisSt. Paul metropolitan areas).

The mode-share component of the model forecasts
the share of the market captured by each intercity passenger mode: automobile, conventional

rail' high-speed

rail, integrated bus and rail, intercity bus, and air. Travel
survey information was used to capture both revealed
and stated travel preferences by mode. Origin and destination surveys on Síisconsin highways as well as onboard and terminal surveys of Amtrak, air, and intercity
bus travelers were used to capture data on existing revealed travel choices. These surveys generally included
questions on trip purpose, origin, destination, and mode
of travel. This information was used to develop estimates of existing base-year interciry travel volumes by
mode, origin-destination, and trip purpose'
A mail-back survey was distributed at selected highway sites as well as on board trains and at terminal sites
for Amtrak, intercity bus, and automobile modes to capture stated mode preferences. This information is essential
for forecasting travel on modes not currently available.
Travelers were askeúto respond to future mgde-choice
scenarios with varying travel times (speeds)' frequencies,
and fares. The survey included questions on trip purpose'

origin and destination, travel party size, trip frequenc¡
and trip duration. Traveler information regarding home
location, household size, automobile ownership, and
household income was also gathered. A total of 6,860

preference surveys were dist¡ibuted with a return rate of.
24 percent. A nested logit model was developed using
data from this survey to produce mode-share forecasts. A

schematic description of the overall model structure is
shown in Figure L.
It must be emphasized that the model predicts inter-

city passenger trips onl¡ generally those trips that cross
county lines. For example, intercity automobile forecasts do not include local trips, and intercity bus forecasts do not include bus transit trips in urban areas. It
also should be recognized that the intercity forecasts
provided by the model relate only to trips within the
state and to adjoining counties including the Chicago
and Twin Cities metropolitan areas. For example, an air
trip from Milwaukee to Kansas City was not included in
the model forecasts.

CrNsus Der¡, Usrp rN PASSENGER TRAvEL
Fonncesrs
Bureau of the Census socioeconomic data were used to
develop independent variables used in the total travel de-

mand component of the model (3). Population data
from the Census of Population and Housing \¡¡as used by
the llisconsin Department of Administration Demographic Services Center to develop county population
forecasts consistent with zonal detail of the model. Bureau of the Census County Business Patterns employment data were used by the IøEFA Group, Burlington,
Massachusetts, a'lTisDOT subcontractor' to produce total employment forecasts at the county level' Given that
the statewide model forecasts intercity trips using
a county-level zone structure, journey-to-work and
similar data for Urbanized Areas contained in the Census Transportation Planning Package were not directly
utilized.

PRssENc¡n

Tn¡vnr Fonncest R¡surrs

During the Translinks 21 process,'STisDOT used the intercity travel demand model to compare a set of "plan
forecasts" reflecting the passenger travel recommendations in the Translinks 21 Plan with a set of "trend forecasts" (4). The Translinks 21 Plan recommendations

included the introduction of high-speed rail (HSR)
(125-mph) passenger service between Chicago, Milwaukee, Madison, and the Twin Cities of Minneapolis
aqd St. Paul (5). This recommen{ation was for 1?
round trips per day of HSR se¡vice enhanced with
pulsed feeder bus connections serving low-density markets and conventional (79-mph) rail service between
Green Bay and Milwaukee (see Figure 2). The plan
called for intercity bus improvements including essential bus service (two round trips per day) for all com-

TRAVEL SURVEYS
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Market Size

Prelerence Surveys
.
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munities in'Wisconsin greater than 5,000 in population
(see Figure 3) (6). The plan also called for completion of
the Corridors 2020 rural multilane highway network.
In addition, the plan provided modest enhancements to
the state airport program, which were not modeled. The
trend forecast reflected a scenario in which existing rail,
intercity bus, and air programs are maintained and the

is

Corridors 2020 highway system

completed

as

planned.
In comparing trend and plan forecasts (see Table 1) to
base-year L995 trips, the most notable change was the
magnitude of ridership associated with the addition of
HSR service between Chicago and the Twin Cities (7).
HSR will support 5.4 million riders in 2020.'llhen compared with the trend forecast (see Table 2),the plan forecast also showed 801,000 fewer air trips, or a 59'0
percent reduction. This reduction \Mas largely the result
of the diversion of air passengers in the Chicago-Twin
Cities corridor to HSR service in response to fare savings, more competitive trip times, and easy access to
do\Mntown terminals. (Note that the base and forecast

figures for air travel include only trips within the state
and to adjoining metropolitan areas, which represent
only a subset of total trips taken. For example, in 1'993
'lTisDOT
figures show over 7.2 million departures and
arrivals from'\ülisconsin airports.)
The plan forecast also showed a reduction of about

2.7 million intercity automobile trips when compared
with the trend forecast (see Table 2). This was a result of
passenger rail as well as intercity bus improvements and
was less than 1 percent of the intercity automobile trend
forecast.
Figure 4 shows the results of an analysis of potential
intercity passenger travel diversions from highways to
other intercity transportation modes. These estimates
are based on the department's comparison of the impact
of the plan and trend forecasts on the Corridors 2020

highway network.
Forecast reductions of intercity automobile traffic as
a percent of intercity automobile traÍfrc and as a percent
of total traffic range from 0.3 and 0.1 percent' respectivel¡ at IØhittenberg on Highway 29 between'Wausau
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TABLE

1

Thanslinks 21 Thavel Demand Forecasts: 2020lntercity Passenger Tlips

!:r:!::i!:ilririrl!lI{l0ll

Auto

327,832,000
l,064,000

Air
High Speed Rail
Conventional Rail
Feeder Bus/Rail
lntercity Bus

Tot¡l

*

::::i:::::::::::j::

:ll:ltllfl::

: ::: :.: : : :

405,063,000
1,358,000

t::ri:rr|llRr;¡i¡t

77,231,000
294,000

23.6
27.6
0.0

402,365,000
557,000

0

0

0

421,000

522,000
0

24.0
19.6

400,000
52,000
527,000

23.6

409,301,000

460,000

550,000

t01,000
0
90,000

329,777,000

407,493,000

77,716,Q00

0

0.0

5,400,000

74,533,000
(507,000)

22.7

47.7
*

5,400,000

(21,000)
52,000
67,000
79,524,000

-5.0

*
14.6
24.1

New Service

to 72.4 and 6.5 percent on Interstate
90-94 at Mauston between Madison and the Twin

and Green Bay

Cities. Data on these and other segments are shown in
Table 3. In summar¡ intercity passenger transportation
services, such as conventional Amtrak trains, HSR, or

intercity buses, will have limited potential to significantly reduce intercity automobile traffic on most
highway routes.
Continuing the analysis of travel forecasts for the remaining modes, conventional rail ridership was lower in
the plan forecast when compared with the trend forecast
(see Table 2) as a result of upgrading existing conventional rail service in the Chicago-Milwaukee corridor to high-speed service as called for in the Translinks
2l Plan (8). Some, but not all, of this reduction is offset
by new conventional rail service being provided in the

Milwaukee-Green Bay corridor (see Figure 2).
Intercity bus travel increased under both trend and
plan forecasts (see Table 1). However, overall bus ridership was lower in the plan forecast even though it is

TABLE

2

based on a new essential bus service program for all
communities with populations greater than 5,000. This
lower bus ridership is the result of a diversion of bus
travelers on existing high-density routes to new passenger rail services also called for in the plan. The separate
feeder bus-rail forecast (see Tables 1. and 2) is for ridership on a new feeder bus service associated with planned
rail service improvements.
Total passenger travel increased 24,7 percent in the
plan forecas t and 23 .6 percent in the trend forecast relative to 1995 (see Table 1). In 2020 there were about
1.8 million more trips under the plan forecast than
under the trend forecast (see Table 2) as a result of
new trips induced by the provision of new modes and
services, The induced travel

in the plan forecast was

largely the result of new HSR service allowing individ-

uals to take trips they otherwise would not have
taken. New conventional rail and intercity bus service had similar effects, although not of the same
magnitude.

Modal Interaction Comparison: Plan Versus Tiend Forecasts (2020 Intercity

Passenger Thips)

* New Scryics
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FIGURE 4 Impact of adopted plan on trend automobile forecast, 2020: percent reduction in intercity automobile volume.

Fnercsr Couuoplrv ANervsIs
MnrnoooLocY

forecasts were market driven in that they reflected
private-sector industry trends and were not based on

The multimodal freight commodity shipment analysis
undertaken during the Translinks 21 planning process
relied on the input of a Freight Expert Panel made up of
private-sector transportation leaders and experts rather
than on a deterministic model. The resulting multimodal

pared by Reebie Associates, Greenwich, Connecticut,

specific public-sector service improvement investments
as was the case with passenger travel (8).
The intercity freight planning effort began with the
development of a county-level commodity flow data set
for all modes. This commodity flow data set was pre-

3

Impact of Adopted Plan on Trend Intercity Automobile
Forecast, 2020

TABLE

:.:i:
.:::::::::::::::ii:::::i:i::::

l-90194
Hwy 18/151
I-94
l-90194
l-94
I-90
Hsvy 29
Hwy 41
Hwy 51

Madison to Portage
Medison to Dodgeville
Madison to Milç'¡ukee
Portsgc to Tom¡h
Kenosha to Milwaukee
Beloit to Madison
W¡us¡u to Green Bay
Fond du L¡c to Milwaukee
Port¿ge to W¡us¡u

6.6
0.5
5.5

t2.4

4.2
0.3

4.4
6.5

2.9

L.9

5.1

3.9

0.3

0.1

1.3

0.6

2.5

t.4

WADE

and analyzed by Ïíilbur Smith Associates, Columbia,
South Carolina. The commodity flow data base was
built up from federal sources such as the Interstate Commerce Commission (railroad) waybill sample, the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers Waterborne Commerce of
the United States, "'Waterborne Commerce Statisticsr"
and FAA Airport Actiuity Statistics of Certified Route
Air Carriers 12 Montbs ending December 3L, L992,
supplemented with proprietary truck data from Reebie

Motor Carrier Data Exchange,
The resulting data set provided commodity information at the three-digit Standard Transportation Commodity Classification (STCC) level of detail. The data set
also provided origin, destination, and trip length infor'Wisconsin
Associates

mation among 106 county zones in

and

neighboring states and 68 regional zones variously made
up of states, Canadian provinces, and Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) analysis areas. Year 2020 forccasts of these commodity flows were developed using
county-level two-digit Standard Industrial Classification
(SIC) employment forecasts developed by the ITEFA
Group. These trend forecasts based on forecast economic activit)å however, did not explicitly recognize
changes in modal preference by shippers.
The plan forecast used in the Translinks 21" Plan was
based on a truck-rail intermodal scenario developed

173

movements were diverted to the rail mode as applicable
by applying the above percentages to specific commod-

ity groups. Geographic locations were then identified
where counties or groups of counties within \üíisconsin
would generate the 1.3 million tons of intermodal shipments per year (see Figure 5). These locations were
then used to identify future intermodal trade lanes, and
the diverted tonnages were assigned to specific rail

lines in 'lflisconsin using a TRANPLAN assignment
methodology. Similarl¡ truck commodity flows were
assigned to the state trunk highway network and converted to equivalent truck volumes to assess the impact
of intermodal diversion on future highway needs.
This information was used to develop a freight rail
classification scheme (see Table 4 and Figure 6). This
classification was used along with unit costs to estimate
private- or public-sector investments required through
year 2020 to improve the current state freight rail system
to meet the specific standards (9).
CnNsus Dnrn [r{ FREIGHT
ANRrysIs AND FORECASTS

Couuoplty

Data gathered by the Bureau of the Census were critical
in development of the Translinks 21 multimodal freight

with the advice of the Translinks 2L Freight Expert analysis.DatadevelopedinthelastcomprehensiveCenPanel. In this case, trend forecasts of truck and rail
sus of Transportation in L977, especially the 1,977
modes were refined to specifically address rapidly Commodity Flow Surve¡ were particularly critical be-

Through
trucking
companies have entered into agreements to shift the
linehauls of long-distance truck moves onto rail, utilizing intermodal container, trailer-on-flat-ca4 and new
emerging truck-rail intermodal partnerships.

these partnerships, state and national

rail and

RoadRailer technologies.

câuse these data provided a benchmark for the develop-

ment of state-level multimodal commodity flow data
sets such as that used in Translinks 21..The1993 Commodity Flow Survey currently being prepared as a part
of the 1992 Census of Transportation, Communications, and Utilities is the first comprehensive update of
these data sínce 7977. This survey is being funded by
the U.S. Department of Transportation through its Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS). Like the 7977
survey, the data are being developed for substate regions, in this case 89 National Transportation Analysis
Regions (NTARs) representing one or more BEA economic areas. The 1993 Commodity Flow Survey and
regular updates to follow will be essential in preparing,
maintaining, and updating stateJevel multin-rodal plans
like that prepared by tüTisconsin as well as conducting a
variety of other modal and policy-level freight planning

A survey of the expert panel members and other commerce and shipper organizations throughout the state
was used to identify future changes in truck-rail intermodal use; haul-distance break points; service frequency
characteristics necessary for diversion from truck to rail;
and the relative divertability of specific commodities in
the commodity flow data base. This survey was used by
the expert panel to establish 500 mi as the minimum distance for future intermodal moves. The panel also established a minimum frequency threshold of four departures
and arrivals per day for intermodal trains consisting of at
least 50 containers or trailers per train moving 1.3 milactivities.
lion tons per year. On the basis of suryey results, the di
In developing the countyJevel commodity flow data
vertability of specific commodities in the data base was base and forecasts used by \üØisconsin in the Translinks
classified as high (100 percent), medium (75 percent) ,
2! Plan, Reebie Associates used a wide variety of Census

low{2fpercent); or nordiverratle {O percentF
The commodity flow data base \Ã/as then analyzedto
find truck moves with trip lengths greater than 500 mi
with origins and destinations in '!Øisconsin. These

3u-câulata. eurrentìndustrial Reporrrwere used ro
confirm the year-to-year grovvth of selected industries.
The Annual Survey of Manufactures was used to obtain
information on industrial activity by state. Trade data
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TABLE

4

Tianslinks 21 Freight Rail Route Standards

Main lines connccting gateways: Chicago,
Twin Cities, Grecn Bay, Superior, Sault
Ste. Maric.

40 MPH. Trafüc > 25 mil. gross tons/yr; double or
single track with long sidings; basic train conrol
systcms. Activc grade crossing waming dcvices.

million net intermodal lons/yr. by 2020.

60 MPH. Frequency > trâins pcr day @ 50
units/traih; add sidings; basic tain contol systcms.
Active gradc crossing waming devices.

Serving WI intermodal container facilities
1.3 million tonVyr.

40 MPH. Same capactiy and safety improvements
æ lntermodal I.

Serving WI rcgions generating

à

1.3

Backbone

s

60 MPH. Basic tain conÍol systcms. Add sidings
à 4 tsains/day. Activc gradc crossing waming
devices.

Carrying > 25,000 carloads and connecting
to Main lines.
Providing in-statc scrvicc and/or
86 - 25,000 ca¡loads.
Pmviding in-state servicc and/or carrying
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Translinks 21 freight rail route classification.

from the Bureau of the Census for the United States,

of total commodity shipments, with year 2020 ship-

Mexico, and Canada were used to obtain up-to-date statistics on volumes, commodities, and geography of in-

ments of 237.5 million tons, an increase of 49.8 percent
over the planning period. Freight rail had the second

temational import-export activity. Information was
derived from both the traditional foreign trade data sets

highest share of total shipments but a higher forecast
growth rate of 72.8 percent between 1,992 and 2020.
The waterborne mode was a distant third with forecast
shipments of 51.4 million tons shipped 1n 2020. The

and the newer surface trade data collected by the Census

Bureau and provided under a special agreement and
with funding from BTS. Data from the 1'990 Census of
Population and Housing was used to make allocations
of consumption. Data from the Bureau of the Census
County Business Patterns was used by the WEFA Group
to develop county-level employment forecasts.

FnucHr Couvroorrv Rrsurrs
The intercity freight commodity forecasts used in the
Translinks 21. Plan were market driven in that they reflected private-sector industry trends and were not
based on specific public-sector service improvemenf investments, as was the case for passenger travel. The
TranslinkT2l Plan torecast that over all modes, 4ð5.J
million tons of freight would be shipped in 2020 (see
Table 5). This tonnage represents a 58.4 percent increase over 7992. The truck mode had the largest share

high-value cargo shipped by air was the smallest in
tonnage but had the highest forecast increase of 21'4.6
percent.

A comparison of the initial trend forecasts with the
plan forecasts used in the adopted Translinks 21 Plan
illustrates the interaction of the expert panel and the
commodity fl ow analysis methodology.
As shown in Table 5, the initial trend forecast growth
rates for truck and freight rail were 53.1 and 68.3 percent, respectively. They were driven by independently
forecast growth rates of state industry sectors and reflected no explicit change in modal preference. The plan
forecasts for truck and rail based on the previously described intermodal analysis and reviewed by the Freight
Expert Panel and selcetecl for tle Translintrs2l
"lan
were 49.8 and72.8 percent, respectively.
The impact of forecast truck-rail intermodal activity
on forecast modal shares is shown in Table 6, where
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TABLE

5

Translinks 21 Freight Tonnage Forecasts by Mode: 2020 Tonnage

lvlit(l3,,,,,,

r.i.i.i:r6ii:ItfCüÈiÈë..ì.i.i

;.:.i.i.,i.r4llt0iilùüi.i.'.i:.r.i

53.1

Tn¡ck

158,512,000

Rail

113,463,0ü)
34,254,000

49.9

Air

l23,OOo

51,363,0ü)
225,000

237,5L5,0@
196,059,000
51,363,000

82.9

387,0O0

306,352,000

485,L62,OO0

58.4

ril¡Þr
Totsl

242,664,æO
190,910,000

trend forecast modal shares are compared with those
under the plan forecasts.

The rail share of forecast shipments increased from
39.3 percent under the trend forecastto 40,4 percent with
the plan forecast. The truck modal share decreased from
50.0 to 48.9 percent. This relatively modest impact on aggtegate shares is due to the fact that the majority of freight
traffic travels too short a distance to make economical use
of intermodal transportation services. Similady, on a statewide basis, the plan forecasts showed that truck-rail intermodal movements would capture a relatively modest 2.1
percent of what had been previously truck-only moYes.
The Translinks 21 analysis also identified those specific corridors in which intermodal activity is most likely
to increase through the year 2020. As shown in Figure 7,
the impact of forecast intermodal trends is concentrated
on highway corridors in the southern and eastern portions of the state where truck traffic moving from Green
Bay through Chicago to the east and from Green Bay
through Beloit and Dubuque to the west would be diverted on rail to Chicago-area intermodal gateway terminals. After a rail-to-rail interchange in Chicago, the
shipments would then move either east or west. In these
intermodal corridors the impact on truck volumes was
more significant than the aggregated totals.
Translinks 21 estimates of reductions in truck vehicle
counts in these corridors as a percent of total intercity
truck and total traffic volume range from 6.9 and 0.7
percent, respectively, on Highway 26 fuomJanesville to
'Waupun
to 74.7 and 1.5 percent on I-43 from Beloit to
Milwaukee. Table 7 provides more specific information
on these and other corridors, both in terms of percent
TABLE

6

Share of Total Freight

Shipments,2020

68.3

Reil

-W¡Er

Air
Totsl

0.0

48.9
40,4
10.6
0.1

100.0

100.0

50.0
39,3

lu.o

58.4

reductions in truck traffic and in terms of reductions in
total traffic. It is important to recognize that on major
'løisconsin
highways truck counts as a percent of total
from 70 to 20 percent. Thus, although the
range
traffrc
expansion of intermodal activity may have a relatively
significant impact in terms of reduced truck traffic, it
will generally have a much smaller impact in terms of
totaltraffrc as is demonstrated by the data in Table 7.
The initial trend forecast for air cargo was similarly refined using forecasts developed in a concurrent statewide
aír cargo study conducted by'SfisDOT. This refined forecast was based on a more detailed analysis of emerging air
cargo trends. The resulting plan forecast predicted a
21.4.6 percent increase in air cargo tonnage through 2020
(see Table 5). Although this is an extremely high growth
rate, air cargo maintained a share of less than 1 percent of
total tonnage under either forecast, as shown in Table 6.
The Translinks 21 Plan forecast for the waterborne
mode was a trend forecast of 49.9 percent over 7992levels. The expert panel agreed that underlying industry and
sectoral economic trends driving this forecast \¡/ere the
best indicators of the future growth of this mode. Its share
of total tonnage was 10.6 percent, as shown in Table 6.

SuunrRnv AND CoNcLUsIoNs
Summarized in this paper is the intercity forecasting
methodology used in \üTisconsin's Translinks 21 Multimodal Plan; associated Bureau of the Census data needs
are highlighted. From this case study it is clear that a
wide variety of Census Bureau data is required to produce a state-level multimodal plan that captures the
interactions between and among modes.
Bureau of the Census data needed for statewide
multimodal planning include

o
Tn¡ck

485,324,æ0

49.8
72.8
49.9
214.6

r

Census of Population and Housing;
County Business Patterns;

o Census of Transportation, Communications, and
Ufilities (in particular the tommodity Flow Survey);
¡ Selected Current Industrial Reports;
¡ Annual Survey of Manufactures or Census of
Manufactures;
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o Foreign trade data;and
o Surface trade data.
Because state-level plans focus on intercity travel, which
is dominated by business and recreational travel instead

of travel within Urbanized Areas, state multimodal
plans are less likely to directly utilize the journey-to-

TABLE

7

work and similar data included in the Census Transportation Planning Package. However, because ISTEA
requires that statewide plans incorporate the results
of metropolitan planning organization plans in Urbanized Areas, these more detailed data are also ultimately

essential

to

comprehensive statewide transportation

planning.

Impact of Adopted Plan on Tiend Tiuck Volume Forecast, 2020
:¡ü:::i

I-43
I43
Hwv 41
Hwy 41
Hwy26
Hwy 26
l-94

Beloit to Milw¡ukee
Milwar¡tee ûo Grecn BaY
Milwalkee to Fond Du l"ec
Fond Du Låc to Oúkosh
J¡¡esr¡illoto WruPun
Waupun to oehkosh
Íli¡ois Lirc to Milw¡r¡kee

14.1
8.3
'1.4

8.8

6.9

1t.0
Lt.4

1.5

0.9
0.5
o.2
o.7
1.1

1,0
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Uses of Census Data in Kansas
Stanley E. Young and

Rick'lL Miller, Kansas Department of Transportation

The recent uses of decennial census data within the Bureau
of Transportation Planning of the Kansas Department of
Transportation are overviewed, and one project pertaining
to travel times in the S7ichita metropolitan area is presented

in detail as a case study. The presentation of the projects,
which includes the identification of the census products and
software tools used, serves as the foundation to discuss
problems and possible solutions encountered in processing
census data. The paper is divided into three parts. First is a
quick overview of projects for which census data have
served as the main source. Second is the presentation of the
'S7ichita
travel-time case stud¡ which is an excellent example of both the use of the census data in transportation
planning and the difficulties involved in processing census
data. Last is a general discussion of tools needed to access
and present census data, which census products are found
pertinent to transportation planning' and what products
the planning staff at Kansas Department of Transportation
would like to see in the future, including content and format of the 2000 census as well as accessibility to pâst census data on CD-ROM. The paper concludes with a list of
recommendations.

lTfhe uses of decennial census data in the Bureau of
I Trurrrportation Planning within the Kansas DeI p¿rtment qf]talqp!4qqion (DqT) iactqd. þqn
travel modeling and numerous small research and datagathering activities. Since other case studies have con-

centrated on the use of decennial census data as input
parameters for travel models, this paper focuses on how
census data are used in other aspects of transportation
planning.
As frequent users of census data, the staff of the Bureau of Planning responded eagerly to the request to
submit a paper pertaining to use of such data for transportation planning in Kansas. While seeking to identify
an appropriate case stud¡ staff quickly concluded that
the census data served frequently as either the sole
source or the most accessible source of information for
numerous projects and small reports. To demonstrate, a
list of recent projects was compiled in which census data
have served as the primary source of information for
analysis purposes. This list, given in the next section,
demonstrates the wide range of uses for the census data
apart from modeling. Much of the effort in using census
data was given to data conversion and presentation, lim-

iting any efforts with census data to those that warranted the time necessary to overcome the formatting
problems frequently encountered.
The case study chosen for presentation in detail was
a travel-time report prepared for the'Wichita-area plan-

ning office. The study was performed just before the
writing of this paper and reflects the current mode of operation in terms of tools, data sources, and methodology
of the Bureau of Transportation Planning. Great detail is
grven to the tools and meifodology in the hope thã.
other planning organizations that are similarly fiscally
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limited when it comes to software and hardware tools
will gain some insight from this experience or be able to
share solutions for these problems. A general discussion
is given in the last section pertaining to types of census
products the planning staff would like to have in the fu-

disadvantaged. In the case of Lawrence, both the Summary Tape Files and the CTPP Urban Element we¡e
accessed to eyaluate the transportation needs of the nonautomobile-oriented community. Such data are difficult
to obtain short of sponsoring an independent survey.

ture, a discussion of geographic information system
(GIS) tools in view of the difficulties with using census

3. Native American reservation population: This
project originated as a simple data-gathering effort but

data, and comments concerning the 2000 census.

later contributed to a debate concerning the collection of
fuel taxes on reservations. Statewide CTPP data were
used in conjunction with the TransVU CTPP Edition,
Version 1.1, to produce simple maps showing the ethnic
distribution of reservation inhabitants.
4. Statewide trip exchange matrix: Again using the
CTPP Statewide Element, Part 3, a work trip exchange
matrix was created to study the moyement of employment-related traffic between counties and other places
throughout Kansas. No sources were available other
than census data.
5. Donor-borrower relationship befween Lawrence
and Kansas City: Lawrence is typically thought of as a
bedroom community for the Kansas City metropolitan
area. Analysis of the journey-to-work data in either the
Statewide or Urban Element of the CTPP dispelled this
myth, showing that Lawrence attracted as many workrelated trips to the region as it contributed outside the

GnxBnRr Us¡s or CnNsus Dern
After a review of the proceedings from the 1994 Conference on Decennial Census Data for Transportation
Planning (1), it became obvious that examples showing
specific uses of the census data would be useful to show
the breadth and depth of applications that can benefit
from census data in general and would serve as a basis
for describing some of the problems and difficulties
experienced by the Kansas Bureau of Transportation
Planning. For these reasons, a list of projects from the
preceding year \¡/âs constructed for which census data
have served as the primary source of analysis. Listed for
each entry are what data were used, the purpose they
served, and alternative data sources available, if any.
(The projects listed include small projects apart from
the office's central mission of transportation planning
that the staff is called upon to perform because of their
experience and expertise in formatting and displaying
geographically related data.)

1. Shawnee County voting district map: The Shawnee
County planning office was given the task of exploring
voting district boundaries for possible redistricting. After
hand calculating a few scenarios, the staff inquired if the
Bureau of Transportation Planning had any tools to help
speed the process. Using the Urban Element, Part A, of the
1990 Census Tiansportation Planning Package (CT?P)
for the Topeka area, an electronic map 'ñ¡as produced
showing population by census block. By overlaying exist-

ing voting district boundaries on the map, the Shawnee
County staff were able to quickly see the effects of shifting established district boundaries. Data for this project
were available from other sources, but the CTPP data
combined with the 7994 Topologically Integrated Geographic Encoding and Referencing (TIGER) File formed
the easiest source from which to obtain a useful map.

2. Needs

of the mobility

disadvantaged within
Lawrence, Kansas, metropolitan area: The Urban Element of the CTPP was used extensively in the background researcFfor the 2@

the metropolitan areas within Kansas in compliance
with the regulations of the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA). In particular, the census data were used to study the needs of the mobility

region. No other source of. data besides the CTPP was
available.

6. Municipal airports in Kansas in relation to population centers: This is a pending study to evaluate the relation berween the location of municipal airports and
the distribution of population. Statewide population
statistics will be plotted alongside airport locations.
7. Downtown Wichita travel-time study: The rüTichita
planning office performed a travel-time study from
downtown lü(/ichita to major intersections on the periphery of the downtown area. The planning office staff
requested that the state planning office provide 1970,
1980, and L990 mean and median travel times for I7ichita and Sedgwick County to augment the study. The
requested information was provided using the rüTichita
CTPP and Urban Transportation Planning Package
(UTPP) data plus traffrc analysis zone (TAZ) specific
travel times. This project was selected as the case study
to present in more detail because it not only reflects the
uniqueness of the census data, but it also demonstrates
the difficulties and obstacles that need to be remedied.

In addition to the projects just cited, census data have
been used on numerous occasions in site-specific studies
for major developments, road improvements, or both, as
a quick ch-ck on surrounding development or to confirm
existing data from other sources.

Summing up some of the important aspects as reflected
in the examples above, first, granted that the census data
are not the sole source for much of the data used in terms
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economics and population, but they are the most
comprehensive and the easiest to access. If census data
were not available, a good portion of the information
upon which an analysis is based simply would not be
collected. The second important aspect is the journey-towork information. It simply is not available or would be
fiscally unpractical to collect for most areas were it not
for the census data and related products'

of

WIcmre Tn¡v¡r-TwtE

CAsE SIUPY

The case study described here reflects not only how the
data are used, but also many of the difficulties that are
encountered. Included in this case study are details concerning which census product was used (or not used),
what computer tools were necessar¡ and the difficulties
encountered, A general discussion of the census products and computer tools is reserved for the next section.
The'!íichita planning office requested information to
supplement a travel-time study they had performed
(Table 1). The travel times and speeds given in Table 1
are for trips originating in downtown'l7ichita at the intersection of Douglas and Broadway to major intersec-

tions on the fringe of town. [The map of

'SØichita

in

Figure L shows some of the locations referred to in Table
1 . (The end points shown on the map reflect 1.99 5 traveltime studies. Insufficient information was available to
pinpoint exact end points for the routes with data from

1

TABLE

1995 I

1960
TravelTlme
¿ñin-secì

Routes
ru¡lê<l

13.23
8.38

1 t35
2 North Meridlan

7.90
8.70

3 West 21st

9.40
8.20

21.20

5 West Kellogg
6 Airport 1

8.50
7.20

15.51

7 Airport

7.20
8.10

11.53

I

North
Centrel

2

K-42

9 South

1

-

1080

Travel speed

lmohl

35.42
28.01

30.75
24.64

26.44
19.55

-

24.70

32.18
28.83
36.35

31.83

13.54

16.s6

29.35

24.09

17.50

27.83

21.53

11 K-15
12 South Ol¡ver

6.40
7.50

13.48

13 Eâst Pawnee
14 East Kellogg

8.80
8.70

18.18

15 EastCentral
16 North Rockl

6.4
O7

21.11
'

17 North Rock2

9.9
7.5

15.52

n N^dh allivÞ.

1sss I

18.05

15.16

7.20
6.80

Seneca

15.25
21.12

14.59

10 South Broadway

I

28.'14

15.21

-

18.41

26.88

28.85
19.34
24.2

-

18.13

25.'15

26.68
15.78
23.05

37.44
24.09

Summary of results of t¡med trips originating in downtown ìMchita at the
lnters€clion of Broadway and Douglas to various intersedions on tho p€riphery

ofthe c¡ty.

1980 only.) The intersection of Broadway and Douglas
is labeled "Downtown."]

The planning office specifically requested the mean
and median regionwide travel times for I7ichita City
and Sedgwick County from the '1.990, L980, and 1'970
census data.Data from the 1990 CTPR Part A, Tables
38 and 39;Part B, Tables 20 and2l; and Part C, Tables
6 and 7, were used to construct tables relating 1'990
travel times to meâns of transportation to work. The
data were extracted from electronic data-base files
stored on a personal computer at the office. These data
bases were originally constructed by parsing and formatting census text files downloaded from census data
tapes on the agency's mainframe computer (a timeintensive task involving three separate software programs). After the data base was queried for the appropriate information, it was uploaded to a spreadsheet and
formatted into tables.
Data from the 1980 UTPR Part 1, TabIe 1.7, and Part
3, Table 6, were used to construct similar tables for 1980
travel times. The 1980 UTPP data were available on
hardcopy printouts stored in the office. Data from the
appropriate sections were transcribed from hardcopy
into a spreadsheet and formatted into tables. Additional
data equivalent to the 1.990 Part C were available but
were not gathered in part because of difficulty in accessing the data manually. The 1.970 jowney-to-work data
were no longer available in the office and therefore were
not gathered.
In addition to the data requested by the planning office, a map based on IØichita TAZs was constructed that

would provide additional insight into the'l7ichita travelWichita Travel-Time Survey
Dislânca

4 West
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time study. Using the 1990 CTPP Urban Element for'Wichita, maps were constructed using TransCAD Version
3.0 Pre-Release for Windows. These maps are labeled
with the average of the mean and median travel times
from each TAZ to the four TAZs near the center of the

downtown area at the intersection of Broadway and
Douglas. The data were taken from Part C, Tables 6 and
7. One such map is the one shown in Figure 1, formatted to a smaller size. It is shown here only as an example
of the type of output generated at a larger scale. Again
the data were obtained from electronic data-base queries
and ported electronically into TransCAD for display.
The information contained in Part C, Tables 6 and7, of
the 1,990 CTPP is not directly comparable with the
travel times collected by the planning staff. The'SØichita
travel-time study was from intersection to intersection,
whereas the CTPP data were door to door, including terminal times for both ends. Nevertheless they do provide

a means of eomparison that woüld otherwisenorbe
available.

The 1980 UTPP data contained the information necessary to construct similar maps, but since the data were
stored in hardcopy rather than electronicall¡ the time
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TAZ to TAZs nea¡ intersection of Broadway
ti-es (1990 Wichita CTPP, Part 3, average C06C002 to TAZs 62,64,74, and,77).

and Douglas for single-occupant
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required to ffanscribe all the necessary data made their
use infeasible.
The data used to perform this study could only be ob'SØichita

tained through a comprehensive survey of the
metropolitan area. If the CTPP and UTPP portions of
the census were not available, it is doubtful that sufficient planning funds would be committed to such a datagathering effort. In this case the planning office would be
limited to their simple (but arguably effective) approach

for assessing regionwide travel times to downtown'!üiIf the scope of their study broadened to include
suburb-to-suburb travel times, the resources for collecting data would quickly be exhausted. The CTPP portion
of the 1.990 census (as well as the similar portion of the
1980 census) contains the data to carry out a comprehensive travel-time study from any area within ìlichita
to any other area in IØichita.

chita.

Toors oF THE Tnetp
Much of the analysis performed in transportation planning is inherently graphical (or two-dimensional) in nature. Much of the information, including most of the
census data, is only meaningful when viewed in relation
to surrounding geographical attributes. This graphical
nature is especially true for any type of transportation
modeling but also carries over to many of the small studies mentioned earlier. As a result, the end products of
most studies are mâps labeled with the appropriate
attributes.
Available software tools that possess robust graphing
and mapping features combined with robust data-base
capabilities are needed. The Kansas DOT currently uses
TransCAD Version 3.0 Pre-Release for'lflindows combined with DBase III* to carry out much of this work.
(TransVU Version 1.1 is also used when appropriate.)
Data aretransferred from the original source and format
(ASCII data files in the case of census data) into a DBase
III+ file format. Base maps within TransCAD are constructed from the TIGER File obtained from the U.S. Geological Survey and distributed on CD-ROM. Attributes
contained in the data fields of the TIGER File, such as
TAZ zone numbers, allow for quick linking to DBase

III# files within

TransCAD. TransCAD also contains
several GIS tools for analysis, such as merging areas and
their associated data-based geographic attributes.
One noteworthy problem encountered in the current
practice of using DBase

III+

files

within a TransCAD en-

vironment is a result of building base maps from the
ftcERlilè. At large scãles the high resolution of the
TIGER File detail slows the operation of TransCAD,
produces large files for storage, and stresses the ability to
obtain output. For example, a single county boundary in
Kansas may be composed of hundreds of line segments.
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For planning purposes the same county could be represented by fewer than a couple of dozen line segments

with no detriment to the end product. This is not

a

TransCAD problem nor is it a TIGER File problem. It is
a fundamental aspect of geographical data that needs to
be addressed. An autoscale feature, common in many
mapping programs, is used to control whether or not a
certain map layer is activated depending on the current
map scale. As the map scale increases, the highly detailed
layers are switched off and the less detailed map layer
depicting the same features is turned on. In the case of
the base maps constructed from the TIGER File, no "less
detailed" map layers exist for larger scales. These layers
can be created manually by tracing over the TIGER File
base maps, which is very labor intensive. Earlier versions

of TransCAD supported a function called "squeeze,"
which more or less performed this function electronically. Unfortunatel¡ it was never fully developed and
was excluded from the latest beta release for'Windows.
The Kansas DOT planning staff evaluated a few GIS
software packages (more were not evaluated because of
time and budget constraints), and from this experience
found that most GIS software either originated in the
data-base world and lacks robust graphing and mapping
tools or originated in the CAD and drafting world and
lacks robust data-base tools. TransCAD appears to be a
good tradeoff between the two extremes. MicroStation's
MGA/MGE is an example of a GIS package originating
from the CAD world. MicroStation is the standard road
and bridge design tool within the department. Using the
MicroStation GIS tool would allow seamless sharing of
output devices as well as access to existing maps and
drawings. The graphics were found to be exceptional, as
expected from the software's roots in the CAD world.
However, even though the data-base links were available, it required much manual effort to link a base map
with an associated data base. The ability to use the
TIGER File to construct base maps was absent. An attempt was made to exploit the DFX file format to port
maps, using the "tag" attribute to transfer either attributes or indices from one application to another. This met
with limited success because of various interpretations
of the DFX file format.
The entire planning bureau is currently in the process

of changing several Larye Ílat file data bases into relational formats to ultimately interface with a GIS system.
It is hoped that GIS systems will evolve with robust interfaces to both the mapping and data-base world to facilitate easy integration. No doubt many of the lessons
learned will be transferable to the census data effort, and
vice vefsa. Also during the past- years the âgeno)-hnbeen shifting from mainframe-based applications to PC
and client-server types of applications. Before about
1.994, the size of the census data files was such that they
could not be efficiently processed on a PC, requiring any
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type of analysis to be done with the help of a mainframe
programmer. The PC is now the main analytical tool for
census data, allowing access by more individuals while at
the same time stressing existing tools that run on a PC.
Kansas DOT currently accesses and uses the 1,990
CTPP urban and statewide data sets, Summary Tape
Files, and PL94171, census products electronically. Hard
copies of the L980 UTPP and other census products are
available in the office. Part C of the 1"990 CTPP urban
and statewide data sets that relate trip ends is the most
critical to the Kansas transportation planning mission
and the most difficult to replace. Population and economic data are most easily and economically available
through the use ofcensus data, but could probably be estimated from other sources, albeit with less accuracy and

at greatï expense.
A major aspect of the planning work at Kansas DOT
involves trend analysis as reflected in the travel-time case
study in rü(/ichita. In the same vein, the content of the

\ì
'iì
I

2000 census journey-to-work data should ât a minimum
be consistent with 1980 parameters in order to facilitate
trend analysis. Having past census data released on
CD-ROM would greatly enhance the ability to perform
trend analysis. It could be argued that 1980 census data
are even more valuable today than when first released in
1980, partly because of trend analysis but also because
the capability to analyze and process data has grown to
the point at which research that once required a team of
programmers and analysts can now be done by one person with a desktop PC. The end result is that even past
data can be more thoroughly analyzed today than when

smaller communities in which no other source exists.
They also serve as one of the primary sources of data
to perform trend analysis over significantly long periods
of time. The case study involving travel times for the
'S7ichita-Sedgwick
County area showcases the typical
way that census data are used and processed on a PC.
Recommendations for future census products and
GIS tools as a result of experience with census data to
date are as follows:

o Older census data increase in value with time because of their value in trend analysis as well as the continually increasing ability to process and analyze large
volumes of data. For this reason previous years' census
data (in particular for 1.960, L970, and 1980) should be
redistributed on CD-ROM.
o '!(/ith the increase in computing power at the end
user's fingertips, the need for specialized cross-tabulation
output in ASCII format disappears. For this reason, the
Census Bureau should concentrate on providing as
much base-level information as possible, output in a
machine-readable, compressed format. A relational
data-base format distributed on CD-ROM in a publicly
available file compression format âppears to be the most
logical choice at this time.
r Because trend analysis is such an important feature
in planning work, consistency befween the 2000 census
and previous censuses is essential to evaluate changes over

tional data-base format combined with some form of
freely distributed data compression software would
greatly ease the burden of conveying the census results.
Also, much of the current census data has a built-in redundancy that is not needed. For example, a population
will be listed as total, male, and female. Any two of the
above categories uniquely determine the third. The gen-

time. This is not to discourage new and different types of
information from being collected nor to discourage omitting outdated questions, but simply to ensure that the
format allows for backward compatibility in key areas.
o The largest obstacle to using census data at present
is the available software tools to display and manipulate
geographical information. Prerelease TransCAD 3.0 for
'\üTindows
is a first-generation tool that is truly a GIS in
that it has robust mapping and graphical capabilities as
well as powerful data-base tools. Transportation planners do not wish to spend time authoring new maps or
indexing old ones. Additional tools to overcome these
deficiencies in current products are needed.
¡ The most critical part of the 1990 census data has
been Part C of the CTPP urban and statewide data. Parts
A and B, residence and work-end data, respectivel)! of

eral comment to the Census Bureau is to concentrate on

the CTPP are available or can be estimated from

providing as much base-level data as possible, leaving
some of the tabulation responsibilities to the end user.

other data sources but at significantly greater expense.
Part C data, which relate to trip ends, âre not available
from any other source apart from comprehensive, and
expensive, Iocal travel surveys.

released years ago.

In addition to review of previous years' data, a more
appropriate data format is needed to transmit census
data. rüüith more processing power available at the
user's end, the Census Bureau no longer needs to crosstabulate data in exhaustive detail. The use of a rela-

CoNcrusroNs

CensuSdata haveþrovecl vaFable not only as the base ¡¡¡EREI..ICE
for socioeconomic data for transportation modeling, but

also for numerous smaller studies as demonstrated by
the list given earlier. The data are invaluable as quick reference for socioeconomic and travel-related factors for
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Application of Census Data to Transportation
Plânnittg at New York State Department of
Transportation
Nathan

S. Erlbaum ,

New York State Departntent of Transportation

The use of census and transporfation data products by the
Planning Data Analysis Group (PDAG) at the New York
State Department of Transportation is examined. PDAG's
experience as both data provider and data user, the types
of outreach efforts employed, typical data requests, and
products developed and how they helped end users are described. The importance of census data Ío planning activities is highlighted through specific application examples
that address travel access to a primary urban core, the use
of census data for regional comprehensive planning, and
the use of census data and geographic information systems
for transit planning.

his paper focuses on the work of the Planning
Data Analysis Group (PDAG) at the New York
State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT)
and its experience and use of census and transportation
datâ products. The approach of PDAG as both a
provider and a user of census data products is described,
along with three applications focused on different aspects of planning at NYSDOT. Each application illusffates how crucial the census or transportation data are,
why these data are essential, what problems are encountered with their use, and suggestions for their improvement. In all cases, if the data were not available,
ihe analyses described would not, in all likelihood, have
b"-"r possible, because no other primary or secondary
been
""'.
data source was available.

In the first section PDAG's approach and experience
in working with the various census and transportation
data products are examined and issues such as software
and packaging problems and the ease of using these

products are explored. Next two applications derived
directly from user requests are described in which census and transportation data were assembled to assist the
end user in a specific undertaking. Last, the experience
of a planning department starting on the process of
melding a geographic information system (GIS) and

tool
to understand complex spatial relationships important
in assessing transit market areas.
census data is outlined. The focus is on the GIS as a

NYSDOT

CBNsus

Dnrn ExprnrsNcr

NYSDOT consists of a main office and 11 regional offices executing the department's programs. In addition
to the department's regional offices, there are 12 metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs) in the state
with transportation planning responsibilities. PDAG
serves as

a data clearinghouse and an analysis resource

for NYSDOT's Planning and Program Management Division, providing assistance to the department, its regions,
and the MPOs. PDAG is responsible for the management and development of the congestion, pavement, and
gement systems;
sYstems; pa
management

dition forecasting; and estimation of vehicle miles of
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travel (VMT), as well as serving as the planning GIS
coordinator. PDAG, with the New York State Department of Economic Development (NYSDED), participates in the Census Bureau's Data Affiliate Program. In
its role as an affiliate, PDAG has access to many census
data products and resources from the Census Bureau
and from other New York State affiliates.
PDAG functions as both a census data provider and a
census data user. As a provider, it frequently makes census data available to users who are involved in a variety
of activities, such as statewide planning, metropolitan
planning, trend analysis, travel model simulation, small
area and project assessments, surveys, market analyses,
and various other transportation planning applications.
As a census data user it is often involved directly with

users

in

undertaking the census and transportation

analysis components of their project.
To address regional and MPO requests, PDAG has
available both magnetic tape and CD-ROM census and

transportation data products, such as Summary Tape
Files (STFs), the Public Use Microdata Sample (PUMS),
the Economic Census, the Census Transportation Planning Package (CTPP), the Nationwide Personal Transportation Survey (NPTS), and other data products
available from the Census Bureau, NYSDED, FHIíA,
and the Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS). The
Statewide and Urban elements of the CTPP were available to PDAG on magnetic tapes before the CD-ROM
versions. As the CTPP became available, first at the
state\¡/ide level and then at the MPO level, PDAG provided general information on product availabilit¡ along
with copies of the data dictionaries for CTPP Parts A, B,
C, and L, 2, 3, and distributed CTPP CD-ROMs and
TransVU software to both regional offices and MPOs.
PDAG also developed a series of reports called FACTS
(analytical and data) to provide key census and transportation data and offered its assistance in preparing
any particular summarizations or reports from census
products.

Census Tiansportation Planning Package

The 1,990 CTPP represents a ',¡/atershed in transportation census data products because for the first time a
comprehensive nationwide data set of tabulations on
residence, work place, and work flow was available
from the state to the census place level and within urban
areas to the block group or traffrc analysis zone (TAZ)
level. In 1980-iq4tr!
.tase rtrcn ¿at" th.-@
source of data at this level of geographic detail in the
state. No other survey since the major urban area sur-

veys

of the mid-1960s is as useful a data source for

work flow travel primarily because of its comprehensive and uniform availability for all locations in the
state. Perhaps most important is the provision of this
information in CD-ROM format.

End-User Outreach
In attempting to perform its function and provide meaningful assistance to its clients and to improve data dissemination and assistance, PDAG sought to assume a
proactive and multifaceted role. For a data provider, it is
eâsy to recognize areas in which work is needed to assist
users

who have little familiarity with census and trans-

portation data products, computer resource limitations,
frequent questions about data, and need help in breaking down their problems to focus the data requested on
the actual data required, This breakdown moves the user
to the critical second and third questions that are really
the focus of their data request.
The most common datâ requests were found to focus
on area profiles, trend analyses, or â combination of
both, and on future forecasts. Area profile requests attempt to gather all of the relevant census data for a ge-

ographic area associated with a project service area.
Trend analysis requests are for census data to explore
many of the following questions: How have conditions
changed? Why have they changed? What are current
growth rates? Are there any emerging trends? Often
these questions are associated with comparable requests

for flow data between geographic areas, volume, speed,
classification, VMT, pavement condition, and congestion. Many users are interested in the cross-sectional
and cross-temporal review of sociodemographic conditions and their impact on operâtional measures. Forecasts of sociodemographic data during a project study
period of typically 20 to 30 years pose the greatest difficulty. Often the only solution is to use the historical
census trend data that can be assembled.
To increase knowledge and awareness about census
data and available products, PDAG uses several different approaches, including training courses about basic
census information; National Highway Institute (NHI)
training for the CTPR reports on topical transportation
information called FACTS, graphical data sheets, and

PDAG analyses focused in areas of greatest end-user
concern. Experience suggests considerable enlargement
of the practitioner-based examples as instructional aids
is needed. FHrü(iA, along with the Census Bureau and

BTS, must develop better overview materials about
the census trânsportation products that focus on what
the products are and how to use and apply them in
everyday work.

ERLBAUM
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NHI CTPP Training

Utilization

To increase awareness and use of the CTPP by the Main

To increase end-user knowledge about the various census and transportation data products, reports entitled
FACTS were prepared to address common data and key
issues such as the following:

Office and regional and MPO staff, fwo NHI courses
were sponsored. A review of the course materials suggested them to be comprehensive in coverage of the
CTPP and overwhelming in length, but lacking in the
number and variety of practitioner-based examples.
Experience with the NHI course suggested several
areas in which change would benefit the student:

1. The journey-to-work (JTIØ) Statewide and Urban
elements of the CTPP on CD-ROM need to be available
at the time the course is conducted.

2. The number of practitioner-based applications
spanning state, metropolitan, and small area analysis
needs to be significantly increased.
3. Historical census data must be provided to address
the obvious questions about change between the decennial censuses, such as how the means of transportation
work, the work flow at the county, town, and place level,
and the use of carpooling or transit have changed'
4. The obvious potential for misinterpretation of
data brought about by CD-ROM ease of access needs to
be addressed.

Sample Data Requests

From experience with end users, PDAG staff have observed that census information requests take several
forms, for example,

o Sociodemographic data requests by different
geographic levels;
o JTW TAZ matrices requested by an MPO;

¡

'\ùlorkplace

travel for employment, JTW, modal
choice, and air quality assessments for conformity in
capital projects;
o Market access requests for origins and destinations
and JT\XI means of transportation for a specific tract,
block group, or block;
¡ Feasibility studies for ferry service;
o ComparisonoÍ1'970, L980, and 1990 census data,
especially travel data;
o Travel data by occupation and average vehicle occupancy (AVO)
(ECO)program;

.

for the Employee Commute Option

Determination of internal and external trips;

o Block-group-to-block-group travel time
o Bicycle and pedestrian planning;
o Intracouñty travel

r

data;

Income; and

o Projections

of population, employment, households,
income, automobile registrations, and travel.

1. Basic census concepts and definitions: This report
clarifies designations such as CMSA, PMSA, MSA, urban, urbanized, CDP, and so on, and summarizes population for each area by area and county for 1980 and
1,ee0 (1).

2. Comparing different census products: This report
provides a discussion of the CTPP and the PUMS, methods of data extraction, comparison of tables, tables not
available in the CTPP (Statewide Element) that can be
created in PUMS, and standard error and statistical
differences (2).
3. JTI7 data: This report presents county-based JTSØ

data from the Regional Economic Information System
(REIS) and compares them over time (a companion
document, FACTS Number 10, examines JTIØ databy
residence county) (3).
4. Transportation-related sociodemographic data:
population, households, vehicles available, population
densit¡ and so on, by region, county, and town from
Summary Tape File (STF) data (4).
5. Population estimates and projections: population
projections by county from 1980 to 2020; current population estimates Írom'1.990 to 1.994 by county and
town; and analysis of household characteristics for 1980
and 1.990 (4).

Distributing these reports to the regional offices and
MPOs has increased their awareness of census and
transportation data that are available and has led to
requests for more detailed information.
Data Products and Software
From undertaking the FACTS reports and working with
transportation analysts and their data applications,
much was learned about census data and software products. The accessibility of census data via CD-ROM and
the Internet enables PDAG staff to easily examine many
more complex questions concerning how New York
State compares with other states. Howevet, in doing so
several areas were identified in which end-user experiences suggest improvements in software that would
benefit users. Some of these are noted below:

o All Census Bureau products are issued with userfriendly access software to find and extract a table at
some level of geographic detail. A special type of soft-
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ware called "extract software" exists that enables the
user to find the same data for more than one area. This
program should be included with all products.
o The PUMS CD sofrware allows questions to be
asked of either the household or the person file, but not if
the question straddles both files. Census Bureau data
products that are based on multiple file structures should
facilitate this type of cross-sectional analysis.
o All software products should support spreadsheet
or DBase output formats.
. STF data are summarized by table for geographic
level. PUMS contains sample survey data. A comparable
CTPP product is needed to support a user-specified
cross-sectional analysis.

o End-user utilization of CD-ROM products would
with additional documentation describing
what each field means and how these data items
compare with similar data items in other products and
be enhanced

providing interactive data dictionaries and, where appropriate, several simple, moderate, and complex data

would be helpful. It would also be advantageous to include documentation to assist users who may be unfamiliar with the products. Frequently asked questions
that should be addressed include the following:

o Does the CTPP cover all work trips or only those to
the primary job?
o 'Which work place is used if a person has more than
one jobl
Is the number employed the same as the number of

¡

workers?

¡
¡

How are school trips coded?
If the CTPP asks where an individual works, does
his or her residence-workplace travel time include trip
chaining?

¡

If you leave your house for work and it takes 45
min to get to the daycare center and then 5 min to get
from there to work, did you make a JTrüØ trip?
. rü(/hy do walk JT!7 trips from California to
Manhattan exist?

extraction examples.
Use of census data products such as the CTPP raises the

CTPP and TransVU Software
When the CTPP Statewide Element CD-ROM became
available, NYSDOT's regional offices were issued the
CD-ROM, a CD drive, TransVU software, and the extracted LandVU portion of the regional geography. Each
MPO was also given a copy of the CTPP CD-ROM and
the TransVU software. From the use of this product, the
following approaches for future products of this nature
are recommended:

.

FHWA and BTS should form an end-user beta test
committee to evaluate all software for functionality and
simplicity of use. The committee should be afforded the
resources necessary to have timely modifications made
in the event that problems or useful features need to be
resolved or incorporated. The committee should also focus on the interrelationship of the various census data
products and their software.
o In using TransVU it has been found that the inclusion of filtering criteria to more narrowly or precisely select localities within census-level geography (and items
within the tables) would greatly improve the accessibility of the desired data. The ability to replace the column
heading codes with âcronyms for the data would improve data extrâction. The inclusion of thematic mapping capability with the CTPP soffware would bring a
very helpful descriptive tool to the CD-ROM data.
Specific CTPP User Problems, Issues, or Questions
Documentation of the census questionnaire and comparability between decennial censuses on the CD-ROM

following concernsi

o The user should be able to identify the mode of
transportation correctly (it is possible that commuter,
subwa¡ and heavy rail may be confused in the New
York City or Chicago area).
¡ Segmentation of transit trips should be ensured to
improve the reliability of. data regarding the means of
transportation.

r

It is important to know that survey definitions vary
between the NPTS and CTPP, for example, that for
home-based-work (HBW). Age summary categories
vary among CTPP, NPTS, and STFs, and these should be
standardized.

o The REIS CD-ROM provides county work flow
data from 1,960 to 7990.In 1980 and 1,990 the unallocated origin and destination flow was allocated on the
basis of the employment site data from the census. Ho\Mever, this \ry'as not done for 7970 or 1960.1t is important
that a uniform approach exist within the data.
o As with other states that border Canada or Mexico, New York State has several international crossings.
Knowing the origin and destination of cross-border
travel with Canada is important in analyzíngtravel.
o In giving MPOs T[Z-level coding, the Census Bureau eliminated the ability to identify the block or blockgroup data that make up the TAZ. The Census Bureau
should provide bothTAZ and census geography and not
aggregate the file toTAZ level. The CTPP data must remarn compatlble \Mlth the data trom 5l.FJ and should be
available for other uses outside the simulation model. In
addition, errors in origin-destination trip allocation to
TAZ and changes or adjustmenttoTAZ boundaries can
then be corrected.

ERLBAUM
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Application 1 deals with the selection and prioritizing of
capital projects in the New York City metropolitan area.
Census and transportation data were utilized to compare and illustrate the flow and type of travel from
the suburban counties to the city core, Manhattan' and
between the suburban counties.

Overview
The New York City metropolitan area is the largest in
the country and is represented by two NYSDOT regions
and part of a third, as well as by one large and two

smaller MPOs at its periphery. For claríty, New York
City consists of five boroughs, each also a county: Manhattan (New York County), the Bronx (Bronx County),
Brooklyn (Kings County), Queens (Queens County),
and Staten Island (Richmond County). Each has a central business area. Four of the five counties have populations of between 1.2 million and 2.2 million, and if

they were separate cities, they would rank as the
third-, fourth-, seventh-, and ninth-largest cities in the
nation. The Metropolitan Transportation Authority
(MTA), the Port Authority of New York and New Jerse¡ New York City (NYC), the New York Metropolitan Transportation Council (NYMTC), and NYSDOT

1.89

vided by means of transportation to work. These data
were graphically presented to visualize the proportional
county contributions.
The CTPP was used for the county JTST data and the
NPTS for the resident-based total travel picture. In 1990
the NYMTC, the MPO, purchased an NPTS add-on,
bringing the number of samples in the 12-county study
area to approximately 1',700. Approximately 1,000
were in the five counties of NYC, 500 in the eastern
counties of Nassau and Suffolk, and the remainder were
in the northern suburban counties. The NYC sample
taken together is large enough to be considered highly
reliable. However, the data from individual counties are
much less reliable.
Comparisons have been developed contrasting the
study area, the nation, NYC, the suburban counties' and
Manhattan. Transit shares were examined for those
transit modes operating on fixed guideway and those operating on the highway. Because the CTPP data were
only readily available on CD-ROM for 1,990, preparing
a comparison of how the region had changed over time
was difficult. The REIS CD-ROM contained the county
work flow data for 1.960-1990 and showed how residence to workplace county core travel (to Manhattan)
and noncore travel had grown during the period. Unfortunatel¡ these data were not broken out by means of

transportation to work.

Data Summaries

are the major stakeholders in this transportation analy-

in an equitable fashion, balancing the infrastructure needs of
highways with those of transit, and providing for the
improved mobility of the resident population while
reducing congestion are all difficult tasks. Often many
competing needs exist, and choices have been made
more difficult because of declining funds.
Recentl¡ the department's planning groups (Corridor Management, Program Management, and Data
Analysis) undertook a major study to categorize metropolitan travel in the proper context (i.e., access to the
urban core, Manhattan; noncore travel to other counties in the metropolitan area; and multimodal highway
versus rail travel). The intent was to examine the current
mobility and congestion situation and assess the proposed solutions. The effort relied greatly on the CTPP
and the NPTS to help describe the travel backdrop for
the MPO area.
The primary focus of the study was on work trips by
means (mode) of transportatlon lrom the noncore counties to Manhattan (New York County) and berween the
sis area. Allocation of financial resources

noncore counties. Data showing the county of residence,

employment, and the work flow to and from each
county to Manhattan were assembled and were subdi-

The illustrations in the following represent typical examples of the data summaries and graphics used in the
analysis:

1. The question arose of how NYC compared with
the rest of New York State and the nation on the means
used to travel to work. Figure 1 shows the CTPP means
(mode) of transportation to work for NYC (the five
boroughs), New York State with and without NYC,
and the nation as a whole. Except for NYC, the state is
similar to the rest of the nation in the means used to
travel to work. However, transit usage in NYC represents 50 percent of the means of transportation to
work, and this usage is equal to one-third of the en-

tire transit usage in the nation. Notwithstanding the
high percentage of public transit usage in NYC, walk
trips to work exceed public transit trips in upstate
New York.

2. Figures 2 and 3 show the distribution of JT!7 trips
lrom the resrdence countles to tne core or r\ r u, lvranhattan (New York County), and from those counties to
all other counties in the study area. The data demonstrate that Manhattan is clearly the paramount focus of
work travel, especially by transit. However, nearly two-
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Journey to work by mode of choice, 1990 (source: 1990 STF3).

thirds of all work trips that occur in the study arca do
not involve Manhattan. These trips are typically made
by highwa¡ and this point is even more important when
one realizes that work travel for NYC is only 25 percent
of all travel.
3. A more detailed examination of where resident
workers are employed shows that for the five boroughs
of NYC, one-third or more of the residents work in the
resident county, with 12 to 25 percent working in a
county other than Manhattan. Outside NYC, 17 to 31
percent of the area's county residents work outside the
county, with the exception oÍ 63 percent in Putnam
County. In NYC, 92 percent of the city residents work in
one of the five boroughs, with 49 percent of the city's
residents working in Manhattan.

observations

I

13.4%

21.1

The CTPP and the county work flow data (REIS) are the
only resources available with comprehensive national
detail by state collected with a high degree of accuracy
oyer time. If these sources rvr/ere not available, no data

would exist except from the various disparate trâvel surveys collected over time within the region. The CTPP's
high sampling rate is most important, especially when
comparing data with other reference material, studies,
and plans.

The presentation of significant tabular data is often
difficult to comprehend readily. Graphical presentation
of data in colored thematic maps, graphs, or pie or bar
charts is more readily understood. ClearlS new ways for
graphical analysis of. data need to be explored.
The CTPP represents work trips to the primary work
place, and not work trips to all work places. As such, the
number of workers in the 1990 CTPP deviated somewhat from the number of persons holding jobs. Also, the
lack of detail on the multiple modal segments that make
up trips in this complex urban area seriously limits understanding of how the JTrJ7 modes are interrelated for
travel from different sections of the area. For example, a
1-hr public rransir trip from Sraren Island (Richmond
County) to downtown Brooklyn (Kings County) might
typically contain a walk of less than 5 min to the bus, a
15-min bus ride (or an automobile commute to the
Íerry), a walk of less than 5 min to the ferr¡ a 20-min

902'148
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NIYMTC area JTW trþs from residence counties to Manhattan and residence counties to all other locations

(source: 1990 CTPP).
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ferry ride, a \¡/alk of less than 5 min to the subwa¡ a 15min subway ride, and a walk of less than 5 min to the
destination. Transportation planners are clearly interested in the mode, the modal interface, and exchange
points and their impact on access for both the highway
and transit systems.
The CTPP JTrù(/ data demonstrate that the transit

and highway systems primarily support access to the
core of the NYC urban area. The CTPP also suggests
that the potentiâl for deficiencies in access within individual counties or across counties may exist for both
transit and highways. The resident-based travel data
from the CTPP and NPTS imply a sense of community
and urban form within the counties, suggesting that

trip and employment needs are more often met locally.
This finding, in turn, implies that a priori assumptions
for simply shifting travel among modes are not always
feasible. Most transportation investments are focused
on peak-period congestion or JT\ü travel activity, yet
the work trip is only 25 percent of total travel during
the day. Even in a very dense, highly transit-oriented
environment, there is still a need for necessary highway
improvements and a balanced transportation system.
One should not forget that.75 percent of all trips are
not work trips and occur throughout the day and that
the combination of trips often determines the mode

the department's other regions. The regional profiles
contain the following information:

o Demographic

and economic data from STF3: population characteristics, workers by category of work, income, revenue, workers, employment, unemployment,
household income, persons, and automobile availability.
o Count)¡ business patterns from STF3, REIS, and
CTPP; household vehicle availabilit¡ JTW by county

of residence and work place, JTW by county and means

of transportation, JT'tù7 travel time by county,

and
residence of those employed in each county.
o From the Economic Census¡ counfy databy industry,

agriculture, retail and wholesale trade, manufacturing,
and service sector.

¡ From NYSDOT data files: highway infrastructure,
jurisdictional ownership of the highway system, centerline and lane miles, pâvement condition, motor-vehiclerelated data, driver's licenses, vehicle registrations,
urban and rural daily vehicle miles of travel, Highway Performance Monitoring System data, and transit
system usage and fares.

The regional profile is essentially a tabular and graphical presentation at the county level of readily available in-

Program (STIP). To help the planning and prioritization
of needs, a Regional Comprehensive Plan (RCP) is under
development for each NYSDOT region. The RCP focuses on the 2}-year vision for the region, suggesting
how that future might be achieved and providing guiding principles that must be emphasized in developing the
region's transportâtion systems. The RCP includes demographic, economic, and transportation information
to help reveal regional trends that must be supported or
overcome. County profiles have been developed to describe the current environment affecting travel within
and through the regions.
Development of regional data profiles began in early
1995, with the NYSDOT region in Rochester. A draft

It contains both a statewide and regional
overview and presents basic countyJevel socioeconomic
data. The data profile relies upon the CTPP for travel
time, detailed residence and work place JTW by county
within the NYSDOT region, and workers within and outside the residence county. Tables that illustrate population
changes, travel over time from the REIS, and highway system system extent are included, along with appendixes
that illustrate detailed data within each county and the region as a whole. The profile also includes regional summaries from INFO New York, a data product produced
by the New York State Department of Economic Development. INFO New York contains most of the available
STF data over time, including data from the Economic
Census at the county level.
It is interesting to note how regional staff dealt with
information during the development of the regional profile.'!Øhen PDAG originally polled the regional offices to
determine what information was required, it was difficult to identify specific items. After copies of a draft regional data profile were sent to all of the regional offices,
it became a shopping catalogue for data. This has generated many special requests from the regional offices for
components of the profile in greater geographical detail.
By placing a regional profile in the regional office, PDAG

of the feedback, the model data profile was reproduced
and sent to the other regions to obtain their comments.
Currently regional data profiles are being prepared for

graphical detail background information from which
they can better formulate a problem-solving approach
or a policy position. If the profile falls short, it does so

chosen.

Appuc,qtroN 2: RrcroNAL DATA Pnornns ron
RncroNRr CoupRnsrNsrvE PrnNnuNc
NYSDOT in cooperation with the MPOs and other local governments is responsible for seeing that regional
transportation needs are identified and met through the
department's Statewide Transportation Improvement

formation.
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only because it is unable to adequately describe total
travel from a sociodemographic standpoint. Many questions are asked regarding total travel that cannot be
answered by the CTPP.
A composite view may be obtained from three different regional offices as to the most useful census data
included in their regional data profile for use with their
RCPs (5-10). Given their location in the state and the
local issues they must address, each region may choose
package and present this information
different formats.

to

in

slightly

ApprtcnrloN 3: CnNsus DATA, GIS, eNo
TuNsIr Menrnr Anne ANlrvsls
The department recently obtained software from the
Environmental System Research Institute-Arclnfo and
ArcView-to use as the GIS platforms in New York State.

:

,
.
.
'
,

GIS implementation and application have begun for the
department and the MPOs. Many traditional uses of linear GISs have been developed to improve program and
resource management. This improvement includes association of transportation facility data with cartographic
base maps for the purpose of constructing maps on flow,
condition, and categorical routes, such as the National
Highway System and truck routes. More recently PDAG
has worked to relate census data with highway and cartographic map coverage. Three primary activities are involved in this process: development and processing of
census data coverage, association of census data with this
coverage, and provision of data to a transit market research project. Using the GIS, NYSDOT's Public Transportation Division is identifying market opportunities as
an input to bus route and service planning activities. The
Public Transportation Division developed the transit bus
route coverage and PDAG provided the demographic,
economic, and travel data from the STFs and the CTPP,
along with the Topologically Integrated Geographic
Encoding and Referencing (TIGER) File base map.

Tiger File Base Map for Census/GIS Coverage File
In undertaking this activity, a number of technical issues
were identified.

¡ Differences existed among the highway system coverage designed to cartographic standards, the simplicity
of the TIGER File coverage used by the Census Bureau,
o 'Síhen the Census Bureau has information that does
not fit into a place within the town geograph¡ it identifies a place called "remainder of the town." Existing

-POsrmu

coverage that represents the mapping of cities, towns,
and villages does not account for the remainder concept.
¡ It became apparent that the geographic levels of
block group and block were essential for any analysis requiring census and TAZ data. TIGER File block and
block group coverage was subsequently purchased from
another state agency.

Linking Census Data with Coverage Polygons
PDAG staff had trouble matching the Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) place codes used by the
Census Bureau with their coverâge. Somewhere in the
process during the development of the TIGER File coverage purchased, the FIPS place codes had been subjected
to "text to numeric to text conversions" and leading and
lagging zeros were missing in the left-justified fields. It
was necessary to add the New York State code to the
base map polygons, since the NYC urban area spans
more than one state; however, for New York State map
making, it is not important. In addition, it was discovered that TransVU was using the Census Bureau place
codes. This meant that data extracted from the CTPP
were incompatible with the FIPS place codes being used
for linkage to STF3 data. An equivalency table was
developed for the two codes.

Census Data Bases

for GIS Applications

The most important question in relating census data and
GIS coverage was what type of census information should
be included because of its importance to transportation

planners. IØorking with the Public Transportation Division, PDAG selected the most obvious transportation
items from STF3. In developing data transformations for
their application, it was discovered that the GIS product
was not as robust as spreadsheets were for this purpose.
There was also no indication in the GIS of the best way to
store the data (data normalization) other than in flat file
format. Storage of data requires consideration as to how
data will be displayed. In the GIS, data can be displayed
at a geographic level using a selection of colors to describe
the ranges of interest for the number of workers. However, to show shares by mode of travel, totals and proportions need to be constructed. Using proportional data,
a

much more meaningful graphical display can be created.

The GIS is limited to providing two dimensions, geography and the spatial context in color, for the variable being
present beyond area and color. In addition, displaying automobiles available per household and population density

simultaneously is difficult.
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Using GIS in

tansit

Service Planning

To define the market for new or reoriented transit services, the analyst must first address questions concerning

the geographic patterns of travel, demographic attributes, and economic activity. In particular, where do
people travel and by what means? I7here are there concentrations of population that present opportunities for
transit service? How many households do not own
an automobile or have persons over age 60? Are clusters

of work trip origins destined for work destinations
concentrated in a particular zone or zones?
As is the case for most spatial analyses of travel, the
STF and the CTPP are the only data sources available
short of undertaking primary survey research. To analyze the geographic distribution of existing and potential
transit markets, population age characteristics, household income, and automobile ownership characteristics
were selected from STF3 to define the relationship between the fixed bus routes and where service demand
may exist. To analyze existing transit market shares,
CTPP Urban ElementJTST byTAZ was examined.
Most TAZs used in the simulation network of the Albany area MPO, the Capital District Transportation
Committee (CDTC), often do not mirror census block
groups very well. By relating TAZ to census blocks,
CTPP transit usage can be linked to the population and
household data from STF3. Background sociodemographics may then explain why two similar origin zones
with trips to a common destination zone have differing
levels of JT.!(/ transit usage. Relative modal JT'W travel
times from the CTPP may offer possible explanations for
differing modal usage.
Population Density
Population density is a commonly used gauge of transit
market viability. The standard transit industry rule of
thumb is that frequent service can be supported by pop-

ulation densities of 3,000 persons per squâre mile. By
overlaying the Capital District Transportation Authority
(eDlIAl bus rsutes ontqblock grsuBs, trarisit supply
and demand issues can be examined.

..

mobiles available may be miles apart in a suburban or
rural block group.
Color can be used to denote the number of households present within a block group; a proportion like
density can address measures of uniformity. There is a
need to visually display both quantity and uniformity to
get the complete demographic picture. By using shades,
patterns, or color with the numeric value and creating
indexes by multiplying the household number by population density and shading the product, several measures
can be displayed.

Bus Transit Market Share by

TAZ

4 shows the CTPP JTW transit bus share for
CDTA by TAZ. The highest market share can be observed in areas with the greatest population density
and transit service. This level of detail in the data enables a visual comparison of relative transit service in
demographically similar TAZs.
Figure

Thansit Share Versus Automobile Ownership
Figure 5 contrasts the CDTA transit market share of a
group of TAZs by color with the number of households
without automobiles for the nearest census block group.
The TAZs used by the CTPP are not 100 percent consistent with the block groups contained in STF3. Both are
based on combinations of blocks, but block group
boundaries are frequently crossed by TAZs. The result is
difficulty in correlating CTPP and STF3 data for these
'!7ith
areas.
the GIS, a visual comparison is obtained by
overlaying the fwo sets of data. However, since the Census Bureau did not include both TAZs and block groups,
inconsistent data definitions preclude the analyst from
drawing direct correlations.

Recommendations

.

Recornrnendations based on th--xþèäenceõf othtricks of the trade would be
very helpful to those just getting into work with census
ers as to data, structure, and

Zero Automobile Households

data and the GIS.

Households without an automobile available are an another indicator of the potential for transit usage. It

one-to-one consistent geographical linkage
across all census and transportation survey data and
software products should be maintained (e.g., census

o

pactness of urban and rural census block groups. A con-

centration

of 10 households

without

automobiles
available in an urban block group is enough to allow bus
service. The same number of households without auto-

I

of block group and block level linkages).
. A CD-ROM containing self-extracting TIGER File
coverage for the geographic areas contained on each
CTPP CD-ROM would be very useful.
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The graphic on page 1 of the Censws Mapbook for

Trønsportation Planning (11) illustrates a multidimensional presentation of JT!Ø data. This is a very powerful
presentation and is not easily performed by most GIS
software. A project to explore the presentation of information in more graphically innovative ways and work
with vendors and universities to identify new software
display techniques should be undertaken by FH'!íA,
BTS, and the Census Bureau.
¡ Presentation graphic packages and spreadsheets often provide data analysis and display capabilities more
powerful than those in a GIS. FH\øA, BTS' and the Census Bureau should work with GISs, simulation model-

ing, and other software vendors to develop standard
formats and coverage translation procedures.
o BTS and FH'SIA should lead in developing examples of census and travel data buffered within a project

corridor.

In 2000, computers will have advanced significantly
in power and capability. The GIS should be viewed as
the analyst's window on data, a tool that is essential to
show information. The selection and presentation of
census and transportation information drive data collec-

tion, delivery format, and analysis software. Focusing
on how the data are used is essential to better address
what information is required and what presentation
tools are necessary.

¡ New graphical analysis and data management software should be examined to look at areawide data as a
surface foil. For example, traffrc can be viewed as a 24hr surface along a route. Population at the block group
and block level can be observed in a similar way along
with any other variables.
o Examination of spatial data in three-dimensional
space by changing the perspective of the surface foil enables a new perspective on census and travel data that
has never been examined. Information that remains
hidden in tables is now visible in this manner.
o Examining basic demographic variables such as
population, households, and automobile availability by
using a topographical format, time of day, and the ability to create holographic images is the goal for future
data analysis techniques.
Despite the difficulties encountered in applying this
technolog¡ it is very powerful. The coupling of GIS and
census data provides an advanced set of analytical tools
clearly enables the user to portray various spatial interrelationships, location of service corridors, and factors
influencing the transportation dynamic. Census 2000
will benefit greatly from the advances in this technology'

Sutvtuenv
Census and transportation data are invaluable for transportation planning. None of the three applications discussed could have been accomplished if these data were
not available. Having these data allows analysts to de-

velop a better understanding of the underlying elements
shaping travel. Better information clearly leads to improved decision making. The three applications and the

provider-user approach applied by PDAG serve to
bridge the gap between data and information. Key issues
and concerns encountered are summarized below:

. FFIï7A and the Census Bureau should explore improvements in documentation, terminolog¡ definitions,
products, and software for all end-user CD-ROM data
products.
. FH\øA and the Census Bureau should create an
inventory of practitioner-based examples, applicationoriented documentation, frequently asked questions,
and experiences of others.
o Census Bureau software needs to be more robust
to address how data will actually be used. Currentl¡ it
just provides access to singular data items within consistent geographical areas. Data requests are driven
by area profiles, trend analyses, and future forecasts
to support cross-sectional o¡ cross-temporal views of
sociodemographic data.

o Historical census and transportation data products
should be made available on CD-ROM.
o Software products should have consistent output
file formats, printing capabilit¡ and access methods.
o An end-user committee should be established to
review and examine software and census data products
before and after distribution.
o Census geographical referencing should remain
available even when data are aggregated to TAZ. The
Census Bureau should ensure that a consistent referencing system and linkage are maintained across all census
data files and all geography.
. TIGER File coverage should be provided with
CTPP data.

o New initiatives concerning the graphical analysis
and presentation of data should be explored.

o The development of sociodemographic data
estimates beyond population forecasts should be

considered.

L
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